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18th Annual Plant Genome Awardee Meeting

Agenda
Plant Genome Research Program
18th Annual Awardee Meeting
September 10-11, 2015
Key Bridge Marriott
Georgetown Ballroom
Thursday, September 10, 2015
8:00 am – 8:30 am
Registration
Refreshments Available
8:30 am – 8:45 am

Welcome and Introductory Remarks
Diane Jofuku Okamuro
Program Director & PGRP Cluster Leader
Dr. Robert Miller
Acting Division Director, Division of Integrative Organismal Systems

8:45 am – 10:45 am

Physiological Genomics
Chair: Wayne Parrott
Stacey Harmer - Circadian Rhythms are Turning Heads: Clock
Regulation of Growth Pathways in Sunflower.
Andrew Leakey (for Lisa Ainsworth) – Genetic and Genomic Approaches
to Understand and Improve Maize Responses to Ozone
Maria Salas-Fernandez – Photoprotection for Tolerance to Abiotic Stress:
Discovery through Natural Genetic Variation
Tom Juenger – Physiological Genomics of Panicum: Exploring
Switchgrass Responses to Climate Change

10:45 am – 11:15 am

BREAK

11:15 am – 12:00 pm

Training the Next Generation: National Plant Genome Initiative
Postdoctoral Research Fellows FY 15
Chair: Scott Jackson
Nathaniel Butler - Enhancing Meiotic Recombination and Fine Mapping
Resolution in Diploid Populations of Potato Using Sequence-Specific
Nucleases
Michael Campbell - Generate and Distribute Graph-Based Structural
Annotations and Tools for Agricultural Plant Populations
Margaret Frank - A Role for Long-Distance RNA Signaling in Tomato Via
Graft-Induced Vigor
Nowlan Freese - Molecular Basis of Salt Tolerance in Rice
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Christine Gault - Identifying Freezing Tolerance Genes in ihe Perennial
Grass Genus Tripsacum as a Step towards Developing FreezingTolerant Maize
Emily Josephs - Polygenic Adaptation to Domestication in Genetic
Networks
Zachary Lemmon - The Role of Meristem Size in Pepper Architectural
Diversity
12:00 pm – 1:30 pm

LUNCH on your own
Poster set-up

1:30 pm – 3:00 pm

Poster Session 1 (Even Posters)
Potomac Salons AB

3:00 pm – 3:30pm

BREAK

3:30 pm – 5:00 pm

Panel Discussion: Approaches to Broader Impacts
Chair: Diane Jofuku Okamuro
A panel discussion will follow brief talks that provide an overview of
Broader Impacts activities.
Caitlin Schrein – Communicating Science as Broader Impacts
Science Writer, NSF BIO
Rachel Meyer – Salt, Selection, and Slavery: Stories Told by African Rice
Population Genomics and Association Mapping
Peter Balint-Kurti – Making Connections: Outreach with the North
Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences
Arvind Suresh – Overview of Citizen Science
Managing Editor at SciStarter.com
Stephen Keller – Project Budbreak: an Example of Citizen Science
Caitlin Schrein – Panel Discussion Lead and Wrap-up

5:00 pm

The BIO Perspective
Dr. Jane Silverthorne
Deputy Assistant Director, Biological Sciences Directorate

5:30 pm

ADJOURN
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Friday, September 11, 2015
8:00 am – 8:30 am

Meeting Room Open
Refreshments Available

8:30 am – 10:00 am

Breakout Discussions: Implementing the Vision of Plant
Genomics, Chair: Tim Nelson
Each concurrent session will begin with a brief presentation to provide
examples of successes, challenges and future prospects for the
discussion topic listed. Please join the discussion of your choice.
1. Managing Multi-PI/Multi-Institutional Research Teams
Erik Vollbrecht, Iowa State University
Facilitator: Tim Nelson
2. Benefits and Challenges of International Collaborations
Doug Cook, University of California - Davis
Facilitator: Wayne Parrott
3. Managing Community Resource Projects
Alice Barkan, University of Oregon
Facilitator: Anne Sylvester
4. Big Data: Standardization, Coordination, Sharing, Preservation
Eric Lyons, University of Arizona, iPlant Collaborative
Facilitator: Diane Jofuku Okamuro

10:00 am – 10:30 am

BREAK and poster set-up

10:30 am – 12:00 pm

Poster Session 2 (Odd posters)
Potomac Salons AB

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm
1:00 pm – 3:00 pm

LUNCH on your own
Advances in Enabling Technologies
Chair: Anne Sylvester
David Jackson – Maize Cell Genomics: Resources for Visualizing
Promoter Activity and Protein Dynamics using Fluorescent Protein Lines
Anton Kruger (for Heather Lintz) – Automated Sensors for Flowering and
Vegetative Bud Beak
Geoffrey Chang – CROPS – A Plant Community Resource for the
Structure and Function of Plant Membrane Transporters Underlying
Important Crop Traits
Adam Bogdanove – Quantitative Trait Locus Editing for Crop
Improvement

3:00 pm

Closing Remarks: PGRP Updates, Q and A with Program Directors
ADJOURN
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Meeting Arrangements
Registration will be held in the Georgetown Ballroom at the Key Bridge Marriott starting at 8:00
am on Thursday September 10, 2015.
NSF Program Directors and staff will be identified by name badges:
Diane Jofuku Okamuro
Anne Sylvester
Wayne Parrott
Tim Nelson
Scott Jackson
JoAnn Alquisa
Maya S. Anderson
Anastasia Solis
Rachel Evans

Program Director, IOS/PGRP
Program Director, IOS/PGRP
Program Director, IOS/PGRP
Program Director, IOS/PGRP
Program Director, IOS/PGRP
Operations Specialist, BIO/IOS
Program Specialist, BIO/IOS
Science Assistant, BIO/IOS
Program Assistant, BIO/IOS

Key Bridge Area
The Key Bridge Marriott is adjacent to the Key Bridge directly across the Georgetown
neighborhood of Washington, D.C. The Rosslyn metro is at 850 North Moore Street in Arlington,
located 0.3 miles from the hotel. The Rosslyn station is one stop on the Orange line to Foggy
Bottom in Georgetown and 5 stops from the Smithsonian station at the National Mall.
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Restaurants in the Area
Light refreshments will be available during the breaks. Meals are on your own. Many excellent
restaurants can be found in Rosslyn, near the Key Bridge Marriott (black arrow) and in
Georgetown (circled), which is within walking distance across the Key Bridge (yellow arrow).

Source: https://www.google.com/maps/search/Rosslyn+restaurants/@38.8948415,-77.073308,15z
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Posters in the Potomac Salons AB
Posters will be located in the Potomac Salons AB of the Key Bridge Marriott. Poster sessions
will be held on each day of the meeting.

Session 1: Thurs. Sept. 10,
Session 2: Friday Sept. 11,

1:30 pm - 3:00 pm
10:30 am - noon

Even poster numbers
Odd poster numbers

Please identify your poster number in the first column below, stand by your poster during
your assigned session, and take down your poster before the start of the next poster session.
Poster numbers are assigned alphabetically by project PI’s last name:

Poster
#

Award #

PI Last Name

Poster
#

Award #

PI Last Name

1

1401840

Afkhami

26

1444435

Chang

2

1238030

Ainsworth

27

1238048

Chen

3

1444893

Aldwinckle

28

1444552

Chen

4

1444561

Alonso

29

1401855

Cheung

5

1339207

Axtell

30

1444449

Clark

6

1238731

Bailey

31

1444612

Comai

7

1238243

Bailey-Serres

32

1339346

Cook

8

1306574

Baker

33

1339362

Coruzzi

9

1444503

Balint-Kurti

34

1444585

Davis

10

1339130

Barkan

35

1444514

Dawe

11

1444532

Bass

36

0922742

dePamphilis

12

1126950

Baxter

37

1339185

Dinesh-Kumar

13

1127059

Bedinger

38

1339238

Dooner

14

1339282

Bevilacqua

39

1339332

Doust

15

1339198

Birchler

40

1238231

Dvorak

16

1444511

Bogdanove

41

1340050

Evans

17

1025976

Braun

42

1444806

Fernandez-Baca

18

1339385

Browse

43

1339134

Florea

19

1238014

Buckler

44

1523668

Frank

20

1237969

Buell

45

1523814

Freese

21

1444499

Buell

46

1400818

Freund

22

1444522

Burke

47

1306622

Friedline

23

1523876

Butler

48

1523861

Gault

24

1523793

Campbell

49

1539848

Gepts

25

1339246

Carter

50

1306848

Gray
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Poster
#

Award #

PI Last Name

Poster
#

Award #

PI Last Name

51

1238201

Greenberg

86

1301640

Masonbrink

52

1444490

Gregory

87

1025965

McClung

53

1401864

Grillo

88

1541256

McCombie

54

1125620

Grotewold

89

1202803

Meyer

55

0923992

Hahn

90

1339229

Meyers

56

1025830

Hanley-Bowdoin

91

1339393

Morrell

57

1444202

Hanson

92

1400616

Nannas

58

1339388

Hanzawa

93

1127017

Nelson

59

1238040

Harmer

94

1539834

Nemhauser

60

1238812

Hegeman

95

1402183

Niederhuth

61

1054444

Holliday

96

1444610

Okita

62

1339194

Jackson, S

97

1339156

Pires

63

1027445

Jackson, D

98

1238187

Poland

64

1539838

Jackson

99

1339389

Poland

65

1340112

Jaiswal

100

1237975

Ronald

66

1339237

Jander

101

1339287

Rose

67

1540019

Johnson

102

1149603

Salas-Fernandez

68

1523733

Josephs

103

1238142

Scanlon

69

1444533

Juenger

104

1444549

Schieble

70

1444478

Kausch

105

1444400

Schiefelbein

71

1238885

Keller

106

1444575

Schlueter

72

1238051

Kieber

107

1348376

Sheridan

73

1444543

Kirst

108

1127051

Smith

74

1339125

Kliebenstein

109

1444611

Sork

75

1444581

LaFayette

110

1444456

Spalding

76

1539638

Larsen

111

1237931

Springer

77

1444567

Leebens-Mack

112

1514765

Stern

78

1523423

Lemmon

113

1350189

Subramanian

79

1238246

Lintz

114

1340058

Sumner

80

1237880

Lippman

115

1444974

Sundaresan

81

1444987

Liu

116

1127027

Szymanski

82

1402393

Lovell

117

1340001

Tang

83

1339239

Luan

118

1309286

Thomas

84

1339222

Madlung

119

1339412

Udall

85

1402495

Markelz

120

1127155

Udvardi
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Poster
#

Award #

PI Last Name

121

1444832

Udvardi

122

1444539

van der Knaap

123

1401572

VanBuren

124

1339325

Vierstra

125

1238202

Vollbrecht

126

1339209

Voytas

127

1238125

Walia

128

1127112

Ware

129

1444571

Weinig

130

1027542

Wessler

131

1238057

Westwood

132

1339348

Wise

133

1401682

Wisecaver

134

1127076

Wisser

135

1339211

Xu

136

1126998

Yandell

137

1237993

Young

138

1402064

Zinkgraf
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FY2015 NPGI Postdoctoral Research Fellowship Awards
Fellow

Institution

Title

Butler,
Nathaniel

University of Wisconsin

Enhancing Meiotic Recombination And Fine Mapping
Resolution In Diploid Populations Of Potato Using
Sequence-Specific Nucleases

Campbell,
Michael

Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory

Generate and Distribute Graph-Based Structural
Annotations and Tools for Agricultural Plant Populations

Carlson,
Keisha

University of Puget Sound

The Molecular and Physiological Roles of Phytochromes
in Shaping Plant Body Architecture in Tomato

Frank,
Margaret

Donald Danforth Plant
Science Center

A Role for Long-Distance RNA Signaling in Tomato Via
Graft-Induced Vigor

Freese,
Nowlan

University of North
Carolina-Charlotte

Molecular Basis of Salt Tolerance in Rice

Gault,
Christine

Cornell University and
Michigan State University

Identifying Freezing Tolerance Genes in the Perennial
Grass Genus Tripsacum as a Step Towards Developing
Freezing-Tolerant Maize

Josephs,
Emily

University of CaliforniaDavis

Polygenic Adaptation to Domestication in Genetic
Networks

Lemmon,
Zachary

Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory

The Role of Meristem Size in Pepper Architectural
Diversity

Moyers,
Brooke

Colorado State University

Using Genotype and Environment to Predict Water Use
Physiology in Rice
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FY2015 Plant Genome Research Program Awards
Principal
Investigator

Lead Institution

Title

Aldwinckle,
Herbert

Cornell University

ABR-PG: Developing Advanced Genomic Tools to
Accelerate Linkage of Structural & Functional
Diversity in Coffee

Alonso, Jose

North Carolina State
University

Identification of Translational Hormone-Response
Gene Networks and cis-Regulatory Elements

Balint-Kurti,
Peter

North Carolina State
University

An Integrated Genomic and Functional Analysis of
the Plant Hypersensitive Response

Bass, Hank

Florida State University

Nuclease Profiling as an Integrative Resource for
Maize Epigenomics

Bogdanove,
Adam

Cornell University

Quantitative Trait Locus Editing for Crop
Improvement

Buell, C. Robin

Michigan State University

Evolution of Specialized Metabolite Biosynthetic
Pathways in the Lamiaceae: Sources of Chemical
Diversity for Molecules Essential for Human Use
and Plant Defense

Burke, John

University of Georgia

Evolutionary Genomics of Abiotic Stress
Resistance in Wild and Cultivated Sunflowers

Carter, Clay

University of MinnesotaTwin Cities

Comparative Functional Genomics of Nectaries
and Nectar in the Dicots

Chang,
Geoffrey

University of California-San
Diego

Center for Research on Plant Transporters
(CROPS) - A Plant Community Resource for the
Structure and Function of Plant Membrane
Transporters Underlying Important Crop Traits

Chen, Z. Jeffrey

University of Texas at
Austin

Sequencing a Reference-grade Genome of the
Domesticated Allotetraploid Cotton: the World's
Largest Source of Renewable Textile Fiber

Clark, Richard

University of Utah

Genomics of Resistance to Mite Herbivores
Associated with Drought Stress in Cereals

Comai, Luca

University of CaliforniaDavis

Rapid and Targeted Introgression of Traits via
Genome Elimination

Davis, Thomas

University of New
Hampshire

ABR-PG: The Use of Pentaploid Surrogates for
Assembly and Anchoring of Octoploid Strawberry
Genomes

Dawe, R. Kelly

University of Georgia

Functional Genomics of Maize Centromeres

FernandezBaca, David

Iowa State University

Federated Plant Database Initiative for the
Legumes

Gepts, Paul

University of CaliforniaDavis

Jackson, Scott

University of Georgia

Joint NSF/ERA-CAPS: Collaborative Research:
BEAN-ADAPT - Genetic Architecture of Rapid
Evolutionary Adaptation to Changing
Environments in Domesticated Phaseolus Bean
Species
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Principal
Investigator

Lead Institution

Title

Gregory, Brian

University of Pennsylvania

Structural, Functional, and Evolutionary Analysis
of Long Non-coding RNAs in Control of Stress
Response and the Epigenome in Diverse Plant
Species

Hanson,
Andrew

University of Florida

The B Vitamin/Cofactor Network: Command and
Control of Metabolism in Changing Conditions

Jaiswal, Pankaj

Oregon State University

cROP: Common Reference Ontologies and
Applications for Plant Biology

Johnson, Mark

Brown University

Joint NSF/ERA-CAPS: EVOREPRO - Evolution of
Plant Reproductive Processes in Plants

Juenger,
Thomas

University of Texas at
Austin

The Genetics and Genomics of Local Adaptation
and Acclimation in Panicum Grasses

Kausch, Albert

University of Rhode Island

Transforming Cereal Genomics: Tooling Up For
Empowered Phenotyping Platforms

Kirst, Matias

University of Florida

Genome and Transcriptome Based Prediction and
Regulator Inference of Molecular and Whole-Plant
Phenotypes

Klee, Harry

University of Florida

Joint NSF/ERA-CAPS: RegulaTomE - Regulating
Tomato Quality through Expression

Larsen, Paul

University of CaliforniaRiverside

Joint NSF/ERA-CAPS: Al-UCIDATE - Towards A
Molecular Understanding of Aluminum
Genotoxicity for Crop Improvement

Leebens-Mack,
James

University of Georgia

The Dogwood Genome Project: A Model for
Woody Ornamental Genomics

Liu, Zhongchi

University of Maryland

Developmental Mechanisms Underlying Fleshy
Fruit Diversity in Rosaceae

McCombie, W.
Richard

Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory

Joint NSF/ERA-CAPS: INTREPID - INvestigating
TRiticeae EPIgenomes for Domestication

Nemhauser,
Jennifer

University of Washington

Joint NSF/ERA-CAPS: Phytochrome Control of
Resource Allocation and Growth in Arabidopsis
and in Brassicaceae Crops

Poland, Jesse

Kansas State University

GPF-PG: Genome Structure and Diversity of
Wheat and Its Wild Relatives

Scheible, Wolf

Noble Foundation

Genome-wide Analysis of Small Signaling
Peptides in Medicago truncatula with an
Emphasis on Macro-nutrient Regulation

Schiefelbein,
John

University of Michigan

Roots and Root Hairs: Comparative Molecular
Studies Across Land Plants

Schlueter,
Jessica

University of North
Carolina-Charlotte

ABR-PG: Sequencing the Hexaploid Oat Genome
Using Diploid References

Smith, Laurie

University of California-San
Diego

Genomic Analysis of Leaf Cuticle Development
and Functional Diversity in Maize
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Principal
Investigator

Lead Institution

Title

Sork, Victoria

University of California-Los
Angeles

Sequencing and Annotating the Valley Oak
Genome

Spalding, Edgar

University of WisconsinMadison

Enabling Cold Tolerant Maize Using Genomic and
Machine Vision Phenomic Approaches

Stern, David

Boyce Thompson Institute

RCN: The Coordinated Plant Science Research
and Education Network

Sundaresan,
Venkatesan

University of CaliforniaDavis

Genomics of Host-Microbiome Interactions in Rice

Udvardi,
Michael

Noble Foundation

RCN: Plant Nitrogen Network (PlaNNet) Coordinating Research on Plant Nitrogen for
Sustainable and Productive Agriculture

Van der Knaap,
Esther

Ohio State University

Exploitation of Genetic and Epigenetic Variation in
the Regulation of Tomato Fruit Quality Traits

Weinig, Cynthia

University of Wyoming

A Systems Analysis of Plant Growth Promotion by
the Rhizosphere Microbiome

Cornell University - Geneva

Elucidating the Gene Networks Controlling Branch
Angle and the Directional Growth of Lateral
Meristems in Trees

Xu, Kenong
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Contact Information
Plant Genome Research Program
Division of Integrative Organismal Systems
National Science Foundation
4201 Wilson Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22230
(703) 292-4400
Diane Okamuro: okamuro@nsf.gov
Anne Sylvester: asylvest@nsf.gov
Wayne Parrott: wparrott@nsf.gov
Tim Nelson: timnelso@nsf.gov
Scott Jackson: sajackso@nsf.gov
To reach all PGRP staff: dbipgr@nsf.gov

http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5338&org=IOS&from=home

When should you contact your Program Director?
1. Call any time you have questions or have news to share.
2. Contact a Program Director by email, then a request must be submitted through the
Notifications and Requests module in Fastlane, if any of the following occurs:







There is a change in the status of the PI, Co-PI or senior personnel;
The PI or any of the Co-PIs or key personnel receiving salary from the grant plans to
move to a different institution;
A PI, co-PI or other senior personnel, is absent from his or her institution for more than 3
consecutive months (e.g., sabbatical leave, or moving to NSF as a rotating PD),
Senior personnel, new subawards or new subcontracts are added;
There is a significant change in methods or procedures;
There is a significant change in project objectives or scope OR a significant change in
budget that includes participant support costs.

3. Contact a Program Director by email before signing an agreement with a company that
could affect your NSF-funded research or the release of any project data or outcomes.
4. Contact a Program Director by email before requesting an EAGER, RAPID, supplement or
no-cost extension. If approved, all requests would be made through Fastlane.
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Sources of Information
For detailed information about post-award management and NSF procedures, consult the Proposal and
Award Policies and Procedures Guide (be aware of updated versions each fall):
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf15001/nsf15_1.pdf
A useful summary of when and how NSF should be notified regarding awards is available at
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf15001/aag_2ex1.pdf
FastLane reporting modules can be found at https://www.fastlane.nsf.gov/jsp/homepage/proposals.jsp
The FastLane User Guides are useful for identifying the correct reporting module.
https://www.fastlane.nsf.gov/NSFHelp/webhelp/fastlane/FastLane_Help/fastlane_help.htm
Your Sponsored Research Office may have to forward requests on your behalf. Please check to make
sure that your request has actually been submitted to the Program. Once you have submitted a
request, the PGRP Program Staff are notified automatically by email. When approved, you will receive
an email message from the Division of Grants and Awards when an action has been taken.

No-Cost Extensions (NCE)
For Grantee-Approved NCE: The request should be made at least 10 days prior to the award
expiration date, as noted on the award letter. A one-time Grantee-Approved NCE can be exercised for
up to 12 months. The request must be justified scientifically. Grantees are not authorized to extend an
award that contains a zero balance. The notification must include a revised expiration date and a
justification. For grantee-approved extensions, no amendment will be issued.
For NSF-Approved NCE: For additional time beyond 12 months, an NSF approval is required. The
request should be submitted at least 45 days prior to the current expiration date. The request must
contain a revised expiration date, a statement of the funds remaining, a justification for the extension
and a plan for using the unobligated funds. The request for an extension is reviewed by a Program
Director and the Division of Grants and Awards. If approved, the extension is issued as an amendment
to the grant. Under most circumstances, only two NSF-Approved and a total of three NCEs will be
considered.

Filing an invention discosure or patent
If you file an invention disclosure or file a patent on outcomes from your funded project see NSF Award
& Administration Guide Chapter VI.D
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf15001/aag_6.jsp#VID.
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Submitting Annual and Final Reports through research.gov
All projects must submit an Annual Report at least 90 days prior to the end of the budget period. Late
and/or improperly prepared reports may delay release of subsequent funding increments and other
funding actions (e.g., new awards, no cost extensions, PI transfers).
A few key points:



All project reports, including final project reports, are NOT cumulative and should only
cover the most recent reporting period.
Keep your report brief, but complete. Please do not attach manuscripts or extensive extra
documents through research.gov (but do send published papers or any other news by email to
the Program Directors, anytime).

Topics that must be covered in an annual report include the following. Additional notes for preparing
your annual report are included in italics.
 Accomplishments
Major goals of the project: Goals listed should align with the goals approved at the time of award
and should not change from year to year, unless you have an approved change in objectives or
scope.


Accomplishments in at least one of four categories as they relate to the major goals:
o Major activities
o Specific objectives
o Significant results
o Key outcomes or other achievements
Reporting in these categories should map back to your stated goals. Projects with multiple
investigators should consolidate accomplishments under each goal. Do not report
accomplishments individually by PI, institution or state. The use of bulleted lists is acceptable as
long as sufficient details are provided.



Opportunities for training and professional development



Dissemination of outcomes to communities of interest: Please include information about data
release, including what, when and where data and/or materials were released during the year.
Website addresses should be included.

 Products (including publications of books, book chapters, conference papers and presentations,
inventions, journals, licenses, other products/publications, patents, technologies or techniques,
thesis/dissertations, and websites). These must be publications or products from the reporting year
and are not cumulative. Do not report publications generated in other funded projects.
 Participants/Organizations
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 Impacts as they relate to:
 Development of the principal discipline(s) of the project
 Other disciplines
 Development of human resources
 Physical resources that form infrastructure
 Institutional resources that form infrastructure
 Information resources that form infrastructure
 Technology transfer
 Society beyond science and technology
****Please highlight any newsworthy accomplishments. Got a cover story? Send it in!****
 Changes/Problems encountered during the reporting period. Check your budget and if you
have > 20% carry-over funds, provide an explanation of why the funds are unspent. Include a plan
for expenditures for the coming year. If you do not include this information, your Program Director
will contact you by email and your next increment may be delayed.
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Importance of Annual Reporting
NSF will use your Annual Report to monitor and evaluate your progress, and also to inform the public
about the PGRP. A specific and concise report will be most useful for the Program.
Note the following changes or situations that can delay the approval of Annual Reports:
1) Unreported changes in project personnel or institutions that affect the budget. If any changes
have been made to the project personnel or institutions listed in the award that affect the budget,
you will need to submit signed hard copies of any of the budget pages that have changed, along
with a revised budget justification, if necessary.
2) Significant unexpended funds. During annual report review, the NSF Financial System will report
any unexpended funds that exceed 20% of the budget. If you have not provided a justification and a
plan for expenditures in the report, the Program Director will have to contact you by email, delaying
further processing and release of funds.
3) Delay in data release and sharing. One of the hallmarks of the PGRP is its rapid data release
and sharing policy. Please ensure that all links to data at the project website are active and
timelines for deposition and access of all data and biological resources are provided in the report.
Unexplained delays in data release may delay the approval of the report and the release of grant
increments. PGRP will not approve reports if data are not released as agreed during the post-panel
negotiations for an award.
Overdue annual or final reports will delay other awards (e.g. new awards, supplements, continuing
increments) to anyone listed on the award (PI or Co-PI).
Reporting News to PGRP: Please send PGRP any PR material, including online news articles, press
releases, new publications, informal reports of activities, big news, little news, figures, graphics or
anything you want to tell us about. We want to communicate the great outcomes of PGRP broadly and
we depend on your help! We disseminate information through all available channels, including NSF
news staff, the BIO twitter feed and various NSF blogs.
Project Outcomes Report for the General Public: Within 90 days following expiration of the grant, a
project outcomes report for the general public must be submitted electronically via Research.gov. This
report is a brief summary for the public describing the nature and outcomes of the project. The report
will be posted on the NSF website exactly as it is submitted and will be accompanied by the following
disclaimer:
“This Project Outcomes Report for the General Public is displayed verbatim as submitted by the
Principal Investigator (PI) for this award. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this Report are those of the PI and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National
Science Foundation; NSF has not approved or endorsed its content.”
For more detailed information, consult the Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide at
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf15001/
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Types of Supplements Available to Plant Genome Projects
PGRP projects may submit requests for supplementary funding to an active research award.
Supplements are intended to provide support for unexpected opportunities that emerge during the
funded period. These may include requests to support undergraduate students, to increase
participation of under-represented groups, to enhance teacher training opportunities or other outreach
efforts not anticipated at the time of proposal submission. Other requests are considered on a case-bycase basis.
To submit a supplement request, the Project PI should first contact a Program Director at
dbipgr@nsf.gov or 703-292-4400, for initial discussion about the feasibility of the request. After the
Program has reviewed and approved the proposed request, the lead institution will submit the request
via FastLane. Specific details about supplement programs and how to submit a request are
summarized below:


Contact a Program Director for guidance prior to submission of the supplement request



All supplement requests must be submitted via FastLane



All supplement requests must be submitted through the lead institution



Deadlines for submitting supplement requests for summer activities must be submitted by
March 1, 2016



Supplement requests received between June 1 and September 30, 2016 will not be processed
until the next fiscal year, which begins on October 1, 2016.

Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) – to enable undergraduate student to participate
in NSF research. http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5517
REU supplements provide stipends for the students and possibly modest supplies and travel for the
undergraduate project. The student must be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident, and may not receive
REU support during the summer after graduating. A REU supplement request should be specific with
regard to the student’s qualifications and role in the research project. PGRP encourages participation
by students from groups under-represented in U.S. science.
REU requests should be included as part of the original award. However, any new or novel opportunity
can be requested as a supplement, submitted via the FastLane Notifications and Request module using
the "Other" Request Option. The PI enters the description of the REU activity (as specified above and
limited to 3 pages), including a justification of the funds requested for student support and their
proposed use. Please describe the full range of proposed training activities, including a description of
research projects, and specific details regarding how student training will be enhanced through group
meetings, seminars, workshops, etc.
A budget should be prepared using the standard NSF budget form through FastLane. All student costs
should be entered under line F as participant support costs. As per the GPG (NSF 15-1), indirect costs
[F&A] are not allowed on Participant Support Costs in budgets.
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Research Opportunity Awards (ROA) – to enable undergraduate college faculty to participate in
NSF-supported research. http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2007/nsf07041/nsf07041.jsp
ROA supplements can provide summer salary, per diem, and travel funds. Most frequently, ROA
activities are summer experiences, but partial support of sabbaticals is sometimes provided. These
awards are usually no more than $25,000, including indirect costs. A formal request for an ROA
supplement must be made by the host institution of the NSF-supported PI who wishes to employ a
faculty member from another institution under an ROA collaboration. If funds for the ROA are to be
generated by rearranging the project budget of an ongoing award without changing the scope of the
project, the PGRP Program Director should be notified. If additional funds are needed, the PI should
first discuss the request with the Program Director for tentative approval prior to submission. The formal
ROA request from the funded PI must be endorsed by the grantee organization and submitted via
FastLane as a supplement at least 3 months before funds will be needed. It must include a description
of the arrangements and the work to be performed by the ROA visitor, a statement of the contribution of
this work to the NSF-supported project and to the visitor’s future research and home organization, a
budget with appropriate explanatory information, and a biographical sketch of the visitor. In addition, a
Certification of RUI/ROA Eligibility, following a specific format and executed by an Authorized
Organizational Representative, must be included in RUI/ROA requests. A current, signed Certification,
included on institutional letterhead, should be scanned and included as a searchable PDF file in the
proposal as Supplementary Documentation. Please see
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=5518&org=NSF&sel_org=XCUT&from=fund for
more information.
Research Experience for Teachers (RET) – to provide support for the participation of K-12 science
teachers in NSF funded research projects. http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2012/nsf12075/nsf12075.pdf
To make use of this opportunity, investigators are encouraged to identify teacher coordinators through
their home institution. Support for a teacher coordinator may be included in the RET request for
supplemental funding. Budgets for RET activities are generally under $15,000 per teacher. All
expenses associated with RET should be entered in "Participant Support Costs" in the budget and
explained in the budget justification. Costs can include the teacher’s stipend and materials or other
equipment for classroom use. Supplements may be requested for one year, including summer months
and/or the academic year. The description of the supplement activity should clearly explain how
teachers would participate in the funded research project. The research experience is expected to
generate tangible benefits that can be translated to the K-12 classroom; therefore the supplement
description should include a plan for how teachers will transfer the new knowledge gained from the
experience to the classroom setting. The request for an RET supplement should be made by the host
institution via FastLane following the same procedures described above for an REU supplement
request.
Research Assistantships for High School Students (RAHSS) - to encourage talented high school
students to participate in NSF-supported research.
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2012/nsf12078/nsf12078.jsp
The stipend for a full time summer student should be competitive. Please be specific in your request
about the student’s minority status, qualifications, and nature of participation in the research.
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Advancing Informal STEM Learning (AISL)- to support research and development of innovative and
field-advancing out-of-school STEM learning and emerging STEM learning environments.
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2015/nsf15593/nsf15593.pdf
In FY 2016, the program supports seven types of projects: (1) Collaborative Planning, (2) Exploratory
Pathways, (3) Research in Service to Practice, (4) Innovations in Development, (5) Broad
Implementation, (6) Conferences, and (7) an Informal STEM Learning Resource Center. Normal limits
for funding requests of AISL proposals are as follows: (1) Collaborative Planning: up to $150,000 total
and one year in duration; (2) Exploratory Pathways projects: up to $300,000 with duration up to two
years; (3) Research in Service to Practice projects: from $300,000 to $2,000,000 with a duration from
two to five years; (4) Innovations in Development projects: $500,000 to $3,000,000 with duration up to
five years; (5) Broad Implementation projects from $1,000,000 to $3,000,000 with a duration from two
to five years; (6) Conference projects up to $250,000 with a duration of up to two years; and (7)
Informal STEM Learning Resource Center: one center for up to $5,000,000 and five years.
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International Research and Education Supplements
Research and education in science and engineering benefits immensely from international cooperation.
NSF enables and encourages U.S. scientists, engineers, and their institutions to avail themselves of
opportunities to enhance their research and education programs through international cooperation.
NSF also provides opportunities for future generations of U.S. scientists and engineers to gain the
experience and outlook they will need to function productively in an international research and
education environment.
NSF's International Science and Engineering (ISE) Section invites inquiries from PIs on projects
supported by NSF's disciplinary programs about possible supplements to permit postdoctoral
investigators, graduate students, and qualified undergraduates to participate in international
components of those projects. Investigators who wish to obtain information on requirements for
supplementing an existing or proposed grant from a NSF disciplinary division should contact the PGRP
Program Director and the Program Officer for the specific country or region through ISE
(http://www.nsf.gov/od/iia/ise/index.jsp).
Developing Country Collaborations in Plant Genome Research (DCC-PGR) – to support
partnerships between PGRP projects and researchers in developing countries.
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=12789 (currently under revision)
Collaborative research between US scientists and partners in developing countries could solve
problems of mutual interest in agriculture, energy, and the environment, while promoting training,
infrastructure building, and develop of a global network of excellence. This supplemental funding
opportunity allows currently funded Plant Genome Research Program projects to develop partnerships
with researchers working on related research problems in developing countries. Projects should focus
on crops grown locally in the partnering developing country and the traits that are most relevant to local
farmers and consumers. At the same time, the proposed research should also meet the broad goals of
the Plant Genome Research Program described in the PGRP Program Solicitation. Funds of up to
$100,000 for up to 2 years will generally be provided. Allowable expenses include travel associated
with exchange visits, salaries for the developing country partners while at the US host institution,
research-related expenses, such as supplies, necessary for the developing country partner’s work in
the US laboratory, and research-related expenses for the US researcher in the developing country
partner’s laboratory. Funds may not be used to support the research and training activities of
developing country scientists and students at their home institution. Applicants should contact a PGRP
Program Director for further information if considering submitting a DCC-PGR proposal.
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Other Supplement Opportunities
PGRP will consider requests for supplements for various unanticipated needs on a case-by-case basis.
However, you should first consider rebudgeting of available award funds before requesting
supplemental funding. A number of special supplemental funding opportunities are available. For
example, as part of the NSF’s continuing effort to encourage participation in science by members of
groups under-represented in US science, we will entertain requests for supplements to support minority
graduate students and post-doctoral trainees. Information about supplemental funding can be found in
the Award & Administration Guide Section I.E.4.
(http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/policydocs/pappguide/nsf15001/aag_1.jsp). Please contact the PGRP
Program Director for additional information.
Mid-Career Investigator Supplements in Plant Genome Research (MCA -PGR)
New ideas, approaches and technologies are needed to advance the field of plant genomics to meet
societal needs. Opportunities for mid-career plant researchers/scientists to move into genomics, or
adopt genomics tools and technologies to solve relevant questions will greatly enhance the whole field.
The PGRP continues to offer the Mid-Career Investigator in Plant Genome Research (MCA-PGR)
opportunity, which seeks to increase participation of mid-career investigators primarily trained in fields
other than plant genomics. Especially encouraged are proposals from investigators trained in plant
physiology or plant biochemistry. A "mid-career" investigator is defined here as any researcher who is
post-tenure and not retired. Mid-career investigators trained in genomics of non-plant systems,
informatics, and other disciplines that are critical to advancing the field of plant genome research
(engineering, mathematics/statistics, physiology and quantitative genetics), are also encouraged to
apply. Proposals submitted to the MCA-PGR opportunity should have a research theme that is
consistent with the overall goals of the PGRP as well as critical training components proposed for the
applicant. Proposers are encouraged to take advantage of opportunities to develop new curriculum or
course offerings that build on outcomes of the MCA-PGR activities. Funds may be requested to support
research visits to existing PGRP-supported laboratories, for participation in training opportunities
offered by existing PGRP projects, and for use of genome research facilities not available at the
applicant's institution. Investigators interested in the MCA-PGR supplemental opportunity must contact
a PGRP Program Director for further guidance prior to submission of a supplement request.
Special Considerations for Bioinformatics Training
Projects with a substantial bioinformatics component are strongly encouraged to include a visiting
scientist program to provide an opportunity for scientists at all levels to be trained in bioinformatics.
Depending on the level of training, any of the supplemental programs (REU or ROA) may be used. The
visiting scientist program should recruit participants from outside the PI’s institution and preference
should be given to participants who have no bioinformatics training opportunities at their home
institutions. As with all supplemental requests, bioinformatics training proposals should include a plan
for how participants will be recruited, in addition to a detailed training plan. As with all supplemental
requests, bioinformatics training proposals should include a plan for how participants, especially from
underrepresented groups and minorities, will be recruited, in addition to a detailed training plan.
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Opportunities for Broadening Diversity and Training
As you consider recruiting for your programs, please be aware of the PIs and students who are
currently participating in the following NSF programs:
Faculty
Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Program
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503214
The Faculty Early Career Development (CAREER) Program is a Foundation-wide activity that offers the
National Science Foundation's most prestigious awards in support of junior faculty who exemplify the
role of teacher-scholars through outstanding research, excellent education and the integration of
education and research within the context of the mission of their organizations. Such activities should
build a firm foundation for a lifetime of leadership in integrating education and research. NSF
encourages submission of CAREER proposals from junior faculty members at all CAREER-eligible
organizations and especially encourages women, members of underrepresented minority groups, and
persons with disabilities to apply.
The Centers of Research Excellence in Science and Technology (CREST) and HBCU Research
Infrastructure for Science and Engineering (RISE)
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=6668
The Centers of Research Excellence in Science and Technology (CREST) program makes resources
available to enhance the research capabilities of minority-serving institutions through the establishment
of centers that effectively integrate education and research. CREST promotes the development of new
knowledge, enhancements of the research productivity of individual faculty, and an expanded presence
of students historically underrepresented in STEM disciplines.
Students
Louis Stokes Alliances for Minority Participation (LSAMP)
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=13646
The LSAMP program assists universities and colleges in diversifying the STEM workforce through their
efforts at significantly increasing the numbers of students successfully completing high quality degree
programs in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) disciplines. Particular
emphasis is placed on transforming STEM education through innovative recruitment and retention
strategies and experiences in support of groups historically under-represented in STEM
discipline: African-Americans, Alaskan Natives, American Indians, Hispanic Americans, Native
Hawaiians, and Native Pacific Islanders.
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Basic Research to Enable Agricultural Development (BREAD)
The Basic Research to Enable Agricultural Development (BREAD) Program is a partnership between
NSF and The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. The objective of the BREAD Program is to support
innovative basic scientific research designed to address key constraints to smallholder agriculture in
the developing world. BREAD focuses on novel, transformative basic research at the proof-of-concept
stage rather than its application or development. Fiscal Year 2015 marked the fifth and final year of the
BREAD program. A continuation of the BREAD program in FY 2016 has not yet been finalized. Please
contact a Program Director or the BREAD Working Group (email below) during the year for updates on
possible new BREAD activities. Information about prior BREAD activities can be found at the following
sites:
E-mail: BREAD-WG@nsf.gov
BREAD Ideas Challenge Website:
http://www.nsf.gov/bio/bread/index.jsp
BREAD Program Website:
http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503285&org=IOS&from=home
Prize-winning Challenges:
http://www.nsf.gov/bio/bread/winners.jsp
Awards List:
http://www.nsf.gov/bio/pubs/awards/bread10.htm?WT.si_n=ClickedAbstractsRecentAwards&WT.si_x=1
&WT.si_cs=1&WT.z_pims_id=503285&
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Grant Opportunities for Academic Liaison with Industry (GOALI)
Grant Opportunities for Academic Liaison with Industry (GOALI) promotes university-industry
partnerships by making project funds or fellowships/traineeships available to support an eclectic mix of
industry-university linkages. Special interest is focused on affording the opportunity for:




Faculty, postdoctoral fellows, and students to conduct research and gain experience in an
industrial setting;
Industrial scientists and engineers to bring industry's perspective and integrative skills to
academe; and
Interdisciplinary university-industry teams to conduct research projects.

GOALI targets high-risk/high-gain research with a focus on fundamental research, new approaches to
solving generic problems, development of innovative collaborative industry-university educational
programs, and direct transfer of new knowledge between academe and industry. In particular, GOALI
seeks to fund transformative research that lies beyond that which industry would normally fund.
Deadlines:
Full proposals are accepted anytime. Please contact the appropriate disciplinary program office to
obtain information about current deadline dates.
Supplemental proposals are accepted anytime. Please discuss with the appropriate disciplinary
program office prior to submitting a request for supplemental funding.
Proposal submission dates vary by disciplinary program.
BIO Program Contact:
Diane Jofuku Okamuro, Program Director, dokamuro@nsf.gov
Website: http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504699
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Innovation Corps Program (I-Corps)
NSF seeks to support scientific discoveries closer to the development of technologies, products and
processes that benefit society through the I-Corps program. To jumpstart innovation nationally, NSF
has established I-Corps Teams and I-Corps Sites:
Innovation Corps Teams Program (NSF I-Corps Teams)
The I-Corps Sites Program funds an institution's entrepreneurial unit. The unit, in turn, provides
resources for the creation, development, and nurturing of entrepreneurial teams. Teams formed under
the auspices of an I-Corps Site should include an Entrepreneurial Lead (EL), an Academic Lead (AL),
and a Mentor.
The EL could be a Post-Doctoral scholar, graduate student, undergraduate or other student, or
professional staff, with relevant knowledge of the technology and a deep commitment to investigate
the commercial landscape surrounding the innovation. In rare circumstances, with approval of a
cognizant NSF I-Corps Program Officer, it also could be a faculty member. The EL should also be
capable and have the will to support the transition of the technology, should the project demonstrate
the potential for commercial viability.
The Mentor will typically be an experienced or emerging entrepreneur with proximity to the
institution and experience in transitioning technology out of academic labs. The Mentor is a thirdparty resource and may be recommended by the proposing institution or may be an employee of
the institution. The Mentor will be responsible for guiding the team forward and tracking progress.
The AL will be responsible for overall project management. The AL must have an academic
appointment that would normally qualify the AL to submit proposals or play the role of a PI in
subsequent submissions to NSF.
WEBINAR: A webinar will be held on the first Tuesday of every month to answer questions about this
program. Details will be posted on the I-Corps website (see http://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/icorps/program.jsp) as they become available.
I-Corps Teams Website: http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504672
Innovation Corps Sites Program (NSF I-Corps Sites):
Sites are funded at academic institutions, having already existing innovation or entrepreneurial units, to
enable them to:
 Nurture students and/or faculty who are engaged in projects having the potential to be transitioned
into the marketplace. I-Corps Sites will provide infrastructure, advice, resources, networking
opportunities, training and modest funding to enable groups to transition their work into the
marketplace or into becoming I-Corps Team applicants (see NSF Innovation Corps Program, NSF
12-602).
 Develop formal, active, local innovation ecosystems that contribute to a larger, national network of
mentors, researchers, entrepreneurs and investors.
The purpose of an I-Corps Site is to nurture and support multiple, local teams to transition their ideas,
devices, processes or other intellectual activities into the marketplace.
I-Corps Sites Website: http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=504802
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Partnerships for Enhanced Engagement in Research (PEER)
The Partnerships for Enhanced Engagement in Research (PEER) program was established under a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between NSF and the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID). PEER is a USAID-funded competitive grants program that provides an
opportunity to support scientists in developing countries who work with NSF-funded scientists at U.S.
institutions. PEER is intended to build scientific capacity and empower researchers in developing
countries to use science and technology to address local and global development challenges. PEER
funding may be used to train students and faculty, equip laboratories and field stations, and to fund
research, building scientific networks to address global challenges.
The National Academies, which has been selected to administer the PEER program, will receive and
review PEER proposals that have been prepared and submitted by developing country scientists and
will make awards directly to institutions in host countries. Please see the National Academies website
for complete eligibility details, proposal submission instructions, and the application form. Potential
applicants with questions are invited to contact the program's staff at peer@nas.edu. The next deadline
for PEER is expected to be announced in October 2015 and information will be posted on the National
Academies website.
PEER proposals will be accepted from researchers at an academic institution, non-profit organization,
or government-managed research laboratory, center, or institute in a PEER-eligible country. Country
eligibility is dependent on focus area. Developing country PIs who apply should either be actively
engaged in or plan to be engaged in a collaborative research project with an NSF-funded U.S.
researcher. Proposals are not accepted from U.S. researchers.
Areas in which both NSF and USAID have strong mutual interests include, but are not limited to, the
following:




Food security topics such as agricultural development, fisheries, and plant genomics
Climate change impacts such as water sustainability, hydrology, ocean acidification, climate
process and modeling, and environmental engineering
Other development topics including disaster mitigation, biodiversity, water, and renewable
energy

Additionally, USAID missions and technical offices have made additional funding available for research
conducted on specific topics of interest.
Please see the National Academies website for complete eligibility details, focus areas, proposal
submission instructions, and the application form. Potential applicants with questions should contact the
PEER program staff at peer@nas.edu.
NSF Program Contact: Lara Campbell, Program Director, LCAMPBEL@nsf.gov
Websites:
NSF Press Release:
The National Academies' website:
USAID:

http://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=128273
http://sites.nationalacademies.org/pga/dsc/peer/index.htm
http://www.usaid.gov
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Postdoctoral Research Fellowships in Biology (PRFB)
The Directorate for Biological Sciences (BIO) awards Postdoctoral Research Fellowships in Biology to
recent recipients of the doctoral degree for research and training in selected areas supported by BIO
and with special goals for human resource development in biology. The fellowships encourage
independence at an early stage of the research career to permit Fellows to pursue their research and
training goals in the most appropriate research locations regardless of the availability of funding for the
Fellows at that site. The fellowships are also designed to provide active mentoring of the Fellows by
the sponsoring scientists who will benefit from having these talented young scientists in their research
groups. The research and training plan of each fellowship must address important scientific questions
within the scope of the BIO Directorate and the specific guidelines in this fellowship program
solicitation. International and teaching options are also offered. Because the fellowships are offered
only to postdoctoral scientists early in their careers, NSF encourages doctoral advisors to discuss the
availability of these postdoctoral fellowships in biology with their graduate students early in their
doctoral programs. Fellowships are awards to individuals, not institutions, and are administered by the
Fellows.
For FY 2016, these BIO programs are (1) Broadening Participation of Groups Under-represente in
Biology; (2) Research Using Biological Collections; (3) National Plant Genome Initiative Postdoctoral
Research Fellowships; These areas change periodically as new scientific and infrastructure
opportunities present themselves. For this reason, the solicitation can change as necessary to
reflect the areas being funded.

Deadline:

November 3, 2015 (First Tuesday in November, Annually Thereafter)

E-mail:

dbipgr@nsf.gov (NPGI Postdoctoral Research Fellowships) OR
bio-dbi-prfb@nsf.gov (all other Areas)

Website:

http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=503622

Awards List:
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/advancedSearchResult?ProgOrganization=08000000&ProgEleCode=
1157,8054,8105&BooleanElement=ANY&BooleanRef=ANY&ActiveAwards=true&#results
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Research Coordination Networks (RCN)
The goal of the RCN program is to advance a field or create new directions in research or education by
supporting groups of investigators to communicate and coordinate their research, training and
educational activities across disciplinary, organizational, geographic and international boundaries. RCN
provides opportunities to foster new collaborations, including international partnerships, and to address
interdisciplinary topics. Innovative ideas for implementing novel networking strategies, collaborative
technologies, and development of community standards for data and meta-data are especially
encouraged. RCN awards are not meant to support existing networks; nor are they meant to support
the activities of established collaborations. RCN awards do not support primary research. RCN
supports the means by which investigators can share information and ideas, coordinate ongoing or
planned research activities, foster synthesis and new collaborations, develop community standards,
and in other ways advance science and education through communication and sharing of ideas.
Proposed networking activities directed to the RCN program should focus on a theme to give
coherence to the collaboration, such as a broad research question or particular technologies or
approaches.
There are two different types of RCN proposals:
1. General RCN proposals. General RCN proposals should focus on a research question, topic or
particular technologies, approaches, or development of standards relevant to one or more participating
units. For the general RCN program, consideration will be given to all well-justified, cohesive proposals
advancing research coordination in a field or combination of fields under the purview of the NSF
Directorates and Offices listed under the Summary for Program Requirements, or interdisciplinary
networks that cross between Directorates. In addition, EHR and BIO are supporting proposals
submitted to the Undergraduate Biology Education (RCN-UBE) track. General RCN proposals can be
up to 5 years in duration and budgets should not exceed $500,000. Investigators should consult
program descriptions on the NSF website and are strongly encouraged to contact appropriate program
directors to discuss suitability of an RCN idea prior to submitting a proposal. If an RCN project is
relevant to multiple programs, divisions, or directorates, before submitting a proposal the investigator
should consult with program directors in those programs for guidance on suitability for co-review among
programs and instructions on how to submit.
2. Targeted Undergraduate Biology Education track. BIO and EHR (Division of Undergraduate
Education-DUE) have developed a targeted Undergraduate Biology Education track (RCN-UBE)
in recognition of the importance of networking activities to advance biology education.
Although the primary focus is on undergraduate education, novel ideas for graduate education
will also be considered. RCN-UBE proposals could focus on improving learning in "gateway"
courses (e.g., exploring the use of methods that foster active learning or inquiry-based learning),
improving learning through the use of emerging technologies in the biology curriculum, strategies and
approaches for engaging biology faculty in professional development activities related to undergraduate
education, incorporating emerging sub-disciplines into the biology curriculum (e.g., informatics
research, proteomics, systems and computational biology), improving assessment of student learning,
improving the transition of students from two-year to four-year institutions, or incorporating authentic
research experiences in undergraduate laboratory courses, with an emphasis on introductory and lower
division courses.
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Participating core programs in the Directorates for Biological Sciences (BIO), Computer and Information
Science and Engineering (CISE), Geosciences (GEO), Engineering (ENG) and Social, Behavioral and
Economic Sciences (SBE) will accept General (non-targeted) RCN proposals. Only BIO and EHR
participate in the Undergraduate Biology Education (RCN-UBE) track described below.
Several other NSF solicitations accept RCN proposals, or support research networking activities if
appropriate to the solicitation. Please see section IX. Other Information of the current solicitation for a
listing.
BIO Program Contact: Alan J. Tessier, Program Director, atessier@nsf.gov
Website:

http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=11691

Awards List:
http://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/advancedSearchResult?ActiveAwards=true&BooleanElement=ANY&B
ooleanRef=ANY&ProgRefCode=1664&
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Science Across Virtual Institutes (SAVI)
Science Across Virtual Institutes (SAVI) is a mechanism to facilitate collaboration among teams of NSFsupported U.S. scientists and engineers and their international partners who have complementary
strengths and common interests and who wish to form virtual institutes to foster enhanced research
collaboration; data sharing; networking; and technical exchanges of students, post docs, and junior
faculty across borders.
While many of the individual activities envisioned for SAVI could be supported by existing NSF
programs, SAVI provides a platform for teams of NSF-funded investigators to network with their
partners abroad and to leverage counterpart funding across a common topic of interest. SAVI does not
replace existing NSF programs that encourage collaboration between U.S. PIs and their international
partners, nor is SAVI intended to support collaboration between individual PIs. PIs should consider
these programs that include the Research Coordination Networks program
(http://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=11691) to determine the best fit for the level of
activity they are planning.
Teams of NSF-funded investigators in the U.S. are eligible to apply. A SAVI team may be comprised of
members from an existing NSF-funded center/institute or a group of individual investigators with
complementary and mutually beneficial research and education strengths and objectives. A single
individual representing the team must be designated as the SAVI PI, and his/her institution must serve
as the U.S. lead institution responsible for management of a SAVI award.
SAVI is not a stand-alone program. SAVI proposals may be prepared as a new proposal to link the
research and education efforts of multiple NSF-funded PIs, as a supplement to an existing NSF award
for this purpose, or as a component of a larger new proposal submitted to an NSF disciplinary program.
For additional guidance, potential proposers should contact the appropriate Directorate or Office
representative.
BIO Program Contact: Susanne von Bodman, Program Director, svonbodm@nsf.gov
Program Website: http://www.nsf.gov/savi
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Multiple Mutualist Effects: Linking Functional Genomics to the Ecology of
Mutualist Diversity in Microbe-Medicago Symbioses
Michelle E Afkhami
University of Toronto and Michigan State University
michelle.afkhami@gmail.com, (647) 745-3383
Species to be Studied: Medicago truncatula (model legume), arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, and Nfixing bacteria
Project Objectives:
To deal with the challenge of sustainably providing nutrition for growing human populations, high
performing crop and forage plants that require minimal inputs (e.g. fertilization and irrigation) are
needed. Mutualisms – species interactions in which all partners benefit – between host plants and
microbial symbionts have been used to successfully improve plant performance under these conditions
(e.g. rhizobia fixing atmospheric nitrogen in crop legumes). However, the utility of microbial mutualisms
for cropping systems may be hindered by our limited understanding of their complexity. For example,
mutualism studies have traditionally focused on pairwise interactions (i.e. a single partner mutualist and
host), yet in both natural and agro-ecosystems, organisms interact simultaneously with multiple partner
mutualists. Understanding this complexity is critical because predicting patterns from pairwise studies
could underestimate the importance of mutualisms if complementarity among partners is widespread,
or overestimate their importance if mutualists are in conflict with one another. Few studies consider
multiple mutualist effects (MMEs) – effects of two or more mutualist partners on a focal species and/or
each other – and most of these focus on interactions where partners are from the same guild and
provide functionally similar rewards to the host. However, many partners are from different guilds that
can confer diverse rewards, which may have fundamentally different effects on the outcome of
interactions. The objective of this research is to use experimental ecology and genomic
approaches to link the functional genomic underpinnings of these interactions to the ecology of
mutualist diversity in the tri-partite mutualism between Medicago truncatula, rhizobia, and
mycorrhizal fungi. This research seeks to provide some of the first insights into the mechanistic
basis of MMEs, connecting molecular pathways and genetic polymorphism to fitness variation.
Experimental Approaches:
I have used factorial greenhouse experiments, genome-wide association mapping, and RNAseq and
will be using isotope analysis in the future.
The first experiment used RNAseq of whole roots from plants grown in a factorial manipulation of
rhizobia and mycorrhizal fungi (i.e., 4 microbial environment: R-M-, R+M-, R-M+, and R+M+) to ask
how gene expression in M. truncatula and its partner mutualists responds to multiple mutualists. The
second project used a similar factorial experiment manipulating these two microbial mutualists but also
replicated ~200 sequenced M. truncatula lines in each of the 4 microbial environments for genomewide association mapping. The goal of that experiment is to find candidate genes underlying synergistic
effects of multiple mutualist on plant performance. In the final experiment, I will use factorial
manipulation of multiple species of rhizobia and mycorrhizal fungi to assess the effect of multiple
mutualists within and across guilds on host and partner fitness as well as on symbiont-provided
rewards (tracked with isotope analysis).
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
 Transcriptomes for plants and partner microbes in diverse microbial environments
 Plant genes induced or suppressed in response to multiple partners and each partner individually
as well as partner genes expressed in response to the other microbial partner (i.e. changes in
expression of fungal gene due to the presence of rhizobia)
 Candidate genes for multiple mutualist effects on plant performance (polymorphism associated with
high and low fitness in the presence of partner species alone and in combination)
 Plant and partner fitness data associated with mutualist diversity within and across mutualistic
guilds (i.e. rhizobia and mycorrhizal fungi) as well as measurements of rewards conferred by
partner species
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Michelle Afkhami michelle.afkhami@gmail.com

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Michelle Afkhami michelle.afkhami@gmail.com / michelleafkhami.wordpress.com
Practical Applications of Research:
This work will yield insights into improvement of economically important crop legumes, including M.
truncatula’s close relative alfalfa -- the most important forage legume in the U.S., as well as soy,
peanut, bean, chickpea and other legumes that together comprise an important source of lysine in the
global human diet. By developing a better understanding of the complexity of how mutualists interact
with one another, the proposed work can lead to applied efforts that will enhance the successful use of
microbes in plant improvement, helping to meet the needs of a rapidly growing human population
outside the traditional paradigm of high input agriculture with high environmental and social costs.
Further, given the central role of plant mutualisms in many ecosystems and communities, e.g.
maintaining dominant and foundation species such grasses and legumes, the understanding of multiple
mutualist effects gained from this work also has important implications for ecosystem functioning and
restoration.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Friesen
Stinchcombe
Shachar-Hill

First Name
Maren
John
Yair

Institution
MSU
U of Toronto
MSU

Role
Mentor
Mentor
Mentor
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MCA-PGR: Genetic and Genomic Approaches to Understand and Improve
Maize Responses to Ozone
Elizabeth Ainsworth
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
ainswort@illinois.edu, (217) 265-9887
Species to be Studied: Zea mays
Project Objectives: This project aims to provide a foundation for crop improvement by (i) quantifying
genetic variation in response to elevated ozone concentrations ([O3]) among 200 inbred maize lines in
the field; (ii) using high-throughput phenotyping of O3 impacts on maize growth, senescence, leaf
metabolism and reproductive processes, to identify traits that correlate with yield loss; (iii) identifying
the genes and gene networks underpinning the O3 response in the most extreme tolerant and
susceptible lines, and their hybrids, by integrating RNA-seq expression analysis and detailed
physiological analysis in inbred and hybrid maize; (iv) developing, or identifying existing, biparental
populations derived from tolerant and sensitive parents to identify QTLs and eQTLs for O3 tolerance;
and (v) assessing crosstalk between O3 and biotic stress response gene networks in maize.
Additionally, we engage middle-school children in plant genomics through a face-to-face and online
after school project (Plants iView) and a summer science camp for middle school girls.
Experimental Approaches: In 2014, we planted and screened for O3 sensitivity 52 inbred and 26
hybrid lines (n=4) at the Free Air Concentration Enrichment (FACE) facility in Champaign, IL. These
lines were chosen based on genetic variation as well as O3 sensitivity in 2013. We phenotyped the lines
for developmental traits, plant height, leaf number, leaf reflectance spectra and associated traits, tassel
size and skeletonization, leaf senescence, stomatal density disease, seed yield and yield components.
In 2015, we are screening 10 inbred lines and 8 hybrids lines for O3 sensitivity. These represent the
most sensitive and tolerant lines based on data collected in 2013 and 2014, and we are measuring the
traits mentioned above as well as collecting samples for global metabolite and RNA-seq analyses. We
have developed methods for rapid estimation of leaf N content, photosynthetic capacity and soluble
sugar content from leaf reflectance spectra, and stomatal density and epidermal features from
profilometry. We designed our field experiments to test potential spatial effects of location within the
elevated ozone plots by placing one inbred or hybrid line in multiple locations within each FACE ring in
2014, and by placing all 10 inbreds and 8 hybrids in 6 locations within each ring in 2015.
Information/Materials to be Generated: We have identified a number of O3 sensitive and O3 tolerant
inbred and hybrid maize lines. Experiments in 2015 are designed to better understand the genes,
metabolites and networks underpinning differences in O3 tolerance in both inbred and hybrid maize,
using metabolomics and transcriptomic techniques, including RNA-seq on both Illumina and PacBio
platforms. We aim to identify specific genes and pathways that are involved in O 3 response in maize
and how those are differentially expressed and/or regulated in diverse maize lines. In 2015 we are also
making crosses to generate germplasm for future diallel experiments that will enable better
understanding of the heritability of O3 tolerance in maize.
We are building robust partial least squares regression models to predict photosynthetic capacity,
specific leaf area, sucrose, chlorophyll and nitrogen content from the reflectance spectra of diverse
inbred and hybrid maize lines, and tested the durability of the models to accurately predict leaf-level
traits across different growth environments and years. We are also developing a rapid method for
assessing the density of stomata and hairs on leaf surfaces, including a machine learning approach to
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automatically count the numbers of these epidermal features in data collected by an optical
profilometer.
In 2015, we hosted 24 middle school girls at PollenPower, a week-long summer camp. Eighteen local
school districts were provided information about Pollen Power, and flyers were distributed to community
organizations that serve a large number of underrepresented populations. These efforts resulted in 14
of the students receiving full or partial scholarships to attend the camp. Campers learned about pollen,
microscopy, past and present climate change. The girls visited field sites and laboratories on campus,
a pollinatarium, enjoyed a scavenger hunt on the UIUC campus and produced climate forecasts and
back-casts using a green screen and special effects stage.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Lisa Ainsworth

ainswort@illinois.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Pollen Power Summer Camp
2. Maize Ozone Project
3. Twitter

pollensummercamp.illinois.edu
http://maizeo3face.illinois.edu/
@amaizingO3

Practical Applications of Research: Ozone is the most damaging air pollutant to crops and the
sensitivity of maize to ozone has been largely ignored. Our proposed research will provide a foundation
for crop improvement by bridging understanding of how gene content and gene expression underpin
maize physiological responses to O3. We are also developing high-throughput field phenotyping
techniques that could be applied widely to crop research.

Project Participants:
Last Name
Ainsworth
Brown
Leakey

First Name
Lisa
Patrick
Andrew

Institution
USDA ARS
UIUC
UIUC

McIntyre

Lauren

UFL

Role
Plant physiologist
Plant breeder
Plant physiologist
Statistical
geneticist
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ABR-PG: Developing Advanced Genomic Tools to Accelerate Linkage of
Structural & Functional Diversity in Coffee for Climate Change Adaptation
Herb Aldwinckle
Cornell University
hsa1@cornell.edu, 315-521-6799
Species to be Studied: Coffee (the allotetraploid species Coffea arabica and its diploid parental
ancestral species C. eugenioides and C. canephora)
Project Objectives: (i) Sequencing, assembling, scaffolding, and annotating the genome of the
allotetraploid Coffea arabica, assisted by high quality assemblies of the genomes of its putative diploid
parents (C. eugenioides and C. canephora), (ii) Building a DNA sequence resource for detection of
genomic polymorphism in highly heterozygous breeding and natural populations, and (iii) Generating
and analyzing transcriptome sequence resources enriched for comprehensive profiles of gene
expression in leaves, berries and flowers exposed to different stresses.

Experimental Approaches: Use of long insert libraries and multiple sequencing platforms to overcome
technology-specific biases and provide contrasting error profiles for improved assembly of diploid and
polyploid Coffea genotypes. Validate genome assemblies based on transcriptome assembly and GBS
data to facilitate contig scaffolding and anchoring of scaffolds to chromosomes, as well as, assess
correctness of the genome assemblies. Target transcriptome data collection under different
environments/conditions/trait selection; profile quantitatively RNASeq data, and associate gene
expression levels with genomic polymorphism to interpret functional consequence of polymorphism.

Information/Materials to be Generated: De novo high quality reference assembly of the allotetraploid
C. arabica based on high quality assemblies of its parental diploid ancestors. Develop a coffee GBS
platform to profile genomic diversity, analyze structural and genetic variation associated with
phenotypic variation, and develop genomic tools to accelerate characterization of Coffea germplasm
diversity for climate change adaptation. First highly detailed datasets of gene expression network
profiles that associate relationships between genotype and phenotype for coffee traits relevant to
climate change adaptation.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Herb Aldwinckle
2. Marcela Yepes

hsa1@cornell.edu
my11@cornell.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Herb Aldwinckle
2. Marcela Yepes

hsa1@cornell.edu
my11@cornell.edu
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Practical Applications of Research: The diversity of cultivated varieties of Coffea arabica is very
limited due to major bottlenecks during ‘domestication’ when very few plants were taken from its center
of origin in Ethiopia in the 6th century first to Yemen, and from there in the 17th century, few plants
were transferred worldwide for cultivation. Due to its narrow genetic basis, cultivated coffee varieties
(of both C. arabica and C. canephora) are extremely vulnerable to devastating biotic and abiotic
stresses. In the context of global warming and variable weather patterns, the challenging diseases and
developmental stresses that cultivated coffee is currently facing, are reducing yield and quality at an
alarming rate in parts of Latin America and Africa. Efforts are therefore urgently needed to improve
agronomic traits for crop adaptation to climate change pressures. Although coffee is one of the most
important agricultural export commodities in international trade, coffee remains an orphan,
understudied crop, receiving very little international funding for genetics and genomic research focused
on molecular breeding programs. Broad genotyping and transcriptome analyses combined with refined
phenotyping performed on advanced breeding and natural populations of C. arabica will identify the
genes and their alleles responsible for phenotypic variation in important agronomic traits. This research
will generate the first highly detailed datasets that associate relationships between genotype and
phenotype for coffee traits relevant to adaptation to climate change, furnishing the basis for molecularassisted coffee breeding. Our project will focus major efforts upon discovery of genomic variation in
resistance to fungal races responsible for the current rust epidemic, and antibiosis of the coffee berry
borer, an insect pest newly arrived in the US whose population is expanding in elevated temperatures.
This research will lead to the identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms, small indels, copy
number variants, and present/absent variants that will provide the essential means to translate the
unexploited genomic diversity of the genus Coffea into coffee breeding programs without jeopardizing
desirable quality traits critical to consumers and the US coffee industry. This project will also contribute
importantly to the crop genomics community goals of developing more high-quality genomic resources
for research of phylogenetically diverse polyploid genomes for evolutionary and genetics studies to gain
better understanding of how polyploidy affects the crop genotype and evolutionary fitness.

Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Aldwinckle

Herb

Yepes

Marcela

Zimin

Aleksey

Yorke

James

Mockaitis

Keithanne

Institution
Cornell
University

Cornell
University
University of
Maryland
University of
Maryland
Indiana
University

Role
Project Director
and Principal
Investigator
Project coDirector and
co-Principal
Investigator
Co-Principal
Investigator
Co-Principal
Investigator
Co-Principal
Investigator
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Identification of Translational Hormone-Response Gene Networks and
cis-Regulatory Elements
Jose Alonso
North Carolina State University
jmalonso@ncsu.edu, (919) 515-5729
Species to be Studied: Arabidopsis thaliana and Solanum lycopersicum

Project Objectives:
1) Identify genes affected at the translational level in response to ethylene and/or auxin in both
Arabidopsis and tomato seedlings.
2) Determine the hierarchical relationships between ethylene and auxin transcriptional and translational
responses
3) Identify cis-regulatory elements involved in translational regulation
4) Determine the physiological significance of the translation regulation mediated by the identified ciselements and their potential as signal integration nodes.
Experimental Approaches:
A plant-optimized ribosome footprinting methodology will be deployed to examine the translation
landscape of two plant species, tomato and Arabidopsis, in response to two plant hormones, ethylene
and auxin
The large amount and dynamic nature of the generated data will be also utilized to generate
hierarchical transcriptional and translational interaction network models for the two hormones and to
explore the possible use of these diverse types of information to identify key regulatory nodes.
The physiological significance of the translation regulation of the identified hubs of the gene regulatory
network will be examined using transgenic approaches that utilize recombineering-based geneconstruct technologies.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1) The first gene regulatory network models that incorporate both transcriptional and translational
information, as well as hierarchical information on the interaction between these two key hormones, will
be generated.
2) A refined annotation of the Arabidopsis and tomato genomes that incorporates new data on the
experimentally-validated translation initiation and termination codons, active upstream open reading
frames (uORFs), alternative splice forms with information about their relative abundance and
translational activity will be developed.
3) Transgenic Arabidopsis and tomato plants harboring reporter genes to monitor the translational
regulation in response to ethylene, auxin, as well as to other environmental and developmental signals,
will be generated.
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4) A new outreach program will be created to promote interest among middle and high school students
in combining biology, computers, and engineering
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jose M. Alonso

jmalonso@ncsu.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Jose M. Alonso

jmalonso@ncsu.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
RNA-based regulatory sequences will be characterized opening the door for the development of new
genetic engineering tools to manipulate/control gene expression at the level of translation.
Genetic hubs involved in the integration of hormonal signals will be identified. These central players in
the plant response to developmental programs and changes in the environment represent ideal targets
to influence plant growth and development.

Project Participants:
Last Name
Alonso
Heber
Stepanova
Williams

First Name
Jose
Steffen
Anna
Cranos

Institution
NCSU
NCSU
NCSU
NCSU

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
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Reference Annotations for Small RNA-Producing Genes in Plants
Michael J. Axtell
Penn State University
mja18@psu.edu, (814) 867-0241
Species to be Studied:
Phase 1: Maize, rice.
Phase 2: Tomato, soy, poplar, apple, wine grape, potato, barley, sorghum, wheat
Project Objectives:
1. Develop robust computational tools for processing small RNA-seq data, and test their
implementation on maize and rice data.
2. Use these tools along with a combination of publically available and newly generated small RNAseq data to produce reliable reference annotations of small RNA genes in a number of plant
species.
3. Deploy a useful website to disseminate the results.
4. Integrate the tools and results with existing databases: Code in github and running on iPlant's
Discovery Environment, data integration with miRBase, Gramene, and MaizGDB.
5. Examine syntenic relationships between small RNA-producing regions of related genomes, and
discover new types of small RNA genes.
6. Integrate undergraduate education from a PUI into the research.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Coding and bioinformatic approaches to develop 'ShortStack', our small RNA-seq analysis tool.
Also development of the project website, plantsmallrnagenes.psu.edu
2. Generation of novel small RNA-seq data from several tissue types of B73 maize.
3. Confirmatory molecular experiments (RNA blots, qRT-PCR) to support small RNA annotations.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Command line tool for small RNA-seq data (ShortStack : https://github.com/MikeAxtell/ShortStack/)
2. Reference annotations for small RNA genes from several plant species with sequenced genomes,
adequate public small RNA-seq data, and economic value (see above)
3. Data-rich project website, including genome browsers (http://plantsmallrnagenes.psu.edu/). Also,
integration of data into organism-specific and gene-specific databases.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Michael J Axtell

mja18@psu.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Michael J. Axtell mja18@psu.edu
2. http://plantsmallrnagenes.psu.edu/
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Practical Applications of Research:
Assembled genome sequences require complete annotation of all included genes to maximize their
utility in breeding and biotechnology. Most genome annotation efforts have focused on protein-coding
mRNAs. However, all plants produce a huge diversity of endogenous small regulatory RNAs, including
microRNAs (which regulate mRNA expression levels) and siRNAs (most of which initiate and/or
reinforce repressive chromatin states). MicroRNA and especially siRNA gene annotations are primitive
to non-existent in most plant species to date, and tools to convert small RNA-seq data into useful
annotations have been primitive and non-reproducible. Our project is solving these issues by
developing an open-source and robust method of microRNA and siRNA annotation, and implementing
this method across a wide variety of species. By producing robust annotations of microRNA and siRNA
genes, this work is providing foundational knowledge (e.g., a more complete inventory of all plant
genes) that will accelerate breeding and biotechnological approaches to crop improvement. In addition,
by making the computational tools freely available, this project is enabling any other scientists in the
world to create their robust annotations of microRNA and siRNA genes.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Axtell
JonesRhoades
Johnson

First Name
Michael

Institution
Penn State

Role
PI

Email Address
mja18@psu.edu

Matthew
Nathan

Knox College
Penn State

mjrhoade@knox.edu
nrj113@psu.edu

Coruh

Ceyda

Penn State

Douglas

Kinsey

Knox College

Yeoh

Jonathan

Knox College

co-PI
Graduate Student
Postdoctoral
Researcher
REU summer
student ('15)
REU summer
student ('15)
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MCA-PGR: A Phylogenetically Informed Investigation of Transcriptome
Evolution and Transcriptome Response of the Tropical Crop Genus
Leucaena (Leguminosae) to Psyllid Herbivores
Donovan Bailey
New Mexico State University
dbailey@nmsu.edu, (575)646-7012
Plants to be Studied: The “alfalfa of the tropics” - all 19 diploid and 5 tetraploid species of the woody
legume genus Leucaena (Leguminosae: Mimosoideae).
Project Objectives: We are applying a cost-effective and phylogenetically informed approach to
sequence, assemble, and compare transcriptomes from all 24 species of Leucaena with three primary
goals in mind: 1) the generation and distribution of molecular markers (cpDNA, mtDNA, and nDNA) for
the Leucaena research and plant breeding communities; 2) herbivory trials and RNA-seq studies to
investigate genes and broad metabolic pathways associated with resistance to insect (psyllid)
herbivores; 3) exploration of patterns of diversification and the consequences of allopatric and
sympatric (allopolyploid) modes of speciation on transcriptome divergence. In addition to these specific
research objectives, the Mid Career Award is providing strong training opportunities for the PI, two
postdocs, three graduate students, and four undergraduate researchers in new areas of research.
Cohorts of undergraduate students are also benefitting through a new lab course focused on RNA-seq
and informatics studies in genome-scale comparative biology.
Experimental Approaches: Project completion requires a suite of complementary genomic and
transcriptomic elements. The project began with bioinformatics training for the PI (in accordance with
MCA-PGR). During this time PI Bailey focused on informatics associated with generating reference
genomes (chloroplast, mitochondrial, and a draft nuclear genome) for the diploid species Leucaena
trichandra. These elements serve as critical references for transcriptome assembly and interpretation,
and in turn, the transcriptomes (see below) will be used to refine the draft nuclear genome assembly.
RNA-seq studies on each species include “baseline” transcriptomes derived from post emergent
seedling tissue (procured) as well as control and insect herbivore (psyllid, Heteropsylla cubana)
treated mature leaf tissues (pending). These transcriptomes have sampled gene space very well (ca.
>95% “full length” CEGMA hits).
Data analysis and interpretation are taking advantage of our a robust phylogenetic hypothesis
for all species in the genus as well as a clear understanding of the origins of five, likely recently derived,
hybrid (allopolyploid) species.
Information/Materials to be Generated: Draft nuclear genome of the diploid species Leucaena
trichandra derived from 100X illumina and 30X PacBio coverage. Complete organellar genomes for
L. leucocephala and L. trichandra and most all organellar coding genes for all other species. Three
transcriptomes from each of 2 species (post emergent seedling and control/herbivore treated leaves)
and post emergent seedling transcriptomes from the other 22 species. Genome-wide molecular
marker sets (e.g., SNPs, microsatellites, etc), including: a) species specific markers unique to each
currently recognized taxon, b) intraspecific polymorphic markers for downstream population level
studies. Expressed gene sets and relative expression from similar stage post emergent seedlings.
Comparative gene expression profiles associated with psyllid herbivore response and previously
categorized levels of herbivore resistance. Distribution of all data and findings to public sources.
Public Workshops on bioinformatics at NMSU.
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. C. Donovan Bailey
dbailey@nmsu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://biology-web.nmsu.edu/~bailey/Leucaena/
2. http://biology-web.nmsu.edu/~bailey/Genomics_Meeting/LeuConfMain_Template.html
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. C. Donovan Bailey
dbailey@nmsu.edu
2. M. Nageswara-Rao
mnrao@nmsu.edu
3. Diana V. Dugas
dugasdvt@nmsu.edu
Practical Applications of Research: The extensive application of next generation sequencing to crop
species has focused on yield improvements in the most important global food crops (e.g., corn, wheat,
rice…). However, lesser-known crops in tropical systems are also of significance. Several such groups
are known as “multipurpose crops”, representing key elements in sustainable agriculture that are
fundamental to production gains in mainstream crops grown in impoverished regions. One such system
includes species of Leucaena, whose leaves provide critical sources of protein-rich leaves for soil
fertilizer and animal feed as well as rapidly renewable biomass for many uses. Though considerable
effort has been spent accruing seed resources and transformation tools for Leucaena, susceptibility to
the defoliating psyllid pest, and a scarcity of molecular markers for effective germplasm selection,
hinder the effective use of these developing Leucaena resources. Outcomes of these research
elements will provide many of the tools necessary for Leucaena improvement related to herbivore
resistance and tracking of lineage specific markers for broader breeding programs. Furthermore, there
are numerous other important phenotypically variable traits of potential interest in Leucaena that can
also be further investigated with the resources developed. The findings made available through this
study are also of importance to our understanding of legume genome and trait evolution. Though the
legume subfamily Papilionoideae has been the subject of extensive genome scale comparative
analyses, no such studies have included the tropical Mimosoideae. Thus Leucaena will provide critical
information necessary to better understand genome, transcriptome, and trait evolution in this important
subfamily of legumes.
Project Participants (Primary):
Last Name
Bailey

FirstName
Donovan

Role
PI

Colin

Institution
NMSU
Zurich Bot.
Garden

Hughes
NageswaraRao
Dugas
Hernandez
Liston
Trujillo
Straub
Cronn
Yigit
Rodriquez

Email Address
dbailey@nmsu.edu
colin.hughes@systbot.uzh.ch

Madhugiri
Diana

NMSU
NMSU

Postdoc
Postdoc

David
Aaron
Joshua
Shannon
Rich
Erbay
Seal

NMSU
OSU
NMSU
OSU
OSU
NEB
NMSU

Grad Student
Collaboraor
Undergrad
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
Undergrad

Collaborator
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Integrative Analysis of Plasticity in Cell Fate Determination in Plants
Julia Bailey-Serres
University of California, Riverside
serres@ucr.edu, (951) 827-3738
Species to be Studied: Oryza sativa, Solanum lycopersicum, S. pennellii, Medicago truncatula
Project Objectives:
Aim 1: Establish INTACT and TRAP methods for cell type-specific profiling in tomato, rice, and
Medicago for comparison of the epigenome, transcriptome, and translatome of root and shoot meristem
tissues between species.
Aim 2: Expand INTACT and TRAP tool generation in rice, tomato and Medicago to explore responses
to drought and waterlogging in the whole root versus the cortex and other cell types.
Aim 3: Integrate community resources for cell-specific genomics and provide science education.
Experimental Approaches:
We adapted two technologies developed in Arabidopsis for cell-type specific evaluation of
developmental systems and environmental responses in three species of agronomic relevance. Cell
type-specific nuclear isolation, INTACT (Isolation of Nuclei Tagged in specific Cell Types), enables
profiling of nuclear RNA (nuclear transcriptome), and histone modifications (epigenome), while TRAP
(Translating Ribosome Affinity Purification) enables profiling of mRNAs associated with ribosomes
(translatome). We established methods for these systems to capture chromatin, DNA, or RNA followed
by deep-sequencing and data analysis.
Aim 1 has targeted INTACT and TRAP to actively dividing cells and functional shoot and root apical
meristems in order to compare the growth apices of these species using multiple genome-scale
readouts. This required optimizing INTACT and TRAP constructs for these species. Optimization of
INTACT in rice has proven the most challenging but has been accomplished. Aim 2, has produced
INTACT and TRAP lines that target a number of cell types of roots. Using root transformation with
Agrobacterium rhizogenes, we identified promoters specific to tomato and Medicago root cell types. For
rice, cell-type specific promoters were confirmed in transgenics. We have established and bulked a
toolbox of tomato and rice transgenics, with Medicago transgenics in the pipeline (see below). The
collection includes constitutive, meristem and root cell type-specific promoters. We developed a highthroughput method to construct strand-specific RNAseq libraries, and to determine T-DNA insertion
location, for selection of. single-insertion events without gene disruption. We initiated experiments to
investigate the molecular responses of the whole root, shoot meristem and cortex of these species to
drought and waterlogging. For this, comparable conditions and physiological assays were
collaboratively established to facilitate cross-species comparisons. A needed gene orthology
compendium is under development. Aim 3 disseminates protocols, data analysis pipelines, genomic
data and the genetic resources developed in our project. It also includes education and training
targeted to underrepresented students in STEM and plant genomics-enabled research. We have
actively distributed protocols and computational pipelines through publications and the project website,
as well as published DNA constructs. Additionally, high school students and many undergraduates,
including REU students, have been actively engaged in the project and outreach efforts have been
recognized within local school districts.
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Information/Materials to be Generated: (bold = generated; non-bold is in pipeline)
Promoter
Cell Type/Region
Species(1)
Sequencing(2)
Mt, Sl, Sp (INTACT) Os for community
p35S/UBI
Near constitutive
Tc, K27, K4,Tl,Rs
Mt, Sl, Sp, Os
pRPL11C (Os
Shoot and Root
Tc, K27, K4, Tl,
pRSS1)
Meristem
Mt, Sl
pSTM
Shoot Apical Meristem
Tc, K27, K4, Tl,
Mt(NTF),Sl,Sp(NTF)
pWOX5
Root Quiescent Center
Tc, K27, K4, Tl,
Mt, Sl, Sp
pCO2
Meristematic Cortex
Tc, K27, K4, Tl
Mt (TRAP), Sl, Sp
pPEP
Mature Cortex
Tc, K27, K4, Tl
Os
pOSH1
Shoot meristem
Tc, K27, K4, Tl,
Os
pQHB
Root Quiescent Center
Tc, K27, K4, Tl,
Os
pUAS:FLAG-RPL18 for cell-specific drivers
Tl
Os
pUAS:NTF
for cell-specific drivers
Tc
Species: Mt = Medicago truncatula; Sl = Solanum lycopersicum (var. M82); Sp = S. pennellii (LA0617); Os =
Oryza sativa (Nipponbare). (1) Both INTACT and TRAP lines made. Additional lines made for Sl: pWER
(epidermis/lateral root cap), pSHR (vasculature), pSCR (endodermis and QC), pS18 (xylem), pS32 (phloem), and
for Sl and Sp pBOP & pLYRATE (discrete meristem/leaf regions); Os: pLSI1 / pLSI2 (endo/exodermis), pEMZ /
pCASP (endodermis (multiple stages), pSHR1 (stele), pCMZ (cortex), pNRAMP3 / pYSL2 (phloem pole),
pHMA5 (pericycle), pEXPB5 (root hair), pNRAMP3 / pYSL2 / pHMA5 (leaf vasculature). Medicago: pSHR-TRAP,
pSCR-TRAP/INTACT. (2) Sequencing outputs: Tc = Transcriptome; K27 = H3K27me3 epigenome; K4 =
K3K4me3 epigenome; Tl = Translatome; Rs = Riboseq

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Julia Bailey-Serres, serres@ucr.edu (or any of the co-PIs)
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://plant-plasticity.github.io
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Michael Covington
mfcovington@gmail.com
Practical Applications of Research:
This project establishes technologies for multi-tier gene expression analyses in three species of
agronomic importance. The methods enable interrogation of specific cell types that regulate plasticity of
development in response to environmental stimuli, such as under extremes of water availability.
Training of high school students through postdoctoral researchers in genomics, bioinformatics, and cell
biology will be enriched through mentoring and team research.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Bailey-Serres
Brady
Sinha
Deal
Covington

First Name
Julia
Siobhan
Neelima
Roger
Michael

Institution
UC Riverside
UC Davis
UC Davis
Emory U
UC Davis

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Bioinformaticist
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Genome Wide Associations Between Anatomy, Crop-Specific Resource
Allocation Strategies, and Water Use Efficiency
Robert Baker
University of Wyoming
robert.baker@uwyo.edu
Species to be Studied: Brassica rapa, B. nigra, B. juncea, B. carinata, B. campestris, B. napus,
B.oleracea
Project Objectives:
1. Use RADseq to develop SNP markers for 250 divergent Brassica crop types, focusing on B. rapa.
2. Measure mass and produce histological sections of Brassica leaves, stems, and roots from 280
genotypes to associate physiological traits with patterns of resource partitioning and a) quantify
relative contribution of palisade parenchyma and spongy mesophyll to leaf thickness, b) perform 2D
and 3D analyses of leaf spongy mesophyll and palisade parenchyma cell surface area, and c)
measure xylem mean hydraulic diameter in leaves, stems, and roots.
3. Estimate genetic distances among diverse and evenly sampled accessions, and correlate these
genetic distances to phenotypic matrices of gas-exchange, anatomical, and resource partitioning
features.
4. Use PCA to test for genomic signatures of the history of domestication or of geographic origin of
crop types.
5. Use GWAS to identify genomic regions underlying anatomical traits associated with physiological
diversity to inform future breeding programs
Experimental Approaches:
Multiple replicates of a panel of 250 Brassica rapa accessions spanning a diversity of crop types and
origins of domestication and including representatives of the Brassica ‘triangle species’ will be utilized.
For each replicate, I have measured water use efficiency and biomass of leaves and shoots. I have
collect leaf and root tissue for anatomical analyses (quantification of palisade parenchyma and spongy
mesophyll contribution to leaf thickness, 2D and 3D analyses of spongy mesophyll and palisade
parenchyma surface area, and measures of mean hydraulic diameter) and SNP marker development
using RADseq to improve the B. rapa genetic distance matrix, examine the genomic architecture of B.
rapa, and conduct genome-wide association studies utilizing the anatomical traits or suites of traits
associated with water use efficiency.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. SNP markers for a panel of 280 divergent Brassica rapa crop types
2. An image bank of histological cross sections of leaves, stems, and roots for multiple replicates of
each accession.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Robert Baker

robert.baker@uwyo.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Robert Baker

robert.baker@uwyo.edu; http://www.robertlbaker.org
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Practical Applications of Research:
The potential feedbacks between climate and crop water use are poorly known, but are likely
dependent on improved predictive understanding of anatomical changes associated with both growth
and water loss. Incorporating potential variation in plant water use efficiency without understanding the
mechanistic connection between genes, anatomy, and plant gas exchange have resulted in “chaos” in
large-scale simulations. Given the profound implications to society of even small changes in crop water
use on global hydrology, a thorough understanding of the genetic controls of plant water use, gas
exchange, and associated anatomical changes is warranted to feed a rapidly growing global population
with increasingly limited fresh water supplies. Our research will directly contribute to improved modeling
of projected climate change and crop breeding for improved water use efficiency.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Baker

Robert

Weinig

Cynthia

Yulia

Yarkhunova

Institution
University of
Wyoming
University of
Wyoming
University of
Wyoming

Role

Email Address

PI/Post doc
PI/Post doctoral
advisor

Robert.baker@uwyo.edu

Graduate Student

yyarkhun@uwyo.edu
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An Integrated Genomic and Functional Analysis of the Plant Hypersensitive
Response
Peter Balint-Kurti
North Carolina State University/ USDA-ARS
pjbalint@ncsu.edu, 919 515-3516
Species to be Studied: Maize
Project Objectives:
One mechanism by which plants fight off diseases is known as the the hypersensitive response (HR).
This refers to a process whereby proteins in the first infected cell recognize the infection and initiate a
series of responses including rapid cell death. In many cases this halts the infection before it can
spread to other cells in the plant. Despite its importance in maintaining healthy crops, much remains
unknown about the HR. In this work, a multi-disciplinary approach involving a number of field and labbased techniques will be used to gain a better understanding of the HR in corn, our most economically
valuable crop. The genes and processes involved in controlling the HR will be identified and
characterized. While this work will be performed primarily in corn, it is likely that many features of the
HR are shared among different crops. As such this work will provide fundamental insights into one of
the most important ways plants defend themselves against diseases, and the knowledge gained will be
useful in developing improved crop plants that are more resistant to diseases. Outreach activities with
the North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences will focus on educational activities on genetics, plant
breeding, biotechnology and associated societal implications and will build on an existing collaboration
with the museum that has developed several instructional modules for middle, high school, home
school and mature students and their teachers. These continuing programs will be supported and
several new programs will be developed around DNA sequence analysis, biotechnology and society
Experimental Approaches:
In previous work, a novel genetic screen was used to identify loci, genes and pathways
associated with natural genetic variation that controlled HR. In this project, a multi-disciplinary approach
involving mutagenesis, field genetics, high-throughput genomic and transcriptomic sequencing,
metabolomics, bioinformatics, microscopy and molecular biology will be used to gain an understanding
of the HR from molecular genetic, transcriptional, biochemical and histological perspectives. Genes
and pathways controlling the HR response will be identified and characterized. The HR will be
observed at cellular, transcriptional and metabolic levels. The utility of a novel and potentially widelyapplicable approach for the identification and characterization of mutations conferring quantitative
phenotypes will be demonstrated. Public access to sequencing data generated this project will be made
possible through deposition at the Short Read Archive (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra). Information on the
position of genes controlling the HR at the transcriptional level (expression Quantitative Trait Loci –
eQTL) will be made available at MaizeGDB (maizegdb.org). Biological materials will be disseminated
via the Maize Genetics Coop and germplasm descriptions will be included in MaizeGDB.
Information/Materials to be Generated:






Proof of concept of a novel mutagenesis and gene identification technique.
Identification and Characterization of specific genes involved in HR in maize
A profile of the transcriptional and metabolic response associated with maize HR.
A description of the loci controlling the transcriptional response during HR.
A understanding of the sequence of cellular events occurring during HR-associated cell-death
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Peter Balint-Kurti pjbalint@ncsu.edu
2. Brian Dilkes
bdilkes@purdue.edu
3. Guri Johal gjohal@purdue.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Peter Balint-Kurti pjbalint@ncsu.edu
2. Brian Dilkes
bdilkes@purdue.edu
3. Guri Johal gjohal@purdue.edu
Information and Datasets from the previous funded project (for which this project is a renewal) can be
found here https://ag.purdue.edu/btny/Rp1-Magic/Pages/default.aspx
Some other information on the PIs’ research can be found here:
https://sites.google.com/a/ncsu.edu/maize-disease/home
Practical Applications of Research:
Ultimately an understanding of the HR defense response may enable new approaches to designing
plants with enhanced disease resistance

Project Participants:
Last Name
Balint-Kurti
Dilkes
Johal

First Name
Peter
Brian
Guri

Institution
N Carolina State
University/USDA-ARS
Purdue University
Purdue University
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Role

Email Address

PI
Co-PI
Co-PI

pjbalint@ncsu.edu
bdilkes@purdue.edu
gjohal@purdue.edu
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Translational Dynamics of Leaf and Chloroplast Development in Maize
Alice Barkan
University of Oregon
abarkan@uoregon.edu, (541) 346-5145
Plants to be Studied: Maize
Project Objectives:
Chloroplasts are subcellular organelles in plants and algae that house the machinery for photosynthesis
and numerous other essential metabolic processes. Chloroplasts are dynamic organelles that acquire
different forms and functions, and that adapt rapidly to changes in the environment. This project will
elucidate the biogenesis and environmental adaptation of chloroplasts. Maize is chosen as the
experimental organism because it is a C4 plant with dimorphic chloroplasts, it offers a rich collection of
chloroplast biogenesis mutants, and the maize leaf blade is an excellent experimental system for
describing the developmental progression through which meristematic cells differentiate into
photosynthetically-competent leaf cells. This project will:
(i) Use a large-scale forward genetic strategy to assign molecular and physiological functions to ~100
genes in maize that are required for photosynthesis;
(ii) Use genome-wide ribosome profiling to define the translatome dynamics underlying the installation
of the photosynthetic apparatus during maize leaf development, and the distinct proteomes in bundle
sheath and mesophyll cells;
(iii) Provide a comprehensive description of the progression of plastid gene expression during the
differentiation of photosynthetic leaf tissue;
(iv) Discover how regulated translation in the cytosol and chloroplast contribute to maintaining
photosynthetic homeostasis under shifting light conditions.
These research goals are integrated with the provision of the following community resources and
educational opportunities:
(i) ~6000 new sequence-indexed Mu insertions which can be accessed via MaizeGDB and an in-house
search interface (http://teosinte.uoregon.edu/mu-illumina/);
(ii) a gene identification service for putative Mu-tagged alleles;
(iii) large-scale translatome and transcriptome datasets for the elucidation of coexpression modules and
associated functional inferences.
(iv) A laboratory course for University of Oregon undergraduates that will be integrated with the largescale identification of mutations underlying defects in chloroplast biogenesis.
(v) An outreach program in St. Louis that will engage secondary school students in hands-on analysis
of photosynthetic mutants in foxtail millet.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Genetic approaches will use the Photosynthetic Mutant Library (PML), a collection of ~2000 Mutransposon induced, non-photosynthetic maize mutants.
2. Transposon display by deep sequencing will be used to identify Mu-insertions that cause
phenotypes-of-interest.
3. Chloroplast ribosome profiling-by-microarray will be used to discover chloroplast gene expression
defects that underlie photosynthetic deficiencies, and to elucidate interactions between the synthesis,
membrane-targeting, and assembly of chloroplast-encoded proteins.
4. Detailed molecular analyses will elucidate the functions of previously unstudied proteins that are
essential for chloroplast biogenesis
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5. Ribosome profiling by deep sequencing will be used to profile cytosolic and organellar translatomes
during seedling leaf development, in bundle sheath vs mesophyll cells, and in shifting light conditions.
Translational efficiencies will be inferred by normalization to RNAseq data from the same samples.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Functional annotations for ~100 maize genes that are essential for photosynthesis;
2. ~6000 new sequence-indexed Mu insertions which can be accessed via MaizeGDB and an inhouse search interface (http://teosinte.uoregon.edu/mu-illumina/);
3. Improved genome annotations to be made available through community browsers;
4. Large-scale translatome and transcriptome datasets for the elucidation of coexpression modules
and associated functional inferences.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Alice Barkan abarkan@uoregon.edu
2. Tom Brutnell tbrutnell@danforthcenter.org
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Alice Barkan
abarkan@uoregon.edu
2. Project Website:
http://chloroplast.uoregon.edu/
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Inder Kumar
ikumar@danforthcenter.org
2. Nick Stiffler
stiffler@molbio.uoregon.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
• The utility of genomic tools for inferring systems-level organization and the use of this information for
crop improvement relies on an understanding of the system’s parts. This project will assign functions to
~100 maize genes, many of which lack characterized orthologs in other organisms.
• This project will improve understanding of the regulatory networks that underlie C4 differentiation. This
will aid in the enhancement of native C4 plants and in engineering C4 traits into C3 crops.
• This project will enhance understanding of the genomic responses that underlie the sensitivity of the
photosynthetic apparatus to temperature, light, and oxidative stress. This will aid efforts to mitigate the
impact of such stressors on photosynthesis.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Barkan

Alice

Brutnell

Tom

Belcher
Chotewutmontri

Susan
Non

Kumar

Indrajit
Rosalind

Williams-Carrier

Institution
University of
Oregon
Danforth
Center
U of Oregon
U of Oregon
Danforth
Center
University of
Oregon

Role

Email Address

PI

abarkan@uoregon.edu

co-PI
Research
Associate
Postdoc

tbrutnell@danforthcenter.org

Postdoc
Research
Associate

ikumar@danforthcenter.org
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Nuclease Profiling as an Integrative Resource for Maize
Epigenomics
Hank W. Bass
The Florida State University
bass@bio.fsu.edu , (850) 644-9711
Species to be Studied: Zea mays (L.), Maize, Corn, inbred B73.
Project Objectives: The main objective of this project is to develop micrococcal nuclease (MNase)
profiling as a foundational resource for integration of maize epigenomic data across many different
projects. This project builds on a breakthrough from the previous NSF PGRP project, Chromatin
Structure and Genome Response in Maize (NSF IOS 1025954). Nucleosome occupancy signals were
found to be largely uniform across samples, except for persistent variation at discrete genomic loci.
These variable regions exhibited differential nuclease sensitivity, providing a powerful and innovative
new assay, DNS (Differential Nuclease Sensitivity) mapping, to define their location. Five diverse
tissues of maize will be profiled to produce high-quality epigenomic reference maps. MNase-profiling
workshops are planned in order to expand, share, and train other plant genome researchers how to
carry out the DNS-seq chromatin profiling. These inter-connected multilevel analyses enable the
investigation of genomic responses as coordinated changes in chromatin structure, chromosome
topology, and nuclear architecture. The results will provide a new layer of epigenomic information, as
well as generating informative concepts in structural and functional genomics across Kingdoms.
Experimental Approaches:
1. To develop reference nuclease profiles for maize chromatin using DNS-seq (adapted from Vera et
al., 2014, Plant Cell). The five tissues selected in consultation with CSHL MaizeCode proposal are
root tip, coleoptilar node, endosperm, pollen, and ear shoot.
2. To lead community training workshops on nuclease profile mapping. Two summer workshops will
allow participants to apply nuclease profile mapping to address questions from their own research.
The workshop will include sample library preparation, deep sequencing (post-workshop), and iPlant
tools and services sessions, while providing a unique venue for exchange of ideas on plant
genomics approaches with big data sets.
3. To annotate, integrate, and disseminate project data via iPlant. Browser-ready data track files
meeting data-quality standards will be delivered to the public scientific community via iPlant’s Data
Store, Discovery Environment, and the Powered-by-iPlant genome browsers, EPIC-CoGe and
UCSC-Genomaize, and Greenomebrowser.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
DNS-seq chromatin profile maps for 5 core reference tissues of B73.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Hank W. Bass
bass@bio.fsu.edu
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Project Web Site http://www.maizenucleosome.org/
(extended from previous project, but to be used for current project)
2. Genome Browsers
a.
UCSC maize genome browser, B73v2 at GENOMAIZE http://genomaize.org/
b.
UCSC maize and other plant genome browsers
powered by iPlant, at GREENOMEBROWSER http://greenomebrowser.com
Practical Applications of Research:
This study will advance our understanding of chromatin structure. That knowledge will aid in strategies
for control of gene expression of agriculturally-important traits. Understanding how maize chromatin
architecture response is controlled will allow us to better predict how plants will respond to
environmental variation and challenges from pathogenic disease-causing agents.
Project Key Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Institution

Role

Email Address

Bass

Henry

Florida State
University

Principal
Investigator

bass@bio.fsu.edu

Dennis

Jonathan

Florida State
University

Co-Principal
Investigator

dennis@bio.fsu.edu

Onokpise

Oghenekome

Florida A & M
University

Co-Principal
Investigator

oghenekome.onokpise@famu.edu

Tsolova

Violeta

Florida A & M
University

Co-Principal
Investigator

violetka.colova@famu.edu

Zhang

Jinfeng

Florida State
University

Co-Principal
Investigator

jinfeng@stat.fsu.edu

Vera

Daniel

Florida State
University

Co-Principal
Investigator

vera@genomics.fsu.edu

Shaun

Florida State
University

Senior Project
Manager

smurphy@bio.fsu.edu

Katherine

Florida State
University

Workshop
Assistant

kae09@my.fsu.edu

Hardeep

Florida State
University

Workshop
Assistant

hardeep@bio.fsu.edu

Amado

Florida State
University

Lab and field
technician

ale12@my.fsu.edu

Murphy
Easterling
Gumber
Estrada
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Mineral Nutrient Gene Discovery and Gene X Environment Interactions
Using the Nested Association Mapping Population in Maize
Ivan Baxter (USDA-ARS)
Danforth Plant Science Center
Ivan.baxter@ars.usda.gov, (314) 587-1438
Species to be Studied: Maize
Project Objectives:
The objective of our project is to address two important unanswered questions in plant biology by
studying elemental accumulation in maize, the most widely grown U.S. crop. First, how do plants alter
their elemental composition (or ionome) to adapt to a wide variety of soil environments? And second,
what genetic and environmental factors determine an ionome? Specifically, we intend to identify genes
and gene by environment interactions underlying the accumulation of elements in the maize kernel.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Use a high-throughput ionomics system to identify the genetic factors that determine the maize
grain ionome in multiple environments. We will harness the incredible statistical and resolving
power of the maize nested association (NAM) panel by profiling >50,000 kernels archived from
five diverse environments (three temperate and two tropical) to identify the quantitative trait loci
(QTLs) responsible for determining the grain ionome. We have completed the analysis of all
seeds, statistical preprocessing and Joint Linkage (QTL) analysis. With the help of iPlant,
completed association mapping analysis with 30M SNPs for 79 traits on the XSEDE clusters
(170k processor hours).
2. Identify the causal polymorphisms responsible for the QTLs. We will combine comparative
genomics analysis using the large ionomics datasets already available in Arabidopsis, rice, and
yeast with maize gene co-expression analyses to identify and prioritize candidate genes under
our nested association mapping peaks. Candidate genes will be evaluated with association
mapping across the maize diversity panel to look for correlation of particular polymorphisms or
haplotypes with ionomic traits. We are constructing version one of the root expression network
using transcript profiles from 50 diverse maize lines as well as two other networks derived from
publically available data.
3. Determine the role of environmental factors using novel, derived families. We will assemble a
test set of introgression lines for 20 selected loci that will be grown by a network of collaborators
across the United States. The first round of 9 lines has been bulked and sent to collaborators.
This will allow us to rapidly evaluate hypotheses regarding the efficacy, penetrance, and
expressivity of particular alleles and allelic combinations in many soil environments.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
This project will generate:
1. Thousands of elemental profiles (20 elements) from diverse maize lines.
2. Genetic loci and candidate genes associated with the accumulation of elements.
3. Root gene expression profiles for ~100 diverse lines and 150 RILs
4. Co-expression networks derived from root expression data.
5. Computational methods for leveraging co-expression networks and comparative genomics for
interpreting GWAS associations
6. Heterozygous inbred families for 20 loci identified in the mapping experiments.
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7. Bioinformatics and genetics modules for high school teachers.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Ivan Baxter
Ivan.baxter@ars.usda.gov
2. Chad Myers
cmyers@cs.umn.edu
3. Terry Woodford-Thomas tthomas@danforthcenter.org
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. IonomicsHub
www.ionomicshub.org
2. COB
cob.csbio.cs.umn.edu
3. Panzea
www.panzea.org/
4. Zbrowse
http://www.baxterlab.org/#!/cqi0
5. CGAS tool
orim.iplantcollaborative.org/oogle_dev/index.php
6. CaMoCo
github.com/schae234/Camoco
Practical Applications of Research:
Improving the mineral nutrient content of the grain by increasing beneficial nutrients or decreasing toxic
elements will have major health benefits. Additionally, identifying alleles that allow for the maintenance
or enhancement of yield and grain nutritional quality under adverse soil conditions will improve
agricultural productivity and sustainability. We expect to find alleles that enhance grain nutritional
quality in these different environments and share them with our collaborators at CIMMYT for inclusion
in their biofortification breeding program.
Project Participants:
Last
Name

First
Name

Baxter
Hoekenga
Myers
Smith

Ivan
Owen
Chad
Margaret

Institution
USDAARS/DDPSC
Cornell
Minnesota
Cornell

Role

Email Address

PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI

Ivan.Baxter@ars.usda.gov
oah1@cornell.edu
cmyers@cs.umn.edu
mes25@cornell.edu

Anderson
Baker
WoodfordThomas
Ziyomo
Schaefer
Kear

Paul
Peter

DDPSC
Purdue

Co-PI
Co-PI

pcanderson@danforthcenter.org
pnbaker@purdue.edu

Terry
Cathrine
Robert
Philip

Co-PI
PostDoc
Grad Student
Grad Student

tthomas@danforthcenter.org
cziyomo@danforthcenter.org
schae234@gmail.com
Pjk227@cornell.edu

Ziegler
Ding

Greg
Jialin

DDPSC
DDPSC
Minnesota
Cornell
USDAARS/DDPSC
Ladue HS

Technician
Summer Intern

GZiegler@danforthcenter.org
djialin09@gmail.com

Rodell
Asaro
Viox
JainPoster

Rebecca
Alexandra
Elise

Frances Howell HS
Washington U.
Emory University

Summer Intern
Grad Student
Summer Intern

rmrodell@gmail.com
aasaro@wustl.edu
eviox@emory.edu

Ketan

Clayton HS

Fall Intern

ketanjainposter@yahoo.com
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Deciphering Mechanisms of Prezygotic Reproductive Isolation in Solanum
Patricia Bedinger
Colorado State University
bedinger@colostate.edu, (970) 491-2879
Species to be Studied:Domesticated tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) and wild tomato species S.
pimpinellifolium, S. galapagense, S. cheesmaniae, S. corneliomulleri, S. pennellii, S. habrochaites and
S. chmielewskii; in addition to cultivated potato Series Tuberosa species S. goniocalyx, S. phureja and
S. stenotomum, and wild potato Series Piurana species S. paucissectum, S. piurae and S.
chiquidenum.
Project Objectives:
Our overall objective is to identify, and be able to manipulate, the molecular mechanisms that constitute
interspecific reproductive barriers (IRB) in the tomato clade, and to expand these studies to potato. Our
specific goals are:
1. Identify IRB genes using molecular and genetic studies of pollen and pistil
2. Exploit genetic diversity in S. habrochaites to investigate the genetics and evolution of incipient
IRBs
3. Attempt to manipulate interspecific barriers by making transgenic plants expressing or
suppressing IRB genes
4. Expand IRB studies to potato
Experimental Approaches:
1. Functional analysis of unilateral incongruity (UI) factors will be carried out in our reconstructed
pistil IRB and pollen overcoming-IRB transgenic plant systems to uncover IRB mechanisms. In
addition the localization and fate of these factors will be determined by immunolocalization, as
well as its sequence and expression analysis.
2. New factors with a possible role in interspecific barriers will be discovered through comparative
next generation transcriptome sequencing. Introgression Lines, F2 populations, bridging lines
and segregation of a dominant transgene are being used to map both pistil and pollen factors
that affect UI.
3. Selected wild tomato species from reproductively isolated populations will be characterized and
analyzed to evaluate IRBs and identify incipient IRBs.
4. Transgenic tomatoes and potatoes will be generated to manipulate interspecific barriers in both
domesticated and wild species.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Reproductive genes, both known and new, will be identified in domesticated and wild species
and incorporated into established gene banks (SGN, NCBI) as well as being posted on the
project Web site.
2. Seeds of transgenic plants with mapped transposable elements will be made available to the
tomato research community for mutagenesis studies.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Patricia Bedinger bedinger@colostate.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://www.irbtomato.org/
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Practical Applications of Research:
Plant reproduction, and its regulation, is of major economic importance to society at large. The practical
applications of this research are several-fold. First, understanding reproductive barriers between
species is directly relevant to horizontal gene transfer; both in terms of promoting the transfer of
desirable traits from wild to domesticated species, and in terms of limiting transfer of transgenes from
crops into wild species. In addition, the work described in the proposal represents the expansion of
genomics approaches into biodiversity studies with the comparison of reproductive genes of
domesticated and wild species. Another important outcome of the proposed research is the generation
of RNA-seq data from interspecies crosses.
Finally, the development of a strong undergraduate student training program at the host organizations
will be given high priority. In addition to one-on-one faculty mentored undergraduate research on the
project, we are developing Many Minds (incorporation of research into undergraduate lab courses)
components into the project at the freshman level.

Project Participants:
Last Name

First
Name

Institution

Role

Email Address

Bedinger

Patricia

Colorado State U.

PI

Tovar-Mendez

Alejandro

U. Missouri, Columbia

Co-PI

bedinger@colostate.edu
tovarmendeza@missouri.
edu

Chetelat

Roger

U. California, Davis

Co-PI

trchetelat@ucdavis.edu

Moyle

Leonie

Indiana U.

Co-PI

lmoyle@indiana.edu
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Indiana U.
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mwh@indiana.edu
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The In Vivo Rice RNA Structurome in Abiotic Stress Sensing and Response
Philip Bevilacqua
The Pennsylvania State University
pcb5@psu.edu, (814) 863-3812
Species to be Studied: Rice
Project Objectives:
1. Test the hypothesis that cellular stress sensing and response occurs through structural changes in
many RNAs.
2. Test the hypothesis that bacterial Csp proteins provide protection against abiotic stresses through
mRNA binding that alters the stress-responsive folding of key mRNAs.
3. Choose three candidate mRNAs, construct transgenic lines, and assess for improved stress
tolerance.
4. Develop and disseminate methods to improve predictions of in vivo RNA secondary structures and
identify RNA switches.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Determine RNA structuromes using our Structure-seq approach in the presence of stresses.
2. Mine structuromes for RNAs that show major changes in structure during stress.
3. Measure whole plant physiology: assimilation, transpiration, leaf water potential, biomass.
4. Create transgenic rice expressing epitope-tagged bacterial RNA chaperones (Csps).
5. Obtain transcriptomes and RNA structuromes of seedlings of wt and transgenic Csp lines.
6. Identify RNAs whose folding differs in wt and transgenic Csp lines.
7. For the top three candidates showing altered folding, overexpress. Assess transgenics for improved
stress protection.
8. Make structurome datasets available online.
9. Develop a probabilistic framework to model RNA secondary structure.
10. Perform data mining to evaluate biological functions and their regulation by RNA structure.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. RNA structuromes for unstressed and stressed rice.
2. Determination of temperature and water stress conditions that maximally refold RNA.
3. Lines of rice that overexpress Csps and candidate genes.
4. Physiology of overexpression lines.
5. Csp-modulated changes in RNA structure.
6. Improved folding behavior of RNAs in overexpression lines.
7. New software program to model RNA secondary structure, informed by Structure-Seq data that
uses new Bayesian inference approach for base pairing probability estimates.
8. Software program added to RNAstructure to model RNA structures, informed by Structure-seq data,
when multiple structures exist for a single transcript.
9. Throughout, upload sequencing reads to public databases and upload ISA-Tab files.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Philip C. Bevilacqua
pcb5@psu.edu
2. Sarah M. Assmann
sma3@psu.edu
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. David H. Mathews

David_Mathews@urmc.rochester.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
We will obtain the first in vivo RNA structuromes of a crop species. The studies we propose will
complement other genome-wide resources whose development has been fostered by NSF: e.g.
transcriptome and methylome data. We are refining and extending our pipeline for high throughput in
vivo structural analysis of RNA and are making these protocols widely available in both primary and
methods publications; in addition we are generating genome-wide information on plant RNA structures
and their regulation by dehydration and temperature stress that will be incorporated into publicly
accessible databases. This information will be relevant not only to plant biologists but also to the large
community of biologists interested in the relationship between RNA structure and RNA function. Public
release of our methodologies and datasets will provide a rich experimental and computational resource
to address numerous questions in RNA biology of plants and other organisms.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Bevilacqua
Assmann

First
Name
Philip
Sarah

Mathews

David

Institution
Penn State
Penn State
U.
Rochester

Role
PI
Co-PI

Email Address
pcb5@psu.edu
sma3@psu.edu

Co-PI

David_Mathews@urmc.rochester.edu
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Maize Artificial Chromosomes
James Birchler
University of Missouri
BirchlerJ@Missouri.edu, (573) 882-4905
Species to be Studied: Zea mays
Project Objectives:
1. Proof of concept of in vivo amendment to a minichromosome
2. Develop procedures to add large segments to minichromosomes
3. Combine engineered minichromosomes and haploid breeding
4. Proof of concept of improved pollen transmission of minichromosomes
Experimental Approaches:
Procedures to add new genes to pre-existing artificial chromosome platforms will be developed that can
continue to make amendments in perpetuity. A vector has been produced that can be used to produce
telomere mediated chromosomal truncation with particular emphasis on the B chromosome of maize.
This vector will allow amendments to the minichromosome using site specific recombination with the
aid of alternating amendment constructs that can be used repeatedly. Secondly, methods will be tested
that allow much larger numbers of genes to be added to a minichromosome in a single increment than
is currently possible. This will be attempted by modifying the BiBAC vector to include telomere
sequences within the right T-DNA border and then used to produce minichromosomes with large insert
sizes. Thirdly, the combination of artificial chromosomes with haploid breeding to introduce the
minichromosomes into multiple new varieties more efficiently will be developed. Minichromosomes
have been introgressed into the RWS haploid inducer lines for maize. Previous work has shown that
the B chromosome of maize can be transferred from the inducer line into haploids at a workable
frequency. Transfer of minichromosomes from inducer lines will allow their introduction into new lines
without extensive backcrossing and to test the interaction of transgenes in new backgrounds. Fourthly,
a test of pollen selection to maximize the transmission of artificial chromosomes from one generation to
the next will be conducted. Genes will be added to minichromosomes that can correct male sterility in
order to force the transmission through the male parent to near 100%.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
HiII lines that express Cre recombinase, PhiC31 integrase, R recombinase and eFLP recombinase.
Five vectors will be produced that will produce engineered minichromosomes via telomere mediated
truncation and then be used for continued addition to the minichromosomes produced. The design of
the vectors is such that they can be used in other plant species than maize.
Modified BiBAC vector that can be used to generate minichromosomes.
Instructional videos on chromosome painting, single gene FISH detection, engineered
minichromosomes and maize chromosomeomics.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. James A. Birchler (BirchlerJ@Missouri.edu)
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. James Birchler (BirchlerJ@Missouri.edu)
2. http://maizeminichromosomes.missouri.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
Artificial or engineered minichromosomes have the potential to provide a pre-determined site of
transgene integration into a plant genome rather than the random nature of plant transformation that is
currently used. The targeted insertion will avoid the potential mutagenic effect and gene silencing that
often results from uncontrolled integrations. Moreover, the potential now exists that many different
genes determining several plant characteristics can be transformed at once onto a minichromosome
that can be further modified and that is independent of the normal chromosomes. With the use of
artificial chromosomes it should be possible to introduce whole biochemical pathways to add new
properties to plants that would facilitate maximizing the ultimate yield or to use plants as factories for
the inexpensive production of useful proteins or metabolites. For basic studies, artificial chromosomes
provide the means to generate chromosomes to specification that will facilitate the study of
chromosome behavior and gene expression among other subjects.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Birchler
Albert
Zhao
Graham
Swyers
Cody
McCaw

First Name
James
Patrice
Changzeng
Nat
Nathan
Jon
Morgan

Institution
U Missouri
U Missouri
U Missouri
U Missouri
U Missouri
U Missouri
U Missouri

Role
PI
Res. Specialist
Res. Specialist
Grad student
Grad student
Grad student
Grad student
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Quantitative Trait Locus Editing for Crop Improvement
Adam Bogdanove
Cornell University
ajb7@cornell.edu, (607) 255-7831
Species to be Studied: Oryza sativa and close relatives
Project Objectives:
Using new genomic resources and editing technology, this project seeks to establish and implement a
pipeline to genetically characterize, mobilize, and examine the effects of quantitative trait loci (QTL) for
several agronomically important traits in rice.
Specific Objectives
1. Characterize patterns of rice genotypic diversity and phenotypes associated with a) QTL for disease
resistance and b) susceptibility (S) loci for bacterial blight and bacterial leaf streak, and integrate data
into a database structured for efficient export to community resources.
2. By genome editing, engineer three disease resistance QTL, three (S) genes, and three alleles for an
acid soil tolerance QTL into test genetic backgrounds, and phenotypically evaluate relative to the native
backgrounds.
3. To broaden impact, a) pilot a combined classroom and research experience program for small-college
undergraduates that integrates computational and molecular biology aspects of our research; b) conduct
genome editing training workshops for plant biologists; c) generate NPR hosted stories, podcasts, and
interactive web modules that will engage middle and high school students and communicate the exciting
science and diverse people involved in our project; and d) host a project web site with content for
diverse users.
Experimental Approaches:
This project applies large-scale statistical genetics and genome editing technology to examine distinct QTL
for disease resistance, disease susceptibility, and acid soil tolerance. Building on genomic and phenotypic
data, computational methods, and infrastructure generated under previous NSF awards and elsewhere,
including the recently released genome sequences of 3,000 rice accessions, the project will connect
genotype to phenotype for each trait, using genome editing to functionally evaluate isolated genetic
polymorphism in new genetic backgrounds. Co-variation will also be examined for each trait to test for
genetic background effects on allele viability, and in the case of disease susceptibility and resistance, allelic
variation in pathogen-targeted genes will be queried for evidence of selection. Findings will be used to
expand tools and a collection of genotypic and phenotypic data, and tailor these resources for the
community, while improving understanding of and the ability to enhance plant resistance to biotic and abiotic
stresses. The combined classroom and research experience program for small-college undergraduates will
integrate computational and molecular biology aspects of the proposed research and include summer
internships at Cornell. The training workshops will focus specifically on plant genome editing, targeting
scientists from underserved and underrepresented groups; the multimedia educational resources will be
distributed through major media outlets; the project web site for scientists, the general public, and educators
will provide access to project-related materials, protocols, publications, and data. Finally, the development of
diverse junior personnel into capable, creative, and collaborative independent scientists will be fostered by a
multi-institutional, cross-disciplinary research environment.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
 Improved informatics approaches for association analyses across 3,000 rice genomes.
 Site-directed nuclease constructs, deposited in AddGene; methods for rice genome editing at multiple
loci; seed of PiggyBac transposase-expressing rice lines.
 Phenotypic data for export to Gramene or to the pending rice 3,000 genomes extended database, as
plant trait ontology, based on genotype/phenotype associations characterized by editing loci for
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susceptibility (S) to bacterial blight and bacterial lea streak, for disease resistance (DR), and for acid soil
tolerance (AT); seed of the edited rice lines.
Knowledge of genotypic variation at S gene loci and associated phenotypes; results of genome editing
at S gene loci; results of analysis of selection on S genes by Xanthomonas.
Knowledge of DR gene promoter function and variation and associated phenotypes; results of genome
editing at DR loci.
Understanding of AT QTL function in new backgrounds; results of genome editing at ART1.
Stories, podcasts, and web modules delivered through media outlets (e.g., NPR); genome editing
workshop; REU and research-integrated undergraduate course; project website.

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Adam Bogdanove ajb7@cornell.edu
2. Stefan Einarson se57@cornell.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. QTL Editing for Crop Improvement
www.youtube.com/channel/UC5ggY6EG_bZ18CWG-7uxyPA
2. Rice diversity
www.ricediversity.org (pending revision)
Practical Applications of Research:
This project addresses the longstanding challenge of identifying DNA sequences responsible for traits that
vary in a quantitative way (quantitative trait loci, QTL), and making them amenable for crop improvement.
While QTL are key determinants of crop productivity, they have been exceedingly difficult to study, and very
little is known about them. This project focuses on QTL for disease resistance, disease susceptibility, and
tolerance to acid soils in the globally important crop species, rice. The project will isolate DNA sequences
associated with high levels of these traits and test whether those sequences are responsible by moving
them into rice varieties that show low levels and measuring the result. The project will improve
understanding of crop resistance to stresses caused by pests and poor soil conditions and lead to improved
crop productivity. More broadly, the project will establish effective ways to connect variation across
individuals with the DNA sequences that cause that variation, which will be useful not only for plant
research, but other life sciences, including medicine. The project will further benefit society by integrating its
research objectives with educational activities and materials that will engage and inform the public and
increase participation by members of underrepresented groups. These include a combined classroom and
research experience program for small-college undergraduates, training workshops for plant biologists,
multi-media educational resources to engage middle and high school students, and a project web site and
YouTube channel for access to project-related materials, publications, and data. Moreover, the project will
foster the development of diverse junior personnel into independent scientists.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Bogdanove
Doyle
Leach
Einarson
McCouch
Voytas
Mezey

First Name
Adam
Erin
Jan
Stefan
Susan
Dan
Jason

Institution
Cornell
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Cornell
Cornell
U. Minnesota
Cornell
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PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Outreach director
Co-PI
Co-PI
Informatics lead
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Genetic and Genomic Approaches to Understanding Long-Distance
Transport and Carbon Partitioning in Plants
David M. Braun
University of Missouri
braundm@missouri.edu, (573) 882-1055
Plants to be Studied: Corn (Zea mays)
Project Objectives:
Whole-plant carbohydrate partitioning is the process whereby carbon assimilated through
photosynthesis in leaves is translocated through the phloem to non-photosynthetic tissues (e.g.,
flowers, fruits, seeds and roots) to sustain their growth and development. Even though this process is
fundamental to every aspect of the plant life cycle, remarkably, we know almost nothing of the genes
that control the distribution of carbohydrates within plants. The goal of this project is to provide a
comprehensive understanding of the genes regulating whole-plant carbohydrate partitioning. Our
specific objectives are:
1. To characterize the biological roles of all maize sucrose transporters (SUTs). These genes are
hypothesized to have essential functions transporting sucrose long- and short-distances in plants.
2. To functionally analyze the maize phloem transcriptome.
3. To use high-throughput forward genetics to identify new genes controlling carbohydrate partitioning.
4. To use natural genetic variation and metabolomic profiling to understand carbohydrate partitioning.
Experimental Approaches:
1. We propose to determine the function of every SUT gene in maize by phenotypic analyses of single
and double mutants, gene expression studies, and protein subcellular localization experiments.
2. Using laser capture microdissection, we will harvest phloem tissues, isolate RNA and perform
NextGen sequencing to identify phloem-expressed genes. 250 will be chosen for validation and 50
selected for in-depth characterization by qPCR, RNA in situ hybridizations and reverse genetics to
establish their potential functions in regulating carbohydrate allocation.
3. We will map up to 50 mutants defective in carbohydrate partitioning, and characterize and clone at
least 10 genes to determine how they regulate carbon distribution. Genetic and molecular
interactions between genes functioning in carbohydrate partitioning will be investigated to assemble
a gene regulatory network.
4. We will take advantage of the tremendous genetic diversity in maize (NAM lines) to identify
additional genes as genetic modifiers of known carbohydrate partitioning mutants. Furthermore, we
will use metabolomic analyses to identify modifiers by their effect on carbohydrate levels, which
may uncover genes not previously identified through forward and reverse genetic approaches.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Our goal is to use a systems approach to integrate the metabolome, transcriptome and genetic studies
to develop an interaction network regulating whole-plant carbohydrate partitioning. This will provide a
framework for generating and testing future hypotheses. The project will develop community resources
that include mapped mutants and quality-controlled expression data deposited into public databases,
including
GenBank
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/GenBank/),
the
Maize
Genome
Database
(www.maizegdb.org/), and Gramene (www.gramene.org/). Genetic stocks will be made available
through the Maize Genetics Cooperation Stock Center (www.maizecoop.cropsci.uiuc.edu/).
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. David Braun

braundm@missouri.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://academics.smcvt.edu/NSF/Ahout2.html
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Mark Lubkowitz

mlubkowitz@smcvt.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
The potentially transformational knowledge gained from our investigations will provide insight into the
regulation of how plants partition resources, and will inform approaches to improve plant growth and
productivity in response to changing CO2 levels and global climate change. Knowledge generated
about the regulation of carbohydrate partitioning in plants will translate into gains in food production,
environmental stress tolerance, biomass accumulation for production of biofuels, and strategies to use
plants for carbon sequestration. The project will help train and mentor the next generation of scientists
by recruiting undergraduate students from a small liberal arts college and partnering them with
undergraduate, graduate, and postdoctoral colleagues from major research universities. A summer
workshop will be developed for high school students and teachers focusing on the research goals of the
project that will be developed into a high school teaching module on plant genomics and carbohydrate
partitioning.
Project Participants:
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Biochemical Genomics: Deciphering the Chemical Factories of Oilseeds
John Browse
Washington State University
jab@wsu.edu, (509) 335-2293
Plants to be Studied: Camelina, Momordica, Sterculia, Physaria
Project Objectives:
Our overall goal is to use genomic approaches to decipher the network of processes involved in the
production of seed TAG, and in particular how these processes have co-evolved to facilitate the
synthesis and accumulation of mFA. Our specific objectives under this grant are:
1. To identify components of the mFA-producing networks that evolved to allow for efficient
accumulation of mFA. We will conduct comparative transcriptomics between species of mFA
accumulators and closely-related non-accumulators. Identification of regulatory factors will be
complemented by yeast-one-hybrid and co-immunoprecipitation assays.
2. To assemble the mFA biosynthetic pathways. We will investigate and optimize the activities of FAH,
CONJ and CPS using protein engineering and directed evolution. Roles of candidate
genes/enzymes involved in the mFA fluxes through PC will be assessed through expression in
transgenic plants. Stable isotope labeling experiments and rigorous mathematical modeling will be
used to answer specific questions about the metabolic bottlenecks of mFA during oil synthesis.
3. To optimize the accumulation of high levels of mFA in transgenic seeds. We will evaluate plant
responses to mFA accumulation by gene expression changes in transgenic plants using deep
sequencing of transcripts. Endogenous, competing enzymes will be suppressed through gene
silencing. In addition, we will evaluate the feedback inhibition of fatty acid synthesis in transgenic
lines using directed proteomics approaches and use the information gained to mitigate the
inhibition.
4. To broaden public understanding and excite young students about the potential of plants to serve
as chemical factories of the future. We will train current and future plant scientists to apply
genomics in a focused way to solve long-standing questions in complex biosynthetic pathways and
to appreciate how the answers to these questions can aid society.
Experimental Approaches:
This new consortium will employ integrative genomics, proteomics and quantitative modeling
approaches to provide a transformational understanding about mFA accumulation networks in plants.
Specifically, there are three interrelated sets of approaches:
a) To discover novel components of the mFA-accumulation network, comparative genomics and
transcriptomics will be performed on closely-related plant species that accumulate or do not accumulate
mFA and on tissues from the same plant that accumulate or do not accumulate mFAs. In addition,
regulatory factors (e.g., transcription factors, protein scaffolds) will be identified by yeast-one-hybrid and
co-immunoprecipitation assays.
b) To set the stage for recapitulation of mFA networks in engineered plants, activities of mFAsynthesizing enzymes will first be optimized by protein engineering and directed evolution. Roles of
candidate mFA-related genes/enzymes will be assessed through expression in transgenic plants. In
addition, isotope labeling experiments and mathematical modeling will be used to define complex TAG
assembly network interactions. Predictive metabolic modeling will provide access to non-intuitive,
cryptic optimization solutions with respect to the multiple activities comprising the mFA network.
c) To test knowledge gained in a) and b), mFA networks will be recapitulated in Camelina, a crop
targeted for industrial oil production. Potential plant responses to mFA accumulation will be
evaluated by deep transcript sequencing. Endogenous competing enzymes will be suppressed by gene
silencing. The mechanism of feedback inhibition of FA synthesis in mFA-accumulating lines will be
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investigated relative to biochemical inhibition and post-translational modification of acetyl-CoA
carboxylase.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The goal of this project is to make fundamental discoveries about metabolic networks that govern the
accumulation of modified fatty acids (mFA), which occur in a wide range of plant species with hundreds
of diverse chemical structures. Components of the mFA networks will be identified by integrative
approaches including comparative genomics, biochemical-genetic analysis, flux analysis and
mathematical modeling in selected mFA-accumulating source species and closely related non-mFAaccumulating plants. Network functions will be evaluated in transgenic seeds with native or improved
mFA-synthesizing enzymes by biochemical and proteomic analyses and the mFA network will be
optimized based on metabolic modeling. The knowledge gained in this project will guide efforts to
engineer high levels of economically important mFA in transgenic crops.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. John Browse
jab@wsu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://bioinfolab.unl.edu/oilseeds/
2. jab@wsu.edu
Informatics Contact Person(s):
a. Etsuko Moriyama
b. Ed Cahoon.
Practical Applications of Research:
Plant oils are increasingly used in renewable industrial applications including biomaterials. The
discoveries that result from this project will enhance the design of specialty crops that will become the
green factories of the future. Specifically, the emerging biotechnology oilseed crop, Camelina, will be
the target of mFA crop engineering.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Browse
Cahoon
Moriyama
Lu
Schwender
Shanklin
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John
Edgar
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PI
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Co-PI
Co-PI
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Biology of Rare Alleles in Maize and its Wild Relatives
Edward Buckler
Cornell University
esb33@cornell.edu, (607) 255-4520
Species to be Studied:
Maize (Zea mays ssp. mays)
Teosinte (Zea mays subspecies)
Project Objectives:
1. Quantify the contribution of rare alleles to phenotypic variation in diverse maize and teosinte.
2. Explore the utility of using molecular and population genetic genome annotations to identify
functional rare variants.
3. Enable more precise genotype to phenotype prediction across diverse maize germplasm by
incorporating the aggregate effects of rare alleles and the most promising genome annotations.
4. Educate genetic researchers through workshops and short video courses.
5. Continue to communicate the excitement of plant genetic research to the general public through our
travelling museum exhibit, Maize: Mysteries of an Ancient Grain and attract high school students to
careers in science through our online teacher-friendly guide and a video extolling the joys of this
career path.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Identification, via whole genome sequencing (WGS), of most of the haplotypes and rare alleles
present both in the founders of our maize and teosinte experimental populations as well as in a
representative sample of worldwide maize inbreds. These haplotypes will then be tracked in
descendants, or projected onto more distantly related inbreds, through genotyping by sequencing
(GBS).
2. Detailed annotation of the maize genome with a comprehensive panel of features, ranging from
recombination rate, methylation status, population genetic parameters, and evolutionary constraint,
to genic characteristics such as expression level and codon position.
3. Estimation of allelic effects via pan-Zea GWAS performed for fitness-related phenotypes measured
in our own experimental maize and teosinte populations and curated from the global Zea field trials
of numerous collaborators.
4. Data mining to hypothesize which genome annotations best predict both allele effect estimates and
allele frequency.
5. Explicit field testing of the most promising genome annotation hypotheses by producing and
evaluating hybrids differing in frequency for specific annotation classes, while controlling for other
genomic differences.
6. Attempted improvement of prediction of phenotype from genotype, especially for diverse germplasm
such as landraces, tropical lines and teosinte, by incorporating the best genome annotation
hypotheses into prediction models.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Whole genome sequence (WGS) data on 550 maize and teosinte samples.
2. High density, GBS genotypes for 29,000 maize and teosinte samples.
3. RNAseq data for 84 maize and teosinte samples.
4. 2000 DH lines derived from our “Zea Synthetic” experimental population.
5. An integrated phenotypic dataset encompassing global Zea fitness trials.
6. Detailed annotation of the maize genome with a comprehensive array of features.
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7. Improved models for predicting phenotype from genotype in diverse maize.
8. An updated version of our online Teacher-Friendly Guide to the Evolution of Maize.
9. Numerous short video courses on a variety of topics including bioinformatic analyses, field
informatics, lab techniques, and the joys of a career in science.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Ed Buckler (PI): esb33@cornell.edu
2. Jeff Glaubitz (Project Manager): jcg233@cornell.edu
3. Theresa Fulton (Outreach Coordinator): tf12@cornell.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Panzea: www.panzea.org
2. TASSEL: www.maizegenetics.net/tassel
Practical Applications of Research:
This research will provide tools to identify the beneficial and deleterious alleles in maize individuals.
This information can then be used in genomic selection or future homologous recombination
approaches for crop improvement. This will facilitate the use of diverse genetic resources such as
landraces, or even teosinte, in elite breeding programs. The effectiveness of plant breeding will be
enhanced by improving our ability to identify, predict, and select on the effects of rare variants, both
deleterious and beneficial.
Project Participants:
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Evolution of Specialized Metabolite Biosynthetic Pathways in the
Lamiaceae: Sources of Chemical Diversity for Molecules Essential for
Human Use and Plant Defense
C Robin Buell
Michigan State University
buell@msu.edu; (517) 353 5597
Species to be Studied: Wide diversity of Lamiaceae species (50 total surveyed, 14 to be examined in
depth)
Project Objectives:
Our overall objective is to determine how evolution led to a collection of genes and regulatory features
responsible for the immense and economically important chemodiversity in the mint family (Lamiaceae)
that can be leveraged for new economic uses. We have three inter-related specific scientific objectives,
along with two educational objectives:
Obj. 1. Perform transcript and metabolite profiling of 50 phylogenetically diverse species of Lamiaceae
to identify a subset of 14 species that provides a robust representation of genetic and chemical diversity
in this family.
Obj. 2. Determine the genetic and evolutionary basis of chemodiversity by integrating genome,
expression, metabolite, and phylogenetic datasets from 14 diverse Lamiaceae species.
Obj. 3. Decipher the biochemical and molecular basis for metabolic diversification of two key classes of
chemical compounds in the Lamiaceae, monoterpenes and iridoids.
Obj. 4. Provide interdisciplinary training of high school, undergraduate, graduate students and
postdoctoral fellows that integrates biochemistry, bioinformatics, evolution, genomics, and
phylogenetics. Broaden participation of under-represented groups throughout the project.
Obj. 5. Engage the public, including K-5 children, on phenotypic diversity and chemical diversity in
plants through activities at the Michigan State University (MSU) 4-H Children’s Garden and the Florida
Museum of Natural History at the University of Florida (UF).
Experimental Approaches:
Our objectives are to integrate genomic, metabolite, phylogenetic, and functional datasets to better
understand the evolution of the monoterpene and iridoid biosynthetic pathways in the Lamiaceae. We
will profile metabolites and transcripts in a phylogenetically diverse panel of 50 Lamiaceae species to
identify a robust set of 14 species to characterize at the genome, expression, and metabolite levels to
enable i) identification of genes involved in monoterpene and iridoid biosynthesis, ii) elucidation of key
evolutionary events and mechanisms that led to the extant chemical diversity represented in the
Lamiaceae, and iii) functional validation of hypotheses by which variation in biosynthetic pathway genes
contribute to chemical diversity. Ultimately, this study will show how metabolic pathways can naturally
diversify in plants using an economically important plant family as a research platform.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Leaf transcriptome data for 50 Lamiaceae species
2. Monoterpene and iridoid profiles for 50 Lamiaceae species
3. Genome sequence and annotation for 14 Lamiaceae species
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Phylogenetic profiles of the Lamiaceae that integrate biochemical and sequence data
Elucidation of representative monoterpene and iridoid biosynthetic pathways in the Lamiaceae
Identification of unknown biosynthetic genes involved in these pathways
Elucidation of key evolutionary events that led to chemical diversity in the Lamiaceae

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. C Robin Buell (buell@msu.edu)
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. C Robin Buell (buell@msu.edu)
Practical Applications of Research: The Lamiaceae (mints) are a large family (>7000 species) of
angiosperms with a high degree of chemical diversity. Numerous species are economically important
due in large part to their production of secondary metabolites and are grown as sources for flavor
additives, fragrance, cosmetics, and anti-herbivory compounds. While many Lamiaceae species are
grown as herbs (e.g., basil, rosemary, thyme) and ornamentals (Salvia spp.), two mint species
(peppermint, spearmint) are grown for their oils, which were valued at $200M in 2011 alone. We know
surprisingly little about the chemical and genetic diversity in this large family, particularly given its
enormous economic importance. Only a few monoterpenes and iridoids have been characterized in
several agriculturally relevant Lamiaceae species. This project will provide new insights into the
chemical diversity in the Lamiaceae and the genetic, molecular, and biochemical mechanisms by which
such diversity evolved.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Buell
Dudareva
O’Connor
Soltis
Soltis

First Name
C Robin
Natalia
Sarah
Douglas
Pamela

Institution
Michigan State Univ.
Purdue Univ.
John Innes Centre
Univ of Florida
Univ of Florida
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PI
coPI
coPI
coPI
coPI

Email Address
buell@msu.edu
dudareva@purdue.edu
Sarah.O'Connor@jic.ac.uk
dsoltis@ufl.edu
psoltis@flmnh.ufl.edu
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Unraveling the Heterozygosity, Allelic Composition, and Copy Number
Variation of Potato
C. Robin Buell
Michigan State University
buell@msu.edu; (517) 353 5597
Species to be Studied: Potato (Solanum tuberosum)
Project Objectives:
Our broad objective is to use emerging genomic technologies to identify key genes, alleles, copy
number variants (CNVs), presence/absence variants (PAVs), and the molecular/genomic mechanisms
that contribute to phenotypic diversity in potato. Our specific objectives are:
Obj 1. Phenotype three structured potato populations (one segregating F1 population, two haploid
populations, and respective parents) and a panel of monoploids/doubled monoploids for biomass
production and a complex of phenotypic traits associated with fitness.
Obj 2. Perform high throughput sequencing of parental lines, a monoploid/doubled monoploid panel,
and three structured populations to associate alleles, haplotypes, PAV and CNV with phenotype.
Obj 3. Profile expression levels and epigenetic states in leaf and tuber tissues in segregating
heterozygous populations to identify allele specific expression (ASE) and epigenetic patterns
associated with phenotype.
Obj 4. Train and educate high school students, undergraduates, graduate students, and postdoctoral
fellows in disciplines relevant for 21st century biological research.
Obj 5. Engage the lay public in plant biology and the importance of research through a suite of activities
at the Michigan State University 4-H Children’s Garden targeting all age groups. Engage underrepresented groups in biological research and science as a career opportunity.
Experimental Approaches:
Using a structured set of potato germplasm that includes a panel of monoploids (2n=1x=12)/doubled
monoploids (2n=2x=24), a segregating diploid population and a population of haploid derivatives of
tetraploid potato we will: (1) Utilize high throughput sequencing to associate alleles, haplotypes, and
presence/absence variants with biomass production and a complex of phenotypic traits associated with
fitness in potato. (2) Perform whole transcriptome sequencing to analyze gene expression with respect
to allelic composition. (3) Perform genome-wide mapping of histone modifications and analyze their
association with allelic composition and gene expression. (4) Perform genome-wide mapping of CNVs
among diverse potato lines to assess the extent of CNV in the potato genome.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1 200 haploids (2n=2x=24) from two genetically distinct tetraploid potato cultivars (2n=4x=48).
2. Phenotypic data for 2,214 potato lines (10 monoploids/doubled monoploids, 4 parents, 2000
segregating F1 diploids, and 200 haploids).
3. Genotype data (SNP and PAV) for 254 potato lines (10 monoploids/doubled monoploids, 4 parents,
40 segregating F1 diploids, and 200 haploids).
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4. Expression profiling data of the leaf and tuber transcriptome for 94 lines (10 monoploids/doubled
monoploids, 4 parents, 40 segregating F1 diploids and 40 haploids) including allele-specific
expression.
5. Epigenetic data of leaf and tuber tissues for 54 lines (10 monoploids/doubled monoploids, 4 parents,
20 segregating F1 diploids, 20 haploids) including allele-specific modification for a subset of genes in
each of the 324 epigenetic datasets.
6. Copy number variation for 94 potato lines (10 monoploids/doubled monoploids, 4 parents, 40
segregating F1 diploids and 40 haploids).
7. Identification of genes, alleles, PAV and CNV associated with phenotypic traits.
8. Cross-trained personnel in genomics, bioinformatics, epigenetics, breeding, and genetics.
9. Inclusion of the next generation of scientists in plant biology research.
10. Education of lay public in potato and importance of plant biology and agriculture.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. C Robin Buell, buell@msu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. C Robin Buell, buell@msu.edu
2. Project Web Site: http://potato-vigor.plantbiology.msu.edu/index.shtml
Practical Applications of Research:
Homozygous, inbred diploid species such as rice and Arabidopsis are relatively simple with respect to
heterozygosity, allelic composition and CNV, whereas potato provides a complex paradigm for
understanding the relationship of genes to phenotypes in that it is heterozygous, tetraploid, and
vegetatively propagated. Currently, we know little with respect to the contribution of these genomic
features to phenotype in potato. The objectives outlined in this proposal are focused on associating an
array of genomic and epigenomic features with measures of plant vigor, fertility and fitness phenotypes.
We will generate the first substantive integrated genomic, transcriptomic, epigenomic, PAV, and CNV
datasets using a unique set of structured potato germplasm that will provide insight into how a
heterozygous polyploid genome and epigenome govern phenotype. Furthermore, the data and
hypotheses to be tested in this project will provide new genetic models for other vegetatively
propagated, highly heterozygous crops with similarly intractable breeding systems. The outreach
component of the project will expose students to core botanical concepts such as vegetative
reproduction and how plants such as potato are important in agriculture.
Project Participants:
Last
Name
Buell

First
Name
C. Robin

Institution

Role

Email Address

Michigan State University

PI

buell@msu.edu

Cui
Douches
Jiang
Veilleux

Yuehua
David
Jiming
Richard

Michigan State University
Michigan State University
University of Wisconsin
Virginia Tech

Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI

cui@stt.msu.edu
douchesd@msu.edu
jjiang1@wisc.edu
potato@vt.edu
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Evolutionary Genomics of Abiotic Stress Resistance in Wild and Cultivated
Sunflowers
John M. Burke
University of Georgia
jmburke@uga.edu, (706) 583-5511
Species to be Studied: Helianthus annuus, H. argophyllus, H. petiolaris.
Project Objectives:
• Assess abiotic stress resistance (drought, salt, low nutrients) and related trais in cultivated sunflower
and compatible wild species using a combination of traditional phenotyping and sensor-based highthroughput phenotyping approaches.
• Associate variation in abiotic stress resistance and related traits in cultivated and wild sunflower with
specific genes, regulatory networks, and/or causal genetic variants using genetic map-based and
population genomics approaches.
• Determine the mechanistic basis of stress resistance via in-depth physiological and transcriptional
characterization of lines identified as being divergent in stress resistance in our large-scale,
population-level phenotypic screens.
• Identify suitable abiotic stress resistance alleles(i.e., those exhibiting resistance in a variety of genetic
backgrounds, ideally with minimal physiological tradeoffs) for rapid deployment in sunflower breeding
programs.
• Prepare students from diverse backgrounds for careers in plant sciences with training that integrates
genomics, bioinformatics, evolutionary genetics, plant physiology, and high-throughput phenotyping
approaches.
Experimental Approaches:
• Phenotypic characterization of the sunflower association mapping population for drought, salt, and
low nutrient stress resistance in field, greenhouse, and/or growth chamber experiments.
• Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of abiotic stress resistance and related traits in the
sunflower association mapping population using available re-sequencing data.
• Detailed ecophysiological characterization of drought, salt, and low nutrient stress resistance in
greenhouse and/or growth chamber experiments using a subset of lines from the sunflower
association mapping population using traditional and automated phenotyping approaches
• Analysis of transcriptional responses of a subset of lines from the sunflower association mapping
population to drought, salt, and low nutrient stress using RNAseq.
• Population genomic analyses of stress adaptation in wild sunflower species to detect associations
between genomic sequence variants and environmental variables.
• Development and characterization of a multi-parent, advanced generation intercross population using
cultivated wild sunflower donors.
• Functional validation of candidate stress resistance genes via transgenic silencing in sunflower and/or
complementation of Arabidopsis knockouts.
• Field validation of drought and low nutrient stress results using a subset of lines from the sunflower
association mapping population as well as the MAGIC population.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
• Identification of cultivated sunflower lines that exhibit resistance to drought, salt, and low nutrient
stress.
• Identification of candidate genes/alleles for drought, salt, and or low nutrient stress resistance and
related traits in cultivated and wild sunflower.
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• Insight into the physiological basis of resistance to drought, salt, and low nutrient stress in cultivated
sunflower.
• Data and insights related to the transcriptional responses of resistant and susceptible sunflower
genotypes to drought, salt, and low nutrient stress.
• Detailed insight into genome-wide patterns of genetic variation in wild sunflower populations.
• Germplasm resources including extensive, range-wide collections from wild sunflower populations (H.
annuus, H. argophyllus, and H. petiolaris) and the MAGIC population.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. John M. Burke
2. Loren H. Rieseberg
3. Lisa A. Donovan

jmburke@uga.edu
lriesebe@indiana.edu
ldonovan@uga.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Genomics of Sunflower

http://www.sunflowergenome.org/

Practical Applications of Research:
The results of this research will facilitate the production of more resilient crop plants, thereby helping to
combat stress-induced yield loss and improve food security. We will produce actionable knowledge
regarding the molecular and physiological mechanisms underlying resistance to drought, salt, and low
nutrient stress and identify favorable genetic variants that can be moved from wild populations into
downstream breeding programs. We will also develop and distribute valuable germplasm resources
that can be directly incorporated into existing breeding programs. Finally, this project will provide
educational opportunities for students at multiple levels, and from diverse backgrounds.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Burke
Donovan
Rieseberg
AndradeSanchez
Bali
Dechaine
White
Langalde

First Name
John M.
Lisa A.
Loren H.
Pedro

Institution
U. Georgia
U. Georgia
Indiana U.
U. Arizona

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI

Email Address
jmburke@uga.edu
ldonovan@uga.edu
lriesebe@indiana.edu
pandrade@ag.arizona.edu

Khaled M.
Jennifer M.
Jeffrey W.
Nicolas B.

C. Wash. U.
USDA-ARS
INRA

Co-Pi
Collaborator
Collaborator

kmbali@ucanr.edu
dechaine@cwu.edu
jeffrey.white@ars.usda.gov
nicolas.langlade@toulouse.inra.fr
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Enhancing Meiotic Recombination and Fine Mapping Resolution in Diploid
Populations of Potato Using Sequence-Specific Nucleases
Nathaniel Butler
University of Wisconsin-Madison
nbutler@wisc.edu, (320) 219-2456
Species to be Studied: Diploid, self-compatible potatoes
Project Objectives:
The overall aim of this project is use sequence-specific nucleases to dissect the genome of a diploid,
self-compatible potato by improving rates of meiotic recombination and generating large deletion
mutants. This project integrates knowledge of meiotic recombination mechanisms with advanced
sequence-specific nuclease technology and will provide a platform for improved genetic analysis and
functional genomics in crop species. The project objectives are as follows:
1. Generate sequence-specific nuclease and Spo11 reagents and generate genetically engineered
events.
2. Evaluate TALEN and Spo11 events using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and in
segregating populations by applying GBS markers to T1 progeny.
3. QTL map Mf locus and fine map Pf locus using CRISPR/Cas deletion mutants.
Experimental Approaches:
Transcription activator-like effector nuclease (TALEN) reagents will be designed to target gene-rich
genomic regions for inducing single-strand breaks and facilitating meiotic recombination. Single-strand
breaks and other forms of DNA damage have established functions in meiotic recombination and are
naturally formed by the enzyme, Spo11. A rice ortholog of Spo11, OsSPO11D has been shown to have
heterologous functions related to meiotic recombination and was chosen for this study. TALEN and
Spo11 reagents will be introduced into a diploid, self-compatible F1 potato produced from a cross
between the doubled monoploid (DM) potato used for the potato reference genome and a selfcompatible, inbred (M6) potato used for developing the first recombinant inbred populations (RILs) in
potato using Agrobacterium-mediated transformation. T0 events will be evaluated using fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) to determine rates of chiasma formation in metaphase I pollen mother cells
which is correlated with meiotic recombination. T0 events will also be evaluated for meiotic
recombination directly by selfing to the T1 generation and applying genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS)
markers to progeny. Genotyped progeny will be used to generate linkage maps for calculating genomewide recombination rates and will be phenotyped for male fertility and pigmented tuber flesh for genetic
mapping. The diploid potato quantitative trait locus (QTL) for male fertility (Mf) was mapped using a
DMxM6 population and spans many genes. The Mf locus will be mapped in T1 populations and
compared to the previous QTL mapped in DMxM6. Pigmented tuber flesh (Pf) segregating in the
DMxM6 population will also be fine mapped using deletion mutants generated by CRISPR/Cas.
CRISPR/Cas reagents designed to make large deletions within the Pf locus will be introduced into
DMxM6 progeny using Agrobacterium-mediated transformation and phenotyped for pigmented tuber
flesh.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. High resolution linkage maps of diploid, self-compatible mapping populations of potato.
2. Improved QTL for male fertility and pigmented tuber flesh in diploid potato.
3. Sequence-specific nuclease reagents for improving meiotic recombination.
4. Diploid, self-compatible potato lines engineered for improved meiotic recombination.
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Nathaniel Butler nbutler@wisc.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Nathaniel Butler nbutler@wisc.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
Genetic improvement and analysis of crop species is inherently limited by rates of meiotic
recombination and knowledge of gene function. Advances in sequence-specific nuclease technology
and knowledge of meiotic recombination mechanisms provide an opportunity to improve meiotic
recombination frequencies in crop populations and accelerate crop breeding efforts. This project will
test the ability of sequence-specific nucleases to improve genetic map resolution and to interrogate
gene function. The materials and information from this study provide a strategy to improve genetic
analysis in crop species.
Project Participants:
Last Name

Butler

First Name

Nathaniel

Jansky

Shelley

Endelman

Jeffrey

Jiang

Jiming

Institution
University of
WisconsinMadison
University of
WisconsinMadison
University of
WisconsinMadison
University of
WisconsinMadison

Role

Email Address

Postdoctoral
Fellow

nbutler@wisc.edu

Sponsoring
Scientist

shjansky@wisc.edu

Sponsoring
Scientist

endelman@wisc.edu

Collaborator

jjiang1@wisc.edu
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Of Rice and Men: Graph-Based Tools and Resources for Advancing
Genome Assisted Crop Improvement
Michael Campbell
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratories
mcampbel@cshl.edu, (801) 710-4661
Species to be Studied: Rice with the intent to extend analysis to maize and sorghum.
Project Objectives:
1. Demonstrate the utility of graph-based genome representations for crop genomics. 2. Generate an
easily accessible and updatable resource for rice research that better captures the genetic diversity
in the rice population. 3. Enable other plant breeding and research communities to generate similar
resources for their organisms of interest. 4. Make cross species comparisons between rice and
other agricultural plants to identify highly conserved genes. Then interrogate these genes in the
population for rare variants with large effects on agriculturally important traits.
Experimental Approaches:
This project will use several tools now under development at the Utah Center for Genomic Discovery
under the co-direction of Dr. Mark Yandell and Dr. Gabor Marth; and data available through Gramene,
Ensembl Genomes and NCBI. I will use the variant graph generating software from the Marth lab to
construct the graph. Currently variant graphs are being used in variant calling to decrease false positive
variants. To produce the final variant calls short reads are realigned to the graph. If a bubble in the
graph is supported by the read it is reported as a variant; if not it is ignored. For this project I will use
only confirmed variants for graph-informed structural annotation to maintain high specificity. Variants for
graph generation will be called using GATK, samtool, and freebayes. The short reads will then be
aligned back to the graph. Any unsupported edges in the graph will be removed as false positives
before graph-informed structural annotations are generated. I will then use a tool currently named
Projector that is being developed in the labs of Mark Yandell and Tim Reddy to create gene annotations
for individual rice strains. In brief, Projector takes features annotated on a given reference genome and
"Projects" them through the graph following the paths for each individual and creating an analogous
feature for the individual consistent with its path through the graph.
I will start by generating graph-informed structural annotations of three divergent rice genomes. I will
then iteratively expand this analysis to include the data from the 3,000 rice genomes project. Once
graph-informed annotations are generated for other agricultural plants such as maize and sorghum I
will perform genome wide cross species comparisons to identify highly conserved genes and gene
networks.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The resulting resource will be available at both iPlant and hosted by Gramene. The tools and a tutorial
for generating these resources will be made available through the iPlant cyber infrastructure. To
increase the accessibility and facilitate adoption of these analyses, I will also create tutorials and
conduct hands-on training sessions for using these tools and resources.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Michael Campbell mcampbel@cshl.edu
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Michael Campbell mcampbel@cshl.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
This approach to genome annotation gives a population level view of the variant material available to
plant breeders and a clearer picture of each individual accession. A clear picture of the variation among
individuals within a given population is critical for efficient breeding efforts and identifying variants
responsible for agriculturally important traits. Though my efforts will be directed towards rice, the tools
and techniques I develop will be relevant to all agricultural plants and animals. These resources will
increase crop yields and food security by enabling faster breeding in response to environmental
challenges such as pathogen invasion and drought, while decreasing food production costs.

Project Participants:
Last Name
Campbell

First Name
Michael

Institution
CSHL

Ware

Doreen

CSHL

Kersey

Paul

EMBL-EBI

Role
PI
Sponsoring
Scientist
Co-Sponsoring
Scientist
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Comparative Functional Genomics of Nectaries and Nectars in the Dicots
Clay Carter
University of Minnesota
cjcarter@umn.edu, (612) 301-7158
Species to be Studied: Brassica sp., cotton, tobacco, squash, Lima bean, and acacia
Project Objectives: The central hypothesis driving the proposed work is that the genetic programs
underlying nectar synthesis, secretion and function are at least partially conserved between diverse
species and nectary types. To date, a holistic and coordinated effort to study the mechanisms involved
in the synthesis and secretion of nectar components across species and nectary types has been
lacking. To address a lack of knowledge underlying the molecular function of nectaries and nectars, the
activities will apply comparative ‘omics approaches to the characterization of the (i) synthesis, (ii)
secretion and (iii) biological function of nectar components across a diverse set of core eudicots,
including Brassica sp., cotton, tobacco, squash, Lima bean, and acacia.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Comparative expression profiling of nectaries throughout the secretory process. Both the floral and
extrafloral nectary transcriptomes and proteomes of the respective species will be examined at
several time points throughout the secretory process.
2. Comparative metabolomics of nectars. Nectar metabolites will be comprehensively characterized
through a non-biased GC-GC/MS-MS and LC/MS-MS approach.
3. Comparative and functional analysis of nectar proteins. Specific arrays of proteins have been
reported in several nectars, which confer both protective and attractive properties. Thus, the
proteomes of both floral and extrafloral nectars will be defined and functionally characterized across
species.
4. Informatics, database building & initiation of mechanistic studies. Mining of global expression data
from actively secreting vs. inactive nectaries will allow the identification of genes and cellular
processes central to the basal pathways for active nectar secretion across species. Metabolomic
data will be linked to activities identified from expression data to assess their impacts on nectar
production and composition.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The expected central outcome of this project is an increased understanding of the genes and metabolic
processes that are conserved among species and tissue types that characterize the central
mechanisms by which plants synthesize and secrete nectar, thereby controlling their mutualistic
interactions with pollinators and defenders. Additional studies will address more in-depth investigations
of the mechanisms of nectary and nectar function. For example, we will utilize reverse genetic
approaches to alter nectar secretion phenotypes, thereby allowing a direct assessment of roles in
attracting pollinators and defenders, and their relative impacts on plant productivity. Additionally, key
conserved components of nectary function will be examined at the molecular level (e.g. structurefunction). In summary, genes and associated activities will be identified that control central processes in
the mutualistic interactions of dicotyledonous plants with their pollinators and defenders.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Clay Carter
cjcarter@umn.edu
2. Robert Thornburg thorn@iastate.edu
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. www.nectarygenomics.org
2. cjcarter@umn.edu
Practical Applications of Research: One-third of all crop species produce floral nectar and are
dependent on animals for reproduction. There is a strong correlation between nectar quality (i.e.
volume and composition) and the efficiency of the resulting plant-animal mutualism. For example, an
increase in nectar production results in an increase in pollinator visitation, pollination efficiency, and
yield. Moreover, crops such as cotton, bean, pea, apple, cherry, peach, and blueberry, all produce
extrafloral nectar to attract mutualistic predatory insects, which protect plants from herbivores. U.S.
pollinator-dependent crops alone have an annual value of nearly $25 billion, and extrafloral nectar
represents one of the few defense mechanisms for which stable effects on plant health and fitness
have been demonstrated.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Carter

Clay

Thornburg

Robert

Nikolau

Basil

Hampton

Marshall

Heil

Martin

von Aderkas

Patrick

Institution
University of
Minnesota
Iowa State
University
Iowa State
University
University of
Minnesota
Duluth
CINESTAV,
Mexico
University of
Victoria

Role

Email Address

PI

cjcarter@umn.edu

CoPI

thorn@iastate.edu

CoPI

dimmas@iastate.edu

CoPI
(Informatics)

mhampton@d.umn.edu

Collaborator

mheil@ira.cinvestav.mx

Collaborator

pvonader@uvic.ca
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CROPS: Center for Research on Plant Transporters
A Plant Community Resource for the Structure and Function of Plant
Membrane Transporters Underlying Important Crop Traits
Geoffrey Chang
University of California, San Diego
g1chang@ucsd.edu, (858) 822-5490
Species to be Studied: Potentially all important plant crop species and model systems as relevant.
Project Objectives:
Transporters mediate the passage of virtually every molecule and ion across plant cell membranes.
Many natural variants of transport proteins have been shown to underlie key agronomic traits in crop
plants. However, the fundamental biochemical, functional, and structural characteristics of these
proteins are largely unknown. To address these questions and the glaring need for new tools in this
research area, we propose to establish a new center called CROPS, devoted to the functional and
structural characterization of plant transporters prioritized by their agronomic importance. This center
will leverage an existing advanced research infrastructure to produce purified plant transporters on a
large-scale, and rapidly discover/generate single-domain antibodies that can be used as valuable tools,
providing a transformative resource for the entire plant research community. In addition, CROPS will
determine molecular structures of key plant membrane transporters and their natural variants, providing
a new framework for understanding their functions in the context of their in planta roles, underpinning
agriculturally important traits in diverse crop species.
Our understanding of plant transporters has increased dramatically over the past quarter century.
This has led to a growing awareness that plant transporters play important roles in many agronomic
traits, including efficient acquisition/use of water and nutrients and crop tolerance to adverse soil
environments arising from salinity, acidity, and the presence of heavy metals. Natural genetic variation
is the foundation for breeding a wide variety of agriculturally relevant traits. Understanding how genetic
variation translates into transporter structural and functional changes is key to a more efficient
exploitation of this variation in crop improvement. CROPS will focus on key questions regarding
agronomic traits in two areas: (1) food security and sustainability under marginal conditions (abiotic and
biotic stresses), and (2) human health/nutrition and food safety. Through external collaborations and
internal expertise, CROPS will target key transporters including those involved in: (a) micronutrient
acquisition, (b) aluminum tolerance, (c) phosphorous acquisition efficiency, (d) nitrogen acquisition
efficiency, (e) salt tolerance and (f) pathogen and insect resistance. Our primary objectives are:
A. Establishment of CROPS, an efficient pipeline based on proven technologies for the production of
plant membrane transport resources (large quantities of purified plant transporter proteins, a
powerful antibody production platform, and state-of-the-art structural determination techniques) for
the plant scientific community.
B. Access to CROPS resources for the plant membrane transport community.
C. A database for plant transporter structures and antibody reagents for the scientific community.
D. Enhancing scientific impact through training.
Experimental Approaches:
Graduate students and postdocs will receive training and access to some of the most state-of-the-art
techniques in rapid antibody evolution, membrane protein structural biology, and molecular-based trait
analysis. CROPS is a pipeline organized around several key principles: (a) target prioritization based
on importance to crop traits, functional importance, and protein-fold coverage with significant input from
the community and collaborators, (b) the use of an eukaryotic expression system (Pichia pastoris)
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proven to deliver functional protein in large (milligram) quantities, (c) the use of a new, robust in vitro
technologies to rapidly evolve single-domain antibodies with high affinity/specificity, and (d) the use of
the latest state-of-the-art techniques for purification and molecular structure determination of
transporters (x-ray crystallography and electron microscopy). The organization of the pipeline allows for
the rapid screening of hundreds of plant transporters from different gene families along with their
relevant crop orthologs, driving towards generating three main resources: (1) obtaining purified plant
transporter proteins and their specific mutants/natural variants of interest to researchers, (2) generating
specific antibodies useful as reagents for the greater plant membrane protein research community, and
(3) producing molecular structures important for understanding transporter function, thus advancing
fundamental knowledge.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
CROPS will provide critical information linking the structure/function of plant transporters to important
agronomic traits and will also provide novel antibody reagents useful as potent tools for the greater
scientific community. These resources will greatly improve our understanding of the transporter’s
molecular functions underlying complex quantitative traits for a wide range of agricultural constraints.
CROPS has a strong commitment to outreach and it provides mechanisms for inviting the wider
community to tap into its pipeline as a basis for their own research. All researchers are invited to submit
nominations for specific plant transporters of interest.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Geoffrey Chang g1chang@ucsd.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Geoffrey Chang g1chang@ucsd.edu
2. Leon Kochian
lvk1@cornell.edu
3. Miguel Pineros
map25@cornell.edu
4. Erin Connolly
erinc@biol.sc.edu
5. Julian Schroeder jischroeder@ucsd.edu
Practical Applications of Research: Structural, functional, and molecular trait knowledge of
transporters. Purified transporter material and constructs as well as potent antibody reagents for further
study.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Chang
Schroeder
Saier
Kochian
Pineros
Connolly
Stowell

First Name
Geoffrey
Julian
Milton
Leon
Miguel
Erin
Michael

Institution
UCSD
UCSD
UCSD
USDA-ARS, Cornell
USDA-ARS, Cornell
U. S. Carolina
U. Colorado

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
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Sequencing a Reference-grade Genome of the Domesticated Allotetraploid
Cotton: the World’s Largest Source of Renewable Textile Fiber
Z. Jeffrey Chen
The University of Texas at Austin, Texas
zjchen@austin.utexas.edu, 512-475-9327
Plants to be Studied:
Principal: Upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.)
Secondary: G. arboreum L., G. raimondii Ulbrich, Sea Island cotton (G. barbadense L.)
Project Objectives:
1. Completely sequence and assemble minimum tiling path (MTP) BACs, including 15,360 MTP
BACs from a total of 8,609 D-sugenome (~0.85 Gb) and 12,389 A-subgenome BACs. Over 900
BACs have already been sequenced in a pilot project.
2. Sequence an additional ~3,000 unanchored clones identified through BES, PCR probing and
the second iteration of the BAC libraries.
3. Build homoeologous pseudo-chromosome molecules that are anchored by genetic markers,
whole-genome shotgun (WGS), and cytogenetic resources.
4. Annotate and release the allotetraploid genome sequence. The final version of the genome will
include a high-quality annotation produced by the Phytozome Group.
5. Expand our existing outreach program in plant genomics and bioinformatics for middle and high
school teachers of local school districts and for graduate students pursuing MSc degrees in
Bioinformatics and Biotechnology at two Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) in
the Mississippi Delta
Experimental Approaches:
1.
We will sequence and assemble 15,360 minimum tiling path (MTP) BACs using an 8-clone pool
approach that is intelligently pooled to maximize resolution of local repetitive DNA, minimize
clone loss, and result in nearly complete homolog reference sequences. This gives us the ability
to accurately order and produce complete end-to-end scaffolds for most clones in the pools.
2.
We will extend and refine the physical maps based on data collected as part of Objective 1 and
integrate additional clones with computational and experimental means to increase overall
genomic coverage. The iteration-2 BAC sequencing could add 5-10% sequence to the genome,
and result in 90% of the sequence being BAC-supported.
3.
To capture the remaining pieces, we will apply three complementary approaches. First, we will
use genotype-by-sequencing (GBS) in an F2 population (~192 individuals) derived from TM1X3-79 to order contigs. Second, we will use targeted GBS using BES to order contigs and
reduce gaps. Third, we will use PacBio long reads to resolve ambiguous regions and to provide
validation of the assembled consensus sequence. Finally, we will integrate and construct
reference-grade pseudochromosomes.
4.
We will perform annotation using RNA-seq data from ~20 different cotton tissues. A usable
draft sequence (v0.5) will be released prior to the completion of this project. We will produce a
final version of the completed product with a high quality annotation produced by the Phytozome
Group at JGI/UC-Berkeley.
5.
We will expand the program to provide unique training and educational opportunities for middle
and high school teachers in local school districts, undergraduate students, and Master of
Science (MSc) students in Bioinformatics and Biotechnology at two HBCUs, namely, Mississippi
Valley State University and Alcorn State University.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Genomic sequence and RNA-seq data of G. hirsutum L. and G. barbadense L.
2. Physical map of G. hirsutum L.
Contact Information for Deliverables:
1. Z. Jeffrey Chen, zjchen@austin.utexas.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://www.cottongenomics.org
Informatics Contact Person:
Name:
Qingxin Song
Email:
qingxinsong@gmail.com
Practical Applications of Research:
Cotton is the world’s most important renewable textile fiber and a significant oilseed crop (Smith and
Cothren 1999). Cotton fiber is widely used for apparel, home furnishings, and other diverse industrial
products. In 2012, the USA planted over 12 million acres (~5 million hectares) of cotton, and the
revenue stimulated by this production was estimated to be ~$100 billion in the USA alone (National
Cotton Council, http://www.cotton.org/, 2012). In 2009, over 12.5 million bales (1 bale = 170 kg) of fiber
were produced in the US on over 30 thousand farms in 17 states, from California to Florida and
Virginia. The annual US raw fiber crop is worth ~$6 billion, and overseas sales have averaged ~$3
billion trade surplus to the US. Nearly 450,000 jobs are directly linked to the cotton industry, and
business revenue stimulated by the crop is estimated at $120 billion. Improving cotton fiber yield and
quality will provide a sustainable alternative to petroleum-based synthetic fibers. Ongoing efforts to
modify cottonseed for food and feed could enhance nutrition and livelihoods of millions of people in
food-challenged economies. The current predominance of transgenic varieties that require less
chemical application while increasing yield, together with research efforts to increase the abiotic and
biotic stress resistance, predicts that economically viable cotton crops can be grown in a sustainable
manner in many warm global locations that also constitute major population centers in the developing
world. Decoding the cotton genome is a major goal to support future improvements in cotton fiber yield
and quality as a cornerstone of this global vision.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Chen
Kirkbride
Song
Ando

First Name
Z. Jeffrey
Ryan
Qingxin
Atsumi

Grimwood

Jane

Schmutz

Jeremy

Saski
Scheffler

Christopher
Brian

Institution
University of Texas, Austin
University of Texas, Austin
University of Texas, Austin
University of Texas, Austin
HudsonAlpha Institute for
Biotechnology
HudsonAlpha Institute for
Biotechnology
Clemson University
Genomics Institute
Alcorn State University

Clerk
Stelly
Hulse
Liu

Tracy
David
Amanda
Bo

Alcorn State University
Texas A&M University
Texas A&M University
Texas A&M University
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Role
PI
Postdoc
Postdoc
PhD student

E-Mail
zjchen@austin.utexas.edu
rkirkbride@utexas.edu
qingxinsong@gmail.com
a.ando@utexas.edu

Co-PI

jgrimwood@hudsonalpha.org

Collaborator

jschmutz@hudsonalpha.org

Co-PI
Co-PI
Outreach
coordinator
Co-PI
Postdoc
Postdoc

SASKI@clemson.edu
brian.scheffler@ars.usda.gov
Tracy.Clerk@ars.usda.gov
stelly@tamu.edu
amandamhulse@gmail.com
Bo.Liu@ag.tamu.edu
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Genomic and Functional Analysis of Circadian Rhythms and Growth Vigor
in Maize
Z. Jeffrey Chen
The University of Texas at Austin, Texas
zjchen@austin.utexas.edu, 512-475-9327
Plants to be Studied:
Principal: Maize or corn, Zea mays L.
Secondary: Mouse ear cress, Arabidopsis thaliana
Project Objectives:
1.
Determine changes in rhythms of gene expression, metabolism, and proteomics for maize
hybrids and inbred parents. The data obtained from maize hybrids will also be comparatively
analyzed with the results from Arabidopsis thaliana hybrids and interspecific hybrids to identify
similarities and differences in circadian regulation and growth vigor between these two important
model systems.
2.
Test how changes in chromatin modifications affect and regulate circadian gene expression and
growth vigor in maize hybrids.
3.
Establish the link between circadian regulation of gene expression and maize hybrid vigor in
metabolism and growth.
4.
Develop integrated outreach activities with UTeach program at The University of Texas at
Austin.
Experimental Approaches:
1.
We will examine genome-wide allelic expression, metabolic, and proteomic changes in leaves of
reciprocal maize hybrids and inbred parents in normal photocycle and thermocycle conditions.
Transcripts will be quantified with RNA-seq. Combined computational analysis of these data will
reveal the regulatory networks underlying diurnal regulation of gene expression and starch
metabolism in the inbreds and hybrids. Moreover, RNA-seq will identify allelic expression
differences and alternative splicing variants, which are often difficult to detect by other methods.
2.
We will determine whether histone modifications are diurnally regulated in maize hybrids and
inbreds using chromatin immunoprecipitation coupled with ultra high-throughput sequencing
(ChIP-seq). We will test where and how temporal regulation of histone modifications is
associated with circadian regulation and allelic variation of gene expression in maize hybrids
and inbreds.
3.
To reveal the molecular basis of circadian regulation in maize, we will employ RNA interference
(RNAi), overexpression, and transposon insertion mutants of ZmCCA1a and ZmCCA1b to test
the impact of these circadian transcription factors on circadian rhythms, starch metabolism and
biomass production. In addition, we will generate maize luciferase gene (LUC) reporter lines
wherein LUC expression is driven by the promoters of maize circadian clock regulators (i.e.,
CCA1 and TOC1 orthologs). These reporter lines will monitor when and how circadian rhythms
change in the hybrids, while the clock mutants, RNAi, and overexpression lines will test the
mechanisms for growth vigor.
4.
We will work with the UTeach program to identify student candidates who are interested in
gaining hands-on experience either in bench experiments (for biology teachers) or in
computational analysis of the DNA sequence data (for mathematics and computer science
teachers).
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1.
RNA-seq, ChIP-seq, metabolic, and proteomic data of maize hybrids and their parents
2.
Overexpression, RNAi, and transposon insertion lines of maize clock genes.
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Contact Information for Deliverables:
1.
Z. Jeffrey Chen, zjchen@austin.utexas.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1.
http://www.maizeclock.org
Informatics Contact Person:
Name:
Qingxin Song
Email:
qingxinsong@gmail.com
Practical Applications of Research:
Corn or maize is the largest production crop in the United States and accounts for the majority
of cereals grown worldwide. Besides serving as an important source of food, feed, and fuel, maize is
also an established experimental model to address fundamental questions in plant biology. Completion
of the maize genome sequence and development of genomic resources provide the opportunity to
combine the power of genetic approaches with genomic and molecular studies. To increase biomass
and growth vigor, one of the most common agricultural practices is the application of hybrids. Indeed,
nearly all maize and sorghum grown in the U.S. are hybrids. Since the introduction of hybrids, yield has
steadily increased by sixfold for maize and several fold for sorghum. A recent study showed that the
growth vigor in hybrids and allopolyploids in Arabidopsis is directly linked with the activity of core
circadian clock regulators. In hybrids, epigenetic regulation of circadian clock genes during the day is
associated with upregulation of downstream genes involved in chlorophyll biosynthesis and starch
metabolism, leading to growth vigor. The impact of the proposed research is transformative for many
aspects of biology, from basic research on circadian rhythms to the use of hybrid vigor in agriculture.
Arabidopsis is a good model for the study of circadian rhythms, while maize is among the best
organisms for studying heterosis. Most basic mechanisms for plant circadian rhythms and growth vigor
are derived from work in Arabidopsis. Novel genes and signaling networks identified in this project will
be the targets for breeding of superior inbred and hybrid maize. Because maize is an excellent model
for cereal crops and grasses, these findings will be transferrable to plants ranging from food crops to
feedstocks for cellulosic biofuels.
Project Participants:
Last
Name

First
Name

Institution

Role

E-Mail

Chen
Ko
Miller
Ge
Harmon
Bendix
Kovak
Marshall
Rohozinski
Mockler
Scheffler

Z. Jeffrey
Dae Kwan
Marisa
Hui
Frank
Claire
Emma
Carine
Dominica
Todd
Brian

University of Texas, Austin
University of Texas, Austin
University of Texas, Austin
University of Texas, Austin
Univ. California, Berkeley
Univ. California, Berkeley
Univ. California, Berkeley
Univ. California, Berkeley
Univ. California, Berkeley
Danforth Plant Sci Center
Alcorn State University

Rodriguez

Shelly

University of Texas, Austin

PI
PhD student
PhD student
PhD student
Co-PI
PhD student
PhD student
PhD student
Technician
Collaborator
Collaborator
UTeach
coordinator

zjchen@austin.utexas.edu
dkko@utexas.edu
marisa.e.miller@utexas.edu
gh603@utexas.edu
fharmon@berkeley.edu
claire_bendix@berkeley.edu
emmakovak@berkeley.edu
carine@berkeley.edu
droho@berkeley.edu
TMockler@danforthcenter.org
brian.scheffler@ars.usda.gov
shelly.rodriguez@austin.utexas.
edu
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Quantitative Imaging and Mathematical Modeling of
Sugar Allocation in Plant Roots
Lily S. Cheung
Carnegie Institution for Science
lscheung@carnegiescience.edu, (650) 739-4232
Species to be Studied: Arabidopsis thaliana
Project Objectives:
The goal of this project is to study the distribution of sugars during root development, to evaluate its
response to genetic and environmental perturbations, as well as to construct a mathematical framework
to analyze the resulting experimental data. The specific aims are: 1) to quantify the spatiotemporal
distribution of sugars during Arabidopsis root development using genetically encoded Förster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) sensors, 2) to develop novel SWEET transport activity sensors for
in planta imaging, and 3) to formulate tissue-level mathematical models of sugar transport.
Experimental Approaches:


Quantitative imaging of plant root development using microfluidic platforms.



Protein engineering and high throughput screen in a yeast heterologous system.



Mathematical modeling based on reaction-diffusion equations for sugar transport and
metabolism.

Information/Materials to be Generated:
This project will produce maps of sugar distribution in plant tissues and characterize their response to
genetic and environmental perturbations, as well as mathematical models based on reaction-diffusion
equations to correlate the maps of sugar distribution to profiling studies of gene expression in
Arabidopsis roots.
Vectors and cDNAs will be deposited in Addgene for distribution.
Any resulting SWEET mutants and transgenics plants will be made available for the community.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Lily S. Cheung

lscheung@carnegiescience.du

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Lily S. Cheung

lscheung@carnegiescience.du
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Practical Applications of Research:
This project will increase our understanding the biology of plant membrane transporters, the first step in
the uptake and utilization of water and nutrients, which can provide rational guidelines for the
development of genetically modfied crops that are more tolerant to adverse conditions and use
resources more efficiently. The tools and analysis methods to be developed can also be applied to the
study of other metabolites and small molecules, as well as in other species.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Cheung

Lily

Frommer

Wolf

Institution
Carnegie
Institution for
Science
Carnegie
Institution for
Science

Role
Principal
Investigator
Sponsoring
scientific
advisor
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Genomics of Resistance in Cereals to Mite Herbivores Associated with
Plant Drought Stress
Richard M. Clark
University of Utah
clark@biology.utah.edu, (801) 585-9722
Species to be Studied:
Zea mays (maize) and Hordeum vulgare (barley)
Project Objectives:
Our knowledge of plant defenses to major pest herbivores comes largely from studies with insects. In
contrast, mites are distantly related to insects within the arthropods, and damage plants by piercing and
sucking out contents of individual mesophyll cells (a different feeding mode from caterpillars and aphids
for which plant defense responses are better understood). This study will characterize the basis of plant
resistance to spider mite herbivores for which outbreaks that reach economic thresholds are associated
primarily with drought conditions in cereal crops. In these studies, maize (Zea mays) will be used, and
also barley (Hordeum vulgare), a close relative of wheat (Triticum spp.) with a more tractable genome
that facilitates genomic studies. Plant responses to two major mite pests, the Banks grass mite
(Oligonychus pratensis; a specialist herbivore on grasses) and the two-spotted spider mite
(Tetranychus urticae; a generalist herbivore on both monocots and dicots), will be investigated. To
identify genetic pathways for defense against mite pests, and to understand how water stress affects
plant defense pathways, gene expression profiling will be performed on maize and barley leaves
infested with both mite species. From the resulting gene expression data sets, plant genes responding
to mite herbivory will be identified in both cereal species as a function of drought stress. Further,
susceptibility to mite damage is known to vary among individuals within plant species, including maize.
To investigate this, a collection of inbred maize lines will be phenotyped for response to both mite
species, including under drought stress, to understand the genetic properties and environmental
dependency of variation in resistance to mite herbivores. Gene expression studies with sensitive and
resistant maize lines will then be used to assess the genomic basis of plant resistance. Associated with
these research activities, and to facilitate a broader understanding of the effects of drought and plant
responses to herbivores, interactive multimedia material will be developed for free viewing on the
Learn.Genetics educational website.
Experimental Approaches:
To identify genetic pathways in plants that respond to spider mite pests, gene expression profiling using
the RNA-seq method (high throughput sequencing of cDNAs) will be performed on maize and barley
leaves infested with both two-spotted spider mites and Banks grass mites. In these studies two time
points will be used to capture the plant perception and downstream signaling responses to challenges
by the mite herbivores. Further, to understand the impact of an agriculturally important abiotic stress on
plant defense pathways, expression profiling for mite responses will be performed on both well watered
and water stressed plants. Comparisons of plant transcriptional responses to the two herbivores, and
as a function of an abiotic stress relevant to mite outbreaks, will shed light on the specificity of plant
responses to generalist and specialist herbivores, and how the environment affects the interaction in
plants. A specific outcome will be the identification of gene regulatory networks underlying plant
responses to mite herbivory. Further, susceptibility to mite damage is known to vary among individuals
within plant species, including maize. To investigate this, a collection of inbred maize lines used to
create the Nested Association Mapping (NAM) community genetic mapping resource will be screened
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for susceptibility or resistance to each mite herbivore. Gene expression studies with sensitive and
resistant maize lines will then be used to assess the genomic basis of variation in plant mite resistance.
In parallel, and to relate plant molecular phenotypes of mite response to plant performance upon mite
infestation in an agricultural setting, field trials for resistance will be performed with plants under high
water and drought stress conditions for a subset of maize inbred lines.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Gene expression data from the study will be publically available through the Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) and MaizeGDB websites. Spider mite strains used to challenge plant hosts will be available on
request. Transgenic plant lines to be created during the project will be available upon request from the
principal investigator. Outreach materials suitable for K-12 students, undergraduates, and the general
public will be made available through the Learn Genetics website hosted by the Genetics Science
Learning Center on the campus of the University of Utah.

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Richard Clark
clark@biology.utah.edu
2. Ricardo Ramirez ricardo.ramirez@usu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Richard Clark
clark@biology.utah.edu
2. Ricardo Ramirez ricardo.ramirez@usu.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
The project will determine gene regulatory responses to mite herbivores that may serve as targets for
transgenic or genome editing approaches to produce more mite resistant cereal crops. Additionally, a
diverse set of maize inbred lines (the NAM parents) will be screened for resistance to two economically
important mite herbivores. This will lay the groundwork for identifying loci and alleles segregating in the
NAM resource that confer resistance to spider mites and that are of potential use in efforts to breed
maize lines with elevated resistance to spider mite herbivores.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Clark
Ramirez
Bui

First Name
Richard
Ricardo
Huyen

Institution
Univ. of Utah
Utah State
Univ. of Utah

Stark

Louisa

Univ. of Utah

Role
PI
Co-PI
Postdoc
Collaborator
(outreach)
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Rapid and Targeted Introgression of Traits via Genome Elimination
Luca Comai
University of California Davis
lcomai@ucdavis.edu, (530) 756-8485
Species to be Studied: Potato (Solanum tuberosum), Arabidopsis thaliana
Project Objectives:
1. Exploit and develop genome elimination systems in potato.
2. Engineer introgression of defined chromosomal segments from donor to recipient genome of
Arabidopsis and potato.
3. Implement outreach activities involving the training of undergraduate students in California and
young researchers in Peru in molecular and computational methods for genomic studies.
Experimental Approaches:
Using Solanum tuberosum dihaploids produced via crosses to the S. tuberosum phureja Group Haploid
Inducer (HI), we will identify instances of phureja genome introgression. The methods will use genome
sequencing and characterization as used to detect genome introgression during genome elimination
from crosses of the A. thaliana Col-0 HI and wild-type Ler (Han et al., 2105 eLife). In parallel, we will
manipulate centromeric histone H3 (CENH3) through targeted nucleases to create a HI potato that is
genetically defined and easily engineered (Ravi and Chan, 2010 Nature; Maheshwari et al, 2014 PloS
Gen, Kuppu et al., 2015 PloS Gen). We will use both natural recombination following instability during
genome elimination and targeted nucleases to transfer targeted segments from the HI donor genome
into the recipient genome.

This project is part of the Simon Chan legacy research.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Potato haploid inducers based on CENH3 gene manipulation
Dihaploid potato clones with characterized genomic introgressions
Methods for easy production of haploid inducers
Methods for rapid and targeted introgression of genes into adapted varieties
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Luca Comai
2. Awais Khan

lcomai@ucdavis.edu
awais.khan@cgiar.org
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Luca Comai

http://comailab.genomecenter.ucdavis.edu/

Practical Applications of Research:
The introgression of valuable traits from distant or alien germplasm into adapted varieties is plagued by
the problem of linkage drag, i.e. the co-introgression of undesirable linked traits. We will address this
problem by leveraging genome elimination and haploid induction. Our research will define methods to
obtain rapid and selective transfer of a trait across related plants.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Comai
Tan
Britt
Khan
Bonierbale

First Name
Luca
Ek-Han
Anne
Awais
Merideth

Institution
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis
CIP, Peru
CIP, Peru

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Collaborator
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Deducing the Genomic Footprint and Functional Impact of Chickpea
Domestication on Nitrogen Fixation
Douglas Cook
University of California-Davis
drcook@ucdavis.edu, (530) 754-6561
Species to be Studied: Chickpea (primary), Medicago truncatula (secondary)
Project Objectives: To understand the evolution of symbiotic performance in the wild progenitors of
legume crops and the ways in which human selection has reshaped this potential during domestication.
1. To characterize the functional significance of standing variation in wild populations of Cicer
reticulatum and its co-occurring bacterial symbionts, using ecology, genomics, and phenotyping.
2. To identify genomic footprints of domestication-associated shifts in genetic/genomic variation.
3. To identify the genes that underlie domestication-related shifts in nodule number and responsiveness
to soil nitrogen, as well as of selected phenotypes and pathways discovered in Objectives 1 and 2.
Experimental Approaches:
The project combines ecology and population genomics with classical molecular genetics and reverse
genetic assays to deduce the functional consequences of standing variation in wild populations of Cicer
reticulatum and its domesticated counterpart Cicer arietinum (chickpea).
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Whole genome sequence data for wild progenitor species across populations; low pass genome data
for allele frequency estimates; population-level bacterial genome sequences for symbiotic partners;
data on population environments (soil, climate, co-occurring species); cloned and functionally validated
genes.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Douglas Cook
2. Eric von Wettberg
3. R. Varma Penmetsa

drcook@ucdavis.edu
ebishopv@fiu.edu
rvpenmetsa@ucdavis.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Douglas Cook
2.

drcook@ucdavis.edu
http://chickpealab.ucdavis.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
Despite legumes’ comparative advantage of N-fixation, nitrogen fertilizers are often added during
legume cultivation and legumes are often grown under high residual nitrogen following cereal crops.
These practices relax selection on nitrogen fixation traits and contribute in a substantial way to
environmental degradation through nitrogen runoff. Improved understanding of the processes that
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regulate N-fixation in natural and agricultural environments will ultimately enable rationale strategies to
mitigate these situations.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Cook

First Name
Douglas

von Wettberg
Penmetsa

Eric
R. Varma

Institution
UC Davis
Florida
International
University
UC Davis

Role
PI

Email Address
drcook@ucdavis.edu

Co-PI
Co-PI

rvpenmetsa@ucdavis.edu
ebishopv@fiu.edu
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NutriNet: A Network Inspired Approach to Improving Nutrient Use
Efficiency (NUE) in Crop Plants
Gloria Coruzzi
New York University
gloria.coruzzi@nyu.edu, (212) 998-3963
Species to be Studied: This project aims to identify network modules involved in nitrogen use
efficiency (NUE) by performing a cross-species network analysis across Maize and Arabidopsis. For
this, we exploit maize and Arabidopsis lines that show a wide variation in NUE. Maize Lines: We
sampled 10 maize inbreds and corresponding hybrids (B73 X 10 diverse inbreds including IHP1 and
ILP1 [Illinois High and Low Protein]) and W22. These maize lines exhibit NUE phenotypic variation of
interest. These maize lines were grown in N-managed field plots at Illinois at two levels of nitrogen (Ndeficiency and excess-N), sampled at 8 days after pollination. The leaf, ear and developing seeds were
sampled separately to simultaneously investigate N-remobilization from source to sink organs.
Arabidopsis ecotypes: Our Arabidopsis samples include 19 accessions, which show wide variation of
NUE traits when grown on low vs. high NO3. Arabidopsis seedlings from these 19 accessions are
being grown using low vs. high N-supply and 15N as tracer. Samples will be collected from leaves and
roots separately at the fully-grown adult stage prior to bolting. Leaves, roots, and inflorescence will also
be harvested from the second replicate at the 5-silique stage. In addition, Arabidopsis transgenic and
mutant lines, and Maize RIL populations will be used to validate the “NutriNet” NUE biomarker genes
identified in this study.
Project Objectives: The goal of our NutriNet project is to identify network-connected modules in crops
- exploiting Arabidopsis “Network Knowledge” - that are predictive of phenotypic variation and enhance
the efficiency of genetic gain in crop species, using nutrient use efficiency (NUE) of maize as the target
trait.
Experimental Approaches: Four aims are proposed to achieve these goals.
Aim 1. Exploiting Genetic Diversity in NUE (Coruzzi NYU /Moose U Illinois). This aim exploits
genetic diversity in maize and Arabidopsis to discover genes underlying NUE. 20 maize genotypes and
19 Arabidopsis accessions, each selected for broad phenotypic variation in NUE, are scored for
changes in transcriptome and NUE traits in distinct N-treatments. UPDATE: In this year, phenotypic
measurements and sample collection were completed for Maize in the field. The Arabidopsis NUE
assays and RNA collections are ongoing.
Aim 2. Split Roots: Uncovering the role of root-shoot signalling and root foraging in NUE
(Coruzzi, NYU). A split-root experimental design combined with RNA-Seq will be performed with three
Arabidopsis accessions and three Maize genotypes that vary in NUE and N-response to mechanisms
underlying: i) Ability to forage for nutrients in a heterogeneous soil environment and ii) shoot-root
communication mechanisms of N-status.
UPDATE: A novel hydroponic split-root system was developed for Maize growth.
Aim 3. Constructing “NutriNet” Cross-Species Networks (Shasha/Coruzzi, NYU). To define
“NutriNet” network modules predictive of NUE traits, we will first use network analysis tools available in
VirtualPlant (www.virtualplant.org) to generate crop-specific networks (Aim 3A) from the transcriptome
data in Aim 1 and Aim 2. Next, we will associate gene expression with phenotype NUE data, to identify
the “biomarker” network modules associated with NUE (Aim 3B). These predictions are then validated
in silico using left-out data (Aim 3C).
UPDATE: This analysis pipeline was built in Python/R and tested with an existing data set.
Aim 4. Nutri-Net network module validation in the lab (Coruzzi, NYU) and in the field (Moose, U
Illinois). Information derived from the NutriNet modules will be used to select individual genotypes that
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possess optimal NutriNet configurations from diverse germplasm pools. These genotypes will then be
evaluated for improved NUE traits in the lab (Arabidopsis; Aim 4A) and field (Maize; Aim 4B). A
comparison of lab-to-field results will directly assess the “translation” of knowledge from Arabidopsis to
C4 cereal crops. In addition, the conserved network modules identified in Aim 3A will be validated by a
functional “translation” analysis from Arabidopsis-to-maize networks using a rapid cell-based assay for
TF activities (Aim 4C).
Information/Materials to be Generated: Aim 1 will produce two related data sets – transcriptome and
NUE traits - for Arabidopsis and Maize accessions, to uncover the molecular basis of variation in NUE.
Aim 2 will generate transcriptome, root traits, and NUE traits of three accessions of Arabidopsis and
Maize separately, in a unique split-root experimental setup. In Aim 3, we will first identify N-regulatory
networks conserved between Arabidopsis and maize, and then identify network modules predictive of
NUE traits. These modules can guide future breeding efforts to improve NUE. Aim 4 will generate lab
and field-trial results to confirm the NUE regulatory modules identified in Aim 3. Aim 4 will also generate
transcriptome data in a cell-based system, to rapidly validate key regulators of NutriNet modules across
species, for prioritizing field trial candidates. Overall, the outcome of the four aims will result in the
identification of network modules predictive of, or involved in NUE in crops. Importantly, the networkoriented approach to plant molecular breeding developed in this NSF Plant Genome grant for NUE is
an exemplar, and can be applied to any trait or crop of interest.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Gloria Coruzzi
gloria.coruzzi@nyu.edu
2. Stephen Moose smoose@illinois.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Kranthi Varala
kranthi.varala@nyu.edu
Practical Applications of Research: Extensive use of fertilizer, and genetic adaptation of cereal crops
contributed greatly to the dramatic increase in global agricultural output in the 20th century. These
productivity gains however, are associated with significant environmental costs. Therefore, improving
NUE in cereal crops offers many societal benefits by enhancing the economic and environmental
sustainability of cereal production, which must double by 2050 to meet projected demand. The NutriNet
project offers a unique application of genomics and systems biology approaches to improve NUE in
crops by translating network knowledge from well-studied model organisms. It also offers novel
opportunities for education & training across disciplines. The NutriNet team links expertise in systems
biology, plant physiology, and crop genomics and has a strong record of education, scientist training,
and outreach.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Institution

Role

Email Address

PI

gloria.coruzzi@nyu.edu

Stephen
Dennis
Gabriel
Sandrine

NYU Biology
U of I, UrbanaChampaign
NYU Courant
CNRS
INRA

smoose@illinois.edu
shasha@cs.nyu.edu
gabriel.krouk@supagro.inra.fr
sandrine.ruffel@supagro.inra.fr,

McCombie

W. Richard

CSHL

Katari

Manpreet

NYU Biology

Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Collaborator
(RNA-seq)
Senior
Personnel

Coruzzi

Gloria

Moose
Shasha
Krouk
Ruffel
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ABR-PG: The Use of Pentaploid Surrogates for Assembly and Anchoring of
Octoploid Strawberry Genomes
Thomas Davis
University of New Hampshire
tom.davis@unh.edu, (603) 862-3217
Species to be Studied:
The research focus is on octoploid and diploid strawberry species, and their pentaploid hybrids. The
primary octoploid species of interest is Fragaria virginiana, while octoploids F. chiloensis and F. x
ananassa are also of interest. F. virginiana and F. chiloensis are the immediate octoploid ancestors of
the cultivated strawberry, F. x ananassa. The primary diploid species of interest are F. vesca and F.
iinumae. These two diploid species have been identified as being ancestral to the octoploid species.
Project Objectives:
1) Construct a high resolution, octoploid linkage map based upon a novel, pentaploid mapping
population.
2) Construct an octoploid genome assembly based upon newly generated DNA sequence and optical
mapping data derived from pentaploid surrogates.
3) Anchor the octoploid genome assembly to the octoploid linkage map.
4) Compare the utilities of diploid and octoploid reference genomes in relation to SNP (Single
Nucleotide Polymorphism) discovery in octoploid germplasm.
Experimental Approaches:
Crosses between an ancestral diploid (F. vesca or F. iinumae) and an octoploid (F. virginiana or F.
chiloensis) have been used to generate pentaploid hybrids. Under Objective 1, segregation data from a
pentaploid progeny population is being used to construct a genetic linkage map in JoinMap, using
marker data generated on the Axiom IStraw90 strawberry SNP array, which the P.I. helped to design
(Bassil and Davis et al., 2015, BMC Genomics, DOI: 10.1186/s12864-015-1310-1). Under Objective 2,
high throughput DNA sequence data from one pentaploid progeny plant is being use to generate a
genome assembly for F. virginiana accession LB48, the octoploid parent of the pentaploid mapping
population. Genome assembly will rely on the integration of data from several sources, including
Illumina reads from libraries of varying insert sizes (500 bp, 3 kb, 8 kb, other), PacBio sequence, optical
mapping, and possibly nanopore sequencing. An initial assessment of the efficacy of optical mapping in
strawberry is being conducted in relation to our assembly in a separate project of an F. iinumae diploid
reference genome. Under Objective 3, assembled scaffolds will be anchored to the LB48 linkage map
by cross-referencing the sequence tags of the mapped SNPs. Finally, Under Objective 4, the
pentaploid-based octoploid reference genome will be used as a basis for SNP discovery in a diverse
panel of strawberry germplasm, using the SNP discovery pipeline employed in the design of the
IStraw90 array while comparing the efficacies of three reference genomes: the F. vesca ‘Hawaii 4’
diploid reference genome used in the original SNP discovery process; an F. iinumae diploid reference
genome assembled in the P.I.’s lab, and the LB48 octoploid reference genome assembled under
Objective 3. The SNP discovery process will employ Illumina sequence data sets from members of the
original panel used in design of the IStraw90 array, as well as from new representatives of the octoploid
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wild and cultivated species and their subspecies. It is anticipated that employment of the octoploid
reference sequence will enable discovery of SNPs in genomic regions not represented in the original F.
vesca reference genome and therefore not represented on the IStraw90 first generation strawberry
array.
In addition to the primary focus on F. virginiana, this project will lay a foundation for pentaploid-based
reference genome development in the Chilean strawberry, Fragaria chiloensis, an immediate ancestor
of the cultivated strawberry, F. x ananassa. The Chilean strawberry project involves cooperation with
Chilean researchers, with pentaploid population development to be pursued in Chile as well as at UNH.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The immediate deliverables of the proposed project will be: the first genome assembly for an octoploid
strawberry; a novel, pentaploid-based linkage map for an octoploid strawberry; a validated protocol
suitable for use of modified haploids in genomic research on other polyploid plant taxa; a substantial
body of short read sequence data deposited in the publicly available NCBI (National Center for
Biotechnology Information) and GDR (Genome Database for Rosaceae) databases; identification of
new candidate SNPs for potential integration into a second generation strawberry SNP array;
submission of key germplasm to the National Clonal Germplasm Repository in Corvallis, OR.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Tom Davis

tom.davis@unh.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Tom Davis

tom.davis@unh.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
The availability of reference genomes for the octoploid strawberry species, including the commercial
strawberry Fragaria x ananassa, will help to facilitate the development of SNP and other molecular
markers on a genome-wide basis, thus enabling the identification of marker-trait associations, the
identification of genes underlying traits of economic interest, and the efficient implementation of marker
assisted breeding in strawberry. A successful demonstration of the novel approach to be employed will
provide useful guidance for genomic tool development in other complex polyploid species.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Davis

Thomas

Institution
University of New
Hampshire (UNH)

Yang

Yilong

UNH

Role
Principle
Investigator
Ph.D. student
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Functional Genomics of Maize Centromeres
R. Kelly Dawe
University of Georgia
kdawe@uga.edu (706) 542-1658
Species to be Studied: Maize
Project Objectives:
Aim 1. Explicit tests of the role of DNA sequence in centromere formation.
 1a: Resource development: whole chromosome painting cocktail
 1b: Test transformed multimerized centromere repeats for centromere activity.
Aim 2. Epigenetics of centromere activation and expansion.
 2a: Resource development: sequence the B centromere
 2b: Analysis of reactivated B centromeres
 2c. Analysis of B centromeres that have passed through a haploid inducer
 2d. Epigenomics of expanded centromeres in oat
Aim 3. Centromere size and its impacts on haploid induction in maize.
 3a: Affect of varying genome size on centromere size and likelihood to form haploids
 3b: Manipulation of CENH3 to modulate centromere size and haploid induction
Aim 4. Mechanism of centromere mediated uniparental genome elimination.
 4a: Assays for paternal transmission of CENH3 in wide species crosses
 4b: Assays of chromosome loss in wide species crosses
Experimental Approaches:
In the first aim, we will conduct definitive tests of whether common centromere repeat sequences are
sufficient to induce centromere function. This work will involve the generation of new chromosome
visualization tools, called chromosome painting probes, that will dramatically improve our ability to
detect changes in chromosome structure. In the second aim, we will use maize chromosomes
transferred into oat, and B chromosomes that have undergone a cycle of inactivation and reactivation to
determine how a suite of chromatin markers are affected by changes in centromere size and location.
In the third aim, we will test the hypothesis that centromere size disparity can cause uniparental
genome elimination. We will manipulate centromere size by manipulating genome size, and by using
cenh3 mutants with specialized transgenes. Lines with modified centromeres will be assessed for
haploid formation. In the final aim, we will use genomic tools to determine how maize centromeres
behave in situations of uniparental genome elimination, particularly in wheat X maize and oat X maize
crosses that are regularly used in haploid breeding schemes. We will be involved in training diverse
undergraduate and graduate students as well as postdoctoral fellows in plant genomics and
biotechnology, and will conduct a series of training workshops to disseminate techniques and materials.
Information and resources generated will be made available through a modern web site that contains
updates and information useful to the public
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. A better understanding of the role of DNA sequence in centromere formation and new strategies for
artificial chromosome formation in plants.
2. Multi-color chromosome painting cocktails based on bulked oligonucleotides.
3. Sequence of the maize B centromere.
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4. Empirical tests and methods of centromere-mediated haploid production in maize.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. R. Kelly Dawe
2. James A. Birchler

kdawe@uga.edu (general)
birchlerj@missouri.edu (chromosome painting cocktail)

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. To be created

kdawe@uga.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
Work performed under this award will be directed towards understanding how the sequences in
centromeres relate to their function, and how changes in centromeres size or changes in a key
centromere binding protein (CENH3) can alter the behavior of centromeres. In particular we will focus
on studying crosses and mutants that can induce centromere failure and chromosome loss in hybrids.
Chromosome loss induced by centromere modification can result in haploid plants, which are of great
value to corn breeders, as they can rapidly accelerate the production of new inbred lines. We anticipate
that the information and technology generated will have direct applications to agriculture – not only in
maize but all other crops that utilize haploids as a breeding tool.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Dawe
Birchler
Jiang

First Name
Kelly
James
Jiming

Institution
University of Georgia
University of Missouri
University of Wisconsin
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PI
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The Amborella Genome: An Evolutionary Reference for Plant Biology
Claude dePamphilis
Pennsylvania State University
cwd3@psu.edu, (814) 863-6413
Species to be Studied: Amborella trichopoda
Project Objectives:
1. Expand, refine, and annotate the physical map of Amborella trichopoda
2. Generate a high-quality draft sequence and assembly of the Amborella genome
3. Develop a display and information platform for the plant science community to leverage Amborella
as a reference for comparative genomics across all flowering plant lineages.
Experimental Approaches:
Proposed: Bacterial Artificial chromosome-based physical map will be constructed using BAC end
sequencing and high resolution fingerprinting and assembly. BACs forming a minimum tiling path
across FPC contigs will be MID tagged and used for 454 Titanium and 454 FLX sequencing. A high
quality draft sequence and assembly of the Amborella genome will be produced from the BAC pools in
conjunction with 454 Titanium single end reads, 20 kb 454 GS-FLX paired end reads, and BAC end
sequences. Annotation will be aided by extensive cDNA sequencing and FISH-based hybridizations to
link BACs and contigs to individual chromosomes. Collaborations presently including scientists from
the US, China, Korea, Canada, France, and New Caledonia will contribute as well to a extensive expert
annotation of individual gene families, alternative splice forms, small RNAs, transposable elements, and
organelle sequences present in the nuclear genome of Amborella. Modifications: Because of dramatic
improvements in sequencing and assembly technology, we were able to make rapid progress in the
sequencing phase of the project through whole genome shotgun 454 and Illumina sequencing (WGS)
of Amborella. Optical mapping has now been used to consolidate the genome map, resulting in a
scaffold N50 of 9.3 Mb. A draft assembly, preliminary annotation, and genome browser were released
at www.Amborella.org in January 2012, and genome improvement, gene expression information, and
tool development are now underway.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The physical mapping information, sequences, and hybridization results, as well as all annotation data
will be available through project website, along with extensive comparative evidence to gain insight into
the ancestral state and synteny patterns of genes, gene families, genome structures, and other features
in flowering plants.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Claude dePamphilis
cwd3@psu.edu
2. Josh Der, Project Manager
jpd18@psu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. www.Amborella.org - main project website
2. www.floralgenome.org - additional information on Amborella
3. http://ancangio.uga.edu/ - additional information on Amborella
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Practical Applications of Research:
Amborella trichopoda, the only species of order Amborellales, is the living sister group to all other
extant angiosperms. In addition, Amborella has a relatively compact genome among basal
angiosperms (870-970 MB/1C) and does not show evidence of recent genome duplication. As such,
this basal-most angiosperm is ideal to root genomic comparisons of monocots and eudicots. Amborella
is the key to understand the ancestral state for every gene, gene family, and protein sequence in
flowering plants, and how they radiated through angiosperm history. Gene clusters shared with other
angiosperms provide direct evidence of ancestral genome structures and linkage groups, all of which
can help understand important processes in economic plants, including flowering, wood development,
and biosynthetic pathways. Amborella will also help understand the extraordinary genetic processes
that have led to frequent horizontal gene transfers involving mitochondrial, but apparently not nuclear
gene sequences. Because of its unique phylogenetic position and relatively simple genome structure,
an Amborella reference genome will aid researchers studying all aspects of angiosperm biology.
Project Participants:
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First Name

Institution

Role

Email Address
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Victor

SUNY,
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Co-PI
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Uof Florida

Co-PI

bbarbazuk@botany.ufl.edu
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Penn State U

PI

Cwd3@psu.edu

LeebensMack
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U of Georgia

Co-PI

jleebensmack@plantbio.uga.edu
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Penn State U
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U of Florida
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U of Florida

Co-PI
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Genomic Approaches to Unravel Virulence and Resistance Determinants of
Vector-transmitted Viruses in Tomato
Savithramma Dinesh-Kumar
University of California, Davis
spdineshkumar@ucdavis.edu, (530) 752-2205
Species to be Studied: Tomato and Nicotiana
Project Objectives:
Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) and Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) are among the most
economically important viruses that infect tomato worldwide including the US, causing an estimated
annual crop loss of more than $1 billion. These viruses are transmitted plant-to-plant by insect vectors:
TYLCV by the whitefly Bemisia tabaci and TSWV by various species of thrips. Management of these
viruses is difficult and often relies heavily on the use of insecticides to control the vectors. The main
goal of our proposal is to gain insights into the interplay between the host plant’s resistance
mechanisms and the viruses’ virulence mechanisms during TSWV and TYLCV infection in resistant and
susceptible tomato varieties. We will specifically:
- Identify differentially expressed transcripts during resistance and susceptible responses to
TYLCV and TSWV infection using RNA-Seq approach.
- Optimize and validate miRNA-induced gene silencing (MIGS) approach for gene function
studies in tomato.
- Use MIGS to assess the function of differentially regulated genes identified in Aim1.
- Broader impact: Host students from Sacramento City College (SCC) and public Davis High
School (DHS).
Experimental Approaches:
Aim 1. To gain insights into the transcriptional regulation that underlies TSWV and TYLCV resistant and
susceptible response, we propose to determine transcriptome changes that occur during these
responses using RNA-Seq approach. We will use tissue collected at different time points after infection
with these viruses from resistant and susceptible accessions.
Aim 2. MIGS is a novel strategy to induce RNA interference (RNAi) against single or multiple targets of
interest. MIGS is based on Arabidopsis miRNA 173 (miR173) that triggers production of small RNAs
called trans-acting small interfering RNAs (tasiRNAs). Addition of 22nt miR173 target sequence
(miR173_ts) upstream of a target gene sequence is sufficient to induce RNAi against corresponding
target gene. To optimize and validate MIGS approach in tomato we will initially target known genes
such as PDS, Sgt1, EDS1, N, Sw5, and Ty-1.
Aim 3. We will evaluate the function of some differentially regulated genes identified from RNA-Seq
analyses of TYLCV and TSWV described in Aim1. We will focus our efforts on genes that are induced
during resistance or susceptible response to both viruses – so called general regulators. In addition, we
will target genes that are downregulated during resistance response – so called negative regulators of
defense.
Aim 4. Broader impact: We will host students from Sacramento City College (SCC) and public Davis
High School (DHS). We will provide the opportunity for undergraduate students from SCC, which
include high percentage students from underrepresented communities, and DHS students to acquire
‘hands-on’ experience in cutting edge research. In addition, we will participate in The Biology
Undergraduate Scholars Program (BUSP) and Young Scholars Program (YSP) at UC Davis.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
- Differentially regulated gene sets during resistant and susceptible responses to TYLCV and
TSWV
- MIGS constructs to silence genes in tomato
- Transgenic tomato seeds with MIGS targets
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Savithramma Dinesh-Kumar
spdineshkumar@ucdavis.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Savithramma Dinesh-Kumar
spdineshkumar@ucdavis.edu
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Ilias Tagkopoulos itagkopoulos@ucdavis.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
Results from the project will likely provide insights into designing new generation of strategies to control
not only TYLCV and TSWV but also other important plant pathogens.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Gilbertson
Ullman
Tagkopoulos

First Name
Robert
Diane
Ilias

Institution
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis

Role
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
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A Sequence-Indexed Reverse Genetics Resource for Maize: A Set Of Lines
with Single Ds-GFP Insertions Spread throughout the Genome
Hugo K. Dooner
Waksman Institute, Rutgers University
dooner@waksman.rutgers.edu, (848)445-4684
Species to be Studied: Maize
Project Objectives:
1. Characterize the transposition frequency of 120 single Ds-GFP (or Ds*) launching platforms
generated by Agrobacterium transformation and map them to the genome. These platforms carry a
22kD-zein/GFP marker for phenotypic tracking of the element and will allow visual selection of
transpositions from many regions of the genome, thus enabling researchers to create regional gene
knock-out collections.
2. Generate a collection of over 15,000 Ds* transpositions from highly active Ds* launching platforms
located on all 10 chromosomes which will serve as the foundation for a Ds*-based maize singlegene knockout resource.
3. Sequence-index these collections by high throughput MiSeq Illumina sequencing of 3-D DNA pools.
To this end, a specific software package (InsertionMapper) was developed to extract Ds*
transposon junctions from the large amount of sequencing data and map them to the maize
genome.
4. Update and maintain our web-searchable database of insertion site sequences cross-referenced to
Maize GDB and stocks available from the Maize Genetics Stock Center.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Map all T-DNA single-copy transformants in which an engineered Ds* element carries a 22kDzein/GFP marker for phenotypic tracking of the element by a combination of IPCR and conventional
sequencing.
2. Combine multi-dimensional pooling and bar-coded high-throughput sequencing to sequence-index
new transposed Ds* insertions from transgenic Ds* launching pads using our InsertionMapper
pipeline.
3. Deposit all maize stocks in the Maize Genetics Stock Center and all sequences in MaizeGDB and
GenBank .
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. A set of about 120 maize lines with a uniquely marked Ds* element which will serve as starting
materials for the generation of insertion libraries by interested scientists.
2. A method for second-generation sequencing and mapping of pools of dsg sites representing
sequences adjacent to Ds* elements and, thus, gene knock-outs.
3. Sequence information and chromosomal map position of the DNA flanking all Ds launching pads
and >10000 transposed Ds* (dsg), Ac (tac) and Ds (tds) sites.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Maize transgenic lines from Maize Stock Center: maize@uiuc.edu
2. DNA sequences MaizeGDB: http://www.maizegdb.org
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3. Project informatics: Chunguang Du duc@mail.montclair.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://www.acdsinsertions.org/
Practical Applications of Research:
The project is relevant to American agriculture in that it will develop a useful functional genomics
resource for maize, its most important crop. This genetic resource will enable investigators to combine
the power of the mutational approach to define gene function with that of DNA sequencing to define a
gene’s make-up.

Project Participants:
Last Name
Dooner

First Name
Hugo

Du

Charles

Institution
Rutgers Univ.
Montclair State
Univ.

Chatterjee

Mithu

Rutgers Univ.

Wang

Harrison

Xiong

Wenwei

Rutgers Univ.
Montclair State
Univ.

Role
P.I.

E-Mail
dooner@waksman.rutgers.edu

Co-PI
Research
Associate
Lab
Technician
Postdoctoral
Associate

duc@mail.montclair.edu
cmithu@waksman.rutgers.edu
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The Genetic Architecture of Tillering in Panicoid Cereals
Andrew Doust
Oklahoma State University
andrew.doust@okstate.edu, (405) 744-9559
Species to be Studied: Setaria, sorghum, and maize and their wild grass relatives
Project Objectives: Tillers are vegetative branches that grow at or near ground level, and largely
determine grass biomass and grain yield. Tillering is a very plastic trait, affected by a multitude of
different internal and external factors. While several tillering genes have been identified in recent
years, it is unclear how these genes interact, whether they are part of a single pathway, and how their
expression is modulated by environmental inputs. To address these issues we are using three
sequenced model panicoid C4 cereal crops, maize, sorghum and Setaria, all of which exhibit extreme
reduction in tillering compared to their wild relatives. Our objectives are:
1. Use forward genetics and chromatin immunoprecipitation to identify additional genes in the tb1/gt1
tillering pathway in maize
2. Identify candidate genes for tillering QTL in Setaria and sorghum
3. Use high throughput sequencing of the tiller transcriptome and expression QTL in Setaria to build a
tillering network in maize, sorghum, and Setaria for comparative analysis
4. Develop of reverse genetic tools in Setaria
5. Apply results from #1-5 to modify tillering and improve agronomic traits in orphan African grain crops
such as Tef (Eragrostis tef).
Experimental Approaches:
1. Unlike other cereals (rice, wheat, barley), which produce a significant number of tillers, most inbred
maize lines lack tillers entirely, even though each leaf still has a tiller bud in its axil. This makes
maize particularly well suited to identifying mutants that increase tillering. Despite many years of
mutant screens in maize, relatively few tillering loci have been identified, but tb1 and gt1 are the
most prominent. In order to identify novel components of the maize tb1/gt1 pathway, we are
performing a genetic modifier screen in a gt1 mutant background. Antibodies have been raised to
TB1 and GT1 to perform chromatin immunoprecipitation and identify downstream targets of both
genes. To establish whether genes discovered in maize have conserved functions in Setaria,
homologs of the genes will be isolated from Setaria and subjected to reverse genetic analysis.
2. Fine-mapping of QTL for tillering from analyses of Setaria F7 RILs (S. italica X S. viridis). Several of
these QTL are consistent across multiple trials while others show strong genotype by environment
(GxE) interactions. We are hybrid inbred families derived from F7 and F4 RILs. In addition, we have
developed 250 sorghum RILs (Sorghum bicolor X S. propinquum) which have been sequenced and
are being grown for QTL analysis.
3. We are performing mRNA and small RNA expression profiling of wild versus domesticated maize,
sorghum and Setaria shoot apices, roots and leaves to identify differentially expressed genes that
may co-localize to tillering QTL.
4. We will identify cis and trans eQTL in Setaria in order to validate and extend the tillering network
derived from comparative transcriptomic analyses.
5. We have found a number of tillering and other mutants in a large mutant population of Setaria italica
(acc. Yugu1), and these are being characterized and backcrossed before progeny are NGS
sequenced. Transformation protocols for both S. italica and S. viridis have been refined and several
overexpression and knockout mutants have been generated and characterized.
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6. We have established transformation protocols for under-studied grain crops such as Tef. Potential
tillering genes identified from maize, Setaria and sorghum will be transformed into Tef to test their
agronomic potential.
7. We engaged high school science teachers and pre-service science education majors in research
projects to test the effects of environment on Setaria viridis. Examples of prize-winning posters
presented at national meetings and of representative lesson plans derived from this work can be
seen at http://osubioret.okstate.edu/.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. RNAseq data from multiple species taken at developmentally determined timepoints will be
deposited in public databases and will be used to construct transcriptional regulation networks for
tillering in panicoid grasses.
2. Mapping and mutant populations will be created, and QTL and mutants identified.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Andrew Doust andrew.doust@okstate.edu
2. Clint Whipple whipple@byu.edu
3. Jennifer Hawkins jshawkins@mix.wvu.edu
4. George Chuck georgechuck@berkeley.edu
5. Julie Angle julie.angle@okstate.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
Andrew Doust, andrew.doust@okstate.edu, http://tillering.okstate.edu/
Practical Applications of Research: Our research investigates whether a common genetic pathway
for tillering exists in the panicoid grasses, and how to modify this pathway to engineer diverse and
useful plant architectures for increased grain and biomass yield. Our project provides pre-service and
in-service science teachers with professional development to support innovative science learning
experiences that take research experiences into classroom practice.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First
Name

Doust

Andrew

Chuck

George

Whipple

Clint

Hawkins

Jennifer

Angle

Julie

Institution
Oklahoma State
University,
Stillwater, OK
Plant Gene
Expression Center,
Berkeley, CA
Brigham Young
University, Provo,
UT
West Virginia
University,
Morgantown, WV
Oklahoma State
University,
Stillwater, OK

Role
PI, Quantitative
genetics and eQTL in
Setaria
Co-PI, Expression
analysis, creation of
mutant populations
Co-PI, Maize
quantitative genetics
and gene expression
Co-PI, Quantitative
genetics and
bioinformatics
Co-PI, high school
science education
specialist
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Sequencing of the Aegilops tauschii Genome
Jan Dvorak
Department of Plant Sciences, University of California, Davis
jdvorak@ucdavis.edu, (530) 752-6549
Plants to be Studied:
Principal: Aegilops tauschii and wheat (Triticum aestivum)
Secondary: barley (Hordeum vulgare), wild emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccoides), rice (Oryza sativa),
Brachypodium distachyon, sorghum (Sorghum bicolor)
Project Objectives:
1. Pool bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones across the minimum tiling path (MTP) of the Ae.
tauschii genome and sequence the pools.
2. Assemble sequence reads into contigs and scaffolds.
3. Annotate genes, pseudogenes, and transposable elements.
4. Construct an optical BioNano genome (BNG) map of the Ae. tauschii genome. Deploy the BNG map,
the Ae. tauschii physical map, radiation hybrid (RH) map, and WGS sequences in closing gaps and
ordering and orienting sequence scaffolds and produce pseudomolecules.
5. Compare the Ae. tauschii genome sequence with those of other grass genomes and test hypotheses
about the structure and evolution of genomes in the grass family.
6. Create a public database and incorporate the Ae. tauschii genomic sequences into other public
databases. Broaden the impact of the project through outreach and education.
Experimental Approaches:
1. A total of 5,788 pools, each consisting of 8 BAC clones, representing the MTP of the Ae. tauschii
genome, were sequenced with the Illumina MiSeq sequencing platform. The Ae. tauschii genome
was also sequenced with the PacBio platform to a depth of 37X genome equivalents and with the
Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform to a depth of 200X genome equivalents.
2. MiSeq reads representing the MTP across all BAC contigs and 2,000 BAC singletons have been
assembled into scaffolds. A hybrid assembly of the MiSeq scaffolds and WGS PacBio and Illumina
HiSeq 2500 reads will be performed.
3. Genes and transposable elements have been annotated to determine the sequence, location, and
orientation of genes, pseudogenes, and transposable elements in the Ae. tauschii genome.
4. The BNG maps, the existing RH resources, and the existing BAC-based physical map are being
used to validate, order and orient sequence scaffolds, order them into super-scaffolds and construct
a pseudomolecule for each of the seven Ae. tauschii chromosomes.
5. The Ae. tauschii genome sequence will serve as a reference in analyses of genomic changes that
have taken place in the wheat genome. The Ae. tauschii sequence will also be compared with the
sequences of other grass genomes to advance our understanding of the structure and evolution of
genomes in the grass family.
6. A project web site has been constructed for public access to the Ae. tauschii genome sequences.
To maximize stakeholder awareness about the resources generated by the project,
presentations/workshops have been and will be continued at venues attended by wheat geneticists
and breeders. The project will engage the research community interested in analyzing Ae. tauschii
gene families in community-based manual gene annotation and graphical compilation of the results
in the project database. The project provides excellent interdisciplinary training for students and
postdocs in plant genomics, bioinformatics, DNA sequencing, sequence assembly, validation, and
analysis.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. MiSeq MTP and PacBio and HiSeq WGS reads of the Ae. tauschii genome.
2. High-quality, annotated sequences of the seven Ae. tauschii chromosomes.
3. Public databases for access to sequence information.
4. New knowledge about the structure and evolution of genomes in the grass family.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jan Dvorak
email: jdvorak@ucdavis,edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
http://aegilops.wheat.ucdavis.edu/ATGSP/
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Ming-Cheng Luo
email: mcluo@ucdavis.edu
2. Steven L. Salzberg
email: salzberg@jhu.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
The genome sequence of Ae. tauschii, one of the three wild progenitors of wheat, will assist the
assembly and validation of the wheat genome sequence and will predict the locations of economically
important genes in the genomes of Ae. tauschii, wheat, and other wheat relatives, facilitating thus gene
discovery and gene deployment in wheat breeding and biotechnology.
Project Participants:
Last Name

Institution

Role

Email Address

Anderson

Olin D.

First Name

UC Davis/USDA Albany

Co-PI, Contrib. Objs. 1,5,&6

olin.anderson@ars.usda.gov

Bennetzen

Jeffrey

U of Georgia

Collab., Objs. 3,5,6

maize@uga.edu

Devos

Katrien M.

U of Georgia

Co-PI, Coord. Obj. 3, Contrib.
Objs. 5,6

kdevos@uga.edu

Dolezel

Jaroslav

Inst Exp Bot, Czech Rep.

Interntl. collab., Objs. 4,5,6

dolezel@ueb.cas.cz

Dvorak

Jan

UC Davis

PI, Coord. Objs. 5&6; Contrib.
Objs. 1,2

jdvorak@ucdavis.edu

Gu

Yong Q.

UC Davis/USDA Albany

Co-PI, Coord. Obj. 1, Contrib.
Objs. 2,4,5,6

yong.gu@ars.usda.gov

Leroy

Philippe

INRA-France

Interntl. collab., Objs. 3,6

philippe.leroy@clermont.inra.fr

Liu

Zhiyong

Chinese Agric U

Interntl. collab., Objs. 1,5,6

zhiyongliu@cau.edu.cn

Luo

Ming-Cheng

UC Davis

Co-PI, Coord. Obj. 4, Contrib.
Objs. 1,2,5,6

mcluo@ucdavis.edu

Lyons

Eric

iPlant, U of Arizona

Collab., Objs. 2,4,5,&6

elyons@iplantcollaborative.org

Ma

Zhengqiang

Nanjing Ag U

Interntl. collab., Objs. 1,5,6

zqm2@njau.edu.cn

Mao

Long

Chinese AAS

Interntl. collab., Objs. 1,5,6

maolong@caas.net.cn

Mayer

Klaus

MIPS, Germany

Interntl. collab., Objs. 3,5,6

k.mayer@helmholtz-muenchen.de

McCombie

W. Richard

CSHL

Collab., Objs. 2,5,6

mccombie@cshl.edu

McGuire

Patrick E.

UC Davis

Coordinator

pemcguire@ucdavis.edu

Müller

Hans-Georg

UC Davis

Collab., Objs. 4,5,6

hgmueller@ucdavis.edu

Salzberg

Steven L.

Johns Hopkins U

Co-PI, Coord. Obj. 2, Contrib.
Objs. 4,5,6

salzberg@jhu.edu

Soderlund

Cari

U of Arizona

Collab., Objs. 4,5,6

cari@agcol.arizona.edu

Sun

Qixin

Northwest A&F U

Interntl. collab., Objs. 1,5,6

sunqx@nwsuaf.edu.cn

Wicker

Thomas

U of Zurich

Interntl. collab., Objs. 3,5,6

wicker@botinst.uzh.ch

You

Frank M.

Ag Canada

Interntl. collab., Objs. 4,5,6

youf@agr.gc.ca

Zimin

Aleksey

Johns Hopkins U

Collab., Obj. 2

aleksey.zimin@gmail.com
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Genetic and Epigenetic Regulation of Gametophyte Development and
Transposon Expression in Maize
Matthew Evans
Carnegie Institution of Washington
mmsevans@stanford.edu, (650) 739-4283
Species to be Studied: Corn
Project Objectives:
1. Perform detailed transcriptome analysis of gametophyte cell types and immature stages to
relate developmental programs to the dynamics of widespread transposon expression in the
gametophytes.
2. Analyze transposon silencing and expression.
3. Characterize existing gametophyte mutants and screen for new mutants for effects on gametophyte
development and epigenetics in the gametophyte
Experimental Approaches:
We are using RNA-Seq to analyze the transcriptomes of different developmental stages and cell
types of male and female gametophytes. These are being purified by hand dissection, centrifugation,
and/or Laser Assisted Microdissection. Sequencing is to be done on mRNAs, small RNAs, and – for
samples with sufficient material – cleaved RNAs. Transposable element expression is being managed
specifically to identify classes of transposons expressed in specific cell types and small RNAs that
target transposons. Transposon context for genes expressed in the gametophytes will be analyzed and
compared between different inbred lines to determine what influence, if any, neighboring transposons
have on gametophyte gene expression.
Fluorescent reporters for transposon expression are being generated to assist analysis of which
cell types in the gametophytes the transposons are expressed and the effect of gametophyte mutants
on their expression. Reporters have been made to detect the influence of transposons at the site of
transgene insertion on the expression of a constitutive Ubiquitin promoter. Reporters have also been
transformed into plants driven by promoters of exemplar transposons of DNA type TEs and
retrotransposons.
We are screening for and characterizing gametophyte mutants of two types: ones with reduced
gametophyte transmission and ones with maternal effects on seed development. Screens for mutants
with reduced gametophyte transmission are primarily being performed in plants with transposition
events of the maize Ac transposon, and screens for maternal effect mutants are being performed in
maize plants with active Mutator transposons. These mutants are being characterized for their effects
on embryo sac and pollen morphology, and the maternal effect mutants are being characterized for
their effects on seed development, particularly patterning of the Basal Endosperm Transfer Layer. High
throughput sequencing methods are to be used to clone as many of these gametophyte mutants as
possible.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Sequence data of different RNA classes is to be generated for different gametophyte cell
types/stages and made available to the research community. Maize mutant lines are being generated
and collected and after bulking up of seed stocks will be made available upon request to other
researchers. Transgenic reporters for transposon expression are also to be made available to other
researchers for analysis of their expression in different developmental contexts or genetic backgrounds.
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As part of the project we are also collaborating with the Stanford Science in Service Program to
train undergraduates as science mentors. These mentors are designing laboratory modules, which are
to be used by middle school students in after school programs.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1.
2.

Matthew Evans
John Fowler

mmsevans@stanford.edu
fowlerj@science.oregonstate.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Matthew Evans mmsevans@stanford.edu
2. http://maizegametophyte.org (currently being updated)
3. www.maizegdb.org
Practical Applications of Research:
This project is relevant to many agricultural objectives seeking to influence plant reproduction.
A better understanding of gametophyte biology and the contribution of the gametophytes to postfertilization seed development has many practical applications. Possible applications include:
controlling pollen fertility for hybrid seed production, limiting pollen-mediated transgene flow, modulating
seed size or quality, and producing apomictic varieties. The knowledge gained in maize in this project
is likely to applicable to many other cereal grain crops, which are closely related phylogenetically to
maize.

Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Evans

Matthew

Fowler

John

Auger

Donald

Slotkin

R. Keith

Vollbrecht

Erik

Phillips

Allison

Koik

Sarah

Institution
Carnegie
Institution
Oregon State
Univ
South Dakota
State Univ
Ohio State
Univ
Iowa State
Univ
Wisconsin
Lutheran
College
Stanford
University

Role

Email Address

PI

mmsevans@stanford.edu

CoPI

fowlerj@science.oregonstate.edu

CoPI

donald.auger@SDSTATE.EDU

CoPI

slotkin.2@osu.edu

CoPI

vollbrec@iastate.edu

Collaborator
Collaboratoroutreach

allison.phillips@wlc.edu
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Federated Plant Database Initiative for the Legumes
David Fernandez-Baca
Iowa State University
fernande@iastate.edu, (515) 294-2168
Species to be Studied:
Crops and model species in the legume family, including: common bean, pigeonpea, soybean,
chickpea, peanut, lentil, lupin, mungbean, cowpea, Medicago truncatula, Lotus japonicus
Project Objectives:
Develop a federation model for legume databases, to facilitate data exchange across a wide range of
legume species to enable cross-species translational genomics, and to adapt an existing set of opensource tools for biological information management that will provide a framework for project-oriented
data management enabling both long-term integration and widespread use.
Experimental Approaches:
1) Adopt and port the data currently managed in each of the custom frameworks into a set of wellintegrated, open source model organism database tools;
2) Define data formats, metadata standards, data exchange and Web service protocols to facilitate
communications between species-centric databases at various levels;
3) Utilize orthology, synteny, and mappings of other significant features to integrate genetic, genomic,
and phenotypic data across legume species, to enable identification of common molecular bases for
important traits and enable traversal across database projects;
4) Improve the capacity of organism database projects to collect and manage complex phenotype data
using ontologies, controlled vocabularies and well-defined protocols and schemas; and,
5) Facilitate productive data exchange by implementing a common, open, virtualized Data Repository
for data exchange across sites and for stable, long-term archiving of data sets, standardized metadata,
and robust methods for archiving, searching, and accessing data sets from federated genomic data
portals.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1) A set of genomic data portals (GDPs) using similar web and database technologies. These include
but are not limited to MedicagoGenome (http://medicagogenome.org), SoyBase (http://soybase.org),
PeanutBase (http://peanutbase.org), and the Legume Information System (http://legumeinfo.org). The
project website, used primarily for project coordination and outreach, is http://legumefederation.org.
2) Open-source software used for the GDPs above. Products to date include:
https://github.com/ncgr/tripal_phylogeny, https://www.drupal.org/project/tripal_blast
3) Gene families corresponding to the legume plant family, viewing and analysis methods, and
mappings to other major gene family data sets.
4) Synteny mappings among all sequenced legume genomes.
5) Improved data collection templates and database schemas for phenotypic and varied genetic data.
6) A data repository for major legume data sets, with computational tools accessible via iPlant:
https://de.iplantcollaborative.org/de/
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. David Fernandez-Baca fernande@iastate.edu
2. Steven Cannon steven.cannon@ars.usda.gov
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Legume Federation organizational site: http://legumefederation.org
Practical Applications of Research:
Improved access to genetic and genomic data for plant breeders, molecular geneticists, and other
researchers, to facilitate plant improvement for many crop species in the important legume plant family.
Improved utilization of publicly funded research information. More robust software for managing
information about crop and model species.
Project Participants:
First
Name

Last Name
FernandezBaca
Cannon

David
Steven

Town

Chris

Farmer

Andrew

DeBarry

Jeremy

Cannon

Ethy

Institution
Iowa State
University
USDA-ARS
J Craig
Venter
Institute
National
Center for
Genome
Resources
University of
Arizona
Iowa State
University

Role

Email Address

PI
Co-PI

fernande@iastate.edu
Steven.cannon@ars.usda.gov

Co-PI

cdtown@jcvi.org

Co-PI

adf@ncgr.org

Co-PI
Senior
Personnel

jdebarry@iplantcollaborative.org
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Building Better Genome Assemblies and Gene Models with RNA-seq Data
Liliana Florea
Johns Hopkins University
florea@jhu.edu, (443) 287-5624
Species to be Studied: Any; the sequenced Rosaceae species are currently being used for
development and to illustrate capabilities

Project Objectives: Develop a suite of automated software tools to improve the quality of a plant
genome assembly and its gene annotations.

Experimental Approaches: Use RNA-seq resources created by genome sequencing projects to
create more accurate genome sequences, first, and gene and splice variation annotations, second. For
the first aim, we use contiguity constraints extracted from RNA-seq reads within a contig graph model
to re-order and recruit unmapped contigs into a draft genome assembly, thus simultaneously improving
both the genome and its gene annotations. For the second aim, we develop a method for predicting
splice variants from heterogeneous cDNA sequence data (RNA-seq, ESTs, mRNAs), using the
compact splice graph representation and efficient dynamic programming algorithms for transcript
selection.
Information/Materials to be Generated: The project is generating two types of software: i) tools for
improving the quality of a genome assembly by recruiting additional unmapped contigs; and ii) tools for
annotating genes and transcripts, including alternative splicing variations. We have already
implemented a preliminary assembly improvement tool, called Rascaf, and an RNA-seq based splice
variant predictor, called CLASS, which we will expand upon and improve over the remainder of the
funding period. Additionally, by applying the tools to draft assemblies in collaborative research, we will
help produce improved quality sequences for those genomes.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Liliana Florea

florea@jhu.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Liliana Florea

florea@jhu.edu

http://ccb.jhu.edu/people/florea/

Practical Applications of Research: The project will produce user-friendly open source software tools
that will be applicable to a wide variety of plant species and that can be easily incorporated into
genome assembly and annotation pipelines.
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Project Participants:
Last Name
Florea

First Name
Liliana

Song

Li

Shankar

Dhruv

Institution
Johns Hopkins
University
Johns Hopkins
University
University of
North Carolina
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A Role for Long-Distance RNA Signaling in Tomato via Graft-Induced Vigor
Margaret Frank
Donald Danforth Plant Science Center
mfrank@danforthcenter.org, (314) 587-1656
Species to be Studied: Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum)
Project Objectives:
I – Identify the physiological and morphological factors that contribute towards increased yield in grafted
tomatoes.
II – Characterize the organ-specific localization of graft-transmissible mRNAs and small RNAS in
reciprocally grafted roots and shoots.
III – Map the quantitative trait loci for grafting-induced vigor using a genetically defined set of Solanum
habrochaites introgression lines.
IV – Design a teaching module for St. Louis elementary schools that combines Raspberry Pi time-lapse
imaging of seedling germination with community gardening.
Experimental Approaches:
I – Physiological and morphological characterization of reciprocally grafted tomatoes: I am currently
collecting physiological and morphological measurements of field grown and greenhouse grown M82
tomato plants (Solanum lycopersicum) that have been reciprocally grafted with the F1 hybrid
commercial rootstock line “Maxifort” (S. lycopersicum X S. habrochaites). The physiological traits
include Fv/Fm measurements, CO2 uptake approximated using a LI-COR 6400X, and ionomic profiling
of mature leaves. The morphological measurements include leaflet shape descriptor analyses,
quantification of shoot branching architecture, shoot apical meristem volume and height measurements,
and quantification of root architecture using the automated image processing program (DIRT). In
addition, yield, vegetative shoot biomass, and root biomass will be measured for reciprocally grafted
and self-grafted plants.
II – Characterization of organ-specific graft-transmissible mRNAs and small RNAs: I have generated a
Maxifort SNP library consisting of > 197,000 SNPs in coding sequences using deep-sequencing of
Maxifort root and shoot samples. These SNPs can be used to identify > 19,000 transcripts between
Maxifort and M82 genotypes. My preliminary data of whole shoot and whole root transcriptomes shows
that >1,700 transcripts putatively move from Maxifort roots into M82 shoots and >3,700 transcripts
putatively move from Maxifort shoots into M82 roots. I plan to generate organ-specific RNA-sequencing
libraries in reciprocally grafted plants. This experiment will allow me to test for targeted RNA movement
within the root and shoot systems and will enable the construction of gene co-expression networks. I
will also be generating small RNA-sequencing libraries in order to test for a potential role for small RNA
mobility in grafting-induced vigor.
III – QTL mapping of grafting-induced vigor using the Solanum habrochaites introgression lines (ILs): I
am currently heterozygosing a set of 100 ILs that collectively cover the S. habrochaites genome in an
S. lycopersicum background. During Summer 2016 and 2017, heterozygosed IL rootstocks will be
grafted onto M82 scions and grown in the field. Physiological and morphological measurements that
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significantly differentiate reciprocally grafted M82/Maxifort from M82 self-grafted plants will be used to
map QTL for grafting-induced vigor in the heterozygosed S. habrochaites ILs.
IV – Design a teaching module that combines time-lapse imaging with community gardening: During
the Spring (2015) I started discussions and trial lesson plans at University City Children’s Center and
Buder Elementary School, two St. Louis schools that serve students from underrepresented
communities in the STEM fields. I worked with a team of Danforth Center post-docs and graduate
students to design and teach lessons that are centered on community gardening and understanding
where our food comes from. In 2016, I plan to work closely with the teachers and students at these
schools to incorporate Raspberry Pi time-lapse imaging and very basic computer programming
experiments the community gardening teaching module.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Illumina sequencing data of graft-transmissible mRNAs, small RNAs, and differentially expressed
genes in reciprocally grafted shoot and root systems in tomato.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Margaret Frank

mfrank@danforthcenter.org

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Margaret Frank

mfrank@danforthcenter.org

Practical Applications of Research:
Grafting is widely used to improve vegetable crop performance; however, the molecular mechanisms
that underlie the success of grafting are poorly understood. This research will help to elucidate the role
of long-distance RNA signaling in grafting-induced vigor and help breeders move towards a predictive
framework for selecting root-scion combinations.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Frank

Margaret

Chitwood

Dan

Institution
Danforth
(DDPSC)
Danforth
(DDPSC)

Role

Email Address

PI

mfrank@danforthcenter.org

Mentor

dchitwood@danforthcenter.org
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Regulation of Stress Response in Salt-stressed Rice through the
Modulation of Alternative Splicing by Methylation
Nowlan Freese
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
nowlan.freese@gmail.com, (515) 720-5211
Species to be Studied: Oryza sativa (rice)
Project Objectives: The overall objective of this project is to identify molecular mechanisms underlying
salt stress in rice. This will be accomplished by determining the role of DNA methylation in cotranscriptional alternative splicing, and how this affects stress response in salt-stressed rice. The
primary hypothesis is that changes in splicing patterns contribute to salt stress responses in rice, and
that these changes depend in part on changes in DNA methylation status.
Research aims are as follows:
1. Compare transcriptome of salt-tolerant (Agami) and salt-sensitive (M103) varieties of rice grown in
control or saline growth media. Identify differentially expressed genes, as well as alternatively
spliced isoforms that are favored during stress response.
2. Investigate the role of methylation in salt-stress response, identifying novel genes candidates
whose transcription may be affected by methylation. Examine the role of methylation in alternative
splicing stress response by comparing whole genome methylation data to transcriptome data.
3. Experimentally alter methylation levels to functionally determine the role of methylation in
alternative splicing and salt-stress response.
Experimental Approaches: To investigate the role of methylation and alternative splicing in salt-stress
response, salt-tolerant (Agami) and salt-sensitive (M103) rice will be grown hydroponically with or
without salt treatment. Shoots will be collected and DNA and RNA harvested, and used for RNA-seq
and whole genome bisulfite sequencing. These data sets will be analyzed to identify genes and
isoforms involved in salt-stress response, as well as regions of differential methylation. An additional
group of rice will be grown in 5-azaC, which decreases the overall levels of methylation. This group of
rice will be used to identify the connection between methylation and alternative splicing.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Aim 1 will generate whole transcriptome data for control and salt-stressed Agami and M103 rice.
This will be used to generate a list of genes differentially expressed and alternatively spliced
between the treatments and varieties.
2. Aim 2 will generate whole genome methylation data for control and salt-stressed Agami and M103
rice. This will be used to generate a list of regions and genes differentially methylated between the
treatments and varieties.
3. Aim3 will generate whole transcriptome and whole genome methylation data for control and 5-azaC
treated Agami rice. This will be used to generate a list of genes whose isoform-choice is determined
by their levels of methylation.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Nowlan Freese

nowlan.freese@gmail.com
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Nowlan Freese

nowlan.freese@gmail.com

Practical Applications of Research: A fifth of the world’s daily calories come from rice, however,
environmental stresses such as soil salinity pose significant problems for production. In plants,
exposure to abiotic stress triggers genome-wide changes in splicing patterns, enriching for stressspecific transcript isoforms. However, the mechanism through which stress pathways regulate splicing
remains largely unknown. In rice, salt and other abiotic stresses alter DNA methylation, an epigenetic
modification that can enhance stress tolerance. This research aims to determine the connection
between methylation and alternative splicing. The knowledge gained from this research will lead to
better programs for identifying and breeding salt-tolerant varieties of rice.

Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Freese

Nowlan

Loraine

Ann

Institution
University of North
Carolina at Charlotte
University of North
Carolina at Charlotte

Role
Postdoctoral
Fellow
Sponsoring
Scientist
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A Systems Biology Approach to Understanding Lysine Acetylation in the
Regulation of Plant Metabolism
Dana Freund
University of Minnesota
dfreund@umn.edu, (612) 624-7705
Species to be Studied: Arabidopsis thaliana
Project Objectives: The aim of this research project is to use mass spectrometry-based stable isotope
labeling techniques to increase our understanding of protein-lysine acetylation and sirtuins in plants.
Lysine ε-amino group acetylation of proteins is a readily reversible post-translational modification (PTM)
that can alter enzyme activity and protein function. The primary focus of this research is on the
regulation of lysine acetylation at the level of removal by sirtuins. Sirtuins are nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NAD+)–dependent protein deacetylase enzymes that have recently been described as
general deacylases. Sirtuins target diverse protein substrates that regulate a broad range of cellular
metabolism, especially central carbon metabolism. This research will explore how sirtuins regulate
lysine acetylation and other novel acylations and the resulting metabolic changes caused by altered
levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2).
The research objectives are the following:
1) Perform functional studies of sirtuin genes SRT1 and SRT2 single and double knockout mutant
lines in Arabidopsis thaliana. Determine global differences in acetylation and other acylations
across lines. Use stable isotopic labeling to measure protein and lysine acetyl turnover in
mitochondria, chloroplasts and soluble cytosolic proteins.
2) Investigate the flux of metabolites in pathways with variation in protein and lysine acetyl turnover
under various CO2 levels in a single mutant and between different mutants. Additionally, metabolic
flux will be measured for metabolites of respiratory and photosynthetic carbon metabolism.
3) Develop a metabolic pathway association network to elucidate the differences in regulation of
metabolism and the specific contributions to metabolic regulation by sirtuins. Connect protein, Kacetyl turnover and metabolite flux measurements to explain the regulatory role of acetylation.

Experimental Approaches:
Reverse genetics studies of the various sirtuin mutant lines will be conducted. To investigate global
differences in acylations in the SIRT mutant lines western blot analyses using anti-acetyl-lysine and
other anti-acyl-lysine antibodies. Lines will be grown hydroponically in growth enclosures to label whole
plants with 13C and 15N for protein turnover and metabolite flux experiments. Subcellular fractionation
will be performed to obtain mitochondria, chloroplasts and cytosolic soluble proteins for proteomics
analysis. Protein digestions, acetyl and acyl peptide enrichment and LC-MS/MS analyses will be used
to identify and quantify sites and corresponding proteins in the various mutants and under different
growth conditions. A metabolic pathway association network will be constructed to connect protein
turnover and PTM site turnover with corresponding substrates and metabolic pathways. Based on
significantly altered proteins and sites between the mutants and different growth conditions, specific
pathways will be targeted for metabolite analyses. The metabolite flux of these pathways will be
measured to determine the role of specific PTM sites in the regulation of metabolism.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1) Characterization of protein lysine acetylation, propionylation, crotonylation, succinylation and other
acylations.
2) Proteomic and metabolomic comparisons of sirtuin mutant lines.
3) This research will describe how specific PTM sites result in the regulation of metabolites and flux
through pathways and explain how changing the atmospheric CO2 alters metabolism.
4) Comparison of the flux of metabolites and differences in PTM sites in the sirtuins mutants will assist
in the understanding of these deacylases in metabolism regulation.
5) Insights will be made into the role of sirtuins in the regulation of plant metabolism.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Dana Freund

dfreund@umn.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Dana Freund
dfreund@umn.edu
2. http://horticulture.umn.edu/directory/staff/dana-mfreund
Practical Applications of Research:
Currently, little is known about lysine acetylation as a widespread PTM occurring on proteins
with diverse functions in plants and this systems biology approach will increase our knowledge in this
area. Lysine acetylation of extranuclear proteins and as a regulator of metabolism is a fairly new
discovery. Furthermore, lysine acylations other than acetylation have yet to be described in plants.
There is a vast amount of basic research that needs to be conducted regarding sirtuins and the PTMs
they regulate, especially in plants. The knowledge gained will increase the understanding of how
altered levels of CO2 will affect plants in the future and how plants modulate responses to
environmental variables. This research will make connections between protein stability, lysine
acetylation, and metabolite flux information to explain the role of acetylation as modulated by sirtuins,
and will therefore go beyond PTM site mapping studies.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Freund

Dana

Hegeman

Adrian

Cohen

Jerry

Institution
University of
Minnesota
University of
Minnesota
University of
Minnesota

Role

Email Address

Postdoctoral Fellow
Sponsoring
Scientist
Sponsoring
Scientist

dfreund@umn.edu
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Barking up the Right Trees: the Influence of Forest Fire on the Genetic
Architecture of Pine Populations in the Southeastern United States
Christopher J. Friedline
Virginia Commonwealth University
cfriedline@vcu.edu, (804) 828-0820
Species to be Studied: Pinus elliottii, P. palustris, P. pungens, and P. taeda
Project Objectives:
The main goal of this project is to investigate the underlying genetic architecture associated with bark
thickness as a fire-adapted phenotype in four, economically important, closely-related species of pines,
all of which share geographical ranges across the eastern and southeastern United States. Using nextgeneration, genotype-by-sequencing approaches, this study will determine both the degree to which the
genetic architecture for bark thickness, as a quantitative trait, is shared across natural ranges and
multiple evolutionary time scales and how the variability observed can inform breeding plans to
minimize the negative financial impact that bark mass has on the forestry industry. This research will: 1)
provide new genomic resources for non-model pine species; 2) address fundamental principles in
evolutionary biology about the genetic architecture of fitness-related traits; and 3) serve to inform and
improve breeding programs and land management initiatives.
Experimental Approaches:
From each of the four focal species, 15 individuals will be sampled from 20 natural populations for a
total of 1200 sampled trees. Total genomic DNA (gDNA) will be extracted from needle fascicles
collected from each individual, and measurements of bark thickness, diameter-at-breast-height (DBH),
and height will also be collected. Using sequence data generated from reduced, multiplexed genomic
libraries generated on the Illumina HiSeq platform, trees will be genotyped by mapping reads to the
most recent P. taeda draft genome. State-of-the-art statistical methodology will be used to address the
following questions: 1) Using mixed linear models relating phenotypes to genotypes, what is the genetic
architecture of bark thickness? 2) By permutation testing under a null distribution of shared alleles
unrelated to the phenotype, to what degree is this architecture shared across species? 3) Assessing
the predictive power of candidate vs. control SNPs for reconstructed states, are reconstructed allele
frequencies at shared SNPs related to reconstructed estimates of bark thickness across the species
phylogeny? 4) Calculating dN/dS for genes containing SNPs, to what degree is natural selection acting
on those genes?
Information/Materials to be Generated:






Open source bioinformatic pipelines and databases to store and retrieve all of the data
Enriched (RAD-Seq) gDNA sequencing libraries for 1200 individuals from non-model species
Genotypes for each individual
Preliminary genomic assemblies and unigenes for each species
Parameters for a bark-thickness regression model which will inform future studies
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Christopher J. Friedline cfriedline@vcu.edu
2. Andrew J. Eckert aeckert2@vcu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Christopher J. Friedline cfriedline@vcu.edu
2. Andrew J. Eckert aeckert2@vcu.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
Genome-wide association mapping of bark thickness in Pinus can inform breeding programs in various
ways. SNPs identified using association mapping can be used in marker-aided selection (MAS), which
has been previously used in forest trees, and more recent genomic selection (GS) methods, enabled by
next-generation sequencing, have the potential to identify regions of the genome related to bark
thickness providing 1) targets for selective breeding to increase profitability, as well as continued
availability, in economically-important species and 2) the ability to make predictions surrounding future
response to climate change given a reconstruction of the evolutionary events which have lead to the
success of these species under previous climate and fire regimes.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Friedline

Christopher J.

Eckert

Andrew J.

Lind

Brandon M.

Institution
Virginia
Commonwealth
University
Virginia
Commonwealth
University
Virginia
Commonwealth
University

Role

Email Address

PI

cfriedline@vcu.edu

Sponsor
Ph.D.
student/field
assistant

aeckert2@vcu.edu
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Identifying Freezing Tolerance Genes in the Perennial Grass Genus
Tripsacum as a Step towards Developing Freezing-Tolerant Maize
Christy Gault
Cornell University
cg449@cornell.edu, (847) 331-3662
Species to be Studied:
Tripsacum dactyloides and Tripsacum floridanum
Project Objectives:
1) Compare the genomes and transcriptomes of Tripsacum and maize to identify any sequence
variations in cold-related genes between Tripsacum dactyloides, Tripsacum floridanum, and
maize. Comparing these species’ gene content can provide insight into their evolutionary history
and reveal why they have differing levels of freezing tolerance.
2) Identify cold-induced gene expression and hormonal changes in Tripsacum cultivars that differ
in freezing tolerance.
3) Map genes that confer freezing tolerance in Tripsacum using a high-throughput screen in a
diverse QTL mapping population.
Experimental Approaches:
In order to perform comparative genomic analyses between maize and Tripsacum, the genome
of the Tripsacum dactyloides “Pete” cultivar will be assembled. A whole-genome sequencing dataset
has been generated on the HiSeq 2500 with 2x250 bp reads. Also, the transcriptome of “Pete” and a
Tripsacum floridanum individual will be de novo assembled. An mRNA-sequencing run was performed
on the NextSeq 500 platform that produced 2x150 bp reads from root, crown, leaf, and inflorescence
tissues. Genes that are known members of the cold-induced transcriptional network will be compared
between maize and Tripsacum. For example, the copy numbers of CBF genes and their upstream
regulators will be compared across species. Additionally, I will search for evidence of presenceabsence variation or pseudogenization of cold-tolerance genes in maize.
Changes in gene expression and hormone profiles will be measured after cold stress in different
cold-tolerant and cold-susceptible Tripsacum genotypes. Leaf and crown tissue will be collected from
these genotypes at room temperature, during cold acclimation, and after exposure to freezing
temperatures in a freezing chamber. RNA-seq will be performed using two different library construction
methods: one that allows for high-throughput sampling of many individual transcriptomes, and a more
traditional method with fewer samples and greater coverage of the transcriptome. Plant hormone
analysis will be conducted using the triple-quadrupole liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
system at the Cornell Chemical Ecology LC-MS facility.
The third objective is to map freezing tolerance genes in Tripsacum using QTL mapping
populations. Sixty crosses were made between the 40 diverse Tripsacum founder clones collected from
across the country to generate an F1 generation. Each cross involved a founder from the northern U.S.
and a founder from the southern U.S.. The F1 plants are currently being open-pollinated, which is
expected to yield higher seed set than self-pollinating. I am currently designing a method to screen F2
seedlings for freezing tolerance using a cold-acclimation chamber and a programmable freezing
chamber with growth lighting.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:





The assembled genome of the agronomically valuable Tripsacum dactyloides “Pete” cultivar
The de novo assembled Tripsacum dactyloides and Tripsacum floridanum transcriptomes
mRNA-seq datasets and hormone profiles from cold-tolerant and cold-susceptible Tripsacum
individuals at room temperature and in response to cold stress
Identification of freezing tolerance QTL by performing association mapping in the diverse Tripsacum
mapping population

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Christy Gault

cg449@cornell.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Christy Gault

cg449@cornell.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
Discovering the mechanisms for freezing tolerance in Tripsacum will reveal which genes are
critical for winter survival. Once freezing tolerance genes are identified in Tripsacum, they could be
used to engineer higher-yielding, cold-tolerant maize varieties. Freezing-tolerant maize could be
developed into two forms: a maize line that can be planted earlier in the spring, and an overwintering
maize line for the southern United States. Both forms would produce more grain due to an extended
growing season while providing longer periods of soil cover to reduce water run-off and soil erosion.
The early-planted maize line would be able to survive spring frosts that currently damage existing
agricultural varieties. Introducing freezing tolerance into an existing, widely used maize line could
quickly lead to an early-planted maize line.
Additionally, freezing-tolerant maize could be developed into an overwintering variety that would
be tailored to the milder winters of the southern states that don’t have lasting snow cover. Many cereal
crops, such as wheat, barley, and oats have winter varieties that are sown in autumn and harvested the
following summer or autumn. These winter annual varieties have higher yields than spring annual
varieties grown in the same geographic region. An overwintering maize line would fix more carbon with
fewer inputs due to its C4 biochemistry, and it would have an extended growing season compared to
annual maize. The result would be a grain variety with unprecedented high yields.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Gault

Christy

Buckler

Edward

Thomashow

Michael

Institution
Cornell
University
Cornell
University
Michigan
State
University

Role
Postdoctoral
Fellow
Co-Sponsoring
Scientist
Co-Sponsoring
Scientist
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Evolution in a Changing Environment: The Genetic Architecture of
Adaptation Outside Centers of Domestication of Phaseolus vulgaris and P.
coccineus
Paul Gepts
University of California, Davis
plgepts@ucdavis.edu, (530) 752-7743
Species to be Studied: Phaseolus vulgaris (common bean) and Phaseolus coccineus (runner bean)
Project Objectives:
The main aim of this project is to dissect out the genetic basis and phenotypic consequences of the
adaptation to new environments of the common bean and its sister species, the runner bean, through
the study of their introduction, from their respective centers of domestication in the Americas, and
expansion through Europe, as a recent and historically well-defined event of rapid adaptation.
1.
Comparative analysis of the genetic diversity and population structure between the American
and European germplasm of P. vulgaris (Pv) and P. coccineus (Pc), using genomics, molecular
phenotyping (transcriptomics, metabolomics) and field trials at multiple locations.
2.
Identify genes/ QTLs that control important agronomic and adaptive traits, particularly
phenology.
Experimental Approaches:
1.1.
A sample will be developed of 10,000 Pv and 1,500 accessions, together with their respective
single-seed-derived genetic stocks, comprising about half originating in the Americas and half from
Europe.
1.2.
DNA will be extracted from a single-seed of each of the accessions for GBS analysis
1.3.
GBS analysis will be performed according to standard protocols.
1.4.
Development of a data warehouse for data storage, exchange, visualization, and analysis
2.1
Whole-genome sequencing of Pv_core1 (n = 500) with Illumina using 2x 125 bp paired ends for
a ~4x coverage.
2.2
Transcriptome sampling by RNA-seq from n = 260 Pv and Pc (see 3.1) grown under different
temperature and light conditions (photoperiod differences).
2.3
Validation of predicted gene-phenotype correlations will be accomplished through BSA
sequencing
3.1
200 Pv and 60 Pc will be grown in growth chambers under contrasting conditions to simulate
tropical short-day vs. temperate long-day conditions. Phenotypic traits will be scored.
3.2
Tissue will be collected from plants in 3.1 to conduct RNA-seq (see 2.2) and metabolomic
analyses (140 known and 60 unknown metabolites in Pv).
3.3
Field experiments will be conducted under an augmented field design to evaluate phenotypic
variation for growth, phenology, and seed traits in three locations (Colombia – equatorial, Italy –
Mediterranean, and Germany – temperate, continental).
4.1
Bioinformatics analysis to develop a SNP set from the GBS data (see 1.3)
4.2
Bioinformatics analysis of RNA-seq data (see 2.2): assembly of reads and counting of
transcripts; contrasts among pools of genotypes, gene pools, and species. Identification of presumed
candidate genes and confirmation with qPCR approaches.
4.3
Calling of variants (SNPs, indels, CNV, etc.) and identification of haplotypes of SNPs for each
accession of Pv_core1 and imputation of SNPs for GBS data.
5.1
and 5.2 Population genomic analysis (based on GBS, WGS, and RNA-seq; transcriptomic,
metabolomic, and phenotypic data) to detect signatures of selection. Use of admixture mapping
methods to detect signatures of selection. Co-expression analysis.
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5.2

Environmental correlations and GWAS using molecular and phenotypic data

Information/Materials to be Generated:
1.1.
A plant sample of 11,500 accessions, which represents a spatio-temporal cross-section of
geographic and phenotypic diversity in the distribution of the two species in the Americas and Europe.
1.2.
A DNA repository, in parallel with the single-seed multiplication repository (see 1.1).
1.3.
A comprehensive collection of about 10,000-20,000 SNPs for each accession, anchored to the
Pv reference sequence and providing a diversity and population structure description for both species.
1.4.
Development of a subset of 500 accessions (Pv_core1) to be used in field experiments for
phenotyping, with accompanying seed stocks. A data warehouse for sequence information access and
retrieval, linked to additional genetic resources information.
2.1
~ 2 Gbp sequence per accession of Pv_core1
2.2
Identification of up- or down-regulated genes in relation to temperature and photoperiod.
2.3
List of validated candidate genes in regard to temperature and photoperiod adaptation.
3.1
Phenotypic evaluation of 200 Pv and 60 Pc under growth chamber conditions.
3.2
Metabolite expression and co-expression and potential correlation with adaptation.
3.3
Dataset with phenological and other agronomic trait data for 500 Pv_core1 accessions.
4.1
Repository of accession sequences of gene banks (CIAT, IPK, USDA)
4.2
and 4.3 Mapped variants including SNPs, indels, and computed haplotypes.
5.1
and 5.2 Deep genomic characterization of diversity of large collections of two crop species; list
of loci potentially showing signature of selection for adaptation.
5.2
Identification of marker trait associations for phenology under contrasting growing conditions
and association with molecular variant and environmental variable.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Paul Gepts
plgepts@ucdavis.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1.
Roberto Papa (PI)
rpapa@univpm.it
2.
Scott Jackson (Co-PI) sjackson@uga.edu
3.
Paul Gepts (Co-PI) plgepts@ucdavis.edu
4.
Alisdair Fernie (Co-PI)
Fernie@mpimp-golm.mpg.de
5.
Andreas Graner (Co-PI)
graner@ipk-gatersleben.de
6.
https://www.facebook.com/BeanAdapt
Practical Applications of Research:
Gene bank management and germplasm utilization in breeding.
Project Participants: at UC Davis
Last
Name
Gepts
Ariani
Berny

First
Name
Paul
Andrea
Jorge

Institution

Role

Email Address

University of California, Davis
University of California, Davis
University of California, Davis

PI
Postdoc
Graduate student

plgepts@ucdavis.edu
aariani@ucdavis.edu
jcberny@ucdavis.edu
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The Effects of Elevated CO2 on Development And Gene Expression of
Tomato Roots
Sharon B Gray
University of California, Davis
sbgray@ucdavis.edu, (530) 752-2537
Species to be Studied:
Solanum lycopersicum (cv ‘M82); Solanum pennellii, LA0716
Project Objectives:
The overall objective of this project is to improve our understanding of how rising atmospheric CO2
concentration ([CO2]) affects the development of roots of an important crop species, tomato (Solanum
lycopersicum, cv ‘M82’), and a related wild species, Solanum pennellii. Concentrations of CO2
predicted for the latter part of this Century increase photosynthetic carbon fixation rates and root and
shoot biomass of C3 plants. Research to date on plant responses to elevated [CO2] has largely focused
on the shoot, and little information is available in the literature on molecular mechanisms underlying
root growth and development responses to elevated [CO2]. This project aims to elucidate root
responses to this element of global change using a combination of genomics, metabolomics,
anatomical, and physiological methods.
Experimental Approaches:
These research objectives are being addressed through analysis of the effects of elevated [CO2] on
root morphology, cellular anatomy, gene expression, and metabolite profiles in cultivated tomato (S.
lycopersicum) and a wild tomato species (S.pennellii), which displays drought and salt tolerance. This
research aims to test the following predictions:
Prediction 1: Elevated [CO2] significantly alters root development at the morphological and
cellular levels in cultivated tomato (S. lycopersicum) and a wild relative (S. pennellii)
Prediction 1 was tested by growing S. lycopersicum and S. pennellii in ambient and elevated [CO2] in
controlled environment chambers, and by using several image analysis tools to analyze treatment
effects on root architecture, cellular anatomy. Additionally, root biomass was measured, root cross
sections were imaged using an Olympus Vanox microscope, and image-J was used to analyze
treatment effects on cell size and number in both species. Initial experiments demonstrated increased
cross-sectional area of xylem vessels in S. pennellii seedlings in response to elevated [CO2], and
follow-up experiments are testing the effects of this treatment on vascular anatomy of mature (28 day
old) S. pennellii and S. lycopersicum roots using light microscopy of root cross sections. Preliminary
results from mature root experiments demonstrate that elevated [CO2] consistently increases xylem
vessel size in mature S. pennellii roots, but not in mature S. lycopersicum roots. Overall, results
demonstrate stronger [CO2] responses in S. pennellii, observed in anatomy of root vascular cells and
root biomass; changes that have significant implications for plant water relations.
Prediction 2: Altered root and shoot development in elevated [CO2] is associated with altered
gene expression, and this is regulated in a cell type-specific manner
Effects of elevated [CO2] on tissue-specific gene expression in root and shoot tissue were assessed in
S. lycopersicum and S. pennellii using RNA-Seq. Custom Illumina libraries were prepared from root and
shoot tissue, sequenced via Illumina HiSeq, and analysis of differential expression in response to
elevated [CO2] was done using edgeR and a pattern-finding algorithm that incorporates K-means and
hierarchical clustering analysis. Results indicate stronger transcriptional responses to elevated [CO2] in
S. pennellii than in S. lycopersicum, with a greater number of differentially expressed genes in S.
pennellii. Across timepoints, there was a high degree of overlap between genes responding significantly
to elevated [CO2] in S. pennellii and S. lycopersicum shoots, and there was overlap in significantly over134
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represented Gene Ontology (GO) categories, suggesting some similarities in transcriptional responses
between the two species, occurring at different timescales. These results, in combination with results of
cellular anatomy studies, are informing follow-up experiments, which will investigate cell type-specific
effects of elevated [CO2] on gene expression in both species using the INTACT method, in which nuclei
are labeled specifically in the cell type of interest, tagged nuclei are isolated from the total nuclear pool
using Streptavidin-coated Dynabeads, and mRNA is isolated from labeled nuclei. Marker lines for
maturing xylem cells (developed by K. Kajala for a separate NSF-funded project) will be grown in
ambient and elevated [CO2], and root samples will be harvested for gene expression analysis.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
This project will illuminate the effects of elevated [CO2] on root morphology, cellular anatomy, and gene
expression and metabolite profiles of root and shoot tissue in S. lycopersicum and S. pennellii. This
project will also generate cell type-specific gene expression profiles of maturing xylem cells of S.
lycopersicum and S. pennellii grown in ambient and elevated [CO2].
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Sharon Gray
sbgray@ucdavis.edu
2. Siobhan Brady
sbrady@ucdavis.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://www-plb.ucdavis.edu/labs/brady/index.html
Practical Applications of Research:
This research will provide new data regarding the mechanisms of root responses to elevated CO 2 in a
crop species, providing results with potential applications in breeding crops that perform well in a future,
high [CO2] environment. Further, analysis of domesticated tomato alongside the related wild species S.
pennellii will provide new information about the range of root responses to elevated [CO2] in species
with significant differences in root system morphology, anatomy and responses to salt and drought
stress.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Institution

Gray
Brady

Sharon
Siobhan

UC Davis
UC Davis

Rusoff

Samuel

UC Davis

Nguyen

An

UC Davis

Role
Postdoctoral
Fellow
Faculty Mentor
Undergraduate
Student
Researcher
Undergraduate
Student
Researcher
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Post-translational Modifications as Modulators of Crop Plant Defense
Signaling: A Systems Approach
Jean Greenberg
The University of Chicago
jgreenbe@uchicago.edu, (773) 834 1908
Species to be Studied: Tomato and its response to P. syringae
Project Objectives: The interaction of pathogenic microbes with plants elicits signaling events that
dictate the outcome of infection. Post-translational modifications (PTMs) elaborated after microbial
perception enable a flexible mechanism for plants to activate networks of signaling events that promote
host resistance. However, some proteins that microbes inject into plants such as acetyltransferase (ACTR) effectors can modify host proteins, which affects their functions. The goal of this project is to
dissect how PTMs of plant proteins during infection modulate the ability of tomato to defend against
pathogenic bacteria. Our objectives are:
1. To optimize in vitro methods and bioinformatics tools for studying protein acetylation using an
acetyl transferase (AC-TR) effector from bacteria (HopZ3) and host substrates.
2. To analyze host protein acetylation in tomato using HopZ3 and study the role of select
acetylated targets in plant defense.
3. To test the impact of acetylation on signaling during defense activation by analyzing changes in
protein phosphorylation, since targets of HopZ3 include kinases and their substrates.
Experimental Approaches:
Biochemistry: We are mapping acetylation sites in effector-immune complexes that are HopZ3 targets.
Using LC-MS/MS mass spectrometry as an analytic method allows us to determine PTM sites and
stoichiometries. We compare modifications from proteins modified in vitro with recombinant proteins
and in planta. To infer how acetylation affects signaling, we test how the presence of HopZ3 in planta
alters protein phosphorylation by using mass spectrometry and antibody reagents.
Informatics: We have developed proteomics data analysis software (“Modulator”) that can capture
PTMs with higher confidence and efficiency, potentially obviating the need for very time-consuming
manual validation of mass spectra. We form an Inclusion List that directs the mass spectrometer to
preferentially select and fragment any peptide ion (precursor mass) that corresponds to a predicted
mass (e.g., acetylated or non-acetylated peptides) as they are detected during the LC-MS/MS run.
Then, the complete LC-MS/MS data file is mined for any precursor masses that consistent with
predicted protein peptides. The associated MS/MS fragmentation spectra are then compared to the
predicted patterns for the potential peptides using a robust and error-tolerant spectral matching
algorithm. This obviates most of the time-consuming, inefficient, and probability-based peptidespectrum matching inherent to traditional LC-MS/MS data analysis. In turn, we can determine with high
confidence whether or not any predicted peptide is observed. This hypothesis-driven approach should
allow detection of all PTMs in a sample that can be identified by LC-MS/MS, rapidly and with high
confidence, independent of manual validation.
Physiology: We are developing labeling approaches to detect acetylation during infection. Since
acetylation occurs on some residues for which there are no antibodies, our approach will involve the
use of bio-orthogonal probes, heavy isotopes, and radiolabeling.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
-Proteins that are acetylated by HopZ3 and how modifications affect function.
-Prevalence of a novel acetylated amino acid that HopZ3 modifies (histidine).
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-An understanding of how acetylation affects other post-translational modifications, with a focus on
proteins that are phosphorylated and/or whose abundance may change during infection
-Antibodies to selected defense-related proteins that may be modified during infection
-Improved acetylation mapping approaches that employ heavy isotope labeling in vitro and enrichment
of protein complexes from plants
-Improved MS analysis tools for accurate mapping of acetylation sites
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jean Greenberg jgreenbe@uchicago.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Jean Greenberg jgreenbe@uchicago.edu
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Stephen Kron
skron@uchicago.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
At present, there is very little information about the prevalence and impact of acetylation on plant
proteins important for defense. Our project will provide important new tools for studying acetylation and
signal transduction in general. The project will identify critical proteins important for immunity, which can
then be exploited to improve tomatoes and other crops.
Project Participants:
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Name

Greenberg

Jean

Kron

Stephen

Lee

Jiyoung
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Andrew

Wolfgeher

Don
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Institution
University of
Chicago
University of
Chicago
University of
Chicago
University of
Chicago
University of
Chicago
University of
Chicago

Jelenska

Joanna

University of
Chicago

Mitchell

Brian

U. Chicago

Mayampurath
Volchenboum

Anoop
Sam

U Chicago
U. Chicago

Role

Email Address

PI

jgreenbe@uchicago.edu

Co-PI
Senior
Postdoc

skron@uchicago.edu

Postdoc
Project
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andrewjmanning@uchicago.edu

Postdoc
Prof.
Research
Associate
Project
Informatics
Specialist
Project
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Specialist
Collaborator

ctateda@uchicago.edu
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Structural, Functional, and Evolutionary Analysis of Long Non-Coding
RNAs in Control of Stress Response and the Epigenome in Diverse Plant
Species
Brian Gregory
University of Pennsylvania
bdgregor@sas.upenn.edu, (215) 746-4398
Species to be Studied:
Arabidopsis thaliana, Camelina sativa, Brassica rapa, Eutrema salsugineum, Zea mays, Sorghum
bicolor
Project Objectives:
1. Characterize the conserved, protein-bound, stress-responsive, nuclear lncRNAs of Brassicaceae
2. Identify and characterize the conserved, protein-bound, stress-responsive, nuclear lncRNAs of
grasses
3. Develop a data life-cycle management, analysis, and visualization system for lncRNAs and their
analysis with community generated epigenomics data.
Experimental Approaches:
Protein interaction profile sequencing (PIP-seq), chromatin isolation by RNA purification followed by
mass spectrometry and sequencing (ChIRP-MS and ChIRP-seq, respectively), visualization and
analysis tools (EPIC-CoGe)
Information/Materials to be Generated:
PIP-seq, ChIRP-seq, community epigenomics data, transgenic plants/seed, bacterial strains, data
management and visualization software
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Brian Gregory
2. Eric Lyons
3. Mark Beilstein

bdgregor@sas.upenn.edu
elyons.uoa@gmail.com
mbeilstein@email.arizona.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. EPIC-CoGE
2. lncRNA Project

https://genomevolution.org/wiki/index.php/EPIC-CoGe_Tutorial
https://genomevolution.org/wiki/index.php/LncRNA_Project
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Practical Applications of Research:
1. Systems-level approaches to understanding the interaction between the genome and the epigenome
in the regulation of economically important processes in crop plants.
2. Development of a genome to systems-level understanding of plant-environmental interactions,
especially with respect to adaptation to climate change and response to abiotic and biotic stresses
3. Improved tools for high-throughput gene function analysis and validation, especially to enable
targeted manipulation of plant gene activity required to test novel hypothesis
4. Improved data management and visualization tools

Project Participants:
Last Name
Gregory
Yu
Foley
Shan
Beilstein
Lyons
Nelson
Matt
Forsythe

First
Name
Brian
Xiang
Shawn
Mengge
Mark
Eric
Andrew
Bomhoff
Evan

Institution

Role

Email Address

UPenn
UPenn
UPenn
UPenn
U of A
U of A
U of A
U of A
U of A

Lead PI
Postdoc
Grad Student
Grad Student
Co-PI
Co-PI
Postdoc
Programmer
Grad Student

bdgregor@sas.upenn.edu
yuxiang8605@gmail.com
shawn.foley01@gmail.com
mengge.shan@gmail.com
mbeilstein@gmail.com
elyons.coge@gmail.com
andrew.d.l.nelson@gmail.com
matthew.bomhoff@gmail.com
esforsythe@email.arizona.edu
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Natural Variation for Specificity Mediated By Signaling Interactions in the
Legume-Rhizobium Mutualism: A Population Genomic Approach in
Medicago truncatula
Michael Grillo
University of Illinois
mikegrillo@gmail.com, (517) 449-4058
Species to be Studied: Medicago truncatula

Project Objectives:
The specificity of legume-rhizobium interactions can vary considerably, with some plants associating
with a limited range of bacteria and others being rather promiscuous. Moreover, there can be a
complete spectrum of benefits conferred to the host plant, ranging from highly beneficial to parasitic.
Research over the past few decades has revealed the genetic and physiological mechanisms
underlying this association. While the basic molecular machinery has been characterized, an
understanding of the fine scale mechanisms controlling specificity in the interaction is largely lacking.
This project aims to elucidate the genetic basis of specificity between legumes and rhizobium through
an integrative population genomic approach that addresses the following objectives:
1. Which signaling genes demonstrate a genomic signature of selection that suggests a role in
partner choice within Medicago populations?
2. What are the effects of natural variation at signaling genes on partner choice between
Medicago and Sinhorizobium?
3. What genes control incompatible interactions between Medicago and Sinorhizobium and are
these genes involved in a plant-pathogen response?
Experimental Approaches:
Objective 1:
To identify which signaling genes demonstrate a signature of selection I will scan the genome to identify
loci that differ in terms of diversity and population structure (FST-outlier analysis). I will also integrate a
candidate gene approach by looking a priori for FST outliers at known signaling genes. To accomplish
this I am utilizing a set of 192 Medicago lines that were collected from three regions (Spain, France,
and Italy) in Europe. These lines have been genotyped using Restriction site Associated DNA
sequencing (RADseq), yielding over a billion reads and 26,497 SNPs that span the Medicago genome.
Objective 2:
To study the molecular basis of symbiotic specificity, I will take an association mapping approach to
examine partner choice in Medicago and relate this to variation at the candidate genes identified from
Objective 1. First, I will conduct a fully-factorial cross-inoculation experiment between 9 rhizobium lines
from natural populations and the 192 sequenced
Medicago lines (from Obj. 1). Plants will be phenotyped as either nodulated or not (qualitatively yes vs.
no) with each rhizobium strain. Second, for mixed inoculations, the 192 plant lines
will receive an equal cell count of five competing rhizobium strains. In order to determine the proportion
of nodules occupied by each strain, nodules will be harvested for DNA extraction and genotyped.
Objective 3:
Mapping parents that differ in their ability to form compatible interactions with a strain
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of rhizobia will be selected from Obj. 2. Medicago lines that fit these criteria have already been
described by the Heath lab, and several more are likely to emerge from the exhaustive singleinoculation experiments under Obj. 2. Two mapping populations will be generated utilizing separate
mapping parents. The mapping parents will be crossed to produce a large segregating F2 population
(~200 lines), which is feasible given the short life cycle of Medicago (~4
months). The F2 progeny will be genotyped by RADseq. The F2 lines will be inoculated with the
rhizobium strain known to induce variation in incompatibility, as outlined above. After one month, plants
will be harvested and phenotyped for nodulation and the number of nodules produced.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
This line of research will result in noteworthy publications regarding the genomic basis of partner choice
between Medicago and its primary mutualist Sinorhizobium. Additionally, selfed progeny of the F2
mapping populations will be genotyped and can be made available to other labs and deposited at stock
centers such as USDA GRIN.

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Michael Grillo

mikegrillo@gmail.com

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Michael Grillo

mikegrillo@gmail.com

Practical Applications of Research:
The research objectives described here will provide a comprehensive examination of natural
variation underlying symbiotic signaling in Medicago interactions with its mutualist rhizobia. It has been
demonstrated that crop legumes associate with a much narrower range of rhizobium than wild relatives.
Knowledge of the mechanisms for natural variation of partner choice may be of significance for
developing future legume crops. Perhaps the most exciting aspect of this work is the strong potential to
identify novel genetic mechanisms that have yet to be characterized. This research sets the stage for
future functional genomic studies and potential insights for plant breeding.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Grillo
Heath

First Name
Michael
Katy

Institution
U Illinois
U Illinois

Role
PI
Mentor
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Systems Approaches to Identify Gene Regulatory Networks in the Grasses
Erich Grotewold
The Ohio State University
Grotewold.1@osu.edu, (614) 292-2483
Plants to be Studied: Primarily maize, secondarily sorghum and rice
Project Objectives:
Aim 1: Develop and utilize the maize TFome for the identification of regulatory complexes that control
phenolic metabolism
Aim 2: Establish TF organization on the regulatory regions of target genes
Aim 3: Investigate the evolution of phenolic regulation across the grasses
Experimental Approaches:
Aim 1: We will expand the current maize TF ORFeome (TFome) collection to include all known
maize TFs, resulting in 3,500+ recombination-ready clones harboring full-length ORFs, which will
provide a valuable community resource. To identify new phenolic regulators, we will investigate the
ability of these 3,500+ TFs to activate in yeast a collection of ~150 promoters corresponding to genes
encoding all known/predicted maize phenolic enzymes (~125) or regulators (~25). Identified TF-DNA
interactions will be validated in vivo by ChIP. To establish which TF complexes participate in phenolic
gene regulation, Y2H protein-protein interaction studies will be performed between the ~25 phenolic
regulators already known and the ~3,500 maize TFs, providing a comprehensive understanding of the
TFs and TF complexes that control phenolic biosynthesis.
Aim 2: To elucidate the core rules underlying plant combinatorial gene regulation, we will focus on
phenolic TF complexes, identified from our previous studies and from Aim 1. To identify the CREs
responsible for tethering TF complexes to particular gene regulatory regions, we will use a combination
of in vitro DNA-binding assays, transient activation of promoter-reporter constructs and ChIP. To
understand how natural variation impacts cis-regulation, we will investigate how promoter allelic
variation affects TF-DNA interactions, by analyzing allelic ChIP products from F1 hybrids. The in vivo
recruitment of TF complexes to particular promoters will be investigated by ChIP in different genetic
backgrounds and verified by serial ChIP (sChIP) using a combination of antibodies against the native
proteins and epitope-tagged TFs. Results from these efforts will provide a detailed understanding of
how TF complexes are organized, and how CRE variations influence gene expression, a depth of
understanding not previously achieved in plants.
Aim 3: Combining the knowledge and resources obtained in Aims 1 & 2 with the available genome
sequences of sorghum, rice and Brachypodium, we will explore how the conservation/divergence of the
identified TF complexes and DNA interactions impacted the expression of the corresponding target
genes. This will result in a first view of the evolutionary forces that shaped gene regulatory mechanisms
associated with ancient plant metabolic pathways. By dissecting complex regulatory systems our
results will also guide the application of regulatory knowledge to crop improvement efforts across the
grasses. Experimental outcomes from all these studies will continue to be incorporated into the
GRASSIUS (http://grassius.org/) knowledge base.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
A) Public collection of ORFs for ~2,000 maize regulatory proteins in recombination-ready vectors
B) Collection of ~125 promoters corresponding to maize genes involved in the biosynthesis and
regulation of phenolic compounds
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C) Protein-protein interaction data between ~25 transcription factors involved in the regulation of
phenolic compounds and ~2,500 maize regulatory proteins
D) Protein-DNA interaction data between ~125 promoters corresponding to maize genes involved
in the biosynthesis and regulation of phenolic compounds and ~3,500 maize regulatory proteins
E) Promoter dissection data for a subset of the ~125 promoters corresponding to maize genes
involved in the biosynthesis and regulation of phenolic compounds
F) Data regarding the conservation of gene regulatory complexes and relevant cis-regulatory
elements between maize and related grasses, such as sorghum.
G) Integration of all these information in the public database GRASSIUS (grassius.org)
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Erich Grotewold grotewold.1@osu.edu
2. John Gray
jgray5@utnet.utoledo.edu
3. Andrea I. Doseff doseff.1@osu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://grassius.org/
Practical Applications of Research:
1. Better understanding of lignin formation and regulation for biofuel production and crop improvement
2. Advancing our knowledge on phenolic compound biosynthesis, many of importance in plantpathogen interaction
3. Collection of regulatory genes for metabolic engineering
4. Characterization of maize promoters for deploying genes with particular expression patterns
Project Participants:
Last Name
First Name

Grotewold

Erich

Doseff

Andrea

Gray

John

Institution
The Ohio
State
University
The Ohio
State
University
University of
Toledo

Role

Email Address

PI

Grotewold.1@osu.edu

Co-PI

Doseff.1@osu.edu

Co-PI

jgray5@utnet.utoledo.edu
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A Toolkit for in Vivo Visualization/Modulation of Plant Cell Wall
Polysaccharides
Michael G. Hahn
University of Georgia, Athens
hahn@ccrc.uga.edu, (706) 542-4457
Plants to be Studied: Does not apply.
Project Objectives:
1. To generate, either from hybridoma cell lines or from carbohydrate-binding domains, a
comprehensive series of tagged molecular probes that can be expressed in plant cells and will bind
to cell wall glycans in vivo.
2. To demonstrate that such probes will permit the localization of diverse carbohydrate structures
within plant living plant cells, or, alternatively, alter cell wall structure by selectively disrupting glycan
incorporation into walls.
Experimental Approaches:
1. New molecular probes for plant cell wall studies will be generated by fusing genes encoding the
carbohydrate binding domains to fluorescent protein tags. RNA is being isolated from individual
hybridoma lines that secrete plant cell wall glycan-directed monoclonal antibodies and the variable
domains of the heavy (VH) and light (VL) antibody chains are being cloned and used to construct
single-chain antibody fragments (ScFvs) fused to fluorescent protein tags. Currently, 94 VH and
100 VL sequences have been cloned, and 90 ScFvs generated; these have been tagged with
Yellow Fluorescent Protein. Likewise, cDNAs encoding carbohydrate binding domains (CBMs) are
being cloned from bacteria or fungi that express multi-domain enzymes in which such CBMs are
found. The cloned CBMs are being fused to fluorescent protein tags. Currently, five CBMs have
been cloned and tagged.
2. These new molecular probes will be tested for their abilities to bind to the plant cell wall polysaccharide ligands that their parent proteins recognized using ELISA assays. These molecular
probes will also be tested for their abilities to bind to their ligands in plant tissue sections using
immunofluorescence microscopy. So far, six of the ScFvs and all five of the tagged CBMs have
been shown to retain the binding specificity of their parent probes.
3. The new molecular probes will be transformed into Arabidopsis thaliana under the control of diverse
promoters, including constitutive, inducible and tissue specific promoters, and the expressed
proteins targeted to the secretory pathway and to the cell wall, where they will interact with their
glycan ligands.
a) We expect that some of the new molecular probes will bind to their glycan ligands in the cell wall
non-disruptively, thereby allowing in vivo imaging of cell walls and their components. No such
tools for in vivo imaging of cell wall glycans are currently available. No effects on plant growth
and morphology have been observed for the ScFvs expressed in plants to date. The xylandirected CBMs have tagged xylans when expressed in vivo in Arabidopsis without apparently
affecting plant growth and development.
b) We anticipate that some of these molecular probes will disrupt cell wall assembly and structure
through their interaction with their ligands, and thereby serve as valuable tools to discover the
functions of cell wall polysaccharides in the biology of plant cells. Cellulose-targeted CBMs
cause defects in growth and development when expressed in vivo in Arabidopsis.
4. Monosaccharides unique to rhamnogalacturonan II (DHA and KDO) will be chemically modified and
incorporated into this polysaccharide to allow its direct visualization in walls.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Clones encoding fluorescent-tagged molecular probes that bind to plant cell wall glycan structures
(epitopes).
2. Plant lines expressing the tagged molecular probes in which cell walls are either labeled in vivo or
selectively disrupted.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. CarboSource (http://www.carbosource.net)
2. Michael G. Hahn (hahn@ccrc.uga.edu)
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. WallMab (http://www.wallmab.net)
2. WallMabDB (http://www.wallmabdb.net)
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Malcolm O’Neill
mao@ccrc.uga.edu
2. William York
will@ccrc.uga.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
All plant cells are surrounded by cell walls that give shape and structure to the cells, tissues, and
ultimately organs of the plant, and have been demonstrated to play active roles in plant growth and
development, and responses to environmental stimuli. Plant cell walls are composed primarily of
polysaccharides, many of whose structures are complex due to multiple sugar components and
branched links between the sugars. In a project funded previously, a large, diverse, well-characterized
library of monoclonal antibodies (>170) against plant cell wall glycan structures was generated and
made available to the research community. The specificities of about a third of these were
characterized and characterization of additional antibodies is underway. Major accomplishments in this
area are the complete epitope characterization for 30 xyloglucan-directed antibodies and four groups of
xylan-directed antibodies. In addition, a method employing immunoaffinity chromatography combined
with mass spectrometry has been successfully applied to epitope characterization. The cell wall
antibody toolkit now encompasses antibodies against most major classes of plant cell wall
polysaccharides, including hemicelluloses (xyloglucan, xylan, galactomannan), pectins
(homogalacturonan, rhamnogalacturonan-I, rhamnogalacturonan-II) and arabinogalactans. The
hybridoma lines that secrete these antibodies are now being used as source material to clone the
genes encoding the secreted antibodies as single-chain antibody variable region fragments (ScFvs)
which will then be fused to a fluorescent protein tag. In addition, carbohydrate-binding modules that are
present as domains on glycan-degrading enzymes secreted by microorganisms and which also bind to
plant cell wall glycan structures are likewise being cloned and fused to fluorescent protein tags.
Results obtained to date from expression studies of these probes in planta suggest that these new
molecular probes will, for the first time, permit in vivo labeling of plant cell walls thereby enabling the
non-disruptive monitoring of cell walls during growth and development.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Hahn
Boons
Blum
O’Neill
York

First Name
Michael
Geert-Jan
David
Malcolm
William

Institution
University of Georgia
University of Georgia
Unversity of Georgia
University of Georgia
University of Georgia
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PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI

E-Mail
hahn@ccrc.uga.edu
gjboons@ccrc.uga.edu
blum@uga.edu
mao@ccrc.uga.edu
will@ccrc.uga.edu
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Epigenome Dynamics During DNA Replication
Linda Hanley-Bowdoin
North Carolina State University
linda_hanley-bowdoin@ncsu.edu, (919) 515-6663
Species to be Studied: Maize, Arabidopsis
Project Objectives:
Aim 1. Characterize the Arabodopsis epigenome during the cell cycle
Aim 2. Characterize DNA replication in maize
Aim 3. Characterize epigenome dynamics in maize cells dividing in planta
Aim 4. Epigenetic pathway mutants and DNA replication timing
Experimental Approaches:
Aim 1. High resolution chromatin maps corresponding to G1, early S, mid S, late S and G2 nuclei will
be used to correlate histone modifications, DNA methylation and small RNA populations with replicon
structure and timing as well as gene transcription and MAR dynamics during the cell cycle in
Arabidopsis cells. Comparisons of light- and dark-adapted cells will provide insight into whether altered
environmental conditions that cause large changes in gene expression impact replication timing and
epigenetic profiles. These studies will lay the foundation for similar studies of replicating maize cell
populations in culture and in planta.
Aim 2. Our goal in this aim is to develop systems for analyzing DNA replication in maize. We will focus
on in planta replication in at least two developmentally different cell populations.
Aim 3. In Aim 3, our goal is to build upon the Arabidopsis experiments in Aim 1 to analyze the
distribution of epigenetic marks in the genomes of actively dividing maize cells in planta and in culture,
and to characterize epigenetic changes during the cell cycle.
Aim 4. We will examine the impact of mutations in epigenetic pathways on DNA replication timing in
maize and Arabidopsis. Proposed experiments will examine the influence of small RNAs on DNA
replication timing and chromatin structure during the cell cycle. We will take advantage of maize
mutants that deplete small RNA populations, and will alter small RNA populations and other chromatin
marks in Arabidopsis by taking advantage of profiling data from our Arabidopsis suspension cells.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Aim 1. Comparisons of light- and dark-adapted cells will provide insight into whether altered
environmental conditions that cause large changes in gene expression impact replication timing and
epigenetic profiles. These studies will lay the foundation for similar studies of replicating maize cell
populations in culture and in planta.
Aims 2 and 3. For selected marks and small RNAs, whole genome distribution maps and replication
timing profiles will be compared for two developmental situations, allowing us to characterize epigenetic
and organizational changes associated with the replication process in maize.
Aim 4. These experiments will provide insight into whether small RNAs mediate transmission of
epigenetic marks to daughter genomes during S phase in plants, and whether this influences replication
timing
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1.
NCSU: Linda Hanley-Bowdoin
2.
CSHL: Rob Martienssen
3.
TACC: Matt Vaughn

linda_hanley-bowdoin@ncsu.edu
martiens@cshl.edu
vaughn@TACC.utexas.edu
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://bonaire.cshl.edu/plantrep/
Practical Applications of Research:
The basic science from this project will help to understand and predict the stability of transgenes and
epialleles through DNA replication, and to provide a foundation for developing new transformation and
gene targeting methods, plant artificial chromosome vectors, and related technologies to support a new
generation of precisely controlled genetic engineering strategies.
Project Participants:
Last Name
HanleyBowdoin
Thompson
Allen
Martienssen
Vaughn

First Name
Linda

Institution
NCSU

Role
PI

Bill
George
Rob
Matt

NCSU
NCSU
CSHL
UT

Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI.
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The B Vitamin/Cofactor Network: Command and Control of Metabolism in
Changing Conditions
Andrew D. Hanson
University of Florida
adha@ufl.edu, (352) 273-4856
Species to be Studied: Maize
Project Objectives:
B Vitamins and the cofactors derived from them form a biochemical-genetic network. Past studies imply
that this network is impacted by climatic stresses and that the resulting vitamin deficiencies lead to
plant underperformance. The concept that stressed plants suffer B vitamin deficiencies1 has, however,
never been rigorously tested. Nor have the metabolic consequences of B vitamin depletion in plants
been defined. The proposed work will do both these things by taking a metabolic systems biology
approach with maize as a model. It will also fill crucial gaps left in the B vitamin/cofactor network by
‘missing’ transporters and enzymes. Specific aims are:
1. Create a panel of vitamin B-deficient maize lines and acquire transcriptome/metabolome data
2. Build the first metabolic models to include all B vitamins/cofactors as working parts, and use them
to predict how vitamin deficiency affects leaf metabolism and gene expression
3. Predict stress-induced vitamin deficiency by comparing stress and vitamin-deficiency transcriptomes and metabolomes directly/by modeling, and validate predictions by giving vitamins
4. Identify candidate genes for missing transporters and enzymes based on transcriptome data and
modeling, validate them biochemically and genetically, and add them to models
5. Give a yearly PlantSEED/metabolic modeling workshop for up to 20 plant scientists, of which 3 per
year will be minority-serving institution faculty, and train/mentor 4 PDFs + student interns
Experimental Approaches:
● Vitamin-deficient lines in the UniformMu transposon population2 will be identified by screening lines
carrying insertions in B vitamin synthesis genes for vitamin content. We will focus first on thiamin,
folate, biotin and lipoate, whose small numbers of client enzymes make them good cases for
transcriptomic analysis and for modeling system-wide impacts of deficiency.
● Fully vitamin-enabled, transcriptome-based models will be built starting from our existing
compartmented maize leaf models3 in which vitamins/cofactors are represented to a limited extent. We
will improve this representation by adding ‘co-catalyst’ roles for cofactors that are regenerated during
the catalytic cycle (and thus do not appear as substrates or products).
● Our omics datasets and models will be used to assess how far the transcriptional and metabolic
signatures of vitamin deficiencies match – and could thus account for – those from heat, drought,
salinity, and ozone stress. We will do this (i) statistically, by directly comparing vitamin deficiency and
stress transcriptomes and (ii) mechanistically, by using modeling based on stress transcriptomes to
predict biomass composition changes and sensitive proteins.
● Functional predictions will be validated by transport and enzyme assays of recombinant proteins and
by complementation strategies in model prokaryotes.
References: 1Bonner J (1957) Eng Sci 20: 28-30. 2McCarty DR, et al. (2013) Methods Mol Biol 1057:
157-166. 3Seaver SM (2015) Front Plant Sci 6:142
Information/Materials to be Generated:
●
We will show for the first time how B vitamin deficiency impacts plant gene expression and
metabolism. These areas are hugely important in mammals and microbes.
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●
We will create a panel of vitamin-deficient maize lines that will be a unique resource to study the
B vitamin network and, in the future, plant-microbiome vitamin exchanges.
●
We will answer the question ‘How far are climatic stress effects on metabolism due to B vitamin
deficiency?’ If the answer is ‘significantly’, this will provide a new paradigm for understanding stress
metabolism and breeding for adaptation to climate stress. If the answer is ‘not significantly’, the project
will still deliver all the benefits from the other bullets in this list.
●
We will identify a short list of proteins whose activity is most disrupted by B vitamin deficiency or
stress, and thereby provide specific targets for improvement in plant breeding programs.
●
We will discover transporter and enzyme genes, and thereby advance biochemical genetics,
improve models, and identify additional breeding targets.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. PI Andrew Hanson adha@ufl.edu
2. Co-PI Donald McCarty for maize genetics drm@ufl.edu
3. Co-PI Christopher Henry for Bioinformatics/PlantSEED chrisshenry@gmail.com
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. PI Andrew Hanson: adha@ufl.edu
2. Claudia Lerma-Ortiz (for modeling workshop): clerma@ufl.edu
Project website:
1. http://www.hos.ufl.edu/meteng/HansonWebpagecontents/B%20vitamin%20network%20NSF.html
Practical Applications of Research:
1. The PlantSEED database and its tools facilitate annotation, curation, metabolic reconstruction and
modeling of plant genomes by (i) enabling high-quality automated annotation of metabolic genes in
any plant genome, (ii) allowing automated metabolic model construction, and (iii) providing the
capability for model-driven genome annotation for any plant. The metabolic reconstructions
generated by PlantSEED are also applied to connect plant omics data to metabolic pathways.
These are key capabilities for the high-throughput plant genome era.
2. The gene function discovery platform identifies novel enzymes and transporters related to B
vitamins, which are potential metabolic engineering targets. More broadly, the platform prototypes a
generalizable gene discovery pipeline from bioinformatics to experimental validation.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Hanson
McCarty
Gregory
Hasnain
Niehaus
Huang
Mimura
Gerdes
Lerma-Ortiz
Henry
Seaver
Fernie

First Name
Andrew
Donald
Jesse
Ghulam
Thomas
Lili
Manaki
Svetlana
Claudia
Christopher
Sam
Alisdair

Institution
U. Florida
U. Florida
U. Florida
U. Florida
U. Florida
U. Florida
U. Florida
U. Florida
U. Florida
U. Chicago
U. Chicago
MPI, Golm

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Postdoctoral
Postdoctoral
Postdoctoral
Postdoctoral
Bioinformatics
Workshop/Bioinfo
Co-PI
Postdoctoral
Key collaborator
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m.mimura@ufl.edu
sveta@thefig.info
clerma@ufl.edu
chrisshenry@gmail.com
samseaver@gmail.com
Fernie@mpimp-golm.mpg.de
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Network Landscape of Photothermal Flowering in Soybean
Yoshie Hanzawa
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
yhanzawa@illinois.edu, (217) 333-4685
Species to be Studied: Soybean, Arabidopsis (for network modeling)
Project Objectives:
To clarify the molecular mechanisms of photothermal flowering in soybean, our objectives are:
i) Elucidating genetic interactions underlying the photothermal effects of soybean flowering at the
interactome level.
ii) Understanding the actions of the photothermal flowering gene networks with an aid of network
modeling.
Experimental Approaches:
Approach 1. Interactomes of photothermal flowering gene networks.
a) Transcriptome analysis of photothermal flowering
To elucidate genes and genetic interactions controlling photothermal flowering of soybean, we will
analyze global gene expression patterns in response to photoperiods and ambient temperature by
transcriptome sequencing.
b) Interactome elucidation of the photothermal flowering gene networks
Aiming at experimental elucidation of genetic interactions, we will target more than 20 transcription
factors (TFs) in the photothermal flowering gene networks to identify 1) TF-target gene interactions and
2) Protein-protein interactions.
Approach 2. Developing pipelines for network inference.
a) Reverse engineering via Compressive Sensing
We will apply our new algorithms Causal Compressive Sensing (CCS/Caspian) on the transcriptome
data existing and obtained in the proposed work to predict causal genetic interactions and reconstruct
the photothermal flowering gene networks.
b) Reverse Engineering with Biological Side Information
We will use biological side information to argument the photothermal flowering gene networks
reconstructed by CCS algorithms.
Approach 3. Network modeling and application to soybean photothermal flowering.
Mathematical modeling of the flowering gene networks will be carried out using the reverse-engineered
soybean photothermal flowering gene networks in this project. We will first model the Arabidopsis
photothermal flowering gene networks with a particular focus of capturing interaction of photoperiods
and ambient temperature effects.
Approach 4. Exploring topological motifs and feedback loops in flowering networks.
We will explore the photothermal flowering gene networks for topological network motifs with feedback
loops, aiming at identification of “biological memory units” that serve as a functional core for
photoperiods and temperature signal perception, processing, and integration to modulate flowering
transition.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:











Transcriptome sequencing data in raw and RPKM values in Excel spreadsheet or text files
Genetic and organismal material including full-length cDNA clones and transgenic seeds
Antibody design information
Antibodies
Information of genetic interactions including transcription factor-target and protein-protein
Phonotypic and molecular experimental measurement data
Implementation codes for statistical analysis and data modification
Algorithms
Tutorials of algorithm implementation strategies for network analysis
Mathematical models

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Yoshie Hanzawa yhanzawa@illinois.edu
2. Olgica Milenkovic milenkov@illinois.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Yoshie Hanzawa yhanzawa@illinois.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
This project provides novel knowledge and deeper understanding of fundamental mechanisms
underlying flowering transition in response to environments, an agriculturally and commercially key trait.
The results obtained through this project will be highly translational into crops and particularly useful in
understanding flowering response of diverse crop plants under different environments, and ultimately
allow developing superior germplasm that show higher adaptation and overall yield in fluctuating
environments. This work will also provide novel algorithmic methods and bioinformatics pipelines for
network inference and enhance development of fundamental knowledge in plant biology and
bioinformatics. Moreover, mathematical network models obtained through this work will lay the
foundation for development of in silico systems to examine and predict plant performance under various
environments.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Hanzawa
Milenkovic
Hajek
Huber
Yau

First Name
Yoshie
Olgica
Bruce
Steven
Peter

Institution
UIUC
UIUC
UIUC
UIUC
UIUC

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Collaborator
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Investigating the Mechanistic Basis and Adaptive Significance of the
Coordination of Plant Growth by External and Internal Cues
Stacey Harmer
University of California, Davis
slharmer@ucdavis.edu, (530) 752-8101
Species to be Studied:
Helianthus annuus, both cultivated and wild accessions
Project Objectives:
The aim of this research project is to better understand how external and internal factors interact to
coordinate plant growth with a changing environment. Specifically, we aim to: 1) characterize the
developmental and environmental regulation of stem growth underlying solar tracking in cultivated
sunflower; 2) use genomic and physiological approaches to identify pathways that coordinate stem
growth with the changing environment; and 3) conduct association and QTL mapping studies to
leverage natural genetic variation as a complementary means to identify candidate genes affecting
environmental regulation of stem growth and gain insight into their importance for plant yield and
fitness. We will involve high school and university undergraduate students in our project, giving them
hands on experience conducting original research.
Experimental Approaches:
We are using physiological approaches to characterize the developmental regulation of solar tracking in
sunflower and the light requirements for this process. In parallel, we are using RNA-seq and a highthroughput hormone analysis platform to identify candidate growth-related pathways that may mediate
this process. Finally, we are applying quantitative genomic approaches to cultivated and wild sunflower
populations with high mapping resolutions to identify genomic regions segregating for natural genetic
variation affecting solar tracking. We are generating novel image analysis algorithms to facilitate our
characterization of plant growth rhythms in diverse genetic backgrounds. Together, these studies will
provide insight into the mechanisms underlying the coordination of plant growth with the environment
and its significance for plant fitness and yield.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
We are characterizing solar tracking behavior using time-lapse image acquisition in plants across a
variety of developmental stages and genetic backgrounds. These movies will not only help us meet our
project objectives, but will also provide a useful resource that can be incorporated in undergraduate
science classes. We will also generate transcriptome and hormone level data from solar tracking
stems. An F4 mapping population will be derived from a cross between two geographically disparate
wild parents, and methods for germline and transient transformation of sunflower will be validated or
newly developed.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Stacey Harmer
2. Ben Blackman

slharmer@ucdavis.edu
bkb2f@virginia.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Stacey Harmer
2. Ben Blackman

slharmer@ucdavis.edu
bkb2f@virginia.edu
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Practical Applications of Research:
Helianthus annuus is a member of the Compositae family. While sunflower is an important crop plant in
its own right, in addition many other Compositae species are crops (lettuce, artichoke, safflower) or
weeds (ragwort, dandelion). We expect this project to generate a number of invaluable resources for
the Compositae community as well as for other plant biologists.
The information generated in this project can be applied in various ways:
1. our extensive transcriptome analysis will aid annotation of the sunflower genome, allowing
biologists and breeders to identify promising targets for crop improvement
2. we will functionally annotate many SNP markers in domesticated and wild germplasm, which
will aid marker-assisted breeding
3. we will generate an F4 mapping population, which will prove useful for determining the genetic
basis of a wide variety of traits
4. we will develop image analysis tools that will be useful both for research and as a resource for
teachers
5. we will extend transformation methods for gene silencing in sunflower, facilitating functional
studies of many types of processes
Project Participants:
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Austin
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University of
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University of
Virginia
University of
California, Davis
University of
California, Davis
University of
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University of
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PI

slharmer@ucdavis.edu

Co-PI

bkb2f@virginia.edu

Post-doc
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Post-doc
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Post-doc

sh8de@virginia.edu

Technician

aggarner@virginia.edu
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Improving Metabolic Flux Analysis for Discovery of the Molecular
Determinants of Plant Phenotypes
Adrian D. Hegeman
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
hegem007@umn.edu, (612) 626-3650
Species Studied:Arabidopsis, maize
Project Objectives:
Robust methods that connect observable macroscopic or physiological phenotypes of plants with their
genetic determinants are badly needed. Measurement of metabolic flux (the flow of matter through an
organism’s network of metabolic pathways) is a direct molecular indicator of an organism’s phenotype.
Metabolic flux analysis (MFA) provides a direct route for both the discovery and subsequent
manipulation of the molecular bases of any number of complex plant behaviors. While MFA has been
used to great effect in microbial systems, it has been less widely employed in plants.
The applicability of dynamic metabolic flux analysis to intact plants will be improved by:
1) Optimization of methods for measurement of dynamic metabolic fluxes in intact plant systems. The
approach uses timed stable isotope labeled nutrient incorporation, mass spectral analysis, and
automated data extraction and calculation of dynamic fluxes.
2) Development of a procedure for finding additional connectivity and pathway components of
metabolic network models using dynamic flux information. The method will be tested using a publically
available metabolic network model for Arabidopsis with flux data collected from Arabidopsis plants
subjected to multiple stress conditions.
3) Development of microsampling approaches, including single cell sampling, for dynamic flux analysis
by examining crowding stress in maize. Crowding stress is a major limitation of yield for many crops
and involves a number of physiological signaling inputs, making it an ideal test for the application of
these approaches. Differential dynamic flux analysis will initially be applied to sectioned plant materials
and subsequently to microsampling techniques.
Experimental Approaches:
Most current applications of MFA used for studies in plants require that metabolic processes be in a
steady state. This requirement has significantly limited the range of application of MFA to address
important questions in plant biology and agriculture. We plan to further develop dynamic-MFA into an
approach that provides valuable genome-scale metabolic flux information for intact plants. The
approach will involve growing plants with timed exposure to stable isotope labeled nutrients followed by
harvest, extraction, LC- and GC-MS analysis, automated data extraction and calculation of metabolite
turnover. Absolute quantities of metabolites in unlabeled (natural abundance) time points will be
measured by LC- or GC-MS using a labeled standard mixture by isotope dilution. Metabolite fluxes will
be calculated using these quantities and the turnover data.
We plan to use dynamic metabolic fluxes measured using these procedures as constraints for dynamic
MFA using a publically available Arabidopsis genome-scale metabolic network model. We will then
experimentally test the model empirically in several ways including using measurements taken from
plants grown under a series of stress conditions. We hypothesize that growth under stress conditions
will result in major changes in metabolic flux that will allow us to test the model more completely for
errors and inconsistencies.
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We will also develop an optimized set of microsampling approaches for MFA and metabolomics
experimentation. To do this we will explore the utility of various approaches for sampling a small
number of cells down to a single cell from different plant tissue. General approaches include laser
microdissection and direct sampling from plant tissues using microcapillaries that are subsequently
coupled directly to nanoelectrospray ionization (nanoESI) MS-based metabolite analysis. Optimized
microsampling approaches will be used in conjunction with more typical sampling techniques for
dynamic MFA of maize seedling subjected to different ground reflected far-red/red light ratios to either
mimic the conditions that elicit a crowding response or not.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
We will provide protocols for dynamic metabolic flux analysis and microsampling approaches.
Methodology for stable isotope labeling and strategies for using stable labeled plant material for
metabolic flux analysis will be developed and published. There are also 3 technological outputs of this
project: 1) Stable isotopic carbon labeling (13C) will be developed for timed point measurements using
a compartmentalized controlled environmental chamber. 2) Optimal micro sampling approach for a
small number of cells down to a single cell directly from plant tissues will be developed. 3)
Computational and bioinformatics resources for metabolic flux analysis workflows will be created and
distributed. Software tools will be developed using open source code and will be made publically
available at GitHub and, when compatible, through iPlant.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Adrian D. Hegeman
hegem007@umn.edu
2. Jerry D. Cohen
cohen047@umn.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Project website:
http://plantmetabolomics.cfans.umn.edu
See also:
http://www.13carbon.com
2. Adrian D. Hegeman
hegem007@umn.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
This work provides new strategies and community resources for dynamic metabolic flux analysis in
intact plants using GC- and LC-MS. These fundamental methodological improvements will enhance
the application of metabolomics to systems biology approaches as well as improved plant selection and
breeding applications.
Project Participants:
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First Name
Brockman
Stephen
Cohen
Jerry
Fan
Kai-Ting
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Yu
Peng

Institution
UMN
UMN
UMN
UMN
UMN
UMN
UMN
UMN
UMN
UMN
UMN
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Grad. student
Co-PI
Grad. student
Postdoc.
PI
Grad. student
Technician
Bioinformatics
Postdoc.
Grad. student
Grad. student
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Integrating Whole-Genome Association Mapping and Landscape Genomics
to Understand Climatic Adaptation in Populus
Jason Holliday
Virginia Tech
jah1@vt.edu, (540) 558-8078
Species to be Studied:
Populus trichocarpa (black cottonwood)
Project Objectives:
Endodormancy is a hallmark of woody perennial plants of the temperate and boreal regions that
enables above ground meristems to survive the freezing and dehydration stresses of winter. Climate
change is expected to lead to widespread maladaptation of tree populations to their seasonal
temperature regimes, and adapting management strategies to account for these changes requires an
understanding of the genomic architecture of adaptive traits. The goal of this project is to characterize
the genomic basis for climatic adaptation in Populus. P. trichocarpa will be the focal species for
genome-wide association and landscape genomics studies in which we have re-sequenced the gene
space from ~500 poplar clones, which encompass most of the natural range of the species.
Experimental Approaches:
Sequence capture (Agilent SureSelect) was used to retrieve exons and promoter regions in each P.
trichocarpa sample. All gene models for the P. trichocarpa genome were downloaded from the current
build, and 120bp probes were designed to capture all exons and 240bp of promoter sequence
(upstream of the 5’-UTR). In addition, probes targeting 500 random intergenic regions (240bp each)
were designed to serve as genomic controls for estimation of background population structure. Based
on this design, genomic DNA for an initial set of 48 samples were captured and sequenced (Zhou and
Holliday, 2012, BMC Genomics; Zhou et al., 2014, Molecular Ecology). Following some modifications to
the bait library, we completed capture on the remaining samples.
In parallel, common gardens of the P. trichocarpa populations (four ramets per clone) were installed at
our field station near Stuart, VA in May 2011, and at Campbell River, BC, Canada. Plants in each of
these gardens were phenotyped for growth and bud phenology, while the Virginia garden was also
measured for cold hardiness, photosynthetic rate, drought hardiness (stem water potential under
reduced water availability), and water use efficiency (ΔC13). Genotype-phenotype and genotypeclimate associations are being sought using both single-marker tests and a genomic selection
approach. Population genomic approaches are also being employed to better characterize
demographic history and the role of divergent selection in shaping patterns of variation across the
landscape. Finally, we included in our population samples from two altitudinal transects, which
originated from drainages in British Columbia between sea level and ~1200m above sea level. These
transects were sampled to test hypotheses related to the genomic architecture of adaptation at coarse
and fine spatial scales. (Holliday et al. 2015, New Phytologist)
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Three primary data types will be generated through this project:
1. Re-sequencing data – The custom SureSelect assay design will be made publically available to
interested researchers through the Agilent eArray website. Assembled contigs will be deposited
in Genbank as they become available, with each gene and upstream region submitted as a
FASTA sequence set, which will link related sequences from each of the 500 individuals.
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2. SNP data – SNPs identified from the re-sequencing data will be deposited in the dbSNP
database of Genbank as they become available.
3. Genotype-phenotype associations – Results from the association and comparative analyses will
be submitted to the Data Dryad (http://datadryad.org/) including phenotypic measurements,
descriptions of the analytical procedures, links to the relevant sequence and SNP accessions in
Genbank, and full results of the analyses described in the relevant papers.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jason Holliday

jah1@vt.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. www.hollidaylab.org
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Jason Holliday

jah1@vt.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
The broad aim of the project is to understand the underlying genetic architecture of population
adaptation to climate. Two key deliverables of applied value for guiding reforestation strategies will
result from this work:
1. A spatial analysis of functional genomic diversity in a climatic and physiogeograpic context. This
information can be used to delineate planting zones for similarly adapted genotypes, and to match
planting stock from these populations to anticipated future climates.
2. A comprehensive suite of ecologically-relevant genetic markers that can be applied to genetic
management of the adaptive portfolio of natural populations and marker-aided selective breeding.
More generally, this project will provide the most comprehensive picture to date of the genomic basis of
local adaptation to climate in a tree species, and enhance our understanding of how populations adapt
across multiple loci. In addition to providing resources for genomic selection, genes harboring adaptive
SNPs will be targets of future functional analysis that will lead to possibilities for tree improvement
through genetic manipulation.
Project Participants:
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Holliday
Zhou
Zhang
Sheng
Kirst

First
Name
Jason
Lecong
Mandy
Xiaoyan
Matias
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PI
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Grad student
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lzhou@vt.edu
Zman2@vt.edu
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mkirst@ufl.edu
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Maize Cell Genomics: Resources for Visualizing Promoter Activity and
Protein Dynamics using Fluorescent Protein Lines
Dave Jackson
Cold Spring Harbor Lab
jacksond@cshl.edu, (516) 367-8467
Species to be Studied: Maize
Project Objectives:
(1) to generate maize promoter transactivation lines that define expression domains and can be used
for functional studies.
(2) to optimize with new color tags and expand the collection of Fluorescent Protein (FP) tagged lines to
mark sub-cellular compartments
(3) to develop live imaging techniques of developing maize shoot apices to demonstrate the utility of all
these lines for functional studies
(4) to make all resources including images and seeds publicly available, and
(5) to integrate our functional research into an education tool by generating interactive animations of a
maize cell and growing parts, and by training Native American students at Little Big Horn College (a
Tribal College to the Crow Nation).
Experimental Approaches:
Selected maize promoters will be cloned and used to drive expression of the LhG4 transcription
factor, which in turn will transactivate reporters cloned downstream of pOp sequences, to include
fluorescent proteins, or b-glucuronidase, or other genes for specific purposes, including for misexpression, silencing or other functional experiments, Constructs will be transformed into maize at the
Iowa State University transformation facility.
Live imaging methods will be developed and used in combination with targeted gene misexpression to understand the dynamic cellular processes that control maize development. Transgenic
lines will be analyzed for expression using wide field, confocal and other microscopy approaches. All
image and metadata will be processed through Bisque, made available through our project website,
and migrated to MaizeGDB annually.
Animations displaying subcellular components and expression data will be generated. These 3D
interactives will be accessible to deaf and hard of hearing students through American Sign Language
translation of the voiced information. The animations will be presented and tested by three target
groups, as part of our annual workshops at Little Big Horn College, deaf and hard of hearing students in
a cell biology class at Gallaudet University and UW biology students.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
We will deliver to the research community a permanent stock of stably transformed seeds for 50
promoter/driver lines, 20 new FP lines, fully characterized in vivo imaging methods, and a robust
pipeline for handling large image datasets. All image and metadata will be processed through Bisque,
made available through our project website, and migrated to MaizeGDB annually.
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Interactive animations of a maize cell and growing parts, displaying subcellular components and
expression data, will be publicly available, incorporated in course curricula taught at the participating
institutions and disseminated widely.
Contact Information for Outcomes:

1. Dave Jackson; jacksond@cshl.edu.
Seed stocks and vectors available from: http://maize.jcvi.org/cellgenomics/seed_request.php
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:

1. http://maize.jcvi.org/cellgenomics/index.php
Informatics Contact Person(s):

1. Agnes Chan; achan@jcvi.org
Practical Applications of Research:
Maize is a powerful model system for functional genomics in the grain crops because its reference
genome has been recently sequenced and functional tools are increasing. New methods of
investigating gene function within cells and tissues are still needed, however, to understand protein
functions at the cellular/subcellular level. The proposed project will generate tools and bridge the gap
between cell biological investigation and genomics. These tools will transform functional experiments in
maize because direct interrogation of protein function in a comprehensive set of tissue and cell types
will be possible. This information is a necessary step in discerning and testing protein candidates for
practical application.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Jackson
Sylvester
Chan

First Name
Dave
Anne
Agnes

Institution
CSHL
U. Wyoming
JCVI

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
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Comparative, Functional, and Epi-genomics of Legumes and Nodule
Formation
Scott Jackson
University of Georgia
sjackson@uga.edu, 706 542-4021
Species to be Studied:
Phaseolus vulgaris – Common bean
Medicago truncatula
Glycine max—soybean
Project Objectives:
1. Comparative population epigenomics within and between legume species: Identification of natural
epigenomic variation and “core” methylated targets in legumes.
2. Functional Epigenomics of Root Hair Cell Infection with Rhizobia
3. Epigenomics of nodule development within and between legume species
Experimental Approaches:
1. DNA methylome sequencing (whole genome bisulfite sequencing)
2. Diversity, GWAS and nested mapping panels
3. Single cell profiling of root hairs
4. Epigenomic Changes in the infected cells of the nodules
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. MethylC-seq libraries for three populations from Soybean, Common Bean and Medicago.
2. RNA-seq and small RNA-seq libraries of the early and late stages of the nodulation process and
leaves.
3. ChIP seq on specific transcription factors implicated in nodule formation
4. Will define core RdDM targets within and between species.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Scott Jackson, sjackson@uga.edu
2. Robert Schmitz, schmitz@uga.edu
3. Marc Libault, libaultm@ou.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Brian Abernathy, bla@uga.edu
2. Jane Grimwood, jgrimwood@hudsonalpha.org
3. Lexiang Ji, lxji@uga.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
1. Identification of RdDM targets within and between species, a better understanding of the
contribution of DNA methylation to species evolution.
2. Understanding of methylation changes and targets in nodule formation and development.
3. Understanding of the levels and types of DNA methylation within a species and between related
species.
4. More integrated understanding of genomic changes underlying nodule formation.
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PI
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Student
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cROP: Common Reference Ontologies and Applications for Plant Biology
Pankaj Jaiswal
Oregon State University
jaiswalp@science.oregonstate.edu, (541) 737-8471
Species to be Studied:
All Viridiplantae species with special focus on those with sequenced genomes and genomics
resources.
Project Objectives:
1. Develop a set of common reference ontologies for plant biology (cROP), to describe major
knowledge domains including plant phenotype and traits, environments, and biotic and abiotic
stresses, including plant diseases.
2. Develop standards, workflows and tools for ontology development, curation and improved
annotation of genes, genomes, phenotype and germplasm.
3. Develop an online informatics portal and data warehouse for ontology-based, annotated plant
genome data and plant genomes. Includes smart and semantic data query, analysis, visualization,
and community-based annotation and curation tools.
4. Outreach involving K-12 and undergraduate students, and the plant research community.
Experimental Approaches:
The approaches used in the cROP project will be highly collaborative and will involve developing and
enriching reference ontologies for plants, developing a novel data warehouse, and data visualization
tools to facilitate comparative plant biology with transcriptome, proteomics, phenomics and genome
annotation projects. This will be accomplished along with our network of national and international
collaborators, representing major plant genomics resources, large-scale phenotype and genome
annotation projects.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The cROP project will result in developing (1) common reference ontologies for plants, (2) an
international data sharing framework in the form of an online informatics portal and data warehouse
with network graph-based data visualization tools for ontology-based, annotated plant genome data
and plant genomes, (3) online community tools for curating image and gene annotations and (4) STEM
education material for K-12 and teacher training.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
Pankaj Jaiswal- jaiswalp@science.oregonstate.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Project Home Page: http://planteome.org/
Project Management Wiki page: http://wiki.planteome.org
Project software and ontology repository: https://github.com/Planteome
Annotation Data Repository (SVN): http://palea.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/viewsvn/Poc/trunk/
Plant Ontology project Page: http://www.plantontology.org/
Plant Ontology iPlant mirror: http://iplant.plantontology.org
Bioversity Crop Ontology website: http://www.cropontology.org/
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Outreach and Social media links:
1. STEM: DNA Biology and Bioinformatics camp: http://dnacamp.cgrb.oregonstate.edu/
2. FaceBook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planteome-Project/1631842150385062
3. Twitter feed: https://twitter.com/planteome
Practical Applications of Research:
By integrating ontologies and annotations in standard format in various plant biology data repositories,
it will aid researchers in all areas of plant sciences to query metadata and data annotations to find
common reference points for comparative analysis of genomics and genetics studies on plants. Project
outreach will engage K-12 students and teachers in bioinformatics data analysis, ontology principles
and software development by hosting STEM summer camps.
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Joint NSF/ERA-CAPS: Mechanisms of Natural Variation in Maize Herbivore
Resistance
Georg Jander
Boyce Thompson Institute
gj32@cornell.edu, (607) 254-1365
Species to be Studied:
Zea mays (maize)
Spodoptera exigua (beet armyworm)
Rhopalosiphum maidis (corn leaf aphid)
Project Objectives:
(i) Use genetic and biochemical approaches to identify previously unknown genes, metabolic pathways,
and metabolites that contribute to maize resistance to aphids and caterpillars.
(ii) Work with European collaborators to study maize benzoxazinoids, a class of maize defensive
metabolites, as part of the ERA-CAPS project "Biosynthesis, transport and exudation of 1,4benzoxazin-3-ones as determinants of plant biotic interactions (BENZEX)"
(iii) Develop a maize-insect interactions teaching module for use in high school classrooms. Provide
materials that will be used by groups of high school students to conduct assays of maize resistance
to caterpillar herbivory.
Experimental Approaches:
(i) Maize recombinant inbred and near-isogenic lines are being used to map quantitative trait loci that
affect natural variation in maize resistance to corn leaf aphids (Rhopalosiphum maidis), beet
armyworms (Spodoptera exigua), and attack by both insects simultaneously.
(ii) As part of the BENZEX project, maize knockout mutations and near-isogenic lines affected in
benzoxazinoid metabolism have been identified. These maize lines are being investigated, together
with the European collaborators, to identify the role of specific benzoxazinoids in defense against
herbivores and pathogens.
(iii) One-week teacher workshops are being organized each summer as part of an existing curriculum
development program at the Boyce Thompson Institute. Participants are trained in the design and
implementation of maize experiments that are suitable for high school classrooms. High school
classes monitor S. exigua caterpillar growth on sets of maize lines provided by the project and data
will be entered on the project website for analysis.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
(i) Analysis of natural variation in maize herbivore resistance will result in the discovery of novel
defense-related genes and metabolites. Maize accessions that vary in the production of these
defense-related metabolites will be identified. Maize lines with transposon knockout mutations of
defense-related genes will be made available.
(ii) A “toolkit” of near-isogenic maize lines for studying benzoxazinoid function will be deposited in the
Maize Genetics Cooperation Stock Center (http://maizecoop.cropsci.uiuc.edu/). Insect and pathogen
assays will assign specific defensive functions to different benzoxazinoids and genes in the
biosynthetic pathway. Previously unknown benzoxazinoid genes and natural variation in the function
of known genes will be identified.
(iii) Joint analysis of insect resistance data generated by multiple high school classrooms will identify
quantitative trait loci that provide caterpillar resistance in maize seedlings. Teaching protocols for
maize-caterpillar interaction experiments will be deposited on the Boyce Thompson Institute website.
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Georg Jander
2. Tiffany Fleming

http://bti.cornell.edu/jander
http://bti.cornell.edu/education

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Georg Jander, gj32@cornell.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
(i) Although there is a wide range of insect resistance in cultivated maize, breeding for such traits can
be difficult because of the often sporadic and geographically variable herbivore pressure. If specific
resistance genes can be identified in maize, it will be possible to breed for insect resistance traits in
a more targeted manner.
(ii) Near-isogenic maize lines generated by this project can be used by other researchers to investigate
the function of this important class of maize defensive metabolites. Identification of natural variants in
maize benzoxazinoid biosynthesis pathways, as well as trade-offs involved in the defensive function
of specific glucosinolates, will make it possible to breed maize with specific herbivore resistance
characteristics.
(iii) Teachers will receive training in the implementation of plant research experiments in their
classrooms. High school students participating in the project will gain insight into maize research and
may be more likely to enter science-related careers in the future. Quantitative trait loci that are
mapped by high school classes will provide information that can be used for fine-scale mapping and
identification of the underlying herbivore resistance genes.
Project Participants:
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Institution
Boyce Thompson
Institute
Boyce Thompson
Institute
Boyce Thompson
Institute
Boyce Thompson
Institute
University of Bern,
Switzerland
University of
Munich, Germany
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Ecology, Germany
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Principal
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Postdoc
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Outreach
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PI, European
collaborator
PI, European
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PI, European
collaborator
PI, European
collaborator
European
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EVOREPRO: Evolution of Reproduction in Plants
Mark Johnson
Brown University
mark_johnson_1@brown.edu, (401) 241-6188
Species to be Studied:
Solanum lycopersicum (primary), Zea mays (secondary).
Project Objectives:
(1) Identification and characterization of novel and conserved key players in sexual reproduction and
epigenetic inheritance. (2) Generation of novel marker lines to analyse sexual reproduction in crop and
evolutionarily broad plant species. (3) Generation of a curated searchable co-expression database to
identify conserved gamete-specific co-function networks. (4) Identification of reproductive genes
associated with evolutionary transitions from bryophytes to basal angiosperms and to crops.
Experimental Approaches:
 Generation of transcriptome data sets
 Data preparation and comparative transcriptome analysis
 Co-function co-expression network analysis
 creation of EVOREPRO database
 Develop a bioinformatic pipeline to study changes of co-expression networks in terms of
evolutionary progression
 Functional analysis of candidate genes for gamete interaction and activation (reverse genetic
analysis)
 Functional analysis of conserved male germline differentiation factors
 Functional analysis of candidate genes involved in chromatin re-programming and epigenetic
inheritance
Information/Materials to be Generated:
 Bioinformatical method to elucidate evolutionary changes in networks
 EVOREPRO database containing new NGS/array data and identification of gamete-specific
 Evolution of biological pathways. Publication of EVOREPRO database
 Loss-of-function mutants essential for fertilization in all indicated species
 Define novel genetic pathways pivotal for plant sexual reproduction
 Evidence for conservation of DUO1-network function in angiosperms
 Evidence for function of novel conserved male germline differentiaton factors
 Chromatin data in EVOREPRO database
 Assessment of the degree of conservation of reprogramming
 Assessment of the function of chromatin marks and reprogramming
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Mark A, Johnson mark_johnson_1@brown.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
not yet established
Practical Applications of Research:
On a broad scale we envision that results obtained in the EVOREPRO project will help to identify genes
useful to the agricultural industry in order to control plant reproduction, to overcome hybridization
barriers and to improve breeding schemes and hybrid seed production. Temperature stresses are a
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particular problem and already existing temperature-induced losses of crop yield are expected to
become more severe with ongoing climate change. It is predicted that for each one degree increase in
temperature, crop yields will decrease approximately 10% (USDA Release no. 0501.09, 2009). The
knowledge gained on gamete development and double fertilization in flowering plants through the
EVOREPRO project will improve our understanding of the mechanistic bases of sterility provoked by
stress. In the mid- to long-term this should provide tools for selection and molecular breeding of crops
with higher resistance to temperature stress-induced sterility.

Project Participants:
Last Name

First
Name

Becker

Jörg

Berger

Frederic

Institution
Instituto Gulbenkian de
Ciência, Oeiras Portugal
Gregor Mendel Institute,
Vienna - Austria

Thomas

University of
Regensburg,
Regensburg - Germany

Dresselhaus

Sprunck

Stefanie

Twell

David

University of
Regensburg,
Regensburg - Germany
University of Leicester,
Leicester - United
Kingdom

Marek

MPI Molecular Plant
Physiology, Potsdam Germany

GutierrezMarcos

Jose

University of Warwick,
Warwick - United
Kingdom

Johnson

Mark

Brown University,
Providence - USA

Mutwil
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PI,
Transcriptomics
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frederic.berger@g
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CoPI, Chromatin
CoPI,
Transcriptomics,
Functional
studies, Maize
CoPI,
Transcriptomics,
Functional
studies, Maize

thomas.dresselhau
s@biologie.uniregensburg.de
Stefanie.Sprunck@
biologie.uniregensburg.de

CoPI, Pollen
twe@leicester.ac.u
development
k
CoPI,
Bioinformatics,
Comparative coexpression
Mutwil@mpimpanalysis
golm.mpg.de
CoPI, Maize
epigenetics,
fertilization and
Marcos@warwick.a
zygote developmentc.uk
CoPI,
Transcriptomics,
functional
mark_johnson_1@
studies, Tomato
brown.edu
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Polygenic Adaptation in Regulatory Networks
Emily B. Josephs
University of California, Davis
emjosephs@gmail.com, (647) 770-2447
Species to be Studied: Domestic tomato (Solanum lycopersium), wild tomatoes (S. pennellii, S.
habrochaites), maize (Zea mays ssp. Mays), and teosinte (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis)
Project Objectives: Characterizing the genetic basis of adaptation has not only been a longstanding
goal of evolutionary biology, but is an important component of understanding plant domestication. While
there has been significant progress in mapping the genetic basis of adaptation to domestication at
known traits of interest (ie. maize branching architecture or tomato fruit size) and some progress in
identifying genetic candidates for adaptation to domestication using population genetic scans, we still
lack a comprehensive understanding of the genetic basis of domestication adaptation across all plant
traits. In particular, domestication is thought to involve polygenic adaptation, which is difficult to detect
with currently existing population genetics methods. The objective of this research is to develop
methods that leverage information about genetic regulatory networks to systematically detect polygenic
adaptation in domestication and in natural systems. In addition, I will apply these methods to two
systems: domestication in maize, using publicly available data, and environmental adaptation in wild
tomatoes, using expression data that I will generate as part of the proposed research.
Experimental Approaches:
1. I will develop methods that describe expression divergence across known regulatory networks to
make inferences about polygenic adaptation. This will require leveraging network structure to predict
the effects of expression changes at specific genes on network outputs and then using measures of cisregulatory divergence at each gene in the network to test for an excess of divergence with effects in the
same direction, which would indicate adaptation.
2. I will apply the methods developed above to detect adaptation in regulatory networks in tomato. To
do this, I will conduct an experiment to measure allele-specific expression (ASE) in leaf tissue of F1
hybrids of domestic tomato (S. lycopersicum) and two wild tomato species (S. pennellii and S.
habrochaites). This will involve conducting crosses, generating RNAseq data, and measuring ASE by
counting reads that map to pseudo-reference genomes generated for each parental line. I will then use
this ASE data to systematically test for regulatory networks that show evidence of polygenic adaptation.
3. I will also apply the methods developed above to detect adaptation to domestication in maize, using
published expression data from 29 maize-teosinte hybrids. This dataset includes multiple maize and
teosinte parents and expression data from three different tissues, allowing me to identify tissue-specific
regulatory changes, as well as investigate local adaptation within teosinte.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Methods for detecting polygenic adaptation across regulatory networks that can be applied to a
number of systems. All tools will be made available for use in other systems.
2. Leaf RNAseq data and ASE data from hybrids between wild and domestic tomato.
3. Specific networks that show evidence of adaptation to domestication or other ecological conditions in
maize/teosinte and tomatoes.

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Emily Josephs
emjosephs@gmail.com
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Emily Josephs
emjosephs@gmail.com
Practical Applications of Research:
Determining the traits and processes involved in adaptation is crucial for understanding the
diversification of life and, in particular, understanding the factors involved in domestication will have
useful implications for crop breeding. However, despite the expectation that a significant amount of
adaptation, including adaptation to domestication, occurs polygenically, few techniques are available to
systematically detect polygenic adaptation. This work will generate new methods to detect polygenic
adaptation, filling a gap in our ability to detect adaptation. By applying these methods to two important
crop species, maize and tomato, I will identify specific regulatory networks involved in adaptation and
domestication, improving our understanding of these species and providing potential targets to for
future breeding. In addition, these methods will be easily applied to a number of systems because
quantifying ASE between species requires relatively little sequencing effort compared to traditional
genetic mapping approaches.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Josephs

Emily

Coop

Graham

Ross-Ibarra

Jeffrey

Maloof

Julin

Institution
University of California,
Davis
(Currently at the
University of Toronto)
University of California,
Davis
University of California,
Davis
University of California,
Davis
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Mentor
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Mentor
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Mentor
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The Physiological Genomics of Panicum: Exploring Switchgrass
Responses to Climate Change
Tom Juenger
University of Texas at Austin
tjuenger@austin.utexas.edu, (512) 232-5751
Species to be Studied:
Panicum virgatum
Panicum hallii
Project Objectives:
A major challenge is the growing demand for energy and the subsequent consequences of increased
energy use on the environment. In particular, fossil fuel use is thought to be a major driver of climate
change as a result of increasing atmospheric CO2. Biofuels are one promising avenue for sustainable
replacement of fossil fuels that may minimize anthropogenic climate change. However, biomass
accumulation is constrained by a number of physiological processes as well as environmental
conditions and may also be impacted by future climatic change itself. Of particular concern are
predicted precipitation changes and their impact on plant productivity. Switchgrass has been
championed as one promising biofuel feedstock. Here, we explore the physiological and genomic
responses of Panicum to environmental conditions, with special emphasis on future conditions as
predicted by climate modeling.
In addition, we will train the next generation of biofuels researchers through a novel undergraduate
science training program, the Freshman Research Initiative (FRI). The FRI program involves the
development of a multiple semester “research stream” for students. Each research stream emphasizes
hands on training, independent research, and close interaction with faculty mentors. We will develop a
new FRI stream on the “Biology of Biofuels” with content and research on physiology,
genetics/genomics, breeding, environmental biology, and climate.
Experimental Approaches:
Our project centers on studies of natural variation in physiology and drought adaptation among
switchgrass varieties grown under climatically diverse conditions. An underlying theme is the use of
locally adapted genetic variation to explore plant function and to understand the mechanistic basis of
gene-by-environment interaction.
Our core experiments use field rainout shelters to explore switchgrass responses to varying
precipitation. Our rainfall treatments vary the amount of precipitation using a stochastic simulation of
climate based on historic records. Plant material from these experiments is being screened for a host of
important physiological and performance phenotypes as well as assayed for transcriptome responses.
A second component of our project involved the development of genetic and genomic tools in P. hallii
and P. virgatum. Genetic linkage maps will be used to explore the genetic basis of variation in
physiology, biomass production, and drought tolerance in field QTL studies. A third component of our
project involves extensive field trials of P. virgatum accessions at multiple locations coupled with
detailed agronomic modeling of both natural range distributions and yield performance under predicted
climate change.
At the end of year 5, we have established three large field rainout shelter experiments and have
implemented four seasons of drought treatments. We have developed RAD and RNA-seq methods for
both P. virgatum and P. hallii, have completed greenhouse and field based physiological and
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transcriptome studies of drought stress, and have generated several new genetic mapping populations
that are currently being genotyped and phenotyped. In year 5, we have initiated studies of methylome
responses to stress as well as interactions between C4 grasses and endophytic fungi. We have also
collaborated with DOE JGI in generating considerable genome sequence of P. hallii, including an early
release of the genome (version, 0.5) on Phytozome. Finally, we have completed modeling studies of
switchgrass yields predicted under current and future climate scenarios.
Future projects will focus on reciprocal transplants of switchgrass and P. hallii to study local adaptation
along with field experiments to explore ecological and molecular legacy effects of environmental stress.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
 Physiological and biomass characterization of switchgrass responses to drought stress from
multiple field sites and under predicted climate change


Linkage map and QTL studies of diploid Hall’s Panicum



QTL mapping of physiological traits in response to drought stress in Panicum



Characterization of transcriptome responses to drought in switchgrass using RNA-seq



Exploration of range distribution and yield models for switchgrass under climate change



Genomic resources for Panicum hallii
(phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org_Phallii)

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Tom Juenger
Genetics/Physiology
2. Christine Hawkes
Ecology
3. Tim Keitt
Modeling

tjuenger@austin.utexas.edu
chawkes@mail.utexas.edu
tkeitt@mail.utexas.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Juenger Lab http://w3.biosci.utexas.edu/juenger_lab/
2. Project
http://openwetware.org/wiki/Texas_Switchgrass_Collaborative
Practical Applications of Research:
Our findings will facilitate ongoing efforts to engineer crops for higher performance under drought
conditions, one of the major limitations in agricultural productivity worldwide, as well as expand the
knowledge and tools needed to fully develop switchgrass as a biofuel crop.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Juenger
Fay
Hawkes
Keitt

First Name
Tom
Phil
Christine
Tim

Institution
UT Austin
UT Austin
UT Austin
UT Austin

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
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Transforming Cereal Genomics: Tooling Up for Empowered Phenotyping
Platforms
Albert Kausch
University of Rhode Island
apkausch@uri.edu
Species to be Studied: recalcitrant maize, rice and sorghum lines
Project Objectives:
1. To purposefully address bottleneck obstacles associated with cereal transformation biology
2. To develop technologies to rapidly and effectively characterize transgenic events including copy
number, integration site and expression information
3. To establish best practices efficient transformation technologies for selected cereal species and
genotypes (b) extending these capabilities to the minor cereal crops and recalcitrant maize inbred
lines.
4. To create cereal transformation competent lines: Manipulation of key early somatic embryogenesis
genes to promote cereal transformation and plant regeneration.
5. To adapt new genome editing capabilities (CRISPRs) for cereals
6. To establish critical activities that will facilitate technology transfer to other laboratories requiring
cereal transformation through training workshops, outreach activities and minority training.
Experimental Approaches: (1) Develop technologies to rapidly and effectively characterize
transgenic events including copy number, integration site and expression information. Major problem
with cereal transgenic resource development exists in the identification of useful integrative events. To
help alleviate this obstacle we propose to develop public resources for efficient and cost-effective ways
of analyzing cereal transgenics. The primary tools that we favor for development include copy number
assays (CNA), expression assays, and transgene segregation methods. TaqMan assays and
sequence-based approaches can be conducted very early in the transgenic pipeline, they are highly
quantitative, highly reproducible, extremely sensitive, incredibly accurate, and represent essential
technology for the identification of single copy events. Next, a universal expression assay will be
designed and tested. This is an essential tool for transgenic characterization since chromosomal
position effects can be a major factor in transgene expression and silencing. The experimental design
is to employ a quantitative multiplex TaqMan expression assay to evaluate transgene expression
potential. (2a). Establishment of best practices efficient transformation technologies for selected cereal
species and genotypes extending these capabilities to the minor cereal crops and recalcitrant maize
inbred lines. Another major bottleneck obstacle in cereal transformation biology is the low efficiency
rates in some species and cultivars. Several parameters that will be screened and tested quickly
including: 1) Germplasm parameters – major land races, elite germplasm; and 2) Agrobacterium
parameters – strains, helper plasmids, inoculum parameters (density, growth stage, time of
cocultivation). To test responses to multifactorial changes require more time through the establishment
of grid designs to evaluate modifications including: 1) media components – major and minor salts,
hormones, preconditioning, media addenda concentrations, selection media; and, 2) tissue culture
environmental parameter –pretreatments, heat, sonication, vacuum infiltration, embryo-excision, use of
low salts and antioxidants, etc. At least three independent experiments with over 30 explants per
treatment will be needed. To monitor these parameters, transgenes and TaqMan assays will be used.
(2b) Adaptation of new genome editing capabilities (CRISPRs) for cereals. We propose to adapt
SLIC/LIC vector technologies for routine creation and introduction of customized CRISPRs and make
these vectors available to the community. Our experiments will focus on known male- and femalespecific genes and/or their promoters as targets that can be used for the purpose of floral organ
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ablation and hybrid plant development. To do these experiments using CRISPRs we will first validate
the editing site of Cas9 as predicted. Each candidate 20-nt gRNA for targeting will be incorporated into
the gRNA locus by overlapping PCR. Rather than using the cumbersome protoplast transient
expression assays we propose to test the resulting construct using Agrobacterium rhizogenes strain
K599 for a subsequent hairy root transformation assay which is much simpler, reliable and fast. (3)
Workshop training on best practices for monocot and cereal transformation. The aim of these
workshops is to train participants with best practices for essential elements of cereal cell culture and
transformation and will include a Minority training initiative. We will also participate in the NSF
Transformation Summit meetings in Nov. 2015
Information/Materials to be Generated: This information generated in this study including transgenic
lines, detailed protocols and training materials developed will be made available through published
results and internet resources that will be made available to the general public. These virtual resources
will be Internet-accessible through a Cereal Transformation Portal (CTP) and include at least the
following items. 1) Detailed transformation and regeneration protocols, FAQs, and troubleshooting
guides will be available for a multitude of cereal crops. These resources will include professional
quality videos of the entire transformation pipeline from embryo isolation, to Agrobacterium protocols, to
plant regeneration, to the molecular characterization of transgenic plants. 2) A hyperlinked reference
library organized by cereal species and associated transformation technologies will be continually
updated along with a brief commentary on selected papers. 3) The site will maintain a current list of
vectors, transgenes, control DNA samples and other resources available from URI and Yale. 4)
External links will be available to additional resources such as germplasm, ordering information for
TaqMan assays, and associated genomics. All associated sequence data on vectors, primers, and
transgenes will be available through the portal or by GenBank accessions.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Albert Kausch
apkausch@etal.uri.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Albert Kausch
apkausch@etal.uri.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
Genomic research on crops plants has accelerated greatly in recent years, where the functional
development of a genome-level understanding in crops, particularly cereal species, linking genes to
phenotypes has been the subject of intensive and extensive analyses; however, the ability to use
engineering technologies has not kept pace. A fundamental but often underappreciated technology for
this mission involves the capability to create, test and cultivate transgenics. Current transformation
technologies are highly labor intensive, costly and time consuming and the demand far exceeds
capacity for most labs and research interests. The primary mission of this project is to improve this
situation by bringing cereal transgenic technology to a broader base of scientist.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Kausch
Zhang
Moreno
Dellaporta

First Name
Albert
Zhanyuan
Maria
Stephen

Institution
URI
UM
Yale
Yale

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
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Combining Genomics, Remote Sensing, and Geospatial Modeling to
Understand Adaptation to Growing Season Length in Balsam Poplar
Stephen Keller
University of Vermont
Stephen.Keller@uvm.edu, (802) 656-5121
Species to be Studied: Populus balsamifera (balsam poplar)
Project Objectives:
Forest trees have tremendous ecological and economical value, and possess abundant standing
genetic variation for adaptive responses to growing season length, such as seasonal phenology,
growth, and ecophysiology. This adaptive variation is often structured locally within landscapes as a
result of spatially varying selection along gradients of photoperiod and climate. The goal of this project
is to address the genetic basis of climate adaptation in forest trees, and the extent to which standing
genetic variation for locally adapted traits will interact with climate change to affect the adaptation of
tree populations. To accomplish this goal, we are integrating tools from genomics, remote sensing, and
geospatial modeling to study the genetic basis of climate adaptation in balsam poplar, Populus
balsamifera, a keystone tree species in North America with a transcontinental distribution
Experimental Approaches:
We have collected new germplasm (ca. 500 accessions from 55 populations) from the southern range
edge and interior range core of balsam poplar in order to study the physiological adaptations of
populations to the warmest, earliest onset growing seasons within its geographic range. We have
generated genome-wide SNP data using 48-plex genotype-by-sequencing (GBS), along with targeted
SNP genotyping of 27 candidate genes in the Populus flowering time/phenology gene pathway. Clones
have been planted into two common gardens (Indian Head, SK and Burlington, VT) during 2014, and
phenotyping commenced in 2015, involving measurements of bud phenology, height increment growth,
integrated water use efficiency using stable isotopes (13C), photosynthesis (Amax), specific leaf area
(SLA), leaf morphometrics, leaf %N and C:N ratio, stomatal density, stomatal gas exchange (gs), and
leaf rust infection. Genomic and phenomic data are being used to perform genome scans for local
adaptation and genome-wide association mapping to determine the genetic architecture and spatial
distribution of standing genetic variation important for climate adaptation. In addition, we are studying
how range-edge populations are subject to increased introgression pressure from several co-occurring
species (P. trichocarpa and P. angustifolia) and the effect that introgression has on local adaptation.
Candidate associations for climate adaptation will be used to predict field performance using an
independent sample of ca. 1,000 clones and remote sensing to measure phenology at landscape
scales. New spatial analytical methods are being developed that characterize the associations between
genomic variation and environmental gradients of climate and growing season length, and visualize the
landscape surface of adaptive variation under current and projected climates.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Rooted germplasm representing >500 accessions from 55 populations, including extensive
sampling of the genetically and ecologically diverse southern range edge
2. Genome-wide GBS-SNP genotypes for >500 accessions; SNP genotypes for 27 genes in the
flowering time pathway responsive to photoperiod and temperature stimuli
3. Targeted SNP genotypes for 3,072 SNPs identified as candidates from genome scans and used as
validation in an independent sample of ca. 1,000 range-wide accessions
4. Phenotype data on phenology and ecophysiology for clonally replicated genotypes grown in two
common garden plantations
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5. Satellite remote-sensing estimates of seasonal phenology for the entire range
6. New analytical tools for landscape genomics, developed into open-source software the for the R
statistical environment
7. Spatial analyses of landscape genomic structure of standing variation for current and future climate
adaptation
8. Citizen science outreach program (‘PopClock’) relating ground-based phenology observations from
local citizens to remotely sensed satellite data
9. Citizen science workshop on forest tree phenology and use of sensor technologies coupled with on
the ground direct observations.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Stephen Keller
Stephen.Keller@uvm.edu
2. Matthew Fitzpatrick
mfitzpatrick@ucmes.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
http://www.uvm.edu/~srkeller/
Practical Applications of Research:
Our research will contribute to understanding the genetic basis of forest tree adaptation to warmer,
longer growing seasons, and will evaluate the impact of climate change on adaptive genomic variation.
Populus is a model system for understanding tree genomics and physiology, and is an important woody
feedstock for biofuel production. This research will help advance the management of forests under
climate change, and in the breeding of woody biomass.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Keller

Stephen

Fitzpatrick
Elmore
Nelson
Stylinski
Chhatre

Matthew
Andrew
David
Cathlyn
Vikram

Institution
U. Vermont
(UVM)
U. Maryland
Center Env.
Sci. (UMCES)
UMCES
UMCES
UMCES
UVM

Fetter

Karl

UVM

Gougherty

Andrew

UMCES
Agriculture
and AgriFood Canada

Soolanayakanahally

Raju
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PI
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Co-PI
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Co-PI
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Post-doc Fellow
Graduate
Student
Graduate
Student

mfitzpatrick@umces.edu
aelmore@umces.edu
dnelson@umces.edu
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crypticlineage@gmail.com

Key Collaborator

kfetter@uvm.edu
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Raju.Soolanayakanahally@
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Genomic Approaches to Understanding Cytokinin Signaling and Function
in Rice
Joseph Kieber
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
jkieber@unc.edu, (919) 962-4455
Plants to be Studied: Oryza sativa
Project Objectives:
1) Determine expression patterns of genes encoding cytokinin biosynthesis, metabolism and
signaling elements during different stages of panicle development.
2) Use RNA-seq to examine effects of cytokinin on gene expression, including splicing and overall
mRNA abundance.
3) Determine target binding sites for the type-B OsRRs.
4) Generate loss-of-function alleles of cytokinin function and characterize the effect on growth and
development, with a focus on panicle development.
Experimental Approaches:
1) We are using RNA-seq to define the set of cytokinin-regulated genes in rice seedlings.
2) We are using NanoStrings nCounter Analysis System to quantify the level of genes involved in
cytokinin metabolism and signaling during panicle development.
3) We are delineating the DNA binding sites for the type-B OsRRs using protein binding
microarrays and will determine in vivo targets by ChIP-seq approaches. We are introducing a
cytokinin-responsive reporter into rice that will serve as a powerful tool to explore cytokinin
function.
4) We have obtained T-DNA and transposon insertion mutations for two-component genes. We
are also using CRISPR-Cas9 approaches to disrupt targeted genes. Finally, we are generating
transgenic lines using tissue-specific promoters to drive expression of transgenes designed to
alter cytokinin function in developing panicles.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1) Database of cytokinin regulated gene expression based on RNA-seq analysis of seedlings and
ultimately developing panicles.
2) Accurate gene models for genes involved in cytokinin signaling and metabolism based on RNAseq data.
3) Database of target binding sites of type-B OsRRs.
4) A collection of single and multiple LOF lines for two-component signaling elements, as well as
GOF lines.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Joseph Kieber jkieber@unc.edu
2. G. Eric Schaller George.E.Schaller@Dartmouth.edu
3. Ann Loraine
Ann.Loraine@uncc.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
Website: http://kieber.weebly.com/role-of-two-component-elements-in-rice-nsf-and-usda.html
1. Joseph Kieber jkieber@unc.edu
2. G. Eric Schaller George.E.Schaller@Dartmouth.edu
3. Ann Loraine
Ann.Loraine@uncc.edu
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Practical Applications of Research: Recent work supports a central role for cytokinin in regulating
rice grain production. Our proposed research will lend insight into the role of cytokinin and twocomponent signaling elements in regulating this agronomically important trait. In addition to regulating
grain yield, evidence supports a role for cytokinin in regulating grain development in cereals. During
development, embryos display a narrow period (days) when cytokinin content rises, after which it
declines rapidly, the peak of cytokinin accumulation coinciding with the peak of mitotic activity in the
maize endosperm. A role for cytokinin in regulating endosperm cell proliferation is supported by the
observation that high temperature treatments reduced the number of endosperm cells, and this
correlated to a reduction in cytokinin content. Application of exogenous cytokinin can suppress the
reduction in endosperm cell proliferation in response to elevated temperature. The ability of cytokinin to
promote sink activity may also influence grain size. In the high-yielding rice cv. Xieyou 9308, a
decrease in cytokinin content in the roots was delayed relative to lower yielding varieties, and this was
hypothesized to result in increased photosynthetic function and subsequent higher yields. This led to
the hypothesis that grain fill and the eventual size/yield of the grains may be related to, and can be
manipulated by, maintaining a higher level of cytokinins.

Project Participants:
Last Name
Kieber
Loraine
Schaller

First
Name
Joseph
Ann
G. Eric

Institution

Role

Email Address

UNC Chapel Hill
UNC Charlotte
Dartmouth

PI
coPI
coPI

jkieber@unc.edu
Ann.Loraine@uncc.edu
George.E.Schaller@Dartmouth.edu
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Genome and Transcriptome Based Prediction, and Regulator Inference, of
Molecular and Whole-Plant Phenotypes
Matias Kirst
University of Florida
mkirst@ufl.edu, (352) 846-0900
Species to be Studied: Eastern Cottonwood (Populus deltoides)
Project Objectives:
 To uncover and to quantify the contribution of cis- and trans-regulators to gene expression in
the xylem of P. deltoides, and develop models for prediction of variation in the transcriptome.
 To develop models for prediction and inference of regulators for biomass productivity and
quality measured in P. deltoides, based on the xylem transcriptome.
 To develop models with increasing complexity, which incorporate multiple layers of “omics”
data, to predict plant phenotypes.
Experimental Approaches:
Our experimental approach consists of four main components that are being applied to each aim.
These components are: (1) detection of large-effect factors (e.g. individual or groups of variants with
large regulatory effects) using single-factor regression methods; (2) development of prediction models
that combine whole-genome information from large and small-effect factors; (3) biological validation of
findings using genetic modification; and (4) statistical validation.
For (1) detection of large-effects factors, we are adopting a mixed model methodology that allows
testing for the combined effects of a set of factors (e.g. polymorphisms within a gene region) while
accounting for differences associated to other elements in the genome. For (2) development of
prediction models, we are applying ideas originally established in the field of animal breeding, to
instances involving both DNA and transcriptome information. In the first two aims we are adopting these
approaches for prediction of gene expression using whole-genome sequence data, and for prediction of
whole-plant phenotypes using expression data. In the third aim we are extending this methodology to
integrate multiple layers of “omics” data.
Our approach to handle the large amount of variables (i.e. all genes expressed) relies on combining a
set of predictors into a kernel matrix that specifies the degree of similarity for each pair of individuals for
the given grouped covariates (i.e. combined effect of the transcriptome). The approach permits the
incorporation of multiple, high-dimensional datasets (e.g. DNA sequence variants, gene expression
levels) and their interactions, using random effects with co-variance structures (kernels) describing
similarity at each of the information sets independently, or jointly. The approach yields estimates of
fixed effects (e.g. effects of the experimental designs), estimates of variance components and
predictions. Variance components can be used to test the significance of a set or subset of predictors
and to assess the proportion of variance of phenotypes that is explained by each factor. Finally, in (3)
and (4) we are testing the accuracy of predictions from these models by validating them statistically,
and by genetic modification.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
 Xylem transcriptome (RNA-seq) profiles for three biological replicates of ~ 500 unrelated
individuals of P. deltoides that are part of an association population extensively genotyped
previously. All cDNA libraries have been produced in the first six months of the project, and
RNA sequencing is underway.
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Genetic architecture (heritability, association analysis) of each transcribed gene in the P.
deltoides xylem transcriptome.
Models for prediction of transcriptome and phenotypes measured in the P. deltoides association
population.
R analysis package for prediction of molecular (transcriptome) and plant phenotypes based on
models that incorporate multiple layers of “omics” information.
Training of high-school minority students and high-school curricula development with teachers.
Two minority high-school students have received training in genetic and genomic research
during the summer, and a high-school teacher has been recruited.
Organization and teaching of on site and online workshops aimed at training investigators to
utilize new genomic tools to predict phenotypes, in a plant breeding context. The first workshop
“Phenotype Prediction Using Genomic Data” will occur on August 25 2015
(http://ufgi.ufl.edu/seminars-events/genomic-workshop/).
Training graduate students – one of two graduate students has been recruited to work on the
intersection between genomics, and quantitative/statistical genetics.

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Matias Kirst
mkirst@ufl.edu (Genome/Transcriptome Resources)
2. William “Brad” Barbazuk bbarbazuk@ufl.edu (Bioinformatics Resources)
3. Gustavo de los Campo gustavoc@msu.edu (Software/analysis package Resources)
4. Márcio Resende
mresende@ufl.edu (Outreach)
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Project website http://sfrc.ufl.edu/forestgenomics/Kirstlab/
Practical Applications of Research:
The ability to use DNA to predict the traits of a plant, from its development to its productivity, remains
one of most significant challenges of plant biology. Even more relevant and incomplete is the
understanding of the chain of events that lead to each trait, from DNA to RNA and protein, to the
phenotype. In this project we are developing methods to predict the development and the growth
properties of plants, and their immediate regulators. These methods have practical applications to
breeding and selection of most productive genotypes, adapted to specific environmental conditions.
Tools developed here will be disseminated to the community by the release of analysis packages, and
workshops will be conducted to enhance teaching of quantitative genetics and statistical methods in
predictive models to the scientific community.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Kirst

First Name

Barbazuk

Matias
William
“Brad“

Resende

Márcio

De los
Campos

Gustavo

Institution
University of
Florida
University of
Florida
University of
Florida
Michigan
State
University

Role

Email Address

PI

mkirst@ufl.edu

Co-PI

bbarbazuk@ufl.edu

Co-PI

mresende@ufl.edu

Co-PI

gustavoc@msu.edu
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Evolution and Domestication of Core Eudicot Defense Mechanisms Against
a Common Generalist Pathogen
Daniel Kliebenstein
University of California, Davis
Kliebenstein@ucdavis.edu, (530) 754-7775
Species to be Studied: Brassica oleracea, Brassica rapa, Glycine Max, Glycine Soja, Vitis vinifera,
Lactuca sativa, Solanum lycopersicon, Solanum pimpinellifolium and Arabidopsis thaliana
Project Objectives:
Plant-biotic interactions are a key area of study in both wild and domesticated species but they
frequently only utilize one plant host and one pathogen genotype. Occasionally there will be more
genotypes of either the host or pathogen but rarely more than 10. Even further, this is typically limited to
the analysis of biotrophic plant pathogens that have limited host range and minimal genetic diversity. In
our previous work, we have shown that the necrotrophic fungus, Botrytis cinerea, which infects nearly
ever plant tested has a massive level of genomic diversity that influences the virulence outcome. This
provides us a unique ability to infect a wide range of plant hosts with the same pathogen genotypes and
measure the quantitative genetics of the interaction and how evolution at different scales affects the
variation of the interaction. Using a large collection of Botrytis isolates, we will infect six dicot species
containing both wild and domesticated genotypes with the following objectives.
1. Use high-throughput digital analysis to measure virulence of 100 Botrytis cinerea isolates on
domesticated and wild genotypes from six different eudicot crops.
2. Conduct GWA mapping in Botrytis cinerea to identify virulence mechanisms that co-evolve with
plant resistance mechanisms that are selective pressure from natural and domestication related
evolution.
3. Use plant/fungal gene networks to identify defense mechanisms that are conserved or varying
across the eudicots.
4. Utilize transgenics within Botrytis cinerea to test the effect of variation in different plant networks
on defense resistance.
5. Conduct community outreach and educate students and postdoctoral researchers in
biochemical, quantitative genetics and systems analysis of complex traits.

Experimental Approaches:
1. Use digital image analysis to measure the virulence outcome of 100 Botrytis isolates on wild and
domestic individuals in six dicot species.
2. Partition the variation of the different lesion components between species and domestication within
and between species.
3. Use genome wide association in Botrytis cinerea to identify the targets of species evolution within
the pathogen.
4. Use genome wide association in Botrytis cinerea to identify the targets of domestication within the
pathogen.
5. Quantify the plants response to the pathogen using co-transcriptomics of the pathogen and hosts
transcripts.
6. Use the pathogens transcripts to quantify the defense response across all of the plants.
7. Partition the variance for all transcripts to test how domestication and lineage evolution has altered
the plant defense response.
8. Test if there is a core defense response across the plants to common set of Botrytis cinerea
genotypes.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Database of pathogen virulence on all plants
2. Database of GWAS hits within the pathogen to all virulence traits.
3. Database of transcriptomics results across all plants to a common set of pathogens.
4. Direct empirical test of how lineage evolution versus domestication may influence plant defense
responses.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Daniel J. Kliebenstein

Kliebenstein@ucdavis.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Daniel J. Kliebenstein

Kliebenstein@ucdavis.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
Plant disease resistance has largely been studied using genetically limited biotrophic pathogens that
cause epidemic disease. This has led to a paucity of knowledge about endemic and/or endemic
pathogens. This study will provide a broad systematic analysis of how a highly polymorphic endemic
plant pathogen infects six domesticated plants. Further, by directly comparing wild and domesticated
genotypes for each plant species, we will directly test the assumption that domestication has had
similar effects on plant disease resistance independent of the lineage that was domesticated. While
testing fundamental models, this information will also provide a direct assessment of what would be
useful targets within each lineage to breed for improved resistance to this endemic pathogen. This data
will also allow researchers in each plant system to directly assess if they can transfer knowledge about
Plant/Botrytis interactions from other species or if they have to generate the information directly.
Similarly, the analysis of diversity in the pathogen should also aid in the development of control
strategies that could directly incorporate the genetic variance in the pathogen within the control system.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Kliebenstein
Shi
Nicole
Suzi
Zhang
Gwinner
Fordyce
Nelson
Caligagan

First Name
Daniel
Gongjun
Soltis
Atwell
Wei
Raoni
Rachel
Ayla
Hart

Institution
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis

Role
PI
Post-doc
Grad Student
Post-doc
Grad Student
Grad Student
Grad Student
Undergrad
Undergrad
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A Resource for Functional Genomics to Support Soybean Genetics and
Breeding
Peter LaFayette
University of Georgia
plaf@uga.edu, (706) 542-6266
Species to be studied:
Glycine max (soybean)
Project Objectives:
The overarching goal is to develop a soybean repository that contains a diverse set of mutants
generated from complementary mutagenic strategies and can be used for soybean functional genomics
research.
Specific Objectives:
1.
Further develop, genotype and catalog FN populations of soybean
2.
Phenotype and genotype current mPing populations of soybean and develop coupled
mPing activation tagging and silencing tag systems for soybean
The long-term goal is to use this repository to identify molecular, genetic and biochemical principles
underlying: root architecture and phosphorous acquisition, nitrogen and carbon metabolism in symbiotic
root nodules, and seed protein accumulation.
Experimental Approaches:
This project uses fast neutron mutagenesis and transposon tagging mutagenesis of soybean to
facilitate gene discovery and functional characterization of the soybean genome. The main focus of the
transposon tagging is to develop and categorize populations containing the mPing element from rice,
but the Ac/Ds (from maize) and TNT (from tobacco) transposon systems are also being examined.
Thus far, three types of mPing have been transformed into soybean: an unaltered mPing for insertional
mutagenesis, an activation tagging version of mPing that contains a strong enhancer sequence, and
two silencing tag versions of mPing that incorporate either a ribozyme or trans-acting small interfering
RNA recognition sites. The transposon insertions are being sequenced by Illumina sequencing,
mapped to the W82 reference, and validated with PCR. The fast neutron populations are being
characterized through comparative genome hybridization and whole genome resequencing. Largescale phenotyping efforts are being made to identify phenotypes in fast neutron populations associated
with root nodulation and general root architecture.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Seed from both fast neutron and transposon tagged mutant lines are being made available on
SoyBase. Breeders, researchers, educators, and students can look up the genomic location of a
mutation, view images and information regarding any phenotypes associated with the mutation,
discover the metabolic pathway the mutated gene belongs to (if any), and easily request seed from
their mutant of interest on SoyBase (http://www.soybase.org/mutants/).
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The plasmids generated for the transposon-tagging portion of the project are available for any
researcher to request from the PI and Co-PIs. Two mPing plasmids have also been made available
through Addgene (www.addgene.org).
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Peter LaFayette
Gary Stacey
Tom Clemente
Robert Stupar
Nathan Hancock

plaf@uga.edu
staceyg@missouri.edu
tclemente1@unl.edu
stup0004@umn.edu
nathanh@usca.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Soybean Mutagenesis Project http://parrottlab.uga.edu/parrottlab/Mutagenesis/index.php
Practical Applications of Research:
Soybean provides the greatest source of both vegetable oil and protein to the human diet worldwide.
This project will produce genetic resources for breeders and researchers to use in their programs to
develop soybean lines with improved nutrient uptake, higher protein content, and better quality oils that
will ultimately benefit consumers. This project will also continue producing a number of transposontagging tools that are available and useful for researchers studying other plants.
Project Participants:
Last Name
LaFayette
Stacey
Clemente
Stupar

First
Name
Peter
Miniviluz
Thomas
Robert

Hancock

Nathan

Institution
University of Georgia
University of Missouri
University of Nebraska
University of Minnesota
U. South CarolinaAiken

Parrott
Haden
Fu
Cui

Wayne
Derek
Fengli
Yaya

University of Georgia
University of Georgia
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri

Tenopir

Pat

University of Nebraska

Nguyen
Bolon

Hanh
Yung-Tsi

University of Nebraska
University of Minnesota

Roessler

Jeff

University of Minnesota

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI

Email Address
plaf@uga.edu
staceyb@missouri.edu
tclemente1@unl.edu
stup0004@umn.edu

Co-PI
Sr.
Scientist/Co
-PI
Technician
Post Doc
Technician
Biotech
Field
Manager
Research
Technician
Postdoc
Senior
Technician

nathanh@usca.edu
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Al-UCIDATE - Towards a Molecular Understanding of Aluminum
Genotoxicity for Crop Improvement
Paul B. Larsen
University of California-Riverside
paul.larsen@ucr.edu, 951-827-2026
Species to be Studied: Hordeum vulgare, Arabidopsis thaliana
Project Objectives: Work is proposed to define the genotoxic effects of Al and the cell cycle
checkpoints that respond to this damage. Objectives include:
1.) Measure the impact of Al on DNA integrity and determine if these changes are heritable.
2.) Determine the role of factors that are transcriptionally regulated by Al in stoppage of root
growth
3.) Assess whether DNA damage response is universally important in plants for Al-dependent
root growth inhibition
4.) Evaluate the utility of identified Al tolerance mutations for conferring increased root growth in
the presence of Al
Experimental Approaches: Experiments will focus on trying to unravel the basis for Al dependent root
growth inhibition through the use of bioinformatics, genetics, molecular biology, and biochemistry.
Specific experiments include:
1.) Whole genome sequencing of control and Al treated lines to determine the genomic
consequences of Al treatment that activate the ATR-dependent pathway (Arabidopsis).
2.) RNAseq analysis to identify which factors that regulate transition to endocycling are
upregulated following Al treatment (barley and Arabidopsis).
3.) Immunoprecipitation analysis using a key component of the ATR-response pathway to
develop our understanding of the protein complex that forms in response to Al and identify
new factors that promote this response (barley and Arabidopsis).
4.) Mutational analysis of candidate factors identified through RNAseq and immunoprecipitation
experiments to determine the roles of these in stoppage of root growth following Al
treatment (barley).
5.) Assessment of whether previously identified dominant mutations can be introduced into
other plant species to confer Al tolerance (barley).
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Information will include:
1.) Several generations of whole genome sequences from control and Al treated lines.
2.) RNAseq data from barley and Arabidopsis.
3.) Proteomics data from immunoprecipitations
Materials to be developed include:
1.) Mutant lines of barley relating to different DNA damage response factors
2.) Barley lines with mutant forms of ATR generated either from TILLing or a transgenic
approach
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Paul B. Larsen

paul.larsen@ucr.edu
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Al-UCIDATE

www.alucidate.ucr.edu

Practical Applications of Research: The outcomes from this work offer the opportunity to develop
new strategies for improving plant growth in aluminum toxic soils. Aluminum toxicity is a global issue
affecting upwards of 50% of the world’s arable land. Certainly, such an approach of improving Al
tolerance is of great interest with regard to growth of crops that are not necessarily meant for
consumption such as plants used for generation of biofuels or paper production. By creation of a
molecular toolbox that will give alternatives for improving Al tolerance, it is expected that productivity on
these marginal soils will be significantly improved.

Project Participants:
Last Name
Larsen
Sjogren
Bolaris

First Name
Paul
Caroline
Stephen

Institution
UC Riverside
UC Riverside
UC Riverside

Role
PI
Ph.D. student
Ph.D. student
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Email Address
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Developing Flowering Dogwood as a Focal Genomic Resource for Woody
Ornamentals
James H. Leebens-Mack
University of Georgia
jleebensmack@uga.edu, (706) 583-5573
Species to be Studied:
Cornus florida, Cornus kousa, Hydrangea macrophylla
Project Objectives:
1. Establish a flowering dogwood (Cornus florida) reference genome assembly and annotation as
a foundation for Cornales, asterid and eudicot comparative genomics.
2. Characterize genes and gene interactions contributing to powdery mildew (PM) resistance of
dogwood.
3. Initiate a consortium for genomics research on woody ornamental in the horticultural industry.
Experimental Approaches:
 Sequencing, assembly and annotation of a reference genome for the flowering dogwood
cultivar, Appalachian Spring


Resequencing of additional flowering dogwood accessions and association mapping



Sequencing, draft assembly and annotation Kousa dogwood and Hydrangea genomes



Transcriptomic (mRNA and small RNAs) analysis of inoculated powdery mildew resistant and
susceptible flowering dogwood accessions.



Network analysis of flowering dogwood gene interactions associated with powdery mildew
infection

Information/Materials to be Generated:
 A high quality reference genome assembly and annotation for the flowering dogwood cultivar,
Appalachian Spring


Draft genome sequence assemblies and annotations for Cornus kousa, Hydrangea
macrophylla, other woody ornamentals within the order Cornales



Gene expression atlases for Cornus florida, Cornus kousa, Hydrangea macrophylla



Refined estimates of gene content and genome structure for ancestral Cornales, asterid and
eudicot genomes



Resequence data and assessment of SNPs associated with horticulturally important traits
including resistance to anthracnose fungus, Discula sp., and powdery mildew, flower (bract)
color and shape, and flowering time.



mRNA Seq and cRNA Seq data for inoculated powdery mildew resistant and susceptible
flowering dogwood accessions



A model of gene interactions contributing to powdery mildew resistance.
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jim Leebens-Mack
2. Phillip Wadl

jleebensmack@uga.edu
pwadl@utk.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. dogwood.uga.edu (under construction)
2. Jim Leebens-Mack
jleebensmack@uga.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
The resources generated by this project will enable marker assisted assessment and propagation of
horticulturally desirable traits in ornamental dogwoods and hydrangeas. In addition, a high quality
reference genome for dogwood will inform comparative analyses of gene content and genome structure
across all angiosperm woody ornamentals and asterid crop species including members of the sunflower
(Asteraceae), tomato/potato (Solanaceae) and sweet potato (Convolvulaceae) families.
Experimental analysis of the gene interactions contributing to powdery mildew resistance will inform
efforts to develop effective treatment and select and resistant genotypes for propagation.

Project Participants:
First
Name

Last Name
LeebensMack
Alabady
Tsai

Institution

Role

Email Address

James
Magdy
Chung-Jui

PI
Co-PI
Co-PI

jleebensmack@uga.edu
malabady@uga.edu
cjtsai@uga.edu

Phillip
Qiuyun

U. Georgia
U. Georgia
U. Georgia
U.
Tennessee
NCSU

Wadl
Xiang

pwadl@utk.edu
jenny_xiang@ncsu.edu

John
Thomas
Tim

U. Georgia
Rutgers
USDA

Co-PI
Co-PI
Senior
Personnel
Collaborator
Collaborator

Bowers
Molnar
Rinehart
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Exploring the Role of Meristem Size in the Diversity of Pepper Plant Form
Zachary Lemmon
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
zlemmon@cshl.edu, (516) 367-8330
Species to be Studied:
This project uses five species of hot pepper including Capsicum annuum, C. baccatum, C. chinense, C.
frutescens, and C. pubescens.
Project Objectives:
The genes and pathways that determine plant form were a recurring target of selection during the
domestication of multiple crops, and remains a major target for crop improvement efforts today. This
project investigates the genetic architecture, ontogeny, transcriptional dynamics, and key genes driving
hot pepper (Capsicum ssp.) shoot and inflorescence architecture and will provide a novel perspective
on agriculturally important traits in a major Solanaceous crop. The integration of quantitative, genomic,
and reverse genetic approaches provides a first ever understanding of the molecular pathways
directing Capsicum meristem development and resulting shoot and flower production. Project
objectives include exploration of the genetic architecture controlling Capsicum plant form, identification
of transcriptional differences driving developmental and phenotypic variability, and development of
genome engineering technology in C. annuum to study known and novel candidate genes. More
broadly, these experiments will advance our understanding of meristem development and plant
architecture in the plant kingdom by revealing fundamental principles of meristem biology that can be
applied in crop breeding and genome engineering efforts in hot pepper and related Solanaceae.
Experimental Approaches:
This project explores diversity for plant form in the hot peppers with a multi-pronged approach using
quantitative, genomic, and reverse genetic methods. Primary traits under study are shoot and flower
production, which are the foundation for crop yield. Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping is being used
to identify important loci controlling plant form. QTL experiments in five pepper species allows for
identification of conserved loci, which will take priority in future studies with molecular methods. Genetic
diversity within and between pepper species is being assessed with high throughput genotyping by
sequencing technology on Illumina sequencing platforms. This extensive sequence information will
confirm pepper species, allow association and population genetic studies, and identify species-specific
polymorphisms for later work. We are also exploring transcriptional profiles in the developing shoot
apical meristem with RNA sequencing and in situ hybridization for key meristem marker genes. These
genomic scale transcriptional profiles will allow identification of developmentally important gene
networks controlling plant architecture. Finally, genome engineering using clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) technology is be developed to enable direct
manipulation of known and novel plant architecture genes identified during this project.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
This project will generate extensive knowledge of factors determining plant form in the important pepper
vegetable crop. Identification of conserved loci impacting plant architecture through QTL mapping in
conjunction with transcriptome profiling by RNA sequencing will produce a list of novel candidate genes
to be targeted by CRISPR genome engineering technology to modulate plant architecture. Additionally,
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multiple pepper meristem transcriptomes, QTL populations, CRISPR technology, and CRISPR
generated alleles will serve as the foundation for an exciting new research program exploring plant
architecture diversity in the multi-species pepper vegetable crops.
As a public outreach component of this project, we will publish additional material on an online web
portal (http://lippmannsf.labsites.cshl.edu/outreach/) dedicated to exploring aspects of the expansive
plant architecture diversity found in peppers. Potential topics include intraspecific variation for
branching traits, demographic history of the various species, and genetic diversity in the peppers. This
online resource will be used as part of the curriculum in planned educational outreach with 7th/8th grade
students at PS/IS 499 in Queens, NY teaching principles of genetic engineering, and the how and why
scientists engineer plants.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Zachary Lemmon zlemmon@cshl.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Zachary Lemmon zlemmon@cshl.edu
2. http://lippmannsf.labsites.cshl.edu/outreach/
Practical Applications of Research:
This project has extensive potential for improving food security by producing tools, datasets, and alleles
with clear plant breeding uses. Loci identified in QTL mapping as well as CRISPR generated alleles will
have great utility for plant breeders looking to modulate shoot and flower production. Transcriptional
profiles from the five species give the opportunity to identify novel genes with roles in the developing
meristem of divergent pepper species. CRISPR technology has the revolutionary capacity to directly
manipulate specific genes for modulation of plant architecture in the most important pepper species, C.
annuum. Furthermore, CRISPR genome engineering is also more broadly applicable to pepper crop
improvement efforts for additional productivity traits such as fruit characteristics and flowering time.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Lemmon

Zachary

Lippman

Zachary

Institution
Cold Spring
Harbor
Laboratory
Cold Spring
Harbor
Laboratory

Role

Email Address

Principal
Investigator

zlemmon@cshl.edu

Mentor

lippman@cshl.edu
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Small Automated Sensor for Phenotyping Bud Break in Natural Plant
Populations
Heather Lintz
Oregon State University
hlintz@coas.oregonstate.edu, (541) 829-3507
Species to be Studied: Balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera), Black cottonwood (Populus
trichocarpa), and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)
Project Objectives: Natural selection operates in environments that are more complex than growth
chambers, and phenotypes in natural populations are needed to fully understand and verify putatively
adaptive genomic signatures. However, high-throughput phenotyping in natural populations remains a
challenge even in model plant species. Our goal is to provide a new, cost-effective tool for the
standardized measurement of an adaptive biological phenotype along with environmental cues in
natural tree populations. The device will measure and account for known environmental effects on
phenotype to help isolate the genomic effect on phenotype in nature. Our specific objectives include:
 Retool accelerometers for trees to measure phenotypes including the timing of biological
events such as bud break as well as hydraulic strategy
 Validate and use tree accelerometers to take measurements from many trees in the field
 Test a predictive model of vegetative bud break as a function of temperature (or heating and
chilling units) for ecological genomics studies including balsam poplar
 Galvanize research foundations in the measurement of phenotypes in nature to corroborate
putatively adaptive markers identified from marker association studies for tree species (currently
performed in controlled environments and common gardens)
 Teach graduate and undergraduate students skills to excel in interdisciplinary teams and be
confident in making creative contributions to science
 Teach other interested researchers how to use the sensor
Experimental Approaches:
1. Establish proof-of-concept for tree accelerometry in high through-put phenotyping
-A tree’s resonant frequency through time derived from acceleration detected the change in
biomass with leaf-out and diurnal water loss due to transpiration and
recharge overnight
-Sensing tree acceleration in the wind using an accelerometer can evaluate
relative
change in mass and traits including hydraulic strategy and timing of
biological events
2. We have developed and are in the process of rigorous testing and deployment of three prototyes of
tree accelerometers each with unique features that vary depending on user need including on-board
data processing, length of time they are deployable in the field, sampling frequency, digital versus
analog sensors, whether they are designed for educational outreach, cost, and method of temperature
sensing
3. We developed and validated a new temperature sensor by measuring temperature simultaneously
from other independent instruments for corroboration. We examined temperature measurements
against other thermocouples, a thermal infrared imager, and an aspirated thermal hygrometer across
two species and two seasons.
4. We determined that the within-tree variation in the timing of bud break is not directly related to early
spring foliar temperature variation across an old growth Douglas fir tree
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Several different devices that can accommodate different user preferences to measure the
temperature and the timing of a biological event such as vegetative bud break in temperate tree
species
2. Curricular materials for an educational workshop to train citizen scientist volunteers to deploy and
test the prototypes
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Heather Lintz
hlintz@coas.oregonstate.edu
2. Anton Kruger
anton-kruger@uiowa.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Heather Lintz
hlintz@coas.oregonstate.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
Upon validation, our device can inform and corroborate genome wide association studies seeking
sequence polymorphisms or other molecular features responsible for differences in timing of bud break
after accounting for environmental effects. This can help move us toward greater success in markerassisted and/or genome-assisted breeding by informing seed selection. Seed selection is perhaps the
most important and daunting challenge for trees and forest management as they are long-lived and
must withstand climatic variation slated for the coming century. Also, enhancement and dissemination
of our sensor will facilitate studies of molecular, genomic, and ecological mechanisms behind bud break
and flowering (we have tested it some on flowering too). Such studies can help optimize agricultural
production. The sensor is designed to work across species. The potential use of the sensor extends to
other disciplines including remote sensing and earth system modeling.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Lintz
Kruger
Niemeier
Kleinknecht
Miller

First Name
Heather
Anton
James
Jacob
Rebecca

Institution
OSU
U Iowa
U Iowa
OSU
OSU

Role
PI
Co-PI
Engineer
MS student
Undergrad
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Genes and Networks Regulating Shoot Maturation and Flower Production
in Tomato and Related Nightshades
Zachary Lippman
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
lippman@cshl.edu, (516) 367-8897
Species to be Studied: Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum, S. peruvianum, S. habrochaites, S.
cheesmannii); Tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana), pepper (Capsicum annuum, C. chinense); Forest
Nightshade (S. prinophyllum).
Project Objectives:
This project unites genetics, genomics, and transgenic tools to reveal, understand, and manipulate the
molecular networks underlying variation in flower production in tomato and related Solanaceae, which
are models for the widespread sympodial growth habit. By taking advantage of a unique germplasm
resource comprised of tomato mutants and Solanaceae species representing a continuum of variation
in shoot architecture, we are testing the hypothesis that differences in the heterochronic regulation of
meristem maturation, including both the identity and timing of expression of key regulatory factors,
explains diversity in inflorescence production, branching, and flower production in sympodial plants.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Capture and compare transcriptome dynamics during meristem maturation in a compendium of
tomato mutants and related Solanaceae species representing a continuum of vegetative and
inflorescence shoot architecture diversity. Use forward genetics to clone and characterize new shoot
architecture genes. Progress: We have profiled 6 Solanaceae species representing a range of
vegetative and inflorescence shoot architecture: A de novo transcriptome assembly of S. prinophyllum
has been completed, along with an analysis of transcript abundance and dynamics. Using cluster
analysis and other tools, we identified 20 additional candidate meristem maturation genes that we are
targeting using CRISPR/Cas9. We cloned four tomato shoot architecture genes. In one highlight, we
found that induced mutations in multiple components of the tomato florigen pathway can be exploited to
quantitatively manipulate meristem maturation and inflorescence production. We recently cloned two
new inflorescence architecture genes, which define a new stage of meristem maturation.
2. Capture and compare small RNA and DNA methylation dynamics during meristem maturation.
Progress: We completed bisulfite sequencing (BS-seq) on three meristem stages and one leaf
primordium from tomato, complementing our sRNA-seq data for two meristem stages. Differentially
methylated regions (DMRs) have been identified, and we integrated these findings with our sRNA- and
mRNA-seq to determine if epiallelic variation might contribute to meristem maturation. Our findings thus
far suggest this is not the case; however, all our epigenomic (and RNA-seq) data have been made
available
to
the
community
to
further
explore
this
possibility
(http://lippmannsf.labsites.cshl.edu/resources-2/).
3. Functionally characterize candidate meristem maturation and shoot architecture genes in diverse
Solanaceae using transformation methodology we have established and will further develop. Progress:
RNAi constructs targeting 26 genes mined from our meristem maturation RNA-seq data sets have been
transformed into tomato, and we have screened all lines for developmental defects. Two gene
knockdowns resulted in altered inflorescence architecture or other developmental defects, and we are
pursuing the underlying biology. We have found that CRISPR/Cas9 is highly efficient for generating
targeted mutations in tomato. We have targeted 10 candidate meristem maturation genes using
CRISPR/Cas9, and we are targeting an additional 20 genes. Finally, we developed a protocol for
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pepper transformation, and also a more efficient tomato transformation protocol that reduces
transformation time by 33% (from 3 to 2 months. The new tomato protocol has accelerated our reverse
genetics pipeline.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Project information and data are available through a website: http://lippmannsf.labsites.cshl.edu. We
have developed a customized version of Generic Genome Browser, an eFP Browser
(http://tomatolab.cshl.edu/efp/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi),
and
a
gene
expression
atlas
(http://tomatolab.cshl.edu/~lippmanlab2/allexp_query.html). Sequencing data are available from our
project website (http://lippmannsf.labsites.cshl.edu/resources-2/) and have been deposited to the Sol
Genomics Network (http://solgenomics.net). RNAi and CRISPR constructs and seed stocks are
available (http://lippmannsf.labsites.cshl.edu/progress/). Tomato and pepper transformation protocols
are now available upon request.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Zachary Lippman lippman@cshl.edu
2. Michael Schatz mschatz@cshl.edu
3. Joyce Van Eck
jv27@cornell.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
http://lippmannsf.labsites.cshl.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
The Solanaceae comprise the most valuable family for vegetable crop production (e.g. tomato,
eggplant, pepper). We are generating extensive genomic and gene expression data enriched for rare
transcripts from all types of vegetative and reproductive meristems from multiple crop species. We are
functionally characterizing novel genes and pathways controlling meristem maturation and shoot and
inflorescence branching, which will enrich our understanding of the tomato genome and a multitude of
agriculturally important sympodial plants, including trees. We are developing new and improved plant
transformation protocols that can be applied in agriculture. Ultimately this project is revealing both
general and specific principles underlying meristem maturation and shoot architecture in sympodial
plants, and is providing a rich source of genetic targets for manipulating flower production and
improving yields in many crops.
Project Participants:
Last Name
First Name
Lippman
Zachary
Schatz
Michael
Van Eck
Joyce
Park
Soon Ju
Lemmon
Zak
Rodriguez-Leal Daniel
Gupta
Sarika
Brooks
Christopher
Dalrymple
Justin
Yihan Du
Cynthia

Institution
CSHL
CSHL
BTI
CSHL
CSHL
CSHL
BTI
CSHL
CSHL
BTI

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Post-doc
Post-doc
Post-doc
Post-doc
Technician
Technician
Technician
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Determining the Genomic Basis of Heterosis and Apomixis in Panicum
Grasses
John Lovell
University of Texas at Austin
johntlovell@gmail.com, (508) 330-8121
Species to be Studied: Panicum hallii, P. virgaturm, P. maximum

Project Objectives:
1) Determine the genetic basis and extent of heterosis between P. hallii upland (var. hallii) and
lowland varieties (var. filipes).
2) Map the genomic and geographic context of heterosis, characterize heterotic groups, and
determine the gene-expression patterns that are associated with heterosis in P. virgatum.
3) Map genomic loci that induce apomixis in P. maximum and determine the extent of homology
across Panicum at these loci.
Experimental Approaches:
Part 1. This project is based upon the recently released Panicum hallii var. filipes version 2.0 genome.
In addition to this reference, we have conducted de novo sequencing/assembly of P. hallii var. hallii.
These two sequenced genotypes were crossed and F1 and F2 progeny were produced. Using total
RNA sequencing of multiple clones of each parent and F1, we defined a set of genes with expression
heterosis. Through QTL mapping (using the F2 mapping population) of these heterotic gene expression
phenotypes, we are defining the role of complementation and overdominance as drivers of heterosis.
We have conducted a series of additional crosses among P. hallii accessions to look at whole-plant
heterosis. Heterosis will be calculated as the phenotypic difference between the F1 mean and mid
parent (and high-parent) growth rate, flowering time and biomass accumulation. We will compare the
allelic stats of overdominant and complimented genes that cause expression heterosis among these
crosses.
Part 2. We have conducted crosses in P. virgatum and have acquired many additional F1 seed. In the
next year, ten sibs from each of 15 hybrid families will be planted, RAD genotyped, then split into three
clones. Biomass yield, flowering time and growth rate will be surveyed for each of the 450 lines. The
degree of heterosis will be calculated as the phenotypic difference between the mean F1 and the mid
parent (both positive and negative values are possible). Within each of the 15 families, the three clones
of the two highest and two lowest heterosis F1s will be subjected to whole-genome gene expression
analyses by 3-prime tagged RNA-seq of recently expanded leaf tissue. The genes underlying heterosis
will be inferred by analysis of gene-expression data from the high and low heterosis F1s in each cross
(similar to bulk segregant analysis). Using a predictive modeling framework from RAD genotyping data,
I will determine the loci that affect variation in heterosis from 150 F1 families derived from the initial 15
crosses. I will then utilize a machine-learning algorithm to fine tune the prediction of heterosis and
output a set of loci that are most valuable in determining the likelihood of high heterosis crosses.
Finally, I will use genotype data from the recent GWAS analysis in P. virgatum to infer potential
heterotic groups.
Part 3. I have obtained >200 genotypes of P. maximum, which are currently being screened for
apomixis. Once stable apomicts are discovered, a subset of these will be crossed to putatively sexual
genotypes to produce 20 w/in apomixis and 20 apomictic-sexual seed families. Twenty-four seeds from
each of the 60 lines will be analyzed via high-throughput FCSS in collaboration with T. Sharbel,
permitting inference about the penetrance of the apomixis phenotype. The eight highest penetrance
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apomictic lineages and eight obligate sexual lines will be selected for further analyses. Multiple ovules
of the 16 genotypes will be micro-dissected at each of four developmental stages. Total RNA will be
extracted from each ovule, bulked within genotype/developmental stage combinations and analyzed via
3-prime tagged RNA-seq. The overall gene-expression landscape for each mating system will be
characterized and compared. Loci that are conserved across all apomicts, but are differentially
expressed in sexual will be determined as candidate genes.

Information/Materials to be Generated:
Genetic and phenotypic data will be published as supplementary material in online repositories.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. John T. Lovell

johntlovell@gmail.com

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. John T. Lovell

johntlovell@gmail.com

Practical Applications of Research:
1. Documentation of heterotic genes in P. hallii and P. virgatum.
2. Documentation of biomass yield heterotic groups in P. hallii and P. virgatum
3. Determination of apomixis in USDA GRIN P. maximum collections.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Lovell
Juenger
Sharbel

First Name
John
Thomas
Timothy

Institution
UT Austin
UT Austin
IPK
Gatersleben

Role
PI
Mentor
Collaborator
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Genetic and Genomic Approaches to Dissecting Mechanisms for Low-K
Tolerance in Rice
Sheng Luan
University of California, Berkeley
sluan@berkeley.edu, (510) 642-6306
Plants to be Studied: Rice, Arabidopsis

Project Objectives:
1. Comprehensive analysis of the biological functions of rice K-transporters.
2. Mapping QTLs associated with phenotypic variations in low-K tolerant and sensitive rice cultivars.
3. Comparative transcriptome analysis of low-K tolerant and sensitive rice cultivars.
4. Integration of the candidate genes into functional gene networks.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Database analysis: Genome-wide survey of genes encoding K-transporters in rice can be done by
sequence analysis of annotated genes.
2. Subcellular location: After a detailed in sillico analysis to chart their expression pattern (tissueand condition-related), we will determine their subcellular localization by GFP tagging and transient
expression analysis in rice mesophyll protoplasts.
3. Isolation of homozygous mutant lines and phenotypic characterizations: we will determine the
biological roles of each K-transporter by analyzing the phenotype of each mutant.
4. Using root hair as a model, we will also identify the regulatory network for activation and inhibition
of K-transporters in this unique cell type involved in the first step of plant K-acquisition from the soil.
5. QTL analysis: Natural variations in low-K tolerance are caused by variations in genome
sequences. High-throughput sequencing will facilitate identification of QTLs.
6. Comparative transcriptome approach: this should reveal differentially expressed genes with
functional significance in low-K tolerance.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
This research project involves molecular, genetic, and cellular studies of rice plants. During the studies,
data on the biological processes such as signal transduction, protein-protein interaction, gene cloning,
mutant analysis, electrophysiological recordings will be collected. Materials such as DNA-based
constructs, proteins, antibodies, and plant mutants and seeds will be usual samples to be collected.

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Sheng Luan
2. Peggy Lemaux

sluan@berkeley.edu
pglemaux@berkeley.edu
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Sheng Luan
2. Peggy Lemaux

sluan@berkeley.edu
pglemaux@berkeley.edu

Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Sheng Luan
2. Peggy Lemaux

sluan@berkeley.edu
pglemaux@berkeley.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
Heavy reliance on fertilizers makes agriculture non-sustainable and cause irreversible environmental
pollution. Our studies will produce information for understanding the gene networks that mediate Kuptake, translocation, recycling, and regulation. This knowledge will potentially serve as critical platform
for the genetic engineering of crop plants with low-K tolerance and high K-use efficiency. This will
contribute to agricultural sustainability.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Luan
Lemaux
Hou
Tian
Kleist
Tang

First Name
Sheng
Peggy
Congcong
Wang
Thomas
Renjie

Institution
UCB
UCB
UCB
UCB
UCB
UCB

Role
PI
Co-PI
Postdoc
Postdoc
Graduate student
Postdoc
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Comparative Transcriptomic and Proteomic Analysis of Phytochrome
Responses in Tomato
Andreas Madlung
University of Puget Sound
amadlung@pugetsound.edu, (253) 879-2712
Plants to be Studied:
 Phytochrome mutants and wild type plants of Solanum lycopersicum (tomato)
Project Objectives:
 Construct RNAi mutants and elucidate the function of phytochrome genes Sl PHY E and Sl PHY
F.
 Profile transcriptome and proteome of wild type and multiple phytochrome mutants under
various light regimes.
 Compare activity of proteins to that of transcripts using time course analysis.
 Construct new gene networks involved in the phytochrome-mediated red light response.
Experimental Approaches:
 Use RNAi (maybe CRISPR) to construct mutants, verify with qPCR.
 Profile transcriptome with RNAseq and proteome with 2D-GE/MALDI-TOF.
 Elucidate physiological functions of Sl PHY E and Sl PHY F using morphometrics and red/farred light treatments.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
 Generate new single mutants for Sl PHY E and Sl PHY F in tomato.
 Generate new multiple mutants for other phytochrome combinations in tomato.
 Generate transcriptome/proteome datasets.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Andreas Madlung amadlung@pugetsound.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Andreas Madlung amadlung@pugetsound.edu
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Andreas Madlung amadlung@pugetsound.edu
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Practical Applications of Research:
The elucidation of members of light-regulated gene networks and their role in development has the
potential to be transformational for plant breeders and farmers. Using tomato as a study system has the
advantage of both using a well-established model and to apply knowledge gained from research in
Arabidopsis to better understand the biology of this major crop.
Understanding the molecular underpinnings of red light-mediated responses, including seedling
responses during photomorphogenesis, may allow the breeding or engineering of plants with enhanced
structural integrity, optimized architecture, earlier (or later) flowering, and increased yield.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Madlung

Andreas

Carlson

Keisha

Anderson

Drew

Tomanek

Lars

Mueller

Lukas

Institution
University of
Puget Sound
University of
Puget Sound
University of
Puget Sound
California
Polytechnical
University
Boyce
Thompson
Institute/Cornell
University

Role

Email Address

PI

amadlung@pugetsound.edu

Postdoc
Technician

kdcarlson@pugetsound.edu
dchristopheranderson@
pugetsound.edu

Collaborator
(Proteomics)

ltomanek@calpoly.edu

Consultant
(Bioinformatics)

lam87@cornell.edu
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Developing a Systems Level Model of Resource Allocation and Partitioning
in Brassica rapa to Predict Growth Across Multiple Genotypes and
Environments
Robert J. Cody Markelz
University of California, Davis (UCD)
markelz@gmail.com, (530) 752-8086
Species to be Studied: Brassica rapa
Project Objectives:
To increase crop yields per acre and drastically reduce the agricultural contributions of greenhouse gas
emissions contributing to climate change, crops need to be grown at greater densities with reduced
fertilizer inputs. However, when plants grow in dense stands resources may be diverted from seed
production to morphological or biochemical changes aimed at outcompeting neighboring vegetation for
light at the top of the canopy. This response is termed the Shade Avoidance Syndrome (SAS) and
reduces whole plant nutrient use efficiency. This project will take a systems biology approach to
investigate the interactions among genotype, response to shade, and response to nutrient availability.
This project will be conducted in a genetic mapping population of Brassica rapa, which is segregating
for the response to shade and nutrient availability. The aims are to: (1) determine if shade-induced
changes in nutrient use efficiency are genetically controlled; (2) link tissue-level physiological traits with
the underlying metabolic and gene co-expression networks; (3) integrate quantitative trait loci (QTL)
and metabolic networks into a mathematical model of whole plant resource partitioning. This model will
then be used to predict genotype-specific growth and yield responses to shade and nutrient availability.
The model will be validated against field datasets.
Experimental Approaches:
Aim 1: Map loci controlling allocation and partitioning shifts in response to shade. I have aggregated all
of the published trait data on this genetic mapping population of Brassica rapa. This includes over 150
traits spanning physiological, morphological, biochemical, and molecular phenotypes across different
environments (chamber, greenhouse, and field) and treatments (shade, drought, nutrients, and
crowding). I have designed a graphical database system in order to manage all of this data in one
central location. In order determine the QTL that are common across environments or QTL that have a
significant GxE, I am developing a hierarchical Bayesian model in the STAN modeling language that
will map QTL for multiple-traits simultaneously. This approach can fully use all of the information
available (especially for highly correlated traits across studies) in order to refine QTL regions for
individual traits and determine what traits have consistent GxE components for the shade response.
Aim 2: Determine specific metabolic allocation shifts to shade and nutrient availability using
metabolomics and transcriptomics. From all the traits and environments in the trait database, I subselected 16 genotypes that represented the widest diversity across all traits using a clustering
algorithm. I grew this sub-population, along with the two parents, in the field in four experimental
treatments during the summer of 2014. These treatments were the factorial combination of crowded/uncrowded and high/low nutrient availability. I collected physiological and developmental data throughout
the field season and harvested tissue for metabolomics and transcriptomics. The cost of full, untargeted
metabolomics on all this tissue is prohibitive with current funds. Therefore, I am using the previously
published molecular and metabolic traits to parameterize a genome scale metabolic model for Brassica
rapa. Gene expression will be used as a proxy for enzymatic activity in the model. This will allow me to
make predictions about what metabolic pathways will show an interaction between crowding, nutrient
availability, and genotype. Pathways showing interactions will then be targeted for metabolite
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quantification from tissue collected in my field study. Transcriptomics on these same tissues will allow
comparison of gene expression for enzymatic genes and metabolites in the same pathway.
Aim 3: Predict yield of B. rapa in shaded, limiting nutrient environments using a Functional-Structural
Plant Model. A common goal of quantitative genetics and functional-structural modeling is to predict
phenotype across a range of environmental conditions. I am using the trait database and QTL
information to parameterize a functional-structural model for each genotype in this mapping population.
Once the parameterization is complete, I will make predictions about growth in the crowded, low N
environment and compare this to the field data collected as part of Aim 2. Collectively this aim will
combine the genotype, phenotype, and environmental data into a single model of plant growth, and will
improve upon an existing functional-structural model to represent B. rapa response to shade and
nutrient availability.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
This project will produce information on physiological QTL that have significant genotype by treatment
interactions across all published studies in this population. The database scheme and QTL mapping
method will be useful for researchers working on genotype to phenotype predictions. The
transcriptomics and metabolomics data that is paired with model outputs will show how well genome
scale metabolic models perform in prediction field responses of metabolism. The functional-structural
model for Brassica rapa that is parameterized in a genotype specific manor using data across multiple
environments will be used to make predictions for novel field environments (crowded, low nutrients)
where no data is available. Comparisons will be made of predictive power on field data between a
general functional-structural model versus a genotype specific model.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. RJ Cody Markelz markelz@gmail.com
2. Julin Maloof
jnmaloof@ucdavis.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. RJ Cody Markelz markelz@gmail.com; http://rjcmarkelz.github.io/research_projects/
Practical Applications of Research:
The proposed project will quantify the effects of shade on plant resource allocation and partitioning
using both metabolic and physiological phenotyping. This will allow the genetic architecture of loci
controlling morphological and major carbon and nitrogen pool responses to shade to be mapped
simultaneously, potentially revealing loci involved in multiple levels of response. This data set will then
be used to improve an existing functional-structural growth model to include both metabolic and genetic
components in a novel species Brassica rapa. Accomplishing this work in B. rapa will significantly
advance classical physiological resource allocation and partitioning theory while simultaneously
providing targets for crop improvement in the Brassica genus. This project will advance both basic and
applied research towards the goal of increasing yields and decreasing fertilizer use to meet the
nutritional demands of our expanding population while reducing the impact of agriculture on climate
change.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Markelz
Maloof
Kliebenstein

First Name
Robert
Julin
Daniel

Institution
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis

Role
Postdoctoral Fellow
Faculty Mentor
Faculty Co-Mentor
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Centromere Evolution in Diploid and Polyploid Plants: An Example from
Gossypium
Rick Masonbrink
Iowa State University
remkv6@gmail.com, (515) 294-4243
Species to be Studied:
Diploids: Gossypium raimondii, G. klotzchianum. G. thurberi, G. davidsonii, G. arboreum, G.
herbaceum, G. exiguum, Gossypioides kirkii (outgroup)
Polyploids: G. hirsutum, G. barbadense, G. tomentosum, G. mustelinum, G. darwinii
Synthetics: 2(A2D1), a colchicine-doubled, F1 hybrid between G. arboreum and G. thurberi, and
2(A2D3), and a colchicine-doubled F1 hybrid between G. arboreum and G. klotzschianum.
Project Objectives:
This research will specifically address the evolution of centromeric DNA in multiple diploid and polyploid
species in Gossypium, a model system. We will test two specific hypotheses: (1) that centromere
sequence homogenization occurs rapidly among all chromosomes in allopolyploids; and (2) that
centromere sequences diverge rapidly during speciation at the allopolyploid level, just as they do at the
diploid level.
Experimental Approaches:
For our study, we utilized a ChIP method established specifically for plants to identify sequences
associated with functional centromeres using a Gossypium CenH3, a protein that defines the functional
boundary of centromeres. Using a phylogenetically informed sampling strategy, we will perform ChIP
with a CenH3 antibody on 11 species providing greater insight into the evolution of the centromere over
different temporal scales, including during speciation at the diploid level, following polyploid formation,
and the subsequent evolutionary divergence. The immunoprecipitated DNA was amplified using a
Sigma whole genome amplification kit, libraries prepared using a Nugen kit, followed by 150nt paired
end sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 4000. We expect to obtain up to 312 million reads, and 9.5 million
reads/accession. With an approximate centromere size at 3Mb, we expect a sequencing coverage
near 42x. Reads will be subjected to de novo assembly using PriceTI, repeats will be identified with
Tandem Repeat Finder, and mapped to each of the published cotton genomes (G. raimondii, G.
arboretum, and G. hirsutum) to assess repeat distributions. The ChIP reads will then be combined with
the published genome assemblies in an attempt to assemble centromeres. Custom Python and Perl
scripts will be written to evaluate the repeats recovered for (1) read depth contributing to the repeat and
(2) polymorphism among those reads, the rationale for the former being that centromeric repeats will
represent the consensus with the greatest read depth.
For each major repeat recovered, a 5’ fluorescently labeled DNA oligonucleotide will be designed;
these are more efficient to develop and generate less background (from non-specific sequences) than
do labeled PCR products and vectors. Quality checks of the fluorescent DNA probes will be done with
FISH on G. hirsutum (AD1) metaphase chromosomes to determine the workable probe concentrations
and the signal distributions in the genome. All repetitive FISH probes derived from ChIP will then be
applied to representative diploid and polyploid Gossypium species to develop a widely applicable FISH
karyotype for Gossypium. While the A and D-genomes will be simple to differentiate due to
chromosome size differences [74], individual chromosomes will be identified by developing single gene
FISH for Gossypium, while also utilizing the established Gossypium BAC karyotypes for the At genome.
Once centromere mapping is completed in the A, D, and AD-genomes, we will initiate a comparative
study of centromere organization and divergence.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
Our data, when considered in the light of the cotton genome sequences, may permit insight into the
evolutionary origin and genesis of novel centromere repeats, vis-à-vis the differing ideas of centromere
sequence recruitment. This work will provide the best data to date on the pace and pattern of
centromere sequence evolution, yielding insight into the mystery of repeat homogeneity within species
in the face of rapid divergence among close relatives
The research described here will generate a significant amount of data, both in the form of sequence
data and also as FISH image data. All sequence data will be stored on the laboratory-owned Dell
Power Edge server (see computational resources), backed up on the laboratory-owned network
attached storage (NAS) device, and deposited in appropriate public databases upon publication of the
results (e.g., Short Read Archive, NCBI). Links to access the data will be included on the Wendel
Laboratory website, as well as on The Cotton Portal (http://gossypium.info). Characterized sequences
(e.g. centromeric repeats, specific transposable elements, etc.) will be deposited individually into
GenBank for public access, and all characterized repetitive sequences will be submitted to RepBase.
FISH images generated during the course of the investigation will be made available both in
publications and as image files on the Wendel Laboratory website.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Rick Masonbrink remkv6@mail.missouri.edu
2. Jonathan Wendel jfw@iastate.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Rick Masonbrink remkv6@mail.missouri.edu
2. Jonathan Wendel jfw@iastate.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
This research will result in a greater global understanding of centromeres, which is an important but
largely unexplored dimension of allopolyploid evolutionary genomics. The results may enhance the
capabilities of chromosome engineering, by providing a generalized foundation for the requirements of
the interactions of DNA and protein in the centromere.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Masonbrink

Rick

Wendel

Jonathan

Institution
Iowa State
University
Iowa State
University
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Genetic Analysis of Natural Variation in the Control of Water
Use Efficiency and Response to Drought Stress in Brassica rapa
C. Robertson McClung
Dartmouth College
mcclung@dartmouth.edu, (603)-646-3940
Species to be Studied: Brassica rapa
Project Objectives:
i. Quantitative-genetic analysis and QTL mapping of drought responses in Brassica rapa as well as
fine-scale mapping of a large-effect water-use efficiency (WUE) QTL.
ii. Characterization of the agroecological relevance (effects on yield) of variation in circadian rhythms
and physiological traits.
iii. Expression analysis of B. rapa drought response in RIL parents, RILs, and natural accessions;
eQTL.
iv. Generation of multiple sets of RILs in a nested association mapping design lines; QTL mapping of
drought responses.
v. Development and dissemination of B. rapa genetic resources for enhancing K12 and undergraduate
education.
Experimental Approaches:
We will investigate the genetic basis of circadian rhythms and their relationship to water-use efficiency
(WUE) and the traits contributing to it in the crop species, Brassica rapa. We have identified multiple
QTL for both circadian period and WUE and observed a high degree of colocalization of these QTL.
Our studies will focus in part on cloning a known QTL that simultaneously affects circadian rhythms and
water-use efficiency (WUE). Identifying the underlying locus will be facilitated by experiments where
water stress is imposed at the atmospheric and soil levels, and plant measurements that quantify the
connection between water supply and demand as well as plant carbon fixation and utilization. Through
quantification of additional traits, such as plant hydraulics and stable isotope measurements of plant
water utilization, we will systematically narrow the field of possible physiological and molecular
mechanisms that underlie variation in plant WUE in B. rapa.
We will also perform molecular genetic analyses, including transcriptome sequencing, to characterize:
the suite of transcripts whose expression is altered in response to water stress, the genotypic variation
in the transcriptome response to drought conditions, and the role of the circadian clock in modulating
the transcriptome response to water stress.
In order to explore considerably more genetic diversity than is exploited in our current R500/IMB211
RILs, we will develop several new segregating progeny lineages akin to those developed recently in
maize (Nested Association Mapping [NAM] lines). As these become available, we will perform QTL
analysis on circadian and WUE traits in order to identify additional loci that contribute to WUE. These,
in turn, will be fine-mapped and cloned, thus enhancing our understanding of the genetic basis of
water-use efficiency in crop species.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
• Quantitative-genetic analysis and QTL mapping of drought responses in RILs and natural accessions
of B. rapa under field and controlled-environment conditions.
• Fine-scale mapping of a large-effect WUE QTL.
• Transcriptome analysis of diel and circadian time course ± water deficiency stress
• Development of NAM populations derived from accessions that span the range of genetic and
morphological variation among B. rapa varieties.
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• Development of a SNP/indel marker set for high-resolution genotyping of the IMB211/R500 RIL
population and for RIL/NAM populations we will construct.
• Genetic and molecular tools for teacher and student education in areas of Mendelian genetics and
genomics; curricular implementation guides for laboratory and classroom exercises using RIL/NAM
populations, previously-generated B. rapa mutant derivatives, and PCR-based molecular markers. We
will produce seed stocks and hold teacher workshops to disseminate and facilitate use of new biological
and genomic resources in classrooms to
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. C. Robertson McClung mcclung@dartmouth.edu
2. Rick Amasino
amasino@biochem.wisc.edu
3. Brent Ewers
beewers@uwyo.edu
4. Todd Mockler
tmockler@danforthcenter.org
5. Cynthia Weinig
cweining@umyo.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. C. Robertson McClung mcclung@dartmouth.edu
2. Rick Amasino
amasino@biochem.wisc.edu
3. Brent Ewers
beewers@uwyo.edu
4. Todd Mockler
tmockler@danforthcenter.org
5. Cynthia Weinig
cweining@umyo.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
Water-use efficiency (WUE) is a critical determinant of yield in crops and fitness in both wild and
cultivated crop species. Even small changes in crop water use would have profound effects on global
hydrology and food production. Therefore, a better understanding of the genetic pathways that govern
plant water use and gas exchange is warranted to feed a rapidly growing global population faced with
increasingly limited fresh water supplies. Enhanced understanding of the genetic architecture of wateruse efficiency among varieties that comprise the widely cultivated and morphologically diverse species
B. rapa will likely facilitate efforts to breed for enhanced water-use efficiency in a wide range of crop
species.
In addition, this project offers innovative educational opportunities at the high school, undergraduate,
pre-doctoral and postdoctoral levels in quantitative molecular and classical genetic analysis and plant
physiology. We will train middle and high school teachers and develop educational modules that permit
K-16 students to do hands-on studies in classical and contemporary molecular genetics using a selfcompatible and extensively inbred rapid-cycling strain of B. rapa (FPsc, “Fast Plants sc”). Annual
summer institutes at UW-Madison and presentations at national teachers conventions (e.g., NABT,
NSTA) and meetings of professional societies (e.g., ASPB, AAAS) will enhance the value of resources
we will develop to investigate WUE to teach classical, molecular, and biochemical genetics at the K-12
and undergraduate levels. Thus, the outreach aspects of this project should be manifest on a national
level.
Project Participants:
Last Name
McClung
Amasino
Ewers
Mockler
Weinig

First Name
C. Robertson
Richard M.
Brent E.
Todd C.
Cynthia

Institution
Dartmouth College
U. Wisconsin-Madison
U. Wyoming
Danforth Center
U. Wyoming
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Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI

Email Address
mcclung@dartmouth,edu
amasino@biochem.wisc.edu
beewers@uwyo.edu
tmockler@danforthcenter.org
cweinig@uwyo.edu
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Investigating Triticeae Epigenomes for Domestication
W. Richard McCombie
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
mccombie@cshl.edu, (516) 422-4083
Species to be Studied: Wheat and related triticeae
Project Objectives:
1) Determine the methylation pattern and transcriptome of wheat Chinese Spring 42 (leaf).
2) Determine the epigenome, transposon number and small RNA expression in 4 progenitors of
wheat; T. turgidum, Kronos, T. dicoccum and Ae. Tauschii. And compare them to that seen in
CS42.
3) Determine the epigenome and sRNA expression in newly formed hybrids of the progenitors of
CS42.
4) Determine changes in the epigenome of the hybrids as they stabilize
5) Determine the effect of environmental changes on the epigenome of CS42 using high
temperature as an example.
Experimental Approaches:
Bisulfite sequencing- Nuclear DNA from a single reference plant of Chinese Spring 42 (leaf tissue) will
be isolated. We will carry out bisulfite conversion on the DNA and sequence it to high coverage (50x)
on a HiSeq2500. The converted reads will be mapped to the current wheat reference using Bismark
(Krueger & Andrews 2011).
Develop a targeted capture reagent to sequence up to 24 million bases of gene regions. This will
include exons and some flanking regions of genes. We will work with our European collaborators and
take advantageous the latest genome assemblies to design this hybrid capture reagent. It will be
designed to provide capture and sequence of methylated regions of the genome. Once designed, our
European collaborators will use the reagent to sequence from elite wheat strains to determine
differential methylation among them.
RNA sequencing/smRNA sequencing- We will isolate mRNA and small RNA from the tissues under
study. The mRNA will be converted to cDNA libraries for Illumina sequencing. Likewise, the small RNA
isolated from the respective tissues will be converted to Illumina sequencing libraries using standard
protocols. Each library will be sequenced on a HiSeq2500. We will target 30 million to 40 million reads
from each library sequenced.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
An understanding of epigenetic modifications in the wheat genome and how they might influence gene
expression.
An understanding of how epigenetic modifications stabilize hybrid varieties of wheat.
An understanding of how the epigenome responds to stress using high temperature as an example
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. W. Richard McCombie
2. Robert Martienssen

mccombie@cshl.edu
martiens@cshl.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. W. Richard McCombie
2. Robert Martienssen

mccombie@cshl.edu
martiens@cshl.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
The epigenetic modification of the wheat genome is important in the regulation of gene expression and
response to stress. A better understanding of this will allow for improved breeding as these epialleles
are taken into consideration along with genetic markers in breeding programs and introgression
schemes.
Project Participants:
Last Name
McCombie
Martienssen

First Name
W. Richard
Robert

Hall

Anthony

Mayer

Klaus

Bevan

Michael

Institution
CSHL
CSHL
University of
Liverpool
HelmholtzZentrum
Muenchen
John Innes
Centre,

Role
PI
CoPI

Email Address
mccombie@cshl.edu
martiens@cshl.edu

PI

Anthony.Hall@liverpool.ac.uk

PI

k.mayer@helmholtzmuenchen.de

PI

michael.bevan@jic.ac.uk
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Evolution of Salt Tolerance in African Rice (Oryza glaberrima)
Rachel Meyer
New York University
rm181@nyu.edu, (206) 351-7997
Species to be Studied: African rice (Oryza glaberrima), Asian rice (Oryza sativa)
Project Objectives:
African rice (Oryza glaberrima) was domesticated in upland rainfed environments and was
subsequently brought into coastal and riverine saline agricultural systems in West Africa where it has
long been cultivated. The agricultural landscape developed for O. glaberrima implies that varieties have
been arranged with matched fitness to local saline levels, that selection for tolerance has proceeded for
many generations, and that detailed practices are in place to quell salt stress response. This project
aims to connect human agricultural strategies, artificial selection pressures, and the genetic
architecture of salt tolerance in Oryza to infer how salt tolerance evolved. Landraces from West Africa
will be phenotyped with respect to salt tolerance, their whole genomes will be sequenced, and both
ethnographic and ecological information will be collected for landrace origins to address the following
aims: (1) To characterize African rice and build a SNP map. (2) To identify salt tolerance selective
sweeps using GWAS. (3) To correlate selective sweeps and SNP variation with agricultural practices.
(4) To study the adaptive genetic variation on the landscape. (5) To compare African and Asian rice
population genetics and salt tolerance genetic architecture.
Experimental Approaches:
Germplasm: 100 landraces of Oryza glaberrima and 10 accessions of O. barthii were obtained from the
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), 26 landraces from the USDA. Accession origins are evenly
distributed along the gradient of environmental salinity.
Phenotyping: 126 landraces of African rice were subjected to two salt evaluation score (SES) tests at
IRRI under guidance of Dr. Glenn Gregorio.The following traits are measured over the duration of the
tests: plant height, mortality, salt evaluation score, % injury, 4th leaf [Na+]/[K+] from standard SES test,
and whole shoot [Na+]/[K+] from delayed exposure SES test.
Genotyping: DNA from 100 IRRI African rice landraces was resequenced using Illumina HiSeq 2500
with 2x100 read length (mean ~14x coverage). 93 pure O. glaberrima samples were mapped to the AGI
O. glaberrima version 1.1 reference genome. SNPs were called using GATK and annotated using
SNPEFF, producing a filtered set of 2.3 million SNPs.
Scans for selection: Population structure was assessed by EIGENSTRAT, which delineated the 93
accessions by 10 eigenvectors. STRUCTURE analysis supported 3 populations, and an examination
of STRUCTURE assignments and eigenvalues shows the top three populations shift along
geographical clines. Pairwise FST scans were performed to find outlier regions under selection between
geographic quadrants (North Coastal, North Inland, South Coastal, South Inland), which correspond to
proposed diversity centers and to the STRUCTURE results. Shared FST regions were compared to
other selection tests including a sweep test using Z-score transformed ratios of North Coastal versus
South Coastal Watterson’s theta.
Genome-wide association mapping using all SNPs and an LD pruned SNP set was performed for all
salt evaluation phenotypes with population stratification covariates using two approaches: EMMAX full
model with BN kinship and PLINK linear association. Eleven peaks were found to be of Bonferroni
significance, several of which are homologs of salt tolerance genes in O. sativa such as potassium
transporters.
Validation of variant calls: PCR and Sanger sequencing was used to confirm the SNP calls, showing a
low ~2% error rate skewed to homozygous calls that are in fact heterozygous.
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Parallel selection in African and Asian rice: Through collaboration with Purugganan lab research
associate Dr. Jonathan Flowers, and Professor Dr. Briana Gross, we are evaluating the extent that
genes evolve similarly under domestication.
Agricultural practice characterization: A survey of 72 questions was given to farmers proximal to the
collection location of the sequenced African rice landraces in the countries of Togo and Senegal.
Researchers and other experts in African agriculture and history were interviewed as well.
Collaborators were AfricaRice scientists Dr. Marie-Noelle Njiondjiop and Dr. Kofi Bimpong.
Landscape Genomics: Through collaboration with Dr. Jesse Lasky and AfricaRice collaborators,
landscape ecofactors will be analyzed with SNPs. Ecofactors and other ethnobotanical data for this
analysis will be drawn from the agricultural practice characterization interview data.
Outreach collaboration: Informal training workshops were conducted with students, technicians, and
scientist staff at AfricaRice, Benin, and AfricaRice Senegal. Analysis of survey data is being done in
collaboration with the AfricaRice collaborators and will be shared with Jeff Froikin-Gordon. Meyer has
made a fieldwork blog (glaberama.tumblr.com) and a short film to communicate the subsistence
farming landscape and the situation of African rice in farms. Meyer has taken a female undergraduate
and postdoc to the field and trained them to survey. Meyer has run outreach workshops, (incl. World
Science Festival gala &workshop 2014/2015).
Information/Materials that have been Generated:
 A high quality map of 2.3 million SNPs from 93 O. glaberrima landrace samples spanning the range
of cultivation
 Candidate salt tolerance loci have been identified by GWAS, loci under selection were identified, and
these datasets were intersected
 Highly salt tolerant survivors have been given to IRRI for use in breeding programs
 West African agricultural practices have been characterized shared through media
 Loci under selection due to agroecological factors (considering fieldwork) will be identified
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Rachel Meyer
rm181@nyu.edu
2. Michael Purugganan
mp132@nyu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Purugganan Laboratory puruggananlab.bio.nyu.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
The SNP map and candidate genes and mutations responsible for salt tolerance will be identified and
able to be used grass crop breeders (such as genomic selection). Knowledge of indigenous practices
will be catalogued for future generations. The importance of biodiversity conservation and ex-situ
germplasm collection will be exemplified by this study.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Meyer
Purugganan
Lasky
Gross
Flowers
Njiondjiop
Bimpong
Plessis

First Name
Rachel
Michael
Jesse
Briana
Jonathan
Marie-Noelle
Kofi
Anne

Institution
NYU
NYU
Columbia
U. Minn.Duluth
NYU
AfricaRice
AfricaRice
NYU

Role
PI
Host Scientist
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
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Email Address
rm181@nyu.edu
mp132@nyu.edu
jl3985@columbia.edu
blgross@d.umn.edu
Jmf11@nyu.edu
blgross@d.umn.edu
Isp2@nyu.edu
Ap133@nyu.edu
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Regulatory Hierarchies and Roles of Non-Coding RNAs in Maize Anthers
Blake Meyers
University of Delaware
meyers@dbi.udel.edu, (302) 831-3418
Species to be Studied: Maize, rice, basal grasses (Anomochloa or Streptochaeta)
Project Objectives:
The project goal is to understand the regulation of developmental events in anther ontogeny by: (1)
organizing hierarchies of gene expression in individual anther cell types and (2) elucidating functions of
small RNAs, particularly two unusual classes of “phased” secondary small RNAs (phasiRNAs) that are
highly enriched in grass anthers. These phasiRNAs are processed from an extensive set of
coordinately-expressed, long non-coding RNA precursors into secondary small RNAs of 21 or 24
nucleotides. Thus, the fundamental questions to be addressed by this project are:
 What are the spatial and temporal accumulation patterns of mRNA and proteins in anther lobe
cell types? In particular, how do pre-meiotic and meiotic cells differ from the soma?
 Which transcription factors guide the transitions required for cell fate setting and differentiation
of cell type-specific properties during anther development?
 What are the origins and functions of the non-coding phasiRNAs that are specifically expressed
in grass inflorescences?
 Do phasiRNAs participate in cell type-specific events?
To address these questions, we will:
 Design and build a graphical Virtual Anther (VA) as a platform for organizing our developmental
and molecular data, ultimately detailing maize anther development and hierarchies of
transcription factors and small RNA-mediated regulatory events.
 Generate whole anther transcriptome, sRNA (particularly phasiRNA), proteomic, and confocal
microscopy datasets to populate a spatiotemporal model of developmental progressions. This
will be extended to laser micro-dissected cell types at key stages. Validate cell-type specificity
with in situ RNA and protein detection.
 Based on hypotheses generated from data analysis in Aims 1 and 2, conduct detailed functional
studies on selected genes, to identify direct and indirect targets of transcription factors (TF) in
anther development. Apply a broad suite of experimental approaches to define phasiRNA
biogenesis and functions before and during meiosis.
 Perform comparative analysis to elucidate variation and synteny in phasiRNA loci among
grasses, including sequencing a basal grass genome.
Experimental Approaches:
Using precisely staged maize anthers and laser microdissected cell types the project will generate
copious transcriptomic and proteomic data, organize transcriptional hierarchies by conducting ChIP-seq
of transcription factors, generate extensive data on small RNAs in a spatiotemporal context, and
analyze the function and biogenesis of phasiRNAs. Genetic analysis using existing and engineered
mutations will be used to test for essential roles of key transcription and phasiRNA biogenesis factors in
anther development.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Transcriptional (mRNA and small RNA), chromatin (a subset of histone modifications & BS-seq), and
proteomic data for the developing maize anther, including a time series for the intact anther, LCM data
for cell-type specific transcriptional data. In situ localization data for selected RNAs or proteins related
to small RNAs of interest. A “virtual anther” – a wireframe model of anther development that will be
used to integrate transcriptional and localization data. Website and browser for release of the
transcriptional data. Mutants or overexpression lines including supporting transgenics in maize with a
small number in rice related to small RNA biogenesis. Synteny analysis of reproductive phased siRNA
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loci across diverse grasses. Sequence data for a basal grass genome and reproductive phased siRNA
loci.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Blake Meyers
2. Virginia Walbot
3. Greg Abram

meyers@dbi.udel.edu
walbot@stanford.edu
gda@tacc.utexas.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Blake Meyers
2. Virginia Walbot

meyers@dbi.udel.edu
walbot@stanford.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
Together, maize and rice feed over half of humanity and are also the two species studied in this project.
Hybrid seed is a key technology sustaining maize yield improvement, yet hand detasseling has been
used since the 1969-70 disease disaster destroyed cytoplasmic male-sterile T maize. This manual
labor contributes substantially to seed cost, and it is a major commercial goal to replace it with nuclearcontrolled male sterility. New information from this project will provide insights into the coordination of
anther development and underlying cellular processes, including chromatin remodeling, as plant cells
switch from mitosis to meiosis. New insights and resources of broad utility should ultimately contribute
to controlling plant fertility in agriculture, particularly in the cereal crops.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Meyers
Walbot

Blake
Virginia

Abram
Yang

Greg
Bing

Institution
University of
Delaware
Stanford University
Texas Advanced
Computing Center
Iowa State Univ.

Role

Email Address

PI
Co-PI

meyers@dbi.udel.edu
walbot@stanford.edu

Co-PI
Funded collaborator

gda@tacc.utexas.edu
byang@iastate.edu
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Deleterious Mutations and the Response to Strong Selection in a Selffertilizing Crop
Peter Morrell
University of Minnesota
pmorrell@umn.edu, (612) 626-5601
Species to be Studied:
Barley and barley wild relatives, including wild barley, Hordeum vulgare ssp. spontaneum and the
closely related species H. bulbosum
Project Objectives:
1) Use barley as a tractable model to evaluate whether plant breeding programs have gained yield
by purging deleterious variants
2) Determine the extent to which selection for favorable variants increased the frequency of linked
deleterious variants during domestication
3) Design genomic prediction approaches that test the potential of ‘reverse genomic selection,’
based on purging of deleterious variants, to supplement genomic selection based on phenotypic
prediction
Experimental Approaches:
Exome resequencing of a stratified sample of wild, landrace, and elite barley lines will be used to
identify the number and relative abundance of deleterious mutations in individual genomes.
Genomic prediction based on multi-location yield trials of a training population derived from 20 parents
and 60 crosses will be used to test the effects of deleterious variants on yield.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The resequencing data will be used to generate detailed annotation of the potential fitness
consequences of several million SNPs in coding regions of the barley genome.
The list will include potentially deleterious variants in genes contribution to agronomically adaptive
traits.
The genomic selection experiment should generate new breeding lines with improved yield potential.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Peter Morrell

pmorrell@umn.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Peter Morrell

pmorrell@umn.edu

Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Peter Morrell
2. Justin Fay

pmorrell@umn.edu
jfay@genetics.wustl.edu
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Practical Applications of Research:
The identification and elimination of deleterious variants is a potential amendment to current plant and
animal breeding approaches focused on increasing the frequency of beneficial variants. The approach
has potential application at multiple stages of the breeding process.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Morrell

Peter

Smith

Kevin

Fay

Justin

Institution
University of
Minnesota
University of
Minnesota
Washington
University

Role

Email Address

PI

pmorrell@umn.edu

coPI

smith376@umn.edu

coPI

jfay@genetics.wustl.edu
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Engineering a Synthetic Centromere for Artificial Chromosome Segregation
in Maize
Natalie J. Nannas
University of Georgia
njnannas@uga.edu, (706) 542-1010
Species to be Studied:
Studies are being conducted in maize (Zea mays subspecies mays).
Project Objectives:
Increasing world population demands new technologies for crop improvement. Introducing a few
transgenes into agricultural plants have helped combat pests and increase yields, but traits necessary
to meet future demand will most likely require large sets of genes that cannot be easily introduced and
manipulated by current methods. Artificial chromosomes are an emerging strategy to stack transgenes,
but reliable centromeres are needed to faithfully segregate these constructs through cell division. The
objective of this project is to engineer a synthetic centromere capable of autonomously directing
chromosome segregation. A synthetic centromere will be created by artificially localizing kinetochore
proteins to a specific genetic location, an approach that has proven successful in animal systems.
Towards this overall goal, we will also develop a live fluorescence imaging system to characterize
maize chromosome segregation and identify novel kinetochore and centromere-defining proteins.
Experimental Approaches:
1) Establish a live imaging system of mitotic and meiotic chromosome segregation.
To directly assess the chromosome segregation capability of a synthetic centromere, an imaging
system to observe mitosis and meiosis via fluorescence microscopy is being developed. Newly
available fluorescent maize lines containing CFP-tubulin and mCherry-histone has been crossed to
produce a maize line with blue-labeled spindles and red-labeled chromosomes. Using this two-color
line, spindle assembly and chromosome segregation dynamics are being characterized in meiosis and
mitosis.
2) Engineer a maize synthetic centromere via targeted tethering of kinetochore proteins. A synthetic
centromere is being constructed by fusing a kinetochore protein with a DNA-binding domain and
expressing it in a line that carries an array of binding sites. The kinetochore fusion protein must be able
to maintain protein-protein interactions with other kinetochore components despite the addition of the
DNA-binding domain tag. A yeast two-hybrid screen is being used to confirm the these interactions. By
screening the fusion protein against a library of maize cDNAs, we will also identify novel kinetochore
proteins. Functional fusion proteins will be transformed and expressed in maize lines containing the
previously constructed array of binding sites. Recruitment of the fusion protein and other kinetochore
components to the array will be examined by probing for co-localization.
3) Cytological and genetic characterization of the synthetic centromere construct. An acentric
chromosome fragment containing the array will be generated by meiotic recombination. The ability of
the kinetochore fusion protein to act as a synthetic centromere by binding to the array and assembling
a functional kinetochore will be tested by live imaging and multi-generational inheritance. Using the live
imaging system outlined above, we will examine the segregation of the array-containing fragment and
compare its segregation dynamics to natural chromosomes. The ability of the synthetic centromere to
direct the inheritance of the chromosome fragment will be assayed by the transmission of a kernel
pigmentation gene.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. A synthetic centromere capable of autonomously directing segregation of an artificial chromosome
2. A live fluorescence imaging system of maize meiosis and mitosis
3. Characterization of maize chromosome attachment and segregation, attachment error correction,
and spindle assembly and disassembly.
4. Novel maize kinetochore proteins and other proteins involved in establishing centromere identity

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Natalie Nannas
2. Kelly Dawe

njnannas@uga.edu
kdawe@uga.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Natalie Nannas
2. Kelly Dawe

njnannas@uga.edu
kdawe@uga.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
Engineering a functional synthetic centromere would significantly alter the landscape for genetic
modification of agriculturally important crops. Current technologies can only introduce a few genes, but
artificial chromosomes could serve as a platform to introduce whole genetic pathways, maintain them
separately from the genome, and efficiently segregate all traits together. Use of artificial chromosomes
in plants has stagnated due to unreliable centromere establishment, but a synthetic centromere would
bypass these epigenetic issues and consistently establish kinetochores for artificial chromosome
segregation.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Nannas

Natalie

Dawe

Kelly

Institution
University of
Georgia
University of
Georgia

Role

Email Address

PI
Sponsoring
Scientist

njnannas@uga.edu
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A Systems Approach to the Development and Function of C4
Photosynthesis
Timothy Nelson
Yale University
timothy.nelson@yale.edu, (203) 432-3860
Species to be Studied:
Zea mays (maize)
Setaria viridis
Project Objectives:
1. Produce and test models of the development and regulation of C4 photosynthesis and its
supporting Kranz leaf anatomy, based on the analysis of coincident systems data from
successive stages of leaf development
2. Develop computational tools capable of analyzing, integrating and modeling developmentally
coincident systems data of heterogeneous types (transcriptomes, proteomes, small RNAs,
epigenomes, metabolomes, anatomy, etc.)
3. Educational outreach via a high school-targeted program for identification and analysis of
mutants of the C3 grass Brachypodium distachyon and the C4 grass Setaria viridis.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Systems data for C4 models: Samples along the maize leaf base-to-tip developmental gradient
will yield coincident and comprehensive genome-wide data on mRNAs, small RNAs, proteins
and protein modifications, epigenetic marks, leaf anatomy and ultrastructure, and metabolites at
successive stages of C4 development. Models will be tested via transformation of the rapid C4
grass Setaria viridis.
2. Computational tools: Tools to be optimized include an integrated transcriptomics/proteomics
informatics pipeline, comparative analysis of orthologs in C3 vs C4 species, network and ciselement identification via coexpression and additional tools for integrating and browsing
heterogeneous but coincident data types.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The project outcomes are available through a project-specific public website (C3-C4DB,
http://c3c4.tc.cornell.edu). Data will be shared with the Gramene and MaizeGDB databases.
RNAseq datasets will be deposited in the NCBI GEO/SRA (Sequence Reads Archive) and EBI
ArrayExpress; mass spec proteomics data will be deposited at EBI PRIDE (PRoteomics
IDEntifications database).

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Timothy Nelson

timothy.nelson@yale.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://c3c4.tc.cornell.edu/
2. timothy.nelson@yale.edu
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Practical Applications of Research:
The introduction of C4 traits into C3 crops such as rice and wheat could have an enormous impact on
water, nitrogen, and land use for agriculture and on crop yield, and has been proposed as a strategic
goal for international scientific cooperation. The fact that C4 physiology has evolved multiple times
among closely related taxa suggests there are preexisting networks for anatomy and biochemistry that
are amenable to manipulation into C4 patterns. However, we lack fundamental information about the
mechanistic basis for the patterns of cell types and cell-specificity of physiological activities that are
essential for C4 plants.
This mechanistic understanding of the complex features of the C4 system can be gained through a
systems approach: computational analysis and modeling of comprehensive transcriptome, proteome
and metabolite developmental profiles of C4 leaves. The genomic resources enabling profiling are
available for several C3 and C4 grasses, and predictions of models can be tested in transgenic maize
or Setaria (C4). The computational infrastructure and systems datasets for grass leaf developmental
stages can support gene discovery, regulation, and systems studies applications for any leaf biology
feature, and can be precisely overlaid with other data “channels” (small RNAs, gene methylation,
physiological activities, etc.) for the same stages.

Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Nelson

Timothy

Brutnell

Thomas

Mockler

Todd

Liu

Peng

Sun

Qi

Turgeon

Robert

Van Wijk

Klaas

Myers

Chris

Van Eck

Joyce

Institution
Yale
University
Danforth
Plant Science
Center
Danforth
Plant Science
Center
Iowa State
University
Cornell
University
Cornell
University
Cornell
University
Cornell
University
Boyce
Thompson
Institute

Role

Email Address

PI

timothy.nelson@yale.edu

Co-PI

TBrutnell@danforthcenter.org

Co-PI

TMockler@danforthcenter.org

Co-PI

pliu@iastate.edu

Co-PI

qi.sun@tc.cornell.edu

Co-PI

ert2@cornell.edu

Co-PI

kv35@cornell.edu

Co-PI

crm17@cornell.edu

Co-PI

jv27@cornell.edu
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Phytochrome Control of Resource Allocation and Growth in Arabidopsis
and in Brassicaceae crops
Jennifer Nemhauser
University of Washington
jn7@uw.edu, (206) 543-0753
Species to be Studied: Brassica rapa, Arabidopsis thaliana
Project Objectives:
PHYTOCAL builds on new research showing that integration between phytochrome and carbon
signaling is central to C resource use efficiency and resource conservation. We will test the following
hypotheses: (i) phytochrome plays an influential role in coupling C resources to growth; (ii)
phytochrome and photosynthesis signals cooperate to conserve night time C reserves, preventing
starvation and growth arrest; and (iii) phytochrome and photosynthesis interact at dawn to delay the
activation of energy costly processes until the light intensity is high enough to drive photosynthesis.
PHYTOCAL will also delineate the impact and genetic basis of shading-induced N re-allocation in
canopies. This trait strongly impacts on N use efficiency and stand photosynthesis, and in many crops
is closely linked to yield. The experimental findings will be integrated into models to test hypotheses
and to gain understanding at a system level. Impact of this work will be enhanced by combining work in
Arabidopsis (primarily contributed by other consortium members) with highly similar studies in the
closely related crop Brassica rapa. B. rapa brings the advantage of larger size, and will allow new
insights to be directly applied to a food crop.
Experimental Approaches:
Extensive kinematic analysis of rosettes (all); C-flux measurements (Stitt); qPCR and NGS to identify
critical regulators of GxE responses (all); metabolite profiles by LC-MS/MS, GC.MS and robotized
assays (Stitt); isolation and analysis of B. rapa TILLING alleles (Nemhauser)
Information/Materials to be Generated:
-A detailed analysis of how phytochrome regulates plant C metabolism
-An understanding of how phytochrome makes C available for growth
-A comparative analysis of how light signaling is coupled to growth in Arabidopsis and B. rapa.
-An understanding of how the clock integrates inputs from light signaling and photosynthesis to prevent
nighttime starvation
-Molecular control of dynamic resource re-allocation in the canopy in Arabidopsis and B. rapa
-A system-level understanding of phytochrome control of resource production, allocation and growth
-A re-parameterized Framework Model that predicts environmental control of growth in B. rapa
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jennifer Nemhauser

jn7@uw.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
TBD
Practical Applications of Research:
Higher N efficiency and increased control of biomass allocation
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Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Nemhauser
Halliday

Jennifer
Karen

Stitt

Mark

Institution
U Washington
U Edinburgh
Max Planck
Institute of
Molecular
Plant
Physiology

Role
PI (co-PI, ERACAPS)
PI

jn7@uw.edu
Karen.Halliday@ed.ac.uk

co-PI

MStitt@mpimpgolm.mpg.de
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Epigenomic Engineering in Soybeans to Unlock Cryptic Genetic
Variation
Chad Niederhuth
University of Georgia
chadn737@gmail.com, (641) 919-5248
Species to be Studied:
Glycine max (soybean)
Project Objectives:
Variation in DNA methylation can affect gene expression as well as lead to heritable phenotypic
variation. Soybean is an economically important species and has four-fold higher levels of methylation
than the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, with many more genes targeted for silencing. Silenced
genes in Soybean represent an untapped source of genetic variation that could be of use for plant
breeding and improvement of the species. The objective of this project is to use multiple methods to
disrupt DNA methylation both globally and in a targeted fashion and identify potential phenotypic
variation associated with variation in DNA methylation. This will lead to the development of new
techniques for engineering plant epigenomes and association of phenotypic variation with underlying
epigenomic variation.
Experimental Approaches:
Multiple methods will be used and developed to disrupt methylation both globally and in a targeted
manner. CRISPR will be used with aid of Dr. Wayne Parrott and Thomas Jacobs to mutate genes
necessary for maintenance of DNA methylation. This will potentially lead to a global loss of methylation.
Mutant plants will then be crossed to non-mutant parental plants to generate Epigenetic Recombinant
Inbred Lines (epiRILs) that are isogenic, varying only in their DNA methylation, similar to those made in
Arabidopsis. This will enable the mapping of interesting phenotypic traits to underlying epigenetic
variation. As a complementary approach, chemical means of disrupting DNA methylation, such as the
use of zebularine, will be used to generate populations of soybeans with randomly disrupted
methylation. Association mapping will then be used to link phenotypic variation to variation in DNA
methylation. Targeted approaches of disrupting DNA methylation will also be explored using CRISPR
technology. This will enable specific loci to be demethylated as both a confirmation of results from the
aforementioned experimental populations and development as a method of engineering plant
epigenomes. Whole genome bisulphite sequencing (WGBS) will be used to identify differentially
methylated regions (DMRs) that can serve as markers for association studies.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Soybean epiRIL populations will be created as a resource for mapping phenotypic traits to epigenetic
variation in DNA methylation. Techniques and methods of altering DNA methylation chemically or in a
targeted method using CRISPR will be tested and developed for engineering plant epigenomes.
Interesting phenotypes associated with epigenetic variation will be identified.
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Chad Niederhuth chadn737@gmail.com
2. Robert Schmitz schmitz@uga.ed
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Chad Niederhuth chadn737@gmail.com
2. Schmitz Lab
http://schmitzlab.genetics.uga.edu/
Practical Applications of Research:
Practical applications of this research will be the development of new techniques for plant epigenome
engineering as well as novel experimental populations that will enable identification of genes of interest.
Ultimately, these findings may be of use in plant breeding programs.
Project Participants:
Last Name

Institution

Role

Email Address

Niederhuth

University of
Georgia

PI

chadn737@gmail.com

Schmitz

Robert

University of
Georgia

Postdoctoral
Advisor

schmitz@uga.edu

Parrott

Wayne

University of
Georgia

Soybean
Transformation

Jacobs

Thomas

University of
Georgia

Soybean
Transformation

Chad

First Name
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Deciphering the Role of RNA Binding Proteins in RNA Transport,
Localization and in Post-transcriptional Processes
Tom Okita
Washington State University
okita@wsu.edu, (509)335-3391
Species to be Studied: Oryza sativa L.
Project Objectives:
RNAs in developing rice endosperm are transported to subdomains of the cortical endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) by at least three RNA localization pathways, processes requiring multiple assemblies of
RNA binding proteins (RBPs). RNAseq studies of immunoprecipitates (IPs) generated by antibodies to
specific RBPs indicate that known RBP complexes bind storage protein RNAs as well as small set of
other RNAs, while various combinations of these RBPs bind larger sets of unique RNAs. Here we
propose to conduct a genome-wide assessment of RBPs and their bound RNAs as a means to identify
the role of specific RBPs in RNA localization to the cortical ER and their potential subsequent roles in
translation, stability and/or RNA processing. We will (1) categorize cytoplasmic-localized, cytoskeletalassociated RBPs into multi-protein complexes; (2) determine the composition of RNAs bound by these
multi-protein complexes and the associated cis-sequences recognized by these RBPs, and (3) identify
peptide domains of specific RBPs that may be responsible for specifying RNA transport pathway by the
analysis of genetic mutations.
Experimental Approaches:
Studies on the identification of RBPs and their organization in multi-protein-RNA complexes will be
conducted using multiple approaches. Proteomic studies of IPs generated by affinity-purified antibodies
to RBPs involved in RNA transport and localization will be employed to identify other potential
interacting RBPs and accessory proteins. Protein to protein interactions will be validated by BiFC or
FRET studies and by yeast 2-hybrid analysis. The organization of these proteins into multi-protein
complexes will be assessed by LC-tandem mass spectrometry of protein resolved by molecular size
and charge.
A central hypothesis of this project is that different combinations of RBPs organized as multiprotein complexes are responsible for specifying the transport and localization of specific sets of RNAs
to the cortical region of the cell where they are translated, processed and/or stored. These sets of
RNAs bound by specific RBP complexes will be identified by a modified RIP-iT protocol. Young
developing rice seeds will be subjected to formaldehyde fixation to stabilize RBP complexes whereupon
protein extracts from seed peels (essentially aleurone and subaleurone cell layers) will be prepared and
subjected to back to back IPs using affinity-purified antibodies to known interacting RBPs. RNAs from
the second IP will then identified using RNA-seq technology.
To demonstrate that different peptide domains are responsible for interaction with distinct RBPs,
genetic mutations in specific RBP genes will be identified by TILLING. Rice lines containing missense
mutations that alter the structural conformation of putative protein interacting peptide domains will be
identified and assessed to determine whether storage protein RNAs are mis-localized on the cortical
ER.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
The organization of RBPs into multi-protein complexes and their bound RNAs will be identified and
organized into potential regulons, i.e. sets of RNAs that are co-transported and localized. Information
will also be generated on the cis-sequences recognized by RBP multi-protein complexes and the
peptide domains of RBPs responsible for their interaction to other RBPs.
The project will generate antibodies to more than 25 RBPs, rice lines containing mutations in specific
RBPs, and transgenic rice lines expressing wildtype and mutant RBP gene sequences.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Thomas W. Okita
2. Dan Syzmanski
3. Shawn Starkenburg

okita@wsu.edu
dszyman@purdue.edu
shawns@lanl.gov

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Thomas W. Okita
2. Rice RBP website:

okita@wsu.edu
http://www.bioinformatics2.wsu.edu/cgi-bin/RiceRBP/home.pl

Practical Applications of Research:
Information generated by this project has practical utility in efforts to control gene expression posttranscriptionally and in the production of proteins for medical and industrial applications.

Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Okita
Szymanski
Xie

Thomas
Dan
Jun

Starkenburg

Shawn

Institution
Washington State
University
Purdue University
Purdue University
New Mexico
Consortium

Kumamaru

Toshihiro

Kyushu University
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Co. PI
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Polyploidy and Plasticity in the Crop Brassicas
J. Chris Pires
University of Missouri
piresjc@missouri.edu, (573) 882-0619
Species to be Studied: Brassica rapa, B. oleracea, Arabidopsis thaliana, Sisymbrium irio
Project Objectives: The goal of this project is to explore the relationship between polyploidy and
evolutionary plasticity using the crop Brassicas. By integrating comparative genomics, network
analyses, and evolutionary models, this project confronts a key question: Did a whole genome
triplication (WGT) in the Brassicas facilitate their domestication and adaptability?
Based on our prior discoveries on how polyploidy shaped Arabidopsis metabolism, the project focuses
on two hypotheses regarding how whole genome triplication (WGT) affected Brassica:
(1) WGT resulted in global alterations to the metabolic and gene expression networks, possibly allowing
faster growth through duplication of core, high-flux, enzymes; and
(2) Both WGT and subsequent domestication altered the networks related to biotic stress.
Experimental Approaches: The research aims are to:
(1) Map orthologous, post-whole genome triplication (WGT) genes using comparative genomics (across
species of Brassica, Sisymbrium, and Arabidopsis) and identify post-WGT changes in gene coexpression and metabolism; and
(2) Search for signatures of selection and recent adaptations to biotic stress during the parallel
domestications of Brassica oleracea (broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, and kohlrabi)
and B. rapa (turnips, Chinese cabbage, Pak Choi, and oilseeds).
Further, this project will describe the evolution of gene expression patterns in Brassica and test
genome-scale models of Brassica’s metabolic networks, which will be refined with glucosinolate
measurements. This project will develop novel computational and genomic methods that will start to
integrate genotype with phenotype (G2P), transforming comparative biology.
The research is original in bringing the systems biology and -omics resources of Arabidopsis to the crop
Brassicas, yielding new insights in predictive biology and for agricultural improvement.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
-Develop Brassica diversity sets and F1 hybrids
-Infer ancestral genome orders and duplicated regions (and ortholog mapping
-Infer metabolic networks and predicted fluxes for Brassica rapa (and update for Arabidopsis)
-Tests of selection on Brassica genomes and transcriptomes
-RNA-Seq and corresponding metabolic data associated with biotic stress (caterpillar herbivory)
-List of cis- and trans- regulated alleles from the F1 hybrid experiment
-Bioinformatic tool development (EPIC-CoGE, POInT, EvoPipes)
-CABBAGE web portal
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. J. Chris Pires

piresjc@missouri.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. J. Chris Pires

piresjc@missouri.edu
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Practical Applications of Research:
Rapid global changes are placing unprecedented pressure on plants in agricultural and natural
landscapes; scientists must learn to reason across disciplines to address these challenges.
Understanding the genotype-to-phenotype map requires predictive models, which can be used to
design responses such as increased tolerance to abiotic and biotic stresses.
Practical Research: This project explores how genome and biological complexity are related and how
that relationship can be manipulated for agricultural applications.
(Aim 1) Analyses of genome organization and gene expression will improve understanding of the
genetic basis of metabolic innovation.
(Aim 2) Evolutionary analyses of transcriptome and metabolic data will identify the types of variation
selected during post-WGT domestication and describe the resulting changes to metabolism, growth,
and biotic stress response.
F1 hybrids of B. oleracea morphotypes will also be surveyed for gene expression and glucosinolate
levels to identify functional elements in genetic response to stress.
Practical Training: The future promises rich synthetic biology applications, if the next generation of
scientists is appropriately trained. To address this gap, this project has several education and outreach
objectives:
(1) Development of the CABBAGE: Community Assets for Brassica Biology And Genome Evolution
web portal that will be integrated with iPlant’s cyberinfrastructure; and
(2) Training in systems biology and predictive modeling for postdoctoral fellows, and graduate and
undergraduate students.
In sum, the project has three potentially transformative aspects:
(1) Because Brassica crops have tremendous morphological and chemical diversity, they are ideal for
studying domestication and are widely used for outreach;
(2) Building on our team’s unique strengths in comparative and population genomics, modeling, and
computational biology, this project will synthesize biological insight that will serve as tools for
hypothesis generation, predictive biology, and crop improvement, and
(3) Our interdisciplinary team will train the next generation of biologists from a perspective combining
functional and evolutionary genomics.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Pires
Conant
Lyons
Barker

First Name
J. Chris
Gavin
Eric
Mike

Institution
U. Missouri
U. Missouri
U. Arizona
U. Arizona

Role
Lead PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
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A Field-Based High-Throughput Phenotyping Platform for Plant Genetics
Jesse Poland
Kansas State University
jpoland@ksu.edu, 785-532-2709
Species to be Studied: Wheat (Triticum aestivum), Cotton (Gossypium hursutim)
Project Objectives:
Platforms for high-throughput phenotyping (HTP), particularly in field environments, are needed to
compliment the wealth of genomic information in plant genetics. This project is developing field-based
HTP platforms for rapid assessment of multiple quantitative plant traits. Proximal sensing tools and
GPS referencing are integrated to develop mobile platforms that are low-cost, flexible, robust, and
amenable for a range of species. A central premise of this work is that integrating streams of data from
multiple types of sensors will increase both the accuracy and number of traits that can be quantified for
field grown plants. Thus, a second objective is to develop novel algorithms for analyzing HTP data to
quantitatively estimate phenotypes expressed in field environments. The newly developed sensor
systems, indexes, and algorithms are being applied in test cases that examine multiple quantitative
traits in wheat and cotton.
Experimental Approaches:
Develop a flexible open-source field-based HTP platform: We are developing a flexible open-source
HTP data collection platform based on a high-clearance vehicle. The main function of this platform is for
sensor deployment to achieve rapid measurements of spectral reflectance, infrared thermometry, and
height measurement with geospatial data referencing of all sensor output. We integrate GPS for georeferencing all proximal measurements to enable precise placement of sensor measurements within
field plots.
Evaluate HTP platforms on field-trials of wheat and cotton: HTP platforms are being deployed fieldbased trials. The performance of the platforms and the algorithms will be assessed in each field trial
through: 1) direct comparison FB-HTP traits with conventional field measurements of the same or
related traits (‘ground truthing’), and 2) comparison of repeatability/precision for measurement of
individual traits vs. rapidity or cost of assessment.
Develop efficient and easy-to-use pipelines to process FB-HTP data and disseminate associated
algorithms: The overall objectives of developing a data management pipeline for HTP are 1) data
management and access within this project, 2) promotion of community-based standards for managing
and analyzing large sets of field-based HTP data and 3) interaction with community databases to
integrate tools and schema for utilization of HTP in plant genomics research. We are developing data
standards and tools to process raw HTP data to forms (phenotypic trait level) that are useful for further
analysis (i.e. connecting genotype to phenotype through association mapping)
Develop algorithms to infer biological traits from HTP data: Our central hypothesis is that field-based
HTP data combined with inverse modeling can deliver a transformative increase in useful phenotypic
data. This requires assessing different levels of model complexity and mechanistic detail by estimating
plant traits with various models, and then comparing those estimates, as well as results obtained
through alternative methods. We will conduct inverse modeling and use the model parameters
(phenotypes of interest) and estimates of phenotypes that cannot be directly observed. The
comparisons will focus on the broad-sense heritability of the traits (error on a line-mean basis). The
most robust phenotypic modeling approaches are expected to generate higher repeatability and
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heritability. Computational tractability and robustness across species and environments will also be
considered.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1.
Develop FB-HTP platforms consisting of proximal sensors in an open-source framework and
state-of-the-art GPS guidance systems mounted on high-clearance field vehicles.
2.
Develop efficient and easy-to-use pipelines to process FB-HTP data and disseminate
associated algorithms.
3.
Develop algorithms to estimate biological traits from FB-HTP data using inverse modeling with
statistical and biophysical models. The focus will be on identifying modeling techniques that optimize
phenotypic information from raw HTP data.
Education and Outreach: This project will serve to advance the use of field-based HTP in plant
genomics research. This will be achieved by 1) integrating summer internships for undergraduate
students from multiple disciplines, including engineering and plant science, 2) providing graduate
student training and postdoctoral development, 3) hosting yearly workshops for HTP training and 4)
hosting of research findings on a project web-site, 5) hosting of HTP workshops at Plant and Animal
Genome conference.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jesse Poland
jpoland@ksu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1.
www.fieldphenomics.org
Practical Applications of Research: HTP platforms must be developed with the capacity to
quantitatively assess thousands to millions of plant phenotypes. We are developing open platforms
that can be readily adopted by scientist working across a range of species. With focus on field-based
platforms, we will be able to phenotype thousands of plots per hour with the capacity to expand field
experiments to the order of tens of thousands of entries. These phenotyping platforms will enable plant
biology on a level not previously possible and will being to match the phenomenal developments in
high-throughput genomics resources.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Andrade-Sanchez
French
Fritz
Gore
Poland
Thorp
Welch
White
Wang
Zhang

First Name
Pedro
Andrew
Allan
Michael
Jesse
Kelly
Stephen
Jeff
Xu (Kevin)
Naiqian

Institution
Univ. of Arizona
USDA-ARS
Kansas State Univ.
Cornell Univ.
Kansas State Univ.
USDA-ARS
Kansas State Univ.
USDA-ARS
Kansas State Univ.
Kansas State Univ.
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Genome Structure and Diversity of Wheat and Its Wild Relatives
Jesse Poland
Kansas State University
jpoland@ksu.edu, 785-532-2709
Species to be Studied:
bread wheat (Triticum aestivum), Aegilops tauschii, Triticum monococcum, Triticum turgidum
Project Objectives:
As an approach for developing sequence resources for crop plants with large genomes, nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) can be applied to rapidly generate a whole genome sequence that is
readily assembled into short contigs. These contigs primarily contain the gene-rich, non-repetitive
portions of complex genomes. However, WGS assemblies have limited utility because these gene-rich
contigs remain unanchored and unordered on the chromosomes. Novel, cost-effective approaches are
needed for anchoring and ordering large, complex genomes. Through this project, new methods for
assembling and ordering complex plant genomes will be developed and applied to understanding the
genomes of wheat and its wild relatives. NGS will be applied to segregating populations of diploid,
tetraploid and hexaploid wheat species, leveraging linkage information to develop an ordered wholegenome assembly for each species. This approach (POPSEQ) uses millions of genetic markers to
order the assembled gene space onto a physical framework.
Experimental Approaches:
The project will target 1x whole-genome sequence coverage across multiple diploid (AA and DD
genomes), tetraploid (AABB) and hexaploid (AABBDD) wheat populations to develop high-density
genetic maps. These high-density genetic maps can then be used to anchor sequence contigs and
scaffolds, giving physical context to genome assemblies. Using this population sequencing (POPSEQ)
approach, we will develop the high-density framework maps that can be used to anchor and order
genome assemblies for key species in the Triticum/Aegilops genome complex. We will obtain wholegenome population level sequence for recombinant inbred line (RIL) and double haploid (DH)
populations of T. monoccocum x T. boeoticum (AA), Triticum turgidum (AABB), Ae. tauschii (DD) and
T. aestivum (AABBDD).
Education and Outreach:
Through integrated education and outreach activities, this project will also recruit and train new
generations of computational biologists to address complex and challenging genomics questions. In
partnership with the Kansas Foundation for Ag in the Classroom (KFAC), multi-tiered educational
materials on plant genomes and domestication will be developed and implemented in middle and high
school classrooms across the state. Through KFAC, students will be given access to advanced
material targeting Next Generation Science Standards, including resource materials on careers in plant
science. At the undergraduate level, internships will be developed to attract non-biology students from
computationally-intensive fields. Interns with diverse social and academic backgrounds will be
challenged with cutting-edge bioinformatics through coursework and research in U.S. labs followed by
summer internships working with European project collaborators. At the postdoctoral level, scholars
working on this project will gain skills in cutting-edge genomics along with mentoring and international
research experience. To disseminate bioinformatics approaches developed through this project,
annual workshops for bioinformatics training in population sequencing and genotyping-by-sequencing
will be held for graduate and postdoctoral training.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Ordered assemblies will be iteratively improved and made available to the wheat community
through MIPS (http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/plant/genomes.jsp), T3
(http://triticeaetoolbox.org/) and GrainGenes (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/) databases.
2. Genetic stocks will be made available through the KSU Wheat Genetics Resource Center and the
USDA-ARS National Small Grains Collection.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jesse Poland
jpoland@ksu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. www.wheatgenetics.org
Practical Applications of Research:
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the world's most important food crops and a staple for billions
throughout the world. Hidden within loaves of bread is one of largest and most complex genomes of
important plant species. The size and complexity of the bread wheat genome, which is more than five
times larger than the human genome, have hindered development of a reference framework that can
serve as a resource for genetic studies and breeding applications. A better understanding of the wheat
genome will also give insight into the structure, function and evolution of complex, polyploid plant
genomes. Advancement of population-based sequencing methods for assembling plant genomes will
have broad implications throughout the plant genomics community, particularly for species with limited
genomic resources and large, intractable genomes. User- friendly tools for population sequencing
developed through this project will enable applications of this approach in the larger plant genome
community.
Project Participants:
First
Last Name Name
Jesse
Poland
Gary
Muehlbauer
Bikram
Gill
Sunish
Sehgal
Nils
Stein
Martin
Mascher
Robbie
Waugh
Musick

Cathy

Meyer

Klaus

Institution

Role

Email Address

Kansas State Univ.

PI

jpoland@ksu.edu

Univ. Minnesota

coPI

muehl003@umn.edu

Kansas State Univ.

coPI

bsgill@ksu.edu

Univ. South Dakota

Collaborator

sunish.sehgal@sdstate.edu

IPK, Gatersleben

Collaborator

IPK, Gatersleben

Collaborator

stein@ipk-gatersleben.de
mascher@ipkgatersleben.de

James Hutton Inst.
Kansas Foundation for
Ag. in the Classroom
Helmholtz Zentrum
München

Collaborator

robbie.waugh@hutton.ac.uk

Collaborator

ksfac@k-state.edu
k.mayer@helmholtzmuenchen.de
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Network-Guided Predictions and Characterization of Genes Governing
Pattern Recognition Receptor-Mediated Immunity in Cereals
Pamela Ronald
University of California, Davis
pcronald@ucdavis.edu, (530) 752-1654
Species to be Studied: Rice (Oryza sativa); Wheat (Triticum spp.); Barley (Hordeum vulgare);
Xanthomonas oryzae pv oryzae; Magnaporthe grisea; Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici; Puccinia graminis
f. sp. tritici
Project Objectives:
The flood of data from functional genomics, comparative genomics, and proteomics now allows diverse
aspects of gene function to be assayed on a genome-wide scale. Our long-term goal is to use all
available resources to develop a thorough understanding of the cereal pattern recognition receptor
(PRR)-mediated immune response network and to apply this knowledge toward improvement of rice
and other cereals. Our approach utilizes a non-biased, network-guided method to identify subnetworks
of genes controlling PRR-mediated immunity. We have focused on Xa3- and Xa21-mediated immunity
to the bacterial blight pathogen Xanthomonas oryzae pv oryzae (Xoo); as well as rice Pid2-, wheat
WKS1, wheat Sr35 and barley RPG1-mediated immunity. We have complemented this approach with
the collection and analysis of quantitative proteomics and transcriptomic datasets. We have also
established a predictive computational network for wheat by transferring existing rice genetic links to
wheat and have optimized this network by incorporating available transcriptomic wheat datasets. We
have established a short list of 25 high-confidence genes governing PRR-mediated immune responses
and begun to validate the in vivo functions of these genes in immune responses mediated by three rice
PRRs, one wheat PRR and one barley PRR.
Experimental Approaches:
This project exploits our experimentally validated genome-scale functional gene network of rice genes,
named RiceNet, to explore PRR-mediated immune responses in cereals on a genome-wide scale. We
have taken advantage of the observation that genetic modifiers of the same gene often cluster in gene
networks. Thus, novel regulators of PRR-mediated immune responses can be effectively identified and
prioritized based on local connectivity in such networks. The project integrates expertise in
computational biology and proteomics (Marcotte), in rice immunity (Ronald) and in wheat and barley
genetics (Dubcovsky and Wise). To improve our candidate gene selection, we established RiceNet
version 2, which has significantly higher predictive power than RiceNet v1 because it includes upgraded
sub-networks and additional rice-specific data. RiceNet v2 provides a network of 25,765 genes (70.1%
of the coding genome) and 1,775,000 co-functional links. We have constructed Wheat Jiffynet by
calculating orthology between rice genes and the wheat gene set using tools such as InParanoid, which
has been shown to robustly identify orthologs. Wheat JiffyNet contains over 11,000 gene group nodes
with more than 230,000 links. We have identified potential XA21 interacting proteins using quantitative
LC-MS/MS using the Marcotte lab state-of-the-art Thermo-Scientific Velos-Orbitrap high-resolution
mass spectrometer. From this analysis, we identified several putative XA21 binding partners, including
two candidate proteins that were independently identified by RiceNet. We have used and XA21inducible system to identify differentially expressed genes and proteins (RNAseq and LC-MS/MS).
From these analyses, we identified more than 5000 differentially expressed genes and a preliminary set
of 1125 differentially expressed proteins, 21 of which were independently identified by RiceNet. We
have generated 24 artificial microRNA (amiRNA) silencing and 3 overexpression constructs for 12
RiceNetv1-predicted genes and generated 360 transgenic rice plants and T1 progeny. Our results
indicate that the amiRNA approach has a low frequency of silencing. Inoculation assays of the KO and
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transgenic cereals have tentatively identified 3 rice genes and 1 barley gene that are required for PRRmediated disease resistance. Using the durum wheat EMS TILLING population, we identified the
mutations in 7 candidate genes (Xb12, Rar1, AK1, CRK6/CRK10, NPR1, ROX11 and TPK1-2) from A
and B genomes and made genome A and B double mutants for Xb12 and Rar1. The double mutants
were inoculated with PST (Stripe rust) and PGT (stem rust), respectively. No alteration in disease
phenotype was observed. New mutant combinations are underway. We are now TILLING for ROX12
and PDIL2-3.
Information/Materials Generated:
Information or materials generated in this project include a list of 200 genes predicted to control rice
PRR-mediated immunity via identification of subnetworks and co-immunoprecipitation analyses,
quantitative proteomics and transcriptomic datasets, a WheatNet prototype, a short list of 25 highconfidence genes governing PRR-mediated immune responses, and validation of the in vivo functions
of candidates in rice, wheat, and barley. RiceNet v2 can be queried and downloaded from
http://www.inetbio.org/ricenet. Once validated, the proteomics, genetic and phenotypic data will be
available to download from http://www.cropgeneticsinnovation.org/dissecting-immune-networks-in-ricewheat-and-barley. The proteomic and RNA-seq data will be submitted to the PRIDE database at EBI
and SRA archive at NCBI, respectively.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Pamela Ronald pcronald@ucdavis.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Pamela Ronald
pcronald@ucdavis.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
This project will lead to in-depth characterization of subnetworks governing PRR-mediated immunity in
cereals. Results will be made broadly available, allowing for generation of novel hypotheses and
biotechnological applications, and serve as a basis for comparative genomics studies. Because
pathways controlling PRR-mediated responses in rice are similar to those in other plants and animals,
the expected results will be relevant to other species. Researchers at all levels, from undergraduate
student interns through postdoctoral scientists, will receive essential training in genomics, proteomics,
pathology, and systems biology. Project activities will provide interdisciplinary mentoring for young
scientists in state-of-the-art genetics and computational tools, introducing them to new paradigms in
biology. In 2014, we organized and hosted a “Networks in Immunity (NetI) Workshop”.
Project Participants:
First Name

Last Name

Institution
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Pamela
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UC-Davis

PI

Edward
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Co-PI
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Co-PI
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High Resolution Functional Genomics of Fleshy Fruit Development and
Environmental Responses
Jocelyn Rose
Cornell University
jr286@cornell.edu, (607) 255-4781
Species to be Studied: Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) and wild relatives
Project Objectives:
Fruit represent unique plant developmental systems and constitute important components of human
and animal diets. Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), an economically important crop, has emerged as
the principal model for studies of fleshy fruit development, ripening, shelf life and nutritional quality.
However, many fundamental questions related to key aspects of the development, physiology, quality
traits and environmental responses of fleshy fruit remain unanswered. This proposal aims to decipher
complex problems in plant biology that are also central to fleshy fruit development and quality: (i) the
hierarchy of transcriptional and epigenetic regulation of fruit growth and ripening; and (ii) the associated
hormone biosynthesis and signaling pathways; and (iii) molecular events that result in cell wall
formation and restructuring, and that provide protection from abiotic and biotic stresses. The goal of this
project is to define and functionally evaluate, at an unprecedented level of temporal and spatial
resolution, the hierarchy of regulatory, hormonal and structural systems that influence tomato fruit
ontogeny. The poorly understood responses of fruits to drought, an increasing problem in crop
production, will similarly be characterized. These studies will be extended to two phenotypically diverse
wild relatives of tomato that show a high tolerance of water stress, and that thus may represent
opportunities for crop improvement. An important element of this proposal is the development of a
strong education and training component. This takes the form of two programs: (a) an annual Plant
Genomics and Systems Biology Workshop, comprising a series of integrated ‘technology modules’ with
both seminars and lab-based practical training in ‘omics disciplines’; (b) a multi-level training course in
Scientific Communication, providing guidance in both oral and written presentation skills. These are
affiliated with undergraduate students, high school students and high school teachers, with particular
emphasis on the participation of under-represented groups through the support of a network of existing
Cornell programs.
Experimental Approaches:
We are using laser capture microdissection (LCM) coupled with RNA-Seq based transcriptome profiling
to: (1) interrogate the full range of tomato fruit pericarp cell types and major fruit tissues, including
seeds, and spanning the range of developmental stages from early ontogeny through fruit expansion
and ripening; (2) sample transcript expression along the developmental gradient of the fruit basipetal
axis. This high resolution transcriptome and sRNA platform will yield a full profile of the fruit
transcriptomes of diverse germplasm, within the Solanum Sect. Lycopersicon, including wild tomato
relative relatives that are endemic to a wide range of climactic, biogeographic and ecological niches.
This study will include an analysis of transcriptional responses of fruit to drought stress. We will also
incorporate upstream (epigenomic) and downstream (metabolomic and glycomic) perspectives,
evaluating the same tissues, to develop a holistic ‘systems model’ of fruit ontogeny and responses, or
adaptations, to water stress. This will provide information at unprecedented level of spatial and
temporal resolution, which will be used to address questions that are central to fruit biology, but that
have been previously ignored, or impossible to tackle without such data. Specifically, we will
functionally evaluate candidate genes associated with the following themes: (a) regulatory factors and
epigenomic phenomena that mediate fleshy fruit development; (b) interacting hormonal networks that
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control fruit expansion and ripening; and (c) the spatially and temporally complex mechanisms
associated with the cell wall polymer biosynthesis and restructuring. These core themes will be
investigated in part through the generation and characterization of transgenic tomato lines, in which the
expression of candidate genes has been suppressed or eliminated.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
(1) A comprehensive fruit ontogeny gene expression database, at a cell/tissue type level of resolution,
for tomato and biologically informative wild relatives, including responses to drought.
(2) Functional insights into the transcriptional and epigenetic regulatory circuitry that controls fruit
ontogeny, at the tissue/ cell type levels, in the same genotypes and following drought treatments.
(3) An elucidation of the tissue specificity of hormone biosynthesis and signaling pathways during fruit
ontogeny in tomato and wild relatives and following drought treatments
(4) A high resolution profile of, and functional evaluation of, genes associated with cell wall
biosynthesis and remodeling during fruit ontogeny in tomato and wild relatives, and following
drought treatments.
(5) A queryable ‘Tomato Expression Atlas’, displaying information at the cell/tissue-type scale of
resolution in 2D, 3D and 4D formats
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jocelyn Rose
jr286@cornell.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. SOL Genomics Network: sgn.cornell.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
The project will generate a valuable, publicly available set of resources, with priority given to rapid
public dissemination of the data. Importantly, this proposal will take full advantage of, and enhance
previous investments by the NSF in tomato genomics and provide a template for similar studies in
model agricultural and commercially important plant species. Data arising from this project should
suggest strategies to improve fruit crop quality, yield and drought tolerance.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Rose

Jocelyn

Catala

Carmen

Fei

Zhangjun

Giovannoni
Mueller

James
Lukas

Institution
Cornell
University
Cornell
University
USDA-ARS
and Boyce
Thompson
Institute for
Plant
Research
(BTI)
USDA-ARS
and BTI
BTI

Role

Email Address

PI

jr286@cornell.edu

Co-PI

cc283@cornell.edu

Co-PI

zf25@cornell.edu

Co-PI
Collaborator

jjg33@cornell.edu
lam87@cornell.edu
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CAREER: Photoprotection for Tolerance to Abiotic Stress: Discovery
through Natural Genetic Variation
Maria G. Salas-Fernandez
Iowa State University
mgsalas@iastate.edu, (515) 294-9563
Species to be Studied: Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor)
Project Objectives:
The goal of this project is to discover genes/QTN affecting the plant’s capacity to cope with excessive
energy under stress conditions (photoprotection), using natural genetic variation in sorghum, a
commercially important crop.
Objective 1: to determine the drought and cold experimental conditions that would maximize the
photoprotection response.
Objective 2: to test the association of photoprotection candidate genes with photosynthesis and
fluorescence by Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) mapping.
Objective 3: to discover novel genes associated with variation in photoprotection as a mechanism to
cope with environmental stress.
Objective 4: to identify candidate genes, functional polymorphism and determine expression profiles of
allelic variants associated with higher photoprotective capacity under stress.
Experimental Approaches:
The proposed experimental approach is the use of LD mapping or Association mapping for the
identification of genes/QTN associated with higher photoprotective capacity in a set of 387 sorghum
lines called “sorghum diversity panel”. This panel includes converted tropical sorghums and elite
materials, capturing the maximum geographic and genotypic diversity, as well as considering historical
importance of elite lines. Phenotypic data to be collected under stress conditions include
photosynthesis (measured as C assimilation rate) and photoprotection (measured as fluorescence).
Carbon assimilation and fluorescence parameters (in dark and light adapted leaves) will be measured
using a Li-6400 XT (Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE), a portable photosynthesis measurement system
with gas exchange and fluorescence detectors.
Objective 1: A subset of 30 lines varying in cold and drought tolerance will be used to establish the
optimal growth chamber and stress conditions necessary to accomplish Objectives 2 and 3.
Objective 2: A “candidate gene” LD mapping strategy will be used to test the association of 57 genes
with photoprotection response under cold and drought conditions using the “sorghum diversity panel”.
In model species, these 57 genes and/or their translated proteins have been associated with
mechanisms to avoid absorption of excess light or to cope with excess absorbed light.
Objective 3: To discover novel genes (not included in the set of 57 genes of Objective 2), a Genome
Wide Association Mapping (GWAS) approach will be used to test the association of SNPs distributed
throughout the genome with the same phenotypes evaluated in Objective 2. SNPs in the “sorghum
diversity panel” are publicly available and have been generated by the Cornell Institute for Genomic
Diversity as part of an NSF-BREAD proposal using a genotyping-by-sequencing approach.
Objective 4: If a marker from the genome wide set of SNPs is positively associated with the
phenotypes, candidate genes in the genomic region of the marker will be investigated based on the
sorghum annotated genome. If the association resolution (both in Objectives 2 and 3) does not allow for
discrimination to the single gene level, additional markers will be developed (if possible) and scored in
an attempt to dissect the trait. If the association resolution is at the single gene level, potential
functional polymorphisms will be investigated by direct PCR, sequencing and testing association of the
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newly found variation within the candidate gene with photoprotection. Expression analysis of candidate
genes identified in Objective 2 or 3 will be performed for contrasting alleles by qRT-PCR.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
At the completion of this project, the PI expects to have identified genes/QTN and allelic variants
associated with superior photoprotective capacity, the functional polymorphisms and expression
profiles of those genes and molecular markers that could be tested in breeding programs and under
multiple environmental conditions. Additionally, the knowledge generated in this project would advance
the scientific disciplines of physiology and genetics in the areas of abiotic stress tolerance and carbon
assimilation.
As part of the education plan and integration with the research component, a new module in the
ongoing Meta!blast project will be developed based on results obtained in this project. This pioneer
virtual reality project is a 3-D interactive game designed to engage students in the learning process of
complex biological systems. The new module, “Photoprotection”, complementing the current module B
(Energetics and metabolism) and module D (Gene expression and regulation), will be dedicated to
photoprotection and its effects on society, incorporating new knowledge generated in this project about
the most fundamental principle of biology, photosynthesis.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Maria G. Salas Fernandez

mgsalas@iastate.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Maria G. Salas Fernandez

mgsalas@iastate.edu

Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. N/A
Practical Applications of Research:
This project will generate knowledge and markers to be used in the genetic improvement of a
commercially important crop to increase its abiotic stress tolerance using a novel mechanism such as
photoprotection. Results from this research will advance the knowledge on abiotic stress tolerance
mechanisms by identifying the genetic components and natural allelic variation in photoprotection as a
defense mechanism in sorghum. The outcomes of this project could be readily transferred to improve
other economically important crops, having a significant impact on food, feed, fiber and fuel production
under adverse environmental conditions. This research is particularly timely considering the predicted
challenging environment we will encounter as a society due to climate change.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Salas
Fernandez
Westgate
Wurtele

First Name
Maria
Mark
Eve

Institution

Role

Email Address

Iowa State University
Iowa State University
Iowa State University

PI
Collaborator
Collaborator

mgsalas@iastate.edu
westgate@iastate.edu
evewurtele@gmail.com
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Genetic Networks Regulating Structure and Function of the Maize Shoot
Apical Meristem
Michael Scanlon
Cornell University
mjs298@cornell.edu, (607) 254-1156
Species to be Studied: Zea mays
Project Objectives:
AIM 1. Describe the SAM morphometric space within the genus Zea.
AIM 2: Transcriptomic analyses of SAM morphometric diversity.
AIM 3: Analyses of genes regulating SAM structure and function.
AIM 4: Analyses of the Shade Avoidance Response and its effects on SAM structure and function
AIM 5: Epigenetic analyses of SAM functional domains.
Experimental Approaches: Nano-computational tomographic imaging of SAM morphology; GWAS of
genes regulating SAM morphology; Laser-microdissection RNAseq analyses of diverse SAM
morphotypes; Marker-assisted selective breeding for SAM and correlated adult plant traits; Network
analyses of the SAM transcriptome; Genetic analyses of maize SAM gene function; Association
analyses and transcriptional analyses of the shade avoidance response in diverse maize and its effects
on SAM morphology; tandom-affinity-purification analyses of chromatin modifications in SAM functional
domains.
Information/Materials to be generated:
This study will provide information concerning the impact of genetic diversity present in the genus Zea
on genetic networks impacting SAM allometry, plant architecture, and the physiological responses to
changing light environments.
Specifically: Image data: of diverse maize SAMs will be generated
Sequence data: SNPs will be identified in maize transcripts generated from 384 divers maize lines.
RNAseq transcriptomic data: will be generated from diverse maize SAMs and meristems size mutants,
SAM functional domains, SAMs undergoing FR/shade avoidance
GWAS data will be generated.
SAM transcriptomic network data will be generated
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Mike Scanlon
mjs298@cornell.edu
2. Carolyn Lawrence triffid@iastate.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Mike Scanlon
mjs298@cornell.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
The SAM is responsible for the development of all the organs in the plant shoot. SAM structure is
directly correlated to its function. SAM size is also significantly altered by high-density plantings and the
shade avoidance response, a physiological stress that is typically induced by modern agricultural
practice. An understanding of the molecular mechanisms enabling and affecting SAM structure and
function and its impact on adult plant traits has widespread applications to all aspects of plant research
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Project Participants:
Last Name
Scanlon
Owens
JanickBuckner
Buckner
Schnable
Yu
Nettleton

First Name
Michael
Thomas

Institution
Cornell U.
Cornell U.

Role
PI
Co-PI

Email Address
mjs298@cornell.edu
tgo2@cornell.edu

Diane
Brent
Patrick
Jianming
Dan

Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
C0-PI
Collaborator

djb@truman.edu
bbuckner@truman.edu
schnable@iastate.edu
jmyu@iastate.edu
dnett@iastate.edu

Timmermans
Muehlbauer
Zhang
Lawrence

Marja
Gary
Xiaoyu
Carolyn

Truman State U.
Truman State U.
Iowa State U.
Iowa State U.
Iowa State U.
Cold Spring
Harbor
U. Minnesota
U. Georgia
Iowa State U.

Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Collaborator

timmerma@cshl.edu
muehl003@umn.edu
xiaoyu@plantbio.uga.edu
triffid@iastate.edu
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Genome-wide Analysis of Small Signaling Peptides in Medicago truncatula
with an Emphasis on Macro-nutrient Regulation of Root and Nodule
Development
Joachim Wolf Scheible
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
wrscheible@noble.org, (580) 224-6630
Species to be Studied: Medicago truncatula, Medicago sativa, Arabidopsis thaliana
Project Objectives:
The proposed work aims at large-scale testing of small signaling peptide (SSP) functions in M.
truncatula. The work will take advantage of our experience and resources available for M. truncatula
(and where applicable also A. thaliana). The specific objectives are:
1. Mining and improved annotation of signaling peptide-coding genes from M. truncatula.
2. Identification of macronutrient-responsive peptide-coding genes.
3. Establishment of a peptide library for biochemical genomics.
4. Screening of peptide library and over-expressing lines for visible and molecular phenotypes.
5. Investigation of small peptide functions on root nodule formation in M. truncatula.
6. Development of a Medicago small signaling peptide database that integrates SSP gene models,
gene expression and phenotypical information.
7. Use of the M. truncatula HAPMAP genotypes to identify genetic loci associated with natural diversity
in responses to bioactive SSPs.
8. Identification of peptide receptors through genetic and biochemical approaches.
9. Effect of SSPs on alfalfa growth and development under nitrogen-fixing and macronutrient-limited
conditions.
Experimental Approaches:
A multidisciplinary research approach will be implemented, including bioinformatics, chemical
genomics, genetics, biochemistry, next-generation sequencing, molecular‐ and developmental biology.
Activities of this project comprise a genome‐wide survey of SSP‐encoding genes in Medicago
truncatula and the identification of macronutrient (N, P, S, and K) ‐responsive SSP‐encoding genes
from transcriptome data. A library of genome‐encoded, synthetic peptides will be established as a
community resource for biochemical genetics and used to screen for developmental and molecular
phenotypes in M. truncatula. Constitutive overexpression lines will be produced in Arabidopsis thaliana
and M. truncatula for selected SSP‐encoding genes that are prioritized because they (i) have been
shown to be either strongly responsive to macronutrients (N, P, S, K), (ii) produce strong
visual/molecular phenotypes when chemically synthesized peptides are exogenously applied to M.
truncatula, and/or (iii) have their mature peptides predicted to be produced through elaborate
posttranslational modifications (e.g. hydroxyproline arabinosylation) that make chemical synthesis
and/or exogenous application impracticable. The synthetic peptides will be further tested for their
effects on root nodule development and nitrogen fixation in M. truncatula. The Medicago HAPMAP
genotypes will be employed to identify genetic loci associated with natural diversity in response to
bioactive peptides, and specific SSPs will also be tested for their efficacy in improving alfalfa
performance in the field. Identification of a peptide receptor through genetic or chemo‐proteomic
approaches is another activity in this project.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. A publicly available Medicago small signaling peptide database (MtSSPdb) and web portal that
consolidates, links and presents relevant information and project data, such as (i) M. truncatula SSP
gene models, annotations, homologies, phylogenetic relationships, (ii) peptide sequences available
from our work, and (iii) the experimental data created during the course of the project.
2. Biological resources: a Medicago synthetic small peptide library available at no cost to other
interested researchers; gene overexpression constructs; seeds from overexpression lines; Medicago
Tnt1 mutants
3. Sequence data: Medicago SSP gene sequences/models and RNA sequence data generated will be
deposited in a timely manner in widely accepted community databases (GenBank, GEO, ArrayExpress)
and in MtSSPdb.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Wolf Scheible
wrscheible@noble.org
2. Hideki Takahashi htakaha@cns.msu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. MtSSPdb – The Medicago truncatula Small Signaling Peptide Database
URL: http://mtsspdb.noble.org
2. Patrick Zhao (pzhao@noble.org)
Practical Applications of Research:
The proposed work will advance our understanding of the bioactivity and functions of a large, but
poorly-characterized set of plant genes, and potentially identify key regulators of macronutrient-status
dependent and important agronomic plant traits (i.e. root system growth / architecture; nodule
development). Results and insight from this project may lead to development of peptide-based
agrochemicals, the production of crops with better root systems, custom-tailored plant/microbe
interactions leading to higher biomass production, and plants that grow more efficiently in environments
with lower nutrient inputs. The latter trait would reduce dependency on increasingly expensive fertilizers
and help to avoid the negative impacts of fertilizer production and use on the environment.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Scheible
Udvardi
Takahashi

First Name Institution
Wolf
Noble Foundation
Michael
Noble Foundation
Hideki
Michigan State Univ.

Zhao

Patrick

Noble Foundation

TBD
Sussman

TBD
Michael

Noble Foundation
Michigan State Univ.
Univ. of Wisconsin

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI for
Bioinformatics
Postdocs (4)
Graduate
student (1)
Research
assistant (1)
Collaborator

Fukuda

Hiroo

McAlister

Fiona

Univ. Tokyo, Japan
Southern Oklahoma
Technology Center

Collaborator
Collaborator
for training
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Roots and Root Hairs: Comparative Molecular Studies in Crop Plants and
Their Relatives
John Schiefelbein
University of Michigan
schiefel@umich.edu, (734) 764-3580
Species to be Studied:
The species to be studied in this project include rice (Oryza sativa), maize (Zea mays), soybean
(Glycine max), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), cucumber (Cucumis sativus), Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis
thaliana), Selaginella (Selaginella moellendorffii), Brachypodium distachyon, barley (Hordeum vulgare),
papaya (Carica papaya), cotton (Gossypium raimondii), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), potato (Solanum
tuberosum), grape vine (Vitis vinifera), Medicago (Medicago truncatula), common bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris), canola (Brassica rapa), bread wheat (Triticum aestivum), sugar beet (Beta vulgaris), poplar
(Populus trichocarpa), apple (Malus domestica), switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), foxtail millet (Setaria
italica), cacao (Theobroma cacao), Norway spruce (Picea abies), tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum), oat
(Avena sativa), C-fern (Ceratopteris richardii), and Ginkgo (Ginko biloba).
Project Objectives:
With the rapidly expanding gene and genome sequences available in plants, it is now possible to
consider the ultimate goal of defining the gene activities present in every organ and cell type in species
throughout the plant kingdom. This knowledge would dramatically improve the understanding of plant
processes and their diversity, and will likely lead to new opportunities for manipulating crop plants. This
project is designed as a first step toward this ultimate goal by defining gene expression in a simple
plant organ (the root) and a simple plant cell type (the root hair) in diverse plant species. This project
has two major objectives. The first is to define sets of structural and regulatory genes associated with
developing roots, by defining transcriptomes from the three major zones of activity for the primary roots
and other root types from a diverse set of crop plants. In the second objective, cell-specific regulatory
genes will be defined by linking gene expression and cell characteristics in the root hair cells from these
same plant species grown under normal and nutrient stress conditions.
Experimental Approaches:
RNA-seq-based transcript profiling will be conducted on ~30 diverse plant species to define gene
expression in each of the three major developmental zones from the primary roots, from the
lateral/adventitious roots, and from the root hairs exposed to normal and nutrient deficient conditions.
Each of the species are also subjected to detailed anatomical analyses of their root cellular structure
and developmental zone characteristics. In addition, detailed analysis of root hair formation is
conducted for each species including determination of (1) the average position of the root hair
outgrowth along the length of the epidermal cell, (2) the length of the epidermal cell at the time of hair
emergence, relative to its final length, (3) the mean length of full-grown root hairs, and (4) the root hair
growth rate using time-lapse video microscopy. Bioinformatics approaches are used to define the
relationships between the root-expressed genes and gene expression patterns that are conserved and
diverged in these species.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
This large-scale study will generate whole-genome gene expression data for developmental zones of a
specific organ and specific cell type in ~30 different plant species. It will also yield information
concerning the anatomy and morphogenesis of these organs and cell types across the diverse plant
species. The combined bioinformatics analysis of these data will generate “expression phylogenies”
that provide novel sequence and expression relationships between genes from different species
providing insight into the function, diversity, and evolution of genes and gene families throughout the
plant kingdom. In particular, these data will provide greater clarity to the relationships and distribution
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of root-expressed genes (e.g., nature of clades possessing a given root gene), and their association
with important root-related traits in crop plants and their relatives.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. John Schiefelbein schiefel@umich.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. John Schiefelbein schiefel@umich.edu
2. http://sites.lsa.umich.edu/PGRP-roots
Practical Applications of Research:
The results obtained from this large-scale comparative study of gene expression in specific developing
organs and tissues is expected to have a transformative impact on our understanding of plant biology
and our ability to manipulate economically important crop plants. This includes:
• enabling identification of putative functionally related homologs in these plant tissues/organs
• assisting in predicting redundantly acting genes in these plants tissues/organs
• defining the function of unknown genes, via unique expression/sequence characteristics
• providing insight into the evolutionary origin and fate of duplicated genes within lineages
• addressing the molecular genetic basis for morphological variation across species
• enabling rational strategies for genetic manipulation of root and root-hair architecture
• providing insight for the origin/diversification of roots, root structures, and root biochemistry
Furthermore, the results of this project are expected to provide valuable resources for plant research. In
particular, the root zone expression datasets from diverse plant species is likely to be extremely useful
for researchers studying root-related processes or those studying evolutionary issues. In addition to
training individuals in the growing bioinformatics field, the societal benefits of this research project are
centered on their impact on crop plant manipulation. The results are expected to enable a more rational
experimental design to genetically modify root traits, due to an understanding of the genes that act in
roots/root hairs of crop plants and to more accurate predictions of functional homologs (informed by our
phylotranscriptomics). Furthermore, the modification of root architecture and other root traits has the
potential to improve plant nutrition, drought tolerance, adaptation to adverse climates/soils, and
interactions with rhizosphere microorganisms.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Schiefelbein

John

Cavalcoli

James

Huang

Ling

Wang

Wenjia

Subramaniam

Shruthi

Kakaraparthi

Bala

Institution
University of
Michigan
University of
Michigan
University of
Michigan
University of
Michigan
University of
Michigan
University of
Michigan

Role

Email Address

PI

schiefel@umich.edu

Co-PI

cavalcol@umich.edu

PhD student

lynhuang@umich.edu

PhD student
Undergraduate
student
Undergraduate
student

wangwenj@umich.edu
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ABR-PG: Sequencing the Hexaploid Oat Genome Using Diploid References
Jessica Schlueter
UNC_Charlotte
jschluet@uncc.edu, (704) 687-8968
Species to be Studied: Hexaploid oat (Avena sativa)
Project Objectives:
1. Sequencing of C-genome diploid resources
2. Optical mapping for genome assembly and to explore the 7C-17A and 3C-14D translocations
3. Sequencing and improving the functional hexaploid oat genome
4. Annotation of the CC-genome and hexaploid Avena genome
Experimental Approaches:
1. In collaboration with Dr. Tim Langdon at Aberystwyth University we will sequence large insert
mate-pair Illumina libraries for the A. ventricosa CC-genome diploid to pair with their existing
small insert sequencing efforts. In addition, we propose to sequence A. eriantha using a
combination of 250 bp small insert, 3kb mate-pair and 10 kb mate-pair sequencing libraries to
~40x genome coverage. In addition to de novo assemblies, contigs will be ordered based upon
syntenic relationships to the AA-genome and other grass species. These assemblies will
specifically aid in the anchoring of the hexaploid (AADDCC) A. sativa genome.
2. We will generate optical maps for six hexaploid Avena genomes, as well as for two AA-diploid
genomes, two CC-diploid genomes and a putative DD-diploid genome. This will be
accomplished using BioNano Genomics technology as a quick and inexpensive approach for
creating high-density physical maps to aid in the assembly of the Avena diploid C-genomes as
well as the hexaploid Avena genome. We will also fine map the 7C-17A and 3C-14D
translocations found in hexaploid Avena.
3. We initially began employing a POPSEQ approach (using Illumina libraries) to sequence and
assembly a hexaploid oat genome zipper for A. sativa (AADDCC). To aid in the assembly of this
complex genome we propose to 1. Increase our marker density (~30,000 markers) on the
Provena x GS-7 mapping population to increase our physical anchor points; 2. Increase our
Illumina sequence depth on GS-7, a hulled oat variety and one of the mapping parents, to 40x
using a combination of 250bp, 3kb and 10kb insert libraries; 3. Use PacBio sequencing to a
depth of 15x focusing on large insert libraries (20kb). The assembly of the hexaploid genome
will be aided by the use of an existing diploid AA-genome zipper from Dr. Tim Langdon at
Aberystwyth University as well as the CC-genome resources created as part of objective 1.
Similarly, we will leverage the existing grass genomes to aid in the assembly of the hexaploid
genome.
4. To achieve this goal, we will be generating RNA-seq resources for A. eriantha as well as for A.
ventricosa. Automated annotation will be accomplished using these as well as existing
transcriptome resources for A. sativa. In addition, as part of our participation in the Plant
Pathway Elucidation Project (P2EP) we will have summer annotation workshops to refine
annotations with a user contributed annotation system. In addition to the specific project aims,
partners will collaborate to develop an Oat genome browser that will accessed through the
P2EP website.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
Illumina mate-pair and single-end sequence libraries for A. ventricosa and A. eriantha, and de novo
assemblies of A. ventricosa and A. eriantha. BioNano optical maps for six Avena genomes, two AAdiploid genomes and two CC-diploid genomes. Illumina mate-pair, single-end and PacBio sequences
for A. sativa and a de novo anchored genome assembly. Genotype by sequencing markers on Provena
x GS-7 mapping population and a high-density linkage map. RNA-seq resources for A. ventricosa and
A. eriantha and annotation of each genome sequenced and assembled.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Jessica Schlueter jschluet@uncc.edu
Cory Brouwer cory.brouwer@uncc.edu
Rick Jellen Rick_Jellen@byu.edu
Jeff Maughan jeff_maughan@byu.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. p2ep.org
Practical Applications of Research:
To provide a functional genome for hexaploid oat to the oat research community to forward the overall
objectives of improving the nutritional aspects as well as increasing the agronomic impacts of oat.
Project Participants:
Last
Name
Schlueter
Brouwer
Jay
Whaley
Walstead
Jellen
Maughan
Lee

First
Name
Jessica
Cory
Jeremy
Adam
Rachel
Rick
Jeff
Rebekah

Jackson
Sheridan

Eric
Jamie

Langdon

Tim

Tinker

Nick

Institution
UNC-Charlotte
UNC-Charlotte
UNC-Charlotte
UNC-Charlotte
UNC-Charlotte
BYU
BYU
BYU
General Mills
General Mills
Aberystwyth
University
Agriculture
and Agri-Food
Canada

Role
PI
Co-PI
Senior personnel
Postdoctoral fellow
PhD student
Co-PI
Co-PI
Graduate student
Collaborator/GOA
LIE mentor
Collaborator

Email Address
jschluet@uncc.edu
Cory.brouwer@uncc.edu
Jeremy.jay@uncc.edu
Awhaley9@uncc.edu
rwalstea@uncc.edu
Rick_Jellen@byu.edu
Jeff_maughan@byu.edu
Leereb22@yahoo.com

Collaborator

ttl@aber.ac.uk

Collaborator

Nick.tinker@agr.gc.ca
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Mutational Analysis of Maize Embryo Development
William F. Sheridan
University of North Dakota
william.sheridan@und.edu, (701) 777-2621
Plants to be Studied: Maize

Project Objectives:
This project aims to characterize the developmental effects of 14 embryo-specific (emb) mutations on
maize embryo development.
Experimental Approaches:

We will pursue the following specific areas of this Project:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Propagate these 14 emb mutations by repeated back crossing them into the B73 inbred line.
Assess the lethality of the mutant embryos.
Determine the extent of mutant embryo morphogenesis.
Construct developmental profiles for each of the mutants.
Use the basic set of simple B-A translocations to map the mutations to their chromosome arm.
Conduct complementation studies to assay for allelism among the mutations with similar
phenotypes and those mapped to the same chromosome arm.
7) Acquire maize reporter lines containing transgenic fusion constructs of selected genes known to
be important in embryo and meristem development.
8) Use confocal microscopy to assess the expression of the transgenic genes of the reporter lines
during embryogenesis is of normal embryos.
9) Transfer the mutations into the reporter lines that express proteins tagged with a fluorescent
marker.
10) Use confocal microscopy to compare the cellular location, developmental timing and extent of
expression of the selected genes in mutant and normal embryos.

Information/Materials to be Generated:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Developmental profiles will be generated for each of the 14 mutants.
The mutations will be tested for chromosome arm locations.
Allelic relationships will be generated.
Patterns of expression of transgenic genes of the fusion constructs will be obtained for normal
embryogenesis.
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5) Patterns of expression of transgenic genes of the fusion constructs will be obtained for each of
the mutants.

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. William F. Sheridan
2. Dale Brunelle

william.sheridan@ und.edu
dale.brunelle@und.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. William F. Sheridan
2. Dale Brunelle

william.sheridan@ und.edu
dale.brunelle@und.edu

Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. William F. Sheridan
2. Dale Brunelle

william.sheridan@ und.edu
dale.brunelle@und.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
This research will be useful to corn breeders working to improve seed germination under environmental
stress conditions.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Sheridan
Brunelle

First Name
William F.
Dale

Institution
Univ. ND
Univ. ND

Role
P.I.
Ph.D. student
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Genomic Analysis of Leaf Cuticle Development and Functional Diversity in
Maize
Laurie Smith
University of California San Diego
lgsmith@ucsd.edu, (858) 822-2531
Species to be Studied: Maize
Project Objectives:
This project will characterize the biogenesis of adult maize leaf cuticles and its genetic basis, and will
elucidate the impact of the cuticle on agronomically important traits.
Aim 1: Elucidate the timeline of adult maize leaf cuticle development and relate this to underlying
patterns of epidermal gene expression.
Aim 2: Identify loci controlling cuticular evaporation (CE) rate via a genome-wide association study
(GWAS) and determine the extent of gene-by-environment (GXE) interaction for identified loci.
Aim 3: Analyze maize lines selected for diversity in cuticle function to elucidate the relationships
between cuticle characteristics, cuticle-related traits, and drought tolerance.
Aim 4: Analyze the relationships between natural variation in gene expression, cuticle composition, and
GWAS-identified candidates for regulators of CE.
Experimental Approaches:
The experimental approaches to be taken to achieve each of the Aims above are as follows:
Aim 1. Partially expanded adult maize leaves will be analyzed at ten positions along their
developmental gradient for cuticle lipid composition (both waxes and cutin, via GC-MS) and cuticle
structure (via histological and ultrastructural analyses). Epidermal gene expression at five of those
stages will be analyzed via RNA-seq following laser capture microdissection. Gene expression data will
be analyzed in relation to changes in cuticle composition and structure to obtain insights into the
genetic basis of cuticle biogenesis.
Aim 2. Methods established in a preliminary study will be employed to measure rates of water loss
across the cuticle (CE rates) for adult leaves from 500 diverse maize inbred lines in the Wisconsin
Diversity panel in two locations with strongly contrasting climates. Results will be analyzed to identify
loci controlling CE rates and the extent of GXE interaction at the identified loci. Candidate genes at the
identified loci will be investigated to determine which are shared between all environments (and thus
most likely to contribute to CE rate in other environments as well), which are known regulators of cuticle
biogenesis or lipid biosynthesis, and which are not previously known but plausible regulators based on
epidermal expression during one or more phases of cuticle biogenesis (as determined for Aim 1).
Aim 3. Approximately 100 maize inbred lines identified in Aim 2 as having the highest and lowest CE
rates, along with a selection of maize glossy (cuticle) mutants, will be analyzed for cuticle composition,
structure, resistance to penetration by fungal pathogens, and drought tolerance in the field.
Associations within the resulting dataset will be analyzed to investigate the relationships between
cuticle composition, structure, and function, and the impact of cuticle variation on drought tolerance.
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Aim 4. RNA-seq will be used to compare transcriptomes at a selected stage of cuticle development
across the same panel of lines analyzed in Aim 3. A network analysis incorporating these data together
with measures of cuticle composition and function described for Aim 3, and results of our GWAS
analysis described for Aim 2, will be conducted to identify candidate regulators of cuticle biogenesis
and function in adult maize leaves.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
New knowledge of cuticle development (histology, permeability and ultrastructure) at ten stages along
the developmental gradient of the adult maize leaf, coupled with an atlas of epidermal-specific gene
expression at five of those stages.
New knowledge of loci controlling adult maize leaf cuticle function as a barrier against water loss
measured as cuticular evaporation (CE) rate, and the extent of GxE interaction for the identified loci
New insights regarding the features of cuticle composition and structure influencing cuticle function as a
barrier to water loss and pathogen penetration
New insight regarding the impact of cuticle function on drought tolerance in maize
Comparative transcriptome data at a selected stage of maize leaf development across ~100 diverse
inbreds selected for wide variation in CE rates, coupled with analysis revealing relationships between
gene expression, cuticle function, and cuticle composition.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Laurie Smith (PI) lgsmith@ucsd.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Laurie Smith
lgsmith@ucsd.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
This project will generate insights and tools that can be used in breeding programs aimed at
modification of agronomically important cuticle-dependent traits, particularly drought tolerance and
pathogen resistance.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Smith
Scanlon
Gore
Molina
Huffaker
French

First
Laurie
Michael
Michael
Isabel
Alisa
Andrew

Institution
UC San Diego
Cornell Univ.
Cornell Univ.
Algoma Univ.
UC San Diego
USDA/ARS

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Key Collaborator
Key Collaborator
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Sequencing and Annotating the Valley Oak Genome
Victoria Sork
University of California, Los Angeles
vlsork@ucla.edu, (310) 825-4959
Species to be Studied: Quercus lobata (Fagaceae)
Project Objectives:
(1) Provide a complete, high-quality sequence of the valley oak genome;
(2) Produce a robust structural and functional annotation of genic regions and repetitive elements of
the valley oak genome, leveraging information from genome assemblies, transcriptomes, and
numerous external sources; and
(3) Identify candidate genes associated with adaptation to local climate environment using wholegenome sequences and genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data from natural
populations.
Experimental Approaches:
We will use both Illumina and Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) high-throughput sequencing to produce a
high quality, highly contiguous assembly from 50x coverage of PacBio data, which currently has reads
of 10 Kbp or longer. Using genome and transcriptome sequences, considerable effort will be applied to
assess and iteratively improve the annotations using a variety of tools and pipelines as well as manual
annotations.
Information/Materials to be Generated:





All raw sequence data generated for this project will be released as rapidly as possible to the
Sequence Read Archive (SRA) at NCBI, where it is freely available to the public without restriction.
All sequence data and any scripts or software produced for this project will be available publicly
through a newly created oak genome website hosted at UCLA.
A curated version of the genome, including annotation, will be deposited in GenBank where all data
is freely available without restriction.
The assemblies will also be posted on a UCLA website. Assembled genome and transcriptome
data will be made available in accordance with NSF policy: “as soon as they are assembled and
quality-checked against a stated, pre-determined quality standard,” in this case other plant genome
and transcriptome assemblies, especially Arabidopsis and Populus.

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Victoria Sork
vlsork@ucal.edu
2. Steven Salzberg salzberg@jhu.edu
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Victoria Sork
vlsork@ucal.edu
2. Sorel Fitz-Gibbon sorel@ucla.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
1. The valley oak genome will be a high quality genomic resource available to oak geneticists
throughout the world.
2. This project will develop new assembly tools for PacBio assemblies of plant species with large
genomes.
3. Improved annotations of functional genes especially those involved with adaptation to climate will
provide information for forest managers and restoration ecologists making decisions about seed
sources to use in planting that take into account the impact of climate change on local environment.

Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Institution
Johns Hopkins
University
UCLA
University of
Maryland
Center For
Environmental
Science
Appalachian
Laboratory

Salzberg
Pellegrini

Steven
Matteo

Gugger
Lauren
Fitz-Gibbon
Cokus

Paul
Sack
Sorel
Shawn

Puiu
Pertea

Daniela

UCLA
UCLA
UCLA
Johns Hopkins
University

Geo

Johns Hopkins
University

Role

Email Address

Co-PI
Co-PI

salzberg@jhu.edu
matteop@mcdb.ucla.edu

Co-PI
Co-PI
Senior Personnel
Senior Personnel

pgugger@gmail.com
lawrensack@ucla.edu
Sorel@ucla.edu
cokus@ucla.edu

Senior Personnel

dpuiu@jhu.edu

Senior Personnel

gpertea@jhu.edu
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Enabling Cold Tolerant Maize Using Genomic and Machine Vision
Phenomic Approaches
Edgar Spalding
University of Wisconsin
spalding@wisc.edu, (608) 265-5294
Species to be Studied: Zea mays
Project Objectives:
The objective of this project is to develop a detailed genetic understanding of how maize
copes with cold stress during seedling establishment and early-season growth. A specific objective is to
identify alleles that confer cold tolerance during early stages of development. Transcriptome and
chromatin responses to cold will explore possible epigenetic changes that affect cold tolerance. The
ultimate objective is to determine the extent to which cold tolerance alleles identified by assays of early
growth stages translate to yield parameters in scenarios where early season low temperatures impacts
crop performance.
Experimental Approaches:
Field and laboratory experiments are designed to produce data suitable for analysis by statistical
genetic methodologies including quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping and genome-wide association.
Genetic crosses to enable fine-mapping of QTL and gene identification are included in the experimental
plan. Assays of RNA, DNA, and methylated DNA at the genome scale are experimental approaches
that address the molecular basis of the phenotypes. The phenotypes are studied by novel machinevision assays based on automatically acquired images and near-infrared spectra. Some experiments
are being conducted in primarily undergraduate institutions.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Information on the genetic architectures of responses to sub-optimal temperatures on developmental
processes in addition to traits will be generated. In some cases, the resolution of these architectures is
expected to reach the gene level. New methodologies for studying maize dynamic phenotypes such as
germination based on image-analysis software will be developed. New methodologies for determining
relationships, possibly predictive relationships, between phenotypes expressed at different stages in
development may be developed. Large amounts of omic-level datasets will be generated.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Edgar Spalding spalding@wisc.edu
2. Nathan Springer springer@umn.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1.
2.

http://phytomorph.wisc.edu
spalding@wisc.edu
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Practical Applications of Research:
Alleles that are found to confer an advantage to seedlings as they become established in fields
experiencing suboptimal temperatures could be introduced into elite germplasm to produce crops that
perform better in important regions of the US Corn Belt. New phenotyping methodologies could find
applications in industrial settings.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

De Leon
Durham
Brooks

Natalia

Gustin

Jeffery

Hacisalihoglu

Gokhan

Makarevitch

Irina

Miller

Nathan

Settles

A. Mark

Spalding

Edgar

Springer

Nathan

Tessa

Institution
University of
Wisconsin
Doane
College
University of
Florida
Florida A&M
University
Hamline
University
University of
Wisconsin
University of
Florida
University of
Wisconsin
University of
Minnesota

Role

Email Address

Senior personnel

ndeleongatti@wisc.edu

Co-PI

tessa.durhambrooks@doane.edu

Senior personnel

jlgustin101@gmail.com

Senior personnel

gokhan.h@famu.edu

Co-PI

imakarevitch01@hamline.edu

Senior personnel

ndmiller@wisc.edu

Co-PI

settles@ufl.edu

PI

spalding@wisc.edu

Co-PI

springer@umn.edu
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Causes and Consequences of Epigenomic Variation in Maize
Nathan Springer
University of Minnesota
springer@umn.edu, (612) 624-6241
Species to be Studied: Zea Mays
Project Objectives:
• Discover epialleles in wild maize ancestors, doubled haploids and stocks with mobilized TEs
• Determine the causes and stability of maize epialleles
• Determine the contribution of epigenetics to phenotypic variation
• Develop ZED (Zea Epigenomics Database) for to accelerate maize epigenomics research
Experimental Approaches:
(Aim 1) Genome-wide profiling of DNA methylation is performed using either meDIP-microarray
profiling or MethylC-Seq. In an initial survey of DNA methylation using meDIP-microarray profiling we
have surveyed DNA methylation levels in over 50 diverse maize lines, including 8 teosinte inbreds.
DNA methylation profiles have also been obtained for 12 B73 doubled haploid lines. We are currently
generating stocks with novel Mu insertions near genes and will perform profiling on these lines in Muactive and Mu-inactive states.
(Aim 2) The causes of maize epialleles are assessed by comparing sequences of haplotypes that vary
in DNA methylation levels to assess how frequently DNA methylation variation may result from
differences in transposon insertions and by assessing whether natural epialleles are sensitive to
mutations in specific chromatin modifiers such as mop1, zmet2, rmr7 and lbl1. The stability of maize
epialleles is being tested by monitoring the stability of DNA methylation levels in bi-parental populations
and in plants that have been subjected to environmental stress.
(Aim 3) The contribution of epigenetics to phenotypic variation in maize will be assessed several ways.
The collection of RNAseq data on the same genotypes as the DNA methylation profiles has enabled
the discovery of several hundred maize genes that are located near regions of variable methylation that
have expression levels closely associated with the DNA methylation levels. We will assess whether
some of these may contribute to quantitative traits and confirm the effects using loss-of-function alleles.
In addition, we will also assess whether epialleles generated by novel transposon insertions or the
process of creating doubled haploids have specific phenotypic impacts.
(Aim 4) This project and other research in maize are resulting in a growing collection of datasets
describing the level of chromatin modifications throughout the maize genome. It is important to be able
to compare these datasets and to enable researchers to visualize how the levels of chromatin
modifications in regions of interest vary during development or among genotypes. The Zea
Epigenomics Database (ZED) will collect epigenomics dataset from this project and other groups and
develop a common set of analysis approaches that will result in the ability to compare these datasets
easily. The tools and visualizations developed for ZED will be implemented and available through
iPlant.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
The research for this project will generate DNA methylation profiles for diverse maize genotypes. In
addition, DNA methylation profiles for doubled haploids, transposon stocks, segregating populations
and mutants stocks that have loss-of-function alleles for genes putatively involved in DNA methylation
will be generated. For many of these genotypes RNAseq data will be obtained for the same tissue
sample to enable a comparison of DNA methylation levels and gene expression. The raw datasets will
be available through NCBI SRA and the processed data and visualization tools will all be available
through ZED and MaizeGDB. A series of laboratory exercises aimed at introducing students to RNAseq
analysis was developed, implemented in two intro and upper level courses, assessed, and published.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1.
2.

Nathan Springer
Matthew Vaughn

springer@umn.edu
vaughn@tacc.utexas.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1.

ZED Portal (Beta) http://zed.tacc.utexas.edu/

Practical Applications of Research:
Plant breeding relies upon selection of beneficial alleles to result in phenotypes that are more robust
and higher yielding. It is generally assumed that selection during plant breeding results in increasing
the frequency of beneficial genetic changes. However, it is possible that selection may act upon
epigenetic variants as well. A major goal of this project is to understand the contribution of epigenetic
variation to phenotypic changes in maize. By studying how processes like transposon mobilization or
ploidy changes influence DNA methylation levels we can learn whether specific breeding practices
have implications for the epigenome. The findings in this project are expected to improve our ability to
select optimal varieties of crop species.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Springer
Vaughn
Lisch
Makarevitch

First
Name
Nathan
Matthew
Damon
Irina

Institution

Role

Email Address

U of MN
TACC
Purdue
Hamline

PI
coPI
coPI
coPI

springer@umn.edu
vaughn@tacc.utexas.edu
dlisch@purdue.edu
imakarevitch01@hamline.edu
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The Coordinated Plant Science Research and Education Network
David Stern
Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research
ds28@cornell.edu, (607) 254-1300
Species to be Studied:
Members of the network consist of scientific societies and associations with a mission to advance
research and education of plant science, and are not limited to any plant species.
Project Objectives:
The network will harness the collective vision and broad expertise of the plant science research
community to support agricultural sustainability and growth of the bioeconomy. The Network will
promote a cohesive message from plant scientists about the future and key opportunities for plant
research to impact society.
Experimental Approaches:
The Research Coordination Network (RCN) does not include research experimentation.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The Plant Science Research Network (PSRN) will organize workshops on topics of strong interest and
relevance to plant researchers and will promote interdisciplinary training and diversity. Workshop
topicss include broadening participation, graduate training for the 21st century, modernizing
postdoctoral training, and facilitating Plant Summit III to refresh the Decadal Vision. The web-interfaced,
plantae.org, developed by the American Society of Plant Biologists will be used to share career training,
internship, meetings and additional information. Workshop reports will contain specific
recommendations for programs or new approaches, broad communication of those recommendations,
and evidence for implementation of at least some of the recommendations.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. David Stern
ds28@cornell.edu
2. Crispin Taylor
ctaylor@aspb.org
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Natalie Henkhaus nhenkhaus@aspb.org.
Practical Applications of Research:
The ultimate goal of the Plant Science Research Network (PSRN) is to realize the full potential of plants
for contributing solutions to societal challenges involving food security, energy, bioproducts and health
through the advancement of research and education. The PSRN will establish a forum for a diverse
cohort of plant scientists to communicate and coordinate their efforts to advance research, education,
outreach, and innovation. For a member of the plant science research community, the PSRN will
positively impact their ability to successfully obtain research support through better awareness of
collaborative opportunities, populate their research teams with diverse trainees, connect these trainees
to a suite of career-building opportunities, and engage the public in a facts-based dialogue about plants
and plant research.
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Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Stern

David

Taylor

Crispin

Henkhaus

Natalie

Greenlee

Vanessa

Dilworth

Machi

Baltensperger

David

Birchler

James

Donoghue

Michael

Tyler

Brett

Weeks

Andrea

Grumet

Rebecca

Institution
Boyce
Thompson
Institute
American
Society of
Plant
Biologists
American
Society of
Plant
Biologists
Boyce
Thompson
Institute
Okinawa
Institute of
Science and
Technology
Graduate
University
Texas A&M
University
University of
Missouri
Yale
University
Oregon State
University
George
Mason
University
Michigan
State
University

Role

Email Address

PI

ds28@cornell.edu

Co-PI

ctaylor@aspb.org

Executive
Coordinator
Broadening
Participation
Coordinator

Executive Advisor
Steering
Committee
Steering
Committee
Steering
Committee
Steering
Committee

nhenkhaus@aspb.org

vrg23@cornell.edu

machi.dilworth@oist.jp
dbaltensperger@tamu.edu
birchlerj@missouri.edu
michael.donoghue@yale.edu
brett.tyler@oregonstate.edu

Steering
Committee

aweeks3@gmu.edu

Steering
Committee

grumet@msu.edu
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microRNA Regulation of Spatial Gene Expression During Symbiotic Nodule
Development
Senthil Subramanian
South Dakota State University
Senthil.Subramanian@sdstate.edu, (605) 688-5623
Species to be Studied: Soybean (Glycine max cv. Williams82)
Project Objectives: This CAREER project is seeks to enhance the PI’s capacity as a researchereducator in plant biology, particularly symbiotic nodule development in legumes. The research plan will
test the hypothesis that microRNAs regulate nodule zone-specific gene expression in soybean. During
soybean nodule development, two major nodule development zones, (i) the nodule primordium (Npr) in
the middle, and (ii) the surrounding nodule parenchyma (Npa), differentiate from root cortex cells. The
Npr ultimately gives rise to the nitrogen-fixation zone; The Npa houses structural elements and
vascular bundles, acting as an oxygen barrier to ensure proper nitrogen-fixation activity. It is not known
what early signaling pathways cause distinct development of these nodule zones. Based on evidence
from gene expression, miRNA sensor and suppression assays, the PI’s laboratory hypothesizes that a
set of nodule primordium-enriched miRNAs restrict the expression of their targets to the nodule
parenchyma cells and vice versa. The research plan will test this hypothesis utilizing a combination of
genetic, molecular and micro-imaging approaches. The specific objectives of the project are
1. To identify nodule zone-specific transcripts and miRNAs by comparing transcriptomes and “silenceomes” of nodule primordium (Npr) and nodule parenchyma (Npa) cells
2. To identify miRNA-target pairs with inverse expression between nodule parenchyma and nodule
primordium cells
3. To examine the functional significance of miRNA regulated nodule zone-specific gene expression
during nodule development
4. To integrate research and education through an innovative statewide training pipeline in biodiversity
("Rhizodive"), the development of contemporary course content, and outreach activities
Experimental Approaches: Npr and Npa tissues will be harvested using laser capture microdissection
and transcripts and miRNAs enriched in each of these nodule development zones will be
identified using RNAseq and nanostring hybridization respectively (Objective 1). In collaboration with
Drs. Shioban Brady, Roger Deal and Julia Bailey-Serres, two new methods (INTACT and TRAP) are
being compared for more precise isolation of cell type-specific transcripts. Combining nodule zonespecific miRNA and gene expression profiles with the list of miRNA target genes identified through a
degradome/PARE library, miRNA-target pairs with inverse expression between the two nodule
development zones will be identified. Nodule zone-specific cleavage will be validated using qACE, a
qPCR method developed by the PI’s laboratory to quantify miRNA-mediated target cleavage (Objective
2). Finally, functional significance of miRNA-regulated nodule zone-specific gene expression will be
examined through loss and gain of function approaches on selected miRNA-target pairs (Objective 3).
The education plan will integrate the PI’s research on symbiotic nodule development with his
educational and outreach activities through (i) the use of RNAseq data to enhance university
curriculum, (ii) the execution of "Rhizodive", a research and training pipeline involving high school
students, teachers and university students, and (iii) the development of a 3D root anatomy puzzle
(Objective 4).
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Method development for isolation of distinct nodule zones based on marker gene expression
2. Transcriptomes of Npr and Npa tissues types in soybean nodules
3. microRNA expression profiles of Npr and Npa tissue types in soybean nodules
4. miRNA-target pairs expression profiles in Npr and Npa tissue types in soybean nodules
5. Functional roles of specific microRNAs in nodule development
6. Instructional material on symbiotic nodule development in legumes
7. Phylogenetic information on genetic sequences of rhizobia bacteria in South Dakota
8. Root anatomy 3D puzzle
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Sen Subramanian
Senthil.Subramanian@sdstate.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Sen Subramanian
Senthil.Subramanian@sdstate.edu
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Sen Subramanian
Senthil.Subramanian@sdstate.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
The PI intends to use novel genomics-empowered approaches to discover molecular and signaling
mechanisms that regulate legume nodule development. This knowledge in combination with other
advances in plant breeding and biotechnology will enable us to optimize BNF (or possibly transfer it to
non-legume crops) thus helping us to meet our N needs in a sustainable manner. This is especially
relevant in the context of a growing world population (expected to reach 8-11 billion by 2050), reduction
in cultivable area due to urbanization, and the essential nature of N in primary productivity.
Project Participants:
First
Last Name
Name

Subramanian

Senthil

Fellbaum

Carl

Haque

Md
Ehsanul

Pathak

Sunita

Institution
South Dakota
State
University
South Dakota
State
University
South Dakota
State
University
South Dakota
State
University

Role

Email Address

Principle
Investigator Senthil.Subramanian@sdstate.edu
PostDoctoral
Associate
(Rhizodive) Carl.Fellbaum@sdstate.edu
Graduate
student

Md.Haque@sdstate.edu

Graduate
student

Sunita.Pathak@sdstate.edu
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Integrating and Coordinating a National and International Plant, Algae, and
Microbial Metabolomics Research Coordination Network
Lloyd W. Sumner
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
lwsumner@noble.org, (580) 224-6710
Plants to be Studied: Open to all plant, algal, and microbial species
Project Objectives: The primary goal of this project is to develop a Plant, Algae and Microbial
Metabolomics Research Coordination Network (PAMM NET) that is promoting effective communication,
enhancing opportunities for collaboration, building community consensus, identifying key challenges in
metabolomics, and facilitating coordinated community empirical efforts to meet these challenges.
Participation in PAMM NET is open to the public, and will begin with the unification of four independent
and international projects funded through the joint NSF-JST Metabolomics for a Low Carbon Society
program. This unification is further amplifying NSF’s current investment in plant, algae and microbial
metabolomics, and is being achieved through regular videoconferences and annual face-to-face
program meetings and workshops. This team is also serving as a nucleus to build forth a more unified
national and international PAMM NET community that will identify and pursue solutions to the key
challenges that still impede the full potential of metabolomics. This is being facilitated, in part, through
the employment of a part-time network coordinator, Ms. Sutanuka Ray, who serves as a dedicated
advocate for the organization, facilitates integration, and provides logistical support for consensus
reporting of the network outcomes. The initial nucleus and network coordinator are continually
recruiting public participants from the US and global plant, algae, and microbial metabolomics
communities to build working focus groups. These focus groups will actively discuss the current grand
challenges associated with metabolomics and potential solutions to these challenges. The PAMM NET
recognizes that many challenges need the involvement of the larger biology, technology, and
bioinformatics communities and PAMM NET will therefore recruit feedback and active participation from
these diverse groups to best formulate empirical solutions to the grand challenges. PAMM NET is also
encouraging and contributing to the development of a US National Chapter of the Metabolomics
Society to better serve and provide long-term solutions for the needs of the US metabolomics
community. PAMM NET is also building a dialogue with other federally funded programs such as the
NIH-supported National Metabolomics Centers to better coordinate efforts across federal funding
divisions and scientific disciplines. Finally, PAMM NET will be initiating conversations with the global
metabolomics community to identify and pursue cooperative international metabolomics funding
opportunities. A coordinated community effort is expected to be more cordial, efficient, and productive;
leading to new and enabling scientific discoveries and innovations.
Experimental Approaches: This is a Research Coordination Network (RCN) award and does not
include research experimentation.
Information/Materials to be Generated: The Plant, Algae and Microbial Metabolomics Research
Coordination Network (PAMM NET) is promoting effective communication, enhancing opportunities for
collaboration, building community consensus, identifying key challenges in metabolomics, and
facilitating coordinated community empirical efforts to meet these challenges. These efforts are
expected to have substantial broader impacts on building community consensus and facilitating more
cordial, efficient and productive scientific discoveries and innovations. The PAMM NET RCN also
considers research-based education and training as an integral part of preparing young scientists for
fruitful careers. Accordingly, the PAMM NET continues to encourage, coordinate and support the
attendance of young scientists (young faculty, graduate students, post-docs and a limited number of
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undergraduate students) at annual workshops that are associated with each of the NSF-JST
Metabolomics programmatic projects through a limited number of scholarships. These programmatic
workshops include hands-on demonstrations and workshops on different aspects of metabolomics
research that range from the use of sophisticated chromatographic, mass-spectrometric and NMRbased tools for metabolite analyses, to computational and statistical analyses and interpretation of
metabolomics data. In addition, the PAMM-NET RCN continues to organize and support an annual
workshop associated with international plant biology or metabolomics meetings (e.g., the most recent
was June 28, 2015 prior to the 11th Annual Metabolomics Society meeting in San Francisco).
Information about the activities of the PAMM NET is housed at the project websites and social media
pages (see URLs below).
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Lloyd W. Sumner
PI
2. Oliver Fiehn
CoPI
3. Georg Jander
CoPI
4. James C. Liao
CoPI
5. Basil J. Nikolau
CoPI
6. Sutanuka Ray
RCN Coordinator

lwsumner@noble.org
ofiehn@ucdavis.edu
jander@cornell.edu
liaoj@ucla.edu
dimmas@iastate.edu
sray@noble.org

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1.http://pamm-net.org/
2.http://nsf-jst-metabolomics.org/
3.https://www.facebook.com/groups/PAMMNET/
4.https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=6715710&sort=POPULAR&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Agroup
%2CclickedEntityId%3A6715710%2Cidx%3A1-11%2CtarId%3A1439305815083%2Ctas%3Aplant+alg&trk=tyah
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Lloyd Sumner
lwsumner@noble.org; after Jan 01, 2016 sumnerlw@missouri.edu
Practical Applications of Research: A coordinated community effort is expected to be more cordial,
efficient, and productive; leading to new and enabling scientific discoveries and innovations.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Sumner
Fiehn
Jander
Lia
Nikolau
Dixon
VanderGheynst
Labavitch
Kind
Wikoff
Huffaker
Schmelz
Saito
Arita
Fukusaki

First Name
Lloyd W.
Oliver
Georg
James
Basil
Richard A.
Jean S.
John M.
Tobias
William
Alisa
Eric
Kazuki
Masonri
Eiichiro

Institution
Noble Foundation
UC Davis
Boyce Thompson Inst
UCLA
Iowa State Univ
Univ. North Texas
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis
UC Davis
UCSD
UCSD
RIKEN, Japan
U. Tokyo
Osaka Univ.

Role
PI
CoPI
CoPI
CoPI
CoPI
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
Collaborator
NSF-JST PI
NSF-JST PI
NSF-JST PI

Email Address
lwsumner@noble.org
ofiehn@ucdavis.edu
jander@cornell.edu
liaoj@ucla.edu
dimmas@iastate.edu
Richard.Dixon@unt.edu
jsvander@ucdavis.edu
jmlabavitch@ucdavis.edu
tkind@ucdavis.edu
wrwikoff@ucdavis.edu
ahuffaker@ucsd.edu
eschmelz@ucsd.edu
ksaito@psc.riken.jp
arita@bi.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
fukusaki@bio.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp

Okumoto

Yutaka

Kyoto Univ.

NSF-JST PI

okumoto3@kais.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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Genomics of Host-Microbiome Interactions in Rice
Venkatesan Sundaresan
University of California-Davis
sundar@ucdavis.edu, (530) 297-0540
Species to be Studied:
Rice (Oryza sativa)
Project Objectives:
Plants grow in close association with large communities of microbes called microbiomes, that influence
nutrient composition and uptake of nutrients in the soil, as well as disease susceptibility. The project will
enable the discovery of specific functions of plant microbiomes at the molecular level, and the
evaluation of the impact of microbiomes on plant performance. A second aim of the project addresses
the concern that agriculture is a major source of global emissions of the potent greenhouse gas
methane. Rice cultivation worldwide is estimated to contribute nearly half of these emissions by
promoting the growth of methane producing microbes. The project will examine the effects of different
rice varieties on methane producing microbes, as well as methane consuming microbes, found in rice
root-associated microbiomes.
Experimental Approaches:
Defined systems to study microbiome function in plants are harder to implement in plants as compared
to animals, because plant microbiomes are a combination of internal and external (e.g. soil)
components. The growth preference of rice for semi-aquatic substrates has been exploited to establish
a gnotobiotic rice model, such that plants grown under controlled conditions can acquire a defined
microbiome. Root-associated microbiomes from different sources or conditions can be transplanted,
and established in plants grown under controlled conditions. Microbiomes used for transplantation will
be characterized by 16SrDNA sequencing to identify the constituent taxa, and the transcriptomes of the
treated rice plants will be studied using RNAseq. The transcriptional responses of rice plants with
transplanted microbiomes from different sources and stress treatments, including drought stress, will be
analyzed for global changes in gene expression, as well as specific functional classes of genes that
might reflect adaptive responses by the plant induced by the microbiome. Lastly, the association of
archaea with cultivated rice, a significant contribution to planetary methane emissions, and potentially
to climate change, will be investigated. Specifically, the effects of genotype on methanogenic archaea
and methanotrophic bacteria, as well as computationally identified associated microbial networks in
field grown rice, will be characterized, towards the goal of breeding low emission rice.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Plant transcriptomic and microbial sequence data generated by the project will be released through
public databases that include the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and Sequence Read Archive
(SRA), respectively.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
Venkatesan Sundaresan sundar@ucdavis.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
http://www-plb.ucdavis.edu/Labs/sundar/research.html
Practical Applications of Research:
Understanding the interactions of the host plant with its microbiome, and subsequent effects on crop
performance and yields, provides possibilities for exploiting plant-microbe associations for future crop
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improvement. The findings on methanogenic associations with rice plants can lead to strategies for
reducing methane emissions from paddy fields, and reduce the impacts of rice cultivation on climate
change.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Eisen
Mackill
Phillips

First Name
Jonathan
David
Gregory

Huang

Bihu

Institution
UC Davis
UC Davis
U. Arkansas
U. ArkansasPine Bluff

Role
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Outreach
Co-ordinator
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Email Address
jaeisen@ucdavis.edu
djmackill@ucdavis.edu
gphillips@astate.edu
huangb@uapb.edu
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Novel Quantitative Proteomic Methods to Discover and Localize
Endogenous Protein Complexes
Dan Szymanski
Purdue University
dszyman@purdue.edu, (765) 494-8092
Species to be Studied: Arabidopsis thaliana, Glycine max
Project Objectives:
 To predict the composition of 100s of endogenous soluble and membrane-associated protein
complexes in A. thaliana leaves.
 To use bioinformatics and existing “omics” data sets to predict and evaluate models for protein
complex composition.
 To determine if the composition of cytosolic protein complexes are conserved in Glycine max.
 To develop methods to analyze protein complex dynamics as a function of metabolic stress.
Experimental Approaches:
Cell fractionation and quantitative mass spectrometry
Intact endogenous protein complexes from Arabidopsis and soybean leaves will be resolved using size
exclusion and ion-exchange chromatography and quantitatively profiled using label-free mass
spectrometry. The relative protein abundances, determined from peptide extraction ion chromatograms,
will be analyzed using a distance-based clustering algorithm. The clustering output will identify proteins
that co-purify under all conditions and therefore may be subunits of a protein complex. coIP and
proteomic profiling of Arabidopsis mutants will be used to validate our system and identify both false
positives. Cytosolic protein complexes and membrane-associated complexes extracted from crude
microsomes with cholate will be extracted by differential centrifugation in 250 mM sorbitol, 50 mM
HEPES/KOH pH 7.2, buffer system, and separated by Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC), Anion
Exchange Chromatography (AEC). After fractionation of proteins are denatured in 8M urea, digested
with trypsin using standard in-solution digestion protocol, and subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis using
the AbSciex 5600. Peptides from each column fraction will be quantified using label-free analysis of
MS1 ions using MaxQuant freely available software. Proteins are identified by database searches
against TAIR10, and results are filtered based on peptide and protein scores to achieve 1% FDR
employing target-decoy method. The relative abundances of the proteins across the chromatographic
separation schemes will be determined, and used to cluster co-purifying proteins into groups that reveal
protein complex composition. We are expanding this technique to analyze protein complex dynamics
under metabolic stress. In these experiments, protein complexes from the leaves of light- and
darkness-treated leaves are analyzed using both unlabeled and 15N-labeling approaches. These
experiments are likely to identify complexes with assembly properties and activities that are linked to
the energy status of the cell. These data may provide a new way to analyze protein complexes in the
context of a system.
Bioinformatic approaches
Experimental results will be compared with bioinformatics protein interaction prediction. Reliable
benchmark datasets of interacting proteins and a quantitative model for the identification of protein
interactions will be developed. Based on the benchmark datasets, a probabilistic approach is developed
to infer protein interactions in A. thaliana. This framework is integrated with a wide range of information
such as amino acid sequence-derived predictions, coregulated gene-expression, co-occurrence of
putatitively interacting across species.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
 Raw mass spectrometry data on the Arabidopsis (soluble and membrane-associated) and soybean
(soluble) proteins will be made available through TAIR and SoyBase.
 Relative abundance of cytosolic and membrane-associated proteins as a function of cellular
localization.
 New methods to fractionate and analyze endogenous proteins using gel-free, label free quantitative
mass spectrometry.
 Apparent masses of endogenous proteins, including a scoring scheme that allows us to predict
proteins that are subunits of stable complexes.
 New bioinformatics methods to construct the multi-level benchmark datasets and develop
quantitative model for the identification of interacting subunits.
 Predicted compositions of cytosolic and membrane-associated protein complexes that are
generated by the combined use of relative abundance profiling and bioinformatic analyses.
 Searchable database for all raw mass spectrometry data, profile data that passes quality control
checks, and published data.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Daniel Szymanski dszyman@purdue.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Daniel Szymanski
2. Mark Hall
3. Daisuke Kihara
4. Jun Xie

dszyman@purdue.edu (PI)
mchall@purdue.edu (Co-PI)
dkihara@purdue.edu (Co-PI)
junxie@stat.purdue.edu (Co-PI)

Practical Applications of Research:
The databases, reagents and methods to be developed as a part of this project capitalizes on
genome sequence and mRNA expression data, and will allow the research community to learn more
rapidly about how gene functions are integrated in cellular systems. Specifically, we expect to gain
systems level knowledge on the composition and localization of stable proteins complexes and how
they vary as a function of environmental conditions. These data will accelerate our understanding about
how cellular systems are integrated, and how they might be engineered within the context of crop
improvement.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Szymanski
Hall
Daisuke
Xie

First Name
Daniel
Mark
Kihara
Jun

Institution
Purdue University
Purdue University
Purdue University
Purdue University

Aryal
McBride
Donglai
Reick
Oladimeji
Mallery

Uma
Zach
Chen
Christy
Oluaderounmu
Eileen

Purdue University
Purdue University
Purdue University
Purdue University
UM Baltimore City
Purdue University
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Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Research
Associate
Grad RA
Grad RA
undergrad
undergrad
Technician

Email Address
dszyman@purdue.edu
mchall@purdue.edu
dkihara@purdue.edu
junxie@purdue.edu
uaryal@purdue.edu
zmcbride@purdue.edu
chen1412@purdue.edu
creick@purdue.edu
oladim1@umbc.edu
emallery@purdue.edu
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Inactivation of microRNAs in Crop Plants Using Short Tandem Target
Mimic (STTM) Technology
Guiliang Tang
Michigan Technological University
gtang1@mtu.edu, (906) 281-8710
Species to be Studied: Rice, Maize, Soybean, and Arabidopsis
Project Objectives:
1. Generate miRNA mutants and/or STTM constructs that will support research on miRNAs in two
monocot (rice and maize) and two dicot (Arabidopsis and soybean) plants.
2. Examine the roles of miRNAs in plant-microbe interactions using soybean as the host.
3. Investigate functional conservation and diversification of 6 conserved plant miRNAs by
comparing their functions in monocots (rice & maize) and dicots (Arabidopsis & soybean).
4. Develop digital resources for knowledge dissemination, material transfer and outreach.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Generate miRNA mutants and/or STTM constructs in two monocot (rice and maize) and two
dicot (Arabidopsis and soybean) plants. To generate effective STTM constructs we will first analyze
plant miRNAs using a sequence-clustering tool. Each miRNA family will be targeted by minimal
number of STTMs to make sure that all the miRNA family members are targeted for down-regulations.
Methods for STTM construction will be based on our published protocol and papers. Two types of
STTM constructs will be created: (1) Constitutively expressed STTM, and (2) Inducibly/tissuespecifically expressed STTM.For production of constitutively expressed STTM plants, we will generate
STTMs for rice and Arabidopsis as large-scale as possible using plant transformation approaches. For
transgenic STTM maize and soybean, six selected miRNAs will be targeted and contracted to Dr. Kan
Wang at Iowa State University as a pilot study. Inducibly (estrogen receptor-based XVE system)
expressed STTMs will only be made in constructs for distributions. For the six selected miRNAs,
transgenic STTM plants will be generated in homozygous form of sufficient individual lines for functional
conservation and diversification analysis.
2. Examine the roles of miRNAs in soybean-microbe interactions using the hairy root system. To
identify roles of miRNAs in soybean-microbe interactions, we will conduct high-throughput small RNAseq at different stages of the interaction. STTMs will be constructed for soybean root transformation.
Roles of miRNAs in soybean-pathogen interactions will be investigated in: 1) soybean-microbe
interaction, 2) soybean-nematode interaction, and 3) soybean-rhizobia symbiosis. Specifically, GFP
marker-associated STTM will be produced for root transformation. Functions of miRNAs will be
evaluated in cells that express GFP.
3. Investigate functional conservation and diversification of 6 conserved plant miRNAs by
comparing their functions in monocots and dicots. For functional conservation and diversification of
miRNAs we will select 6 miRNAs to generate the constitutively expressed STTM transgenic rice, maize,
soybean and Arabidopsis for examination and comparative studies. We will study target genes for the
six miRNAs with species-specific developmental impacts. These will include miRNA expression pattern
by Northern blot, in situ hybridization, degradome sequencing, RNA-seq and Ribo-seq in transgenic
STTMs and their controls.
4. Develop digital resources through advanced web database, application, and service for
materials transfer and distribution. We will develop a web-based designSTTM to automate STTM
design. For each specific STTM, designSTTM will automatically store results into the database, and a
sketch of a plasmid construct will be plotted with all boundaries between different fragments and
lengths of all fragments being clearly labeled. When a design process is completed, an annotated
report detailing the steps of STTM construction will be generated. Users can print the sketch of each
plasmid vector with the construction protocol.
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We will also develop a web application, materialSTTM, to support the distribution of STTM constructs
and transgenic lines. This web application will display the availability of both STTM constructs and
transgenic crops lines in which the targeted miRNAs are knocked down. materialSTTM serves as a
venue through which homozygous transgenic seeds of each STTM transgene can be distributed to the
research community. The web-application of materialSTTM will provide detailed phenotypic description
of all homozygous transgenic lines with the images from various developmental stages.
Finally, we will develop a genome browser for RNA-seq and Ribo-seq of wild-type and STTM mutants.
This browser will provide information on global translation status and miRNA-directed translation
inhibition, which is currently lacking in plants. We will make them available to the research community
through our web portal.
Technological approaches for the above objective include the standard Linux server, the open-source
database server MySQL and the Apache web server. MySQL will be used as the back-end database
and Apache will be integrated to create HTML pages to deliver requested web contents back to the
users’ browsers. The web application will use PHP for server-side business logic, HTML for content
presentation, cascading style sheets (CSS) for formatting, and JavaScript for dynamic client-side
behavior.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
(1) Constructs for constitutively expressed STTMs in rice, maize, soybean, and Arabidopsis; (2)
Constructs for induciably/tissue-specifically expressed STTMs in rice, maize, soybean, and
Arabidopsis; (3) Six conserved constitutively expressed STTM transgenic plants of rice, maize,
soybean, and Arabidopsis; (4) Additional transgenic constitutively expressed STTM plants of rice and
Arabidopsis plants for distributions; (5) STTM technology training for students selected nationally via a
specific STTM workshop held at Michigan Tech; (6) Publications on large-scale production of STTM in
Arabidopsis and rice, as well as role of miRNAs in functional conservation and diversification among
different plant species and in plant-pathogen interactions.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Guiliang Tang
gtang1@mtu.edu
2. Xuemei Chen
xuemei.chen@ucr.edu
3. Wenbo Ma
wenbo.ma@ucr.edu
4. Harold Trick
hnt@ksu.edu
5. Hairong Wei
hairong@mtu.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Short Tandem Target Mimic (STTM): http://www.smallrna.mtu.edu/ojs-2.4.2/index.php/STTM
2. STTM HUB:
https://blossom.ffr.mtu.edu/
3. Project Emails:
small-rna-society@mtu.edu; blossom.mtu.edu@gmail.com
Practical Applications of Research:
(1) Role of miRNAs in crop development; (2) Role of miRNAs in crop production; (3) Role of miRNAs in
crop resistance to pathogens; (4) Resource for crop research and breeding.
Project Participants:
Last Name First Name
Tang
Guiliang
Chen
Xuemei
Ma
Wenbo
Trick
Harold
Wei
Hairong

Institution
Michigan Tech
UC Riverside
UC Riverside
Kansas State
Michigan Tech

Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
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Email Address
gtang1@mtu.edu
xuemei.chen@ucr.edu
wenbo.ma@ucr.edu
hnt@ksu.edu
hairong@mtu.edu
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Analysis of Alternative Splicing in Drought Regulated Genes for Stress
Tolerance in Rice
Julie Thomas
University of Arkansas
jt008@uark.edu, (479) 575-2354
Species to be Studied: Rice (Oryza sativa)
Project Objectives:
Alternative splicing (AS) can expand the transcriptome and proteome diversity in plants, and its
occurrence in response to environmental stresses suggest a role in the regulation of stress response
and tolerance. The project aims to characterize AS in the response of rice to drought stress and
evaluate the role in stress tolerance, with the following research objectives:
1) Analysis of alternative splicing in rice in response to drought and temperature stress using RNA-Seq.
2) Identification and characterization of differentially expressed alternatively spliced transcripts under
drought and temperature stress.
3) Evaluation of stress responsive alternatively spliced isoforms for association to stress response
phenotypes or stress parameters in a rice genotype diversity panel.
Experimental Approaches:
1) Catalog the AS changes in rice genotypes differing in drought/temperature response phenotypes.
A) Nipponbare cultivar (reference genome) treated to controlled drought and well-watered
conditions at vegetative flag-leaf (V4), early reproductive (R3) and grain filling (R6) stages; and
Nipponbare treated to high-temperature at vegetative, reproductive and grain filling states.
B) Drought sensitive knockout mutant lines (x2) available in cultivar Nipponbare will be used
under well-watered and drought/temperature stress conditions at the three stages, to compare
differences in AS in the ‘stress sensitive physiological state’.
C) Drought tolerant cultivars (x2), comparing well-watered and drought treated plants at
vegetative and reproductive stage in the ‘drought tolerant physiological state’. RNA will be
extracted from tissue samples of replicated experiments, and used in gene expression analysis
in the 3 sets of experiments (A-C).
2) RNA-Seq of strand-specific cDNA using paired end sequencing by Illumina Hi-Seq2500 of plant RNA
samples will be done to identify and quantify differentially expressed genes and splice junctions by
Tophat/Cufflinks and Splicegrapher. The most recent updated bioinformatics tools will be used to
quantify AS transcripts and novel isoforms.
3) Validation of RNA-Seq predictions of AS isoforms using experimental approaches, and quantification
of drought responsive AS transcripts (using isoform specific primers for qPCR). Characterization of the
isoform structure of AS genes by amplification, cloning and sequencing of individual isoforms of specific
genes of interest, using primers designed across unique splice junctions that are differentially
expressed under stress.
4) Screen a diversity panel of rice genotypes differing in stress sensitivity to vegetative drought and
high-temperature stress, using RNA for qRT-PCR analysis with stress responsive isoform specific
primers. Test for correlation between stress responsive isoforms and stress phenotype parameters.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. RNA-Seq datasets of rice genotypes differing in stress sensitivity/tolerance, submitted to public
repositories.
2. Structure of differentially expressed alternatively spliced transcripts that differ among rice genotypes
differing in drought/heat tolerance.
3. Knowledge on post-transcriptional regulation of stress response and tolerance.
4. Molecular markers for drought/stress tolerance in rice.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Julie Thomas
jt008@uark.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Julie Thomas
jt008@uark.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
The evaluation of the role of an expanded drought expressed proteome in drought tolerance
Understanding and control of post transcriptional regulation of stress responsive genes
Project Participants:
Last Name
Thomas
Pereira
Reddy
Hamilton

First Name
Julie
Andy
Anireddy
Mike

Institution
U. Arkansas
U. Arkansas
Colorado SU
Colorado SU

Role
PI
Sponsor
Collaborator
Bioinformatician
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Email Address
jt008@uark.edu
apereira@uark.edu
reddy@colostate.edu
mike.hamilton7@gmail.com
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Genetic and Cellular Dissection of Mutualistic Plant-Microbe Symbioses in
Medicago truncatula
Michael Udvardi
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
mudvardi@noble.org, (580) 490 2919
Species to be Studied: Medicago truncatula
Project Objectives:
1. Enhance our understanding of nitrogen-fixing (NF) and arbuscular-mycorrhizal (AM) symbioses by
identifying and characterizing novel mutants of M. truncatula using existing genetic resources.
2. Continue to develop genetic resources in M. truncatula for the legume research community.
3. Develop cell and molecular biology resources to explore the biology of NF and AM symbioses.
Experimental Approaches:
Forward- and reverse-genetic approaches, using Tnt1-insertion and a fast-neutron-bombarded (FNBdeletion) mutant populations have been used to identify novel genes required for NF and AM
symbioses. The genes and encoded proteins have been characterized further using molecular,
biochemical, cell biological, physiological and genomic approaches.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Over 40 papers in peer-reviewed journals and 4 book chapters have been published and 40
presentations have been given at conferences. Resources that have been generated include: a
database of over 300,000 flanking sequence tags (FSTs) indicating sites of Tnt1 insertion in the
Medicago genome; a database of gene deletions associated with FNB mutants; collections of novel
symbiotic, developmental, and other mutants isolated during annual community screening workshops;
amplified Tnt1 mutant seed stocks for distribution to the community (approximately 1000 lines have
been distributed); vectors and transgenic lines expressing fluorescent protein fusions for cell biology
research.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Michael Udvardi: mudvardi@noble.org
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Project website:
2. Medicago mutant resources:

http://medicagosymbioses.org/
http://medicago-mutant.noble.org/mutant/database.php)

Practical Applications of Research:
Knowledge of SNF and AM symbioses, and especially of key genes involved in their establishment and
function, will help plant breeders and microbiologists to improve plant N and P nutrition in legume and
non-legume crop species in the future. SNF and AM symbioses are important for sustainable
agriculture now, and may become more important in future as limits on industrial N-fertilizer are put into
place for environmental reasons and natural reserves of P-fertilizer run out.
The resources developed in this project will have long-term impacts on genetic and cell-biology
research in legumes, which will impact legume breeding and agriculture in other ways, beyond these
beneficial symbioses.
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Project Participants:
Last Name
Udvardi
Mysore
Chen
Harrison
Dickstein
Sherrier
Wen

First Name
Michael
Kiran
Rujin
Maria
Becca
Janine
Jiangqi

Institution
Noble Foundation
Noble Foundation
Noble Foundation
BTI
UNT
U. Del.
Noble Foundation
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Role
PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Collaborator

Email Address
mudvardi@noble.org
ksmysore@noble.org
rchen@noble.org
mjh78@cornell.edu
beccadbr@unt.edu
sherrier@udel.edu
jwen@noble.org
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Plant Nitrogen Network (PlaNNet) - Coordinating Research on Plant
Nitrogen for Sustainable and Productive Agriculture
Michael Udvardi
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
mudvardi@noble.org, (580) 490 2919
Species to be Studied: Not applicable.
Project Objectives:
PlaNNet aims to promote and coordinate research activities related to the supply, utilization and loss of
N by plants with the long-term objective of enhancing the efficiency and sustainability of N-use in
agriculture. Research coordination network (RCN) activities will include:
1. Develop a networking website that includes information about hundreds of researchers within the
USA and around the world who are involved in plant N-related research, opportunities for collaboration,
and educational resources.
2. Organize annual Workshops-Without-Walls, virtual meetings that will involve hundreds of
participants in presentations, discussions, and consensus-building related to plant-N research and
development.
3. Organize satellite workshops at major conferences focused on specific aspects of plant N and
agriculture.
Experimental Approaches: Not applicable.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
A website will be developed for the PlaNNet RCN. In addition to information about the rationale,
objectives and specific activities of PlaNNet, the website will host a variety of resources for networking,
collaboration, and education including: a list of “who’s who” in plant, agricultural, and environmental
nitrogen research and development; up-coming conferences within the scope of PlaNNet; grant
opportunities, especially those in the USA and for bi-lateral projects with USA groups; research and
development highlights from PlaNNet “members”, updated regularly during the five year project;
literature in the spotlight; and links to social media, such as “LinkedIn”, for discussions related to N in
plants, agriculture and the environment. The database of people will be searchable by name, country,
and research area. The database will enable users of the website to find out who is doing what in
nitrogen R&D, which may help them make decisions about what they might wish to do in this area in
future and to find potential collaborators in their own country or elsewhere. We expect to build a
database with information on hundreds of researchers around the world actively engaged in N R&D.
Using a NASA model of virtual scientific meetings called “Workshops Without Walls” (WWW), PlaNNet
will utilize available technology to promote the global exchange of knowledge between scientists of
diverse disciplines. WWWs eliminate the need for travel, minimize environmental impacts of
conferences, save resources and money, and facilitate communication to a much broader audience.
Apart from live interactions during WWWs, recorded lectures from each WWW will be posted on our
website as a resource for the community.
To raise awareness of the problems related to nitrogen in agriculture and current R&D strategies to
solve these problems, as well as to engage the creativity of others outside this field in finding alternative
solutions, we will organize and support specialized N-related workshops at major scientific meetingsone per year over 5 years
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Michael Udvardi: mudvardi@noble.org
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Project website: Coming soon.
Practical Applications of Research:
By collecting and sharing information about who’s who in nitrogen R&D and what they have done and
are doing currently, we expect to build a larger and tighter network of people around the world devoted
to solving problems related to N-use in agriculture. We expect that PlaNNet activities will help to
formulate strategies to solve problems related to over-use or under-use of N-fertilizers in different
agricultural systems. Furthermore, by providing information about current projects, we hope that
PlaNNet helps to avoid redundancy in R&D efforts around the world, and thereby maximize the use of
finite public and private resources that are being used to solve the global problems related to nitrogen
in agriculture.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First
Name

Udvardi

Michael

Peters

John

Leavitt

Rita

Cornish

Jamie

Institution
Noble
Foundation
Montana State
Uni.
Noble
Foundation
Montana State
Uni.

Role

Email Address

PI

mudvardi@noble.org

Co-PI
Research
Assistant
WWW
coordinator

john.peters@chemistry.montana.edu
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Exploitation of Genetic and Epigenetic Variation in the Regulation of
Tomato Fruit Quality Traits
Esther van der Knaap
Ohio State University/University of Georgia
Vanderknaap.1@osu.edu, (330) 263-3822
Species to be Studied: Tomato, Solanum lycopersicum var lycopersicum, S. lycopersicum var
cerasiforme, S. pimpinellifolium.
Project Objectives:
1) Assembly and phenotyping of a tomato population constituting the continuum of wild, semidomesticated and ancestral landraces.
2) Identification of loci underlying fruit quality traits through genome-wide association studies
(GWAS) and differentially expressed small RNAs.
3) Genetic confirmation of trait association with candidate regions to genes.
4) Functional analysis of developmental and biochemical pathways that control fruit quality.
5) Database development and integration at Sol Genomics Network (SGN).
Experimental Approaches:
A) Phenotyping tomato for fruit quality traits: i. Physical attributes (weight, structure and texture); ii.
Flavor (volatiles, sugars, acids); iii. Attractants/deterrents (color, carotenoids, glycoalkaloids).
B) Genetic characterization of 150 underutilized tomato accessions by 10x whole genome
sequencing.
C) Cataloging of small RNAs isolated from different stages of floral and fruit development in 10
distinct accessions.
D) Genome-wide association mapping studies (GWAS) to link alleles and small RNAs to fruit
quality traits.
E) Biparental crosses to confirm GWAS and small RNA loci in the regulation of fruit quality.
F) Tomato transformations and functional validation of the traits and associated genes.
G) Database and tool development for dissemination of knowledge to the scientific community and
the general public.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Detailed phenotypes, small RNA and genome sequences of 150 tomato accessions that span the
closest wild relatives to the earliest domesticates. Germplasm carrying beneficial alleles for tomato fruit
quality. Identification of beneficial alleles to be implemented in tomato breeding programs. Identification
of genes that control fruit quality traits which were under selection. Approaches to mine underutilized
and semi-wild germplasm for crop quality traits.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Esther van der Knaap

Vanderknaap.1@osu.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Sol Genomics Network http://www.sgn.cornell.edu/
2. Project participant’s websites
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Practical Applications of Research:
Little is known about the genetic and epigenetic basis of the various attributes that contribute to
perceived fruit and vegetable quality. Because certain fruit quality traits may have been favored over
others in different regions, mining wild and semi-domesticated germplasm offers the potential for
identifying previously unknown genes in these crucial processes. We expect the assembled tomato
collection to harbor many alleles for fruit quality that were left behind (i.e. did not make it into
domesticated S. l. lycopersicum), either accidentally, or because certain S. l. cerasiforme populations
were not targeted by human ancestors, or because of inferior fruit quality. Because of the short
generation time and the availability in germplasm centers of its closest wild ancestors, tomato is
uniquely positioned to identify and exploit natural variants affecting fruit quality traits. As future crop
improvement increasingly relies on mining quantitative traits from wild and semi-domesticated relatives,
this project should provide insights in how to effectively use this germplasm, ultimately leading to
tangible varietal improvement.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Van der Knaap

Esther

Caicedo
Tieman

Ana
Denise

Mueller

Lukas

Blanca

Jose

Diez

Maria Jose

Canizares
Visa
Gray
Fraga

Joaquin
Sofia
Simon
Dean

Institution
Ohio State U/U
Georgia
Univ of
Massachusetts
Univ of Florida
Boyce Thompson
Institute
Univ Polytech
Valencia
Univ Polytech
Valencia
Univ Polytech
Valencia
College of Wooster
College of Wooster
College of Wooster
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coPI
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coPI

lam87@cornell.edu

collaborator

jblanca@upv.es

collaborator

mdiezni@btc.upv.es

collaborator
collaborator
collaborator
collaborator

jcanizares@upv.es
svisa@wooster.edu
gray@glca.org
dfraga@wooster.edu
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Characterization of the Physiological and Genomic Signatures of Drought
Induced CAM Photosynthesis Evolution
Robert VanBuren
Donald Danforth Plant Science Center
bobvanburen@gmail.com, (518) 669-7169
Species to be Studied:
Crassulaceae: Sedum integrifolium, S. album, S. stoloniferum
Portulacaceae: Portulaca grandiflora, P. oleracea, Grahamia coahuilensis
Project Objectives:
1. Measure the transition of C3 to CAM photosynthesis in drought induced CAM plants and correlate
the four temporal phases of CAM to the circadian clock
2. Generate Draft genome assemblies of representative CAM and C3 species as a basis for
comparative genomics, RNAseq analysis, alternative splicing and cis-regulatory element
recruitment during CAM evolution.
3. Identify genes and regulatory sequences involved in drought induced CAM and circadian regulation
of CAM by RNAseq expression profiling and comparative genomic analysis
Experimental Approaches:
A range of physiology based approaches will be used in this study including: carbon isotope
fractionation, titratable acidity, PEPC activity, stomatal conductance, and water use efficiency.
Genomics and computational biology experimental approaches include RNAseq analysis, genome
assembly and annotation, comparative genomics, and analysis of alternative splicing and promoter
prediction.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Physiology measurements of CAM plants under drought stress including: titratable acidity, carbon
isotope fractionation, PEPC activity, stomatal conductance, and water use efficiency.
2. Illumina WGS DNAseq libraries (250bp and 5kb) for the following species: S. album, S.
integrifolium, S. stoloniferum, P. grandiflor, P. oleracea, G. coahuilensis. Draft assemblies will be
uploaded to NCBI and CoGe. Genome annotations will be uploaded to the plantGDB genome
browser.
3. Raw RNAseq reads will be made publicly available on NCBI. Expression profiles from the RNAseq
experiment will be uploaded on the DIURNAL website, gramene and PLEXdb.
4. Alternative splicing events will be characterized with SpliceGrapher and uploaded to the ASIP
database and plantGDB genome browser.
5. Promoter sequences will be annotated and uploaded onto the DIURNAL website.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Robert VanBuren bobvanburen@gmail.com
2. Todd Mockler
tmockler@danforthcenter.org
3. Doug Allen
DAllen@danforthcenter.org
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Robert VanBuren bobvanburen@gmail.com
2. Todd Mockler
tmockler@danforthcenter.org
3. Doug Allen
DAllen@danforthcenter.org
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Practical Applications of Research:
Unraveling the evolution of CAM has basic and applied significance and applications. Climate change
induced drought is a major global problem plaguing crop growing regions throughout the world. Efforts
to improve WUE and drought tolerance have seen mixed results largely due to the low heritability of
tolerance and gaps in our understanding of drought responses. CAM plants are naturally drought
resistance and have an extremely high WUE, requiring only 20% of the water needed by their C3
counterparts. Engineering CAM metabolism into C3 plants represents a novel approach to overcoming
drought and can be accomplished by re-wiring existing metabolic networks. CAM engineering could be
applied to any C3 crops, such as cassava and pigeon pea which are grown in arid and semi-arid
regions where climate change induced drought is projected to be the worst. Furthermore, the
engineered CAM pathway described above is drought inducible, the more efficient C3 pathway can be
used when water is not a limiting factor.
CAM has evolved independently at least 30 times over the past 35 million years and represents a novel
adaptation to a three billion year old pathway. Comparative physiology and genomics between two
separate CAM lineages may reveal patterns of convergent evolution and identify regulatory elements
and enzymes that are preferentially involved in CAM evolution. The draft genomes proposed here
would also serve as powerful references for comparative genomics in two dicot lineages that are largely
unexplored.
Project Participants:
Last Name
VanBuren

First Name
Robert

Institution
Danforth Center

Mockler

Todd

Danforth Center

Allen

Doug

Danforth Center

Role
PI
Supporting
Scientist
Supporting
Scientist
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Molecular Dissection of Autophagy in Maize and its Role in
Nutrient Recycling and Stress Protection
Richard Vierstra
Marisa S. Otegui
University of Wisconsin-Madison
vierstra@wisc.edu, (608-262-8215)
otegui@wisc.edu, (608-265-5703)
Species to be Studied: Zea mays
Project Objectives:
1. To expand the germplasm needed to dissect the maize ATG system through the collection of useful
Mu-insertion mutants and the development of transgenic lines expressing autophagic reporters.
2. To understand the importance of autophagy for maize growth and N- and C-use efficiency at an
integrated level by combining maize atg mutants with phenotypic, cell biological, metabolomic,
transcriptomic, and proteomic studies.
3. To characterize autophagic cargo by proteomic analysis of autophagic bodies.
4. To understand the molecular basis for the autophagic clearance of selected targets.
4. To define the non-canonical autophagic route engaged during seed development.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Phenotypic and cell biological analysis of maize mutant lines affected in the autophagic turnover of
cellular components and trafficking of endosperm storage proteins.
2. Metabolomic, proteomic, and transcriptomic analyses of maize germplasm unable to use the ATG8
autophagic system for nutrient recycling.
3. Field studies on the growth and yield performance of maize autophagy mutants.
4. Understanding the roles of autophagy in the clearance of proteasomes and ribosomes in
Arabidopsis.
5. Transcriptomic analysis of differentially expressed genes in aleurone and starchy endosperm cells to
identify candidate genes controlling the autophagic transport of storage proteins in aleurone cells.
6. Silencing of candidate genes by amiRNA technology in cultured endosperm expressing
fluorescently-labeled storage proteins.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Mutant germplasm, antibodies, proteomic, metabolomics and transcriptomic datasets, fluorescent
reporters for the analysis of autophagy in maize.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Richard Vierstra vierstra@wisc.edu
2. Marisa Otegui
otegui@wisc.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
Practical Applications of Research:
Understanding autophagy at a mechanistic level will enable the development of strategies to
manipulate agronomic yield and the N-and C-use efficiency of food, forage, and biofuel crops.
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Project Participants:
Last Name
Vierstra
Otegui

First Name
Richard
Marisa

Institution
UW-Madison
UW-Madison

Li

Faqiang

UW-Madison

Marshall
Liu
Ding

Richard
Fen
Xinxin

UW-Madison
UW-Madison
UW-Madison

Zhang

Xiaoguo

UW-Madison

Role
PI
Co-PI
Research
Scientist
Postdoctoral
Researcher
Graduate Student
Graduate Student
Research
Scientist
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Natural Variation and Drought Responses in Developing Maize
Inflorescences
Erik Vollbrecht
Iowa State University
vollbrec@iastate.edu, (515) 294-9009
Species to be Studied: Maize
Project Objectives:
1. Integrate traditional breeding genetic map and other molecular data with existing and new high
throughput genomics data as the basis of a web-accessible database. Develop the database as a
public resource for queries by standard and specialized analysis tools.
2. Elucidate the nucleotide differences responsible for natural, quantitative genetic variation that
controls the complex trait of inflorescence architecture, and integrate information about these
quantitative genes into emerging regulatory networks.
3. Identify the mechanisms by which early season drought stress impacts the developmental
processes that define the architecture of the maize ear.
4. Integrate our research into educational training by conducting workshops that provide experiential
learning opportunities in the US and in Mexico, both in the lab and in the field.
Experimental Approaches:
High throughput RNAseq will be used to determine additional transcriptional differences between
developing, normal and mutant inflorescences. These and existing genomics and other data (RNAseq,
ChIp-seq, QTL map positions, interactome data, etc.) will form the core of a query-accessible database
that will be publicly available. The project will also use genomics tools and resources to identify and
clone key genetic factors that have quantifiable effects on inflorescence architecture through their
interactions with known genes. Information regarding these quantitative genes will be integrated into
emerging regulatory networks.
The effects of early season drought will be studied through coupling highly controlled greenhouse
conditions and agriculturally relevant field conditions with genomics resources, to understand how
environmental and developmental pathways converge. Spatial and temporal assessments of ear
development under stressed and controlled conditions will be accompanied by high throughput gene
expression profiling. These drought studies will spearhead interdisciplinary research at the interface of
plant stress biology and development. Transcriptional profiles will be integrated into emerging
regulatory networks, and specific candidate genes will be tested. Together the research will establish
the molecular basis in maize of what plant breeders have historically called background effects, or the
genetic landscape within which genes of major effect act, and illustrate how drought stress alters the
timing and execution of endogenous mechanisms that regulate changes in inflorescence architecture.
Educational training workshops will be conducted each year, alternating each year between field-based
course on grass biology in the summer, and a laboratory-based course on cereal genomics in the fall.
Interactions between US and Mexican graduate students and postdoctoral scholars will also be
facilitated, at a winter maize nursery site in Mexico. Postdoctoral scholars and graduate,
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undergraduate, and high school students will be mentored in the context of this multi-disciplinary
research program.

Information/Materials to be Generated:
We will deliver to the research community several high throughput RNAseq datasets, QTL and modifier
gene map locations, and information about cloned QTL. Several genetic stocks will also be
characterized and delivered, including mutants, transgenic maize and stocks corresponding to the
modifier and QTL lines. All data will be available through the project website and through deposition in
public repositories, and migrated to MaizeGDB annually.Workshops will be widely advertised and open
to the public.

Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Erik Vollbrecht
vollbrec@iastate.edu
2. Seed stocks will be at the Maize Stock Center http://maizecoop.cropsci.uiuc.edu/
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Erik Vollbrecht
1. Project web site

vollbrec@iastate.edu
http://www.maizeinflorescence.org/

Practical Applications of Research:
The maize inflorescences, the tassel and the ear, produce more grain than any other crop. The genetic
processes that control tassel and ear development also underlie construction of inflorescence
architecture across the grasses, including other grain and cereal crops that help feed the world. Thus,
understanding the architecture of the maize ear is of especially broad relevance for practical
applications of agricultural research. The proposed project will use current knowledge as a foundation
for understanding how two kinds of variation, in natural genetic factors and in the environment in the
form of early season drought stress, modulate ear architecture. The research will establish the
molecular basis in maize of what plant breeders have historically called background effects, and
illustrate how drought stress alters the timing and execution of endogenous mechanisms that regulate
changes in inflorescence architecture. These data may ultimately be useful to plant breeders selecting
for inflorescences that will be more productive in environments where drought stress is encountered, or
for engineering more drought tolerant crops.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Vollbrecht
Dinneny

First Name
Erik
José

Dong
Eveland
Hake
Jackson

Qunfeng
Andrea
Sarah
David

Institution
ISU
Carnegie
Loyola of
Chicago
CSHL
UC Berkeley
CSHL

Role
PI
co-PI

Email Address
vollbrec@iastate.edu
dinneny@stanford.edu

co-PI
key collaborator
co-PI
co-PI

qdong@luc.edu
aeveland@danforthcenter.org
hake@berkeley.edu
jacksond@cshl.edu
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Plant Genome Engineering Using DNA Replicons
Daniel Voytas
University of Minnesota
Voytas@umn.edu, (612) 626-4509
Species to be Studied:
1. Tomato
2. Potato
Project Objectives:
Recent advances in genome engineering provide a new level of control over genetic information. It is
now possible to alter DNA in living cells in a variety of ways, including introducing specific nucleotide
substitutions in a gene that change a protein’s amino acid sequence, deleting genes or chromosomal
segments, and inserting foreign DNA at precise genomic locations. Such targeted DNA sequence
modifications are enabled by sequence-specific nucleases that create double-strand breaks in the
genomic loci to be altered. The repair of the breaks can be controlled to achieve a variety of targeted
modifications, with applications ranging from understanding gene function in model organisms to
improving traits in crops to treating genetic disorders in people.
This project seeks to accomplish two objectives. First, experiments will be designed to
overcome a primary barrier to implementing efficient methods for engineering plant genomes, namely
the challenge in delivering genome engineering reagents to plant cells. Here, geminiviruses – plant
DNA viruses – will be developed as vectors for genome engineering. Because they have DNA
genomes, geminiviruses can deliver not only sequence specific nucleases but also the DNA repair
templates needed to create targeted modifications in plant genes through homologous recombination.
Using a tobacco model and Transcription Activator-Like Effector Nucleases (TALENs), geminivirus
vectors will be optimized to perform targeted mutagenesis, gene replacement and gene insertion. Viral
vectors will then be used to carry out a similar spectrum of targeted modifications in the closely related
species, tomato and potato. Secondly, a newly described RNA-guided endonuclease – the
CRISPR/Cas9 system – will be assessed for its utility for plant genome engineering. CRISPR/Cas9
reagents will first be optimized for expression and activity in plants, and protocols will be developed to
efficiently modify single and multiple genes simultaneously.
Experimental Approaches:
Specific Aim 1. Using geminivirus replicons (GVRs) for targeted genome modification with TALENs.
The goal of this Specific Aim is to test the ability of GVRs to deliver TALENs to achieve a diverse array
of genome modifications. Efficiencies of targeted modification by GVRs will be compared to standard
means of reagent delivery using Agrobacterium. Tobacco will serve as a model to capitalize on the
genetic resources and tools we have established for this species over the past decade. Genome
engineering with GVRs will then be implemented in the closely related crop species, tomato and potato.
The final deliverable will be protocols for high efficiency targeted genome modification in plant species
for which Agrobacterium-mediated transformation is routine.
Specific Aim 2. Targeted genome modification using RNA-guided endonucleases. The CRISPR/Cas9
system provides a simple means of creating targeted double-strand breaks (DSBs) that eliminates the
need to engineer specific DNA binding domains. The goal of this Specific Aim is to test this RNA-based
targeting system for its utility in creating DNA sequence modifications in plant genomes. Initial work will
focus on optimizing CRISPR/Cas9 reagents using the many tools and assays we developed for
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implementing ZFN- and TALEN-based genome engineering. Once optimized, these reagents will be
employed to introduce individual as well as multiple simultaneous alterations to plant genomes. Cas9
nickases will be tested for their ability to stimulate HR and perhaps overcome the unwanted side effects
associated with DSBs. Finally, GVRs will be tested as delivery vehicles for CRISPR/Cas9 reagents to
achieve efficient targeted genome modifications.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
DNA constructs. Geminivirus-based replicons will be developed to increase frequencies of targeted
genome modification through homologous recombination. Also, CRISPR/Cas9 reagents will be
optimized for use in plants. All reagents will be made available at a non-profit plasmid distribution
organization (www.addgene.org).
Protocols. Optimized strategies for the targeted modification of plant genomes will be developed, and
detailed protocols will be published and made available on the project website. Strategies for modifying
plant genomes will also be described at the annual plant genome engineering workshop to be held
yearly at the Plant and Animal Genome Conference in San Diego, CA.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Daniel Voytas

Voytas@umn.edu.

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://www.cbs.umn.edu/labs/voytas/
Informatics Contact Person(s):
1. Colby Starker

Stark224@umn.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
Homologous recombination will enable the development of new crop varieties, including those that
better withstand pests, have enhanced food value, and produce compounds of industrial importance.
Because homologous recombination introduces changes in plant genomes in a highly specific and
controlled manner, crops generated through recombination may be met with greater public acceptance
than traditional genetically modified crops.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Starker
Atkins
Campbell

First Name
Colby
Paul
Josh

Institution
Univ. of Minn.
Univ. of Minn.
Univ. of Minn.

Role
Scientist
PhD student
PhD student
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Physiological and Genetic Mechanisms Underlying Salt Tolerance in Rice
across Developmental Stages
Harkamal Walia
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
hwalia2@unl.edu, (402) 472-1162
Species to be Studied: Rice (Oryza sativa)
Project Objectives:
1. Characterize physiological processes involved during salinity stress response using
evaluation at two highly salt-sensitive developmental stages in rice.

phenomic

2. Perform genome-wide association mapping to identify quantitative trait loci controlling genetic
variation for salinity tolerance in rice.
3. Development of transcriptome-based gene networks for salinity stress response and identification
of SNPs associated with expression traits (eSNPs).
4. Identification of genes that regulate the physiological basis of salt tolerance or susceptibility by
integrating genomic, phenomic and transcriptomic data.
5. Development of interdisciplinary training programs for students in image understanding and plant
physiology through classroom-based activities.
Experimental Approaches: We are using an image-based phenomics approach to characterize the
genotypic diversity in rice for physiological and morphological responses to salinity stress at both early
tillering and panicle initiation stages. Because salinity stress in most plants induces distinct early
responses primarily associated with osmotic stress and long-term effects associated with ion toxicity,
we are using image-based automated phenotyping to elucidate the genetic diversity for stress
responses potentially contributing to improved salinity tolerance in rice. An open-source image analysis
platform, called Image Harvest (HI) has been developed for RGB and Fluorescence images. We have
extracted quantitative parameters from the images (RGB and Fluorescence), and used this phenotypic
data for identifying salt tolerance QTL with a longitudinal GWA analysis model developed as part of this
project. Functional mapping is the statistical framework that relates genetic loci with function-valued
traits that change as a function of some independent and continuous variable, especially time. Next we
selected a subset of 96 rice genotypes from the diversity panel based on the physiological and
morphological analysis for a transcriptome analysis. In addition to differential gene expression, we are
constructing coexpression networks and identifying important gene modules related to salt stress. Our
analysis will not only elucidate transcriptional regulation patterns in response to salinity stress, it will
also provide an important anchor for integrating phenotypic, transcriptional and genomic data for this
study. Ongoing experiments are providing a unique opportunity to integrate genomic, phenomic and
transcriptomic data to obtain insight into the biological basis for salinity stress response in rice.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Phenotypic Data: Image-based phenotyping data for the rice diversity panel (~400 genotypes)
under control and salinity stress conditions from seedling and early tillering stages have been
generated. Tillering stage dataset is available from iPlant
(http://mirrors.iplantcollaborative.org/browse/iplant/home/shared/walia_rice_salt). Ion analysis and
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end point biomass related data is available through the following publication (Campbell et al., Plant
Physiology, 2015).
2. Transcriptome Data: RNAseq data from ~96 genotypes , two developmental stages is currently
being processed and analyzed. New approaches for coexpression network will be developed and
made available.
3. Image Informatics Resources: Scripts for extracting quantitative data from images have been
developed and implemented in Image Harvest (IH). These will be made available with publications
in preparation for 2014. IH is freely available for public research at: https://git.unl.edu/aknecht2/ih.
The software is also available on Open Science Grid (OSG) at
/stash/project/@RicePhenomics/public/
4. Learning Modules: Image analysis laboratory has been developed and used in Spring 2014 for
Plant Physiology at University of Nebraska. These modules will be available online at the lab
website.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Harkamal Walia, hwalia2@unl.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. http://cropstressgenomics.org/phenomics.php2.
Practical Applications of Research: By bridging the genotype-phenotype gap, our project will provide
the much needed genome-level information that will link genes and pathways associated with
physiological responses and bolster global efforts to improve salinity tolerance of rice. Novel insights
are being obtained on the dynamic nature of how plants adapt to stressful environments during different
phases of growth and development. This work will ultimately inform breeders as to which alleles
present in the vast genetic diversity of germplasm banks can be introgressed into elite cultivars for
complete salt tolerance. We are collaborating with the International Rice Research Institute for sharing
diversity information for salinity tolerance.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Lorence

Argelia

Institution
Arkansas
State
University

Wang

Dong

Dow Agro
Sciences

Lorenz

Aaron

Zhang

Chi

University of
Minnesota
University of
Nebraska

Role
Undergraduate
training in
phenomics
Bioinformatics
and Statistical
Analysis
Genome wide
association
analysis
Bioinformatics
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Exploring Function through Comparative Genomics and Network Analysis
Doreen Ware
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
ware@cshl.edu, (516) 367-6979
Plants to be Studied:
Principal: Rice, Maize and Arabidopsis. Secondary: Sorghum, Brachypodium, Poplar, Grape, Potato,
Tomato, Soybean, Barley, Wheat, Banana, Medicago, Setaria, wild rices (Oryza spp), and evolutionary
important genomes including moss, lycophyte, Chlamydomonas and Amborella.
Project Objectives:
1. Establish reference assembly and structural and functional annotation data for sequenced plant
genomes for comparative analyses
2. Establish integrated gene network analysis for plants
3. Integrate new and existing visualization/analysis tools for exploring emerging genomic information for
function and phenotype associations.
4. Transform the community through communication and training opportunities
Experimental Approaches:
1. Host a minimum of 20 plant reference genomes in the duration of the project and their corresponding
annotations in the Ensembl framework thus providing a common standard platform for visualization and
comparative genomic analysis. Such framework includes genome annotations, phylogenomics, and
population-based genotyping generated by plant researchers worldwide. Update the Maize B73
reference assembly and annotation
2. In a pilot project, develop, implement, and lead the stewardship of gene networks for Arabidopsis
and rice using the Reactome model. In collaboration with the ATLAS developers at the European
Bioinformatics Institute; curate, analyze and integrate RNA-Seq based gene expression profiling data
sets on priority from Arabidopsis, maize and rice using the ATLAS infrastructure.
3. Support the development and implementation of new user-friendly web interfaces through the
synthesis of existing tools including Ensembl, Reactome, ATLAS, and Biomart. Provide multiple
methods for free programmatic access to Gramene data resources.
4. Develop a workflow for capturing the annotations provided by the community of authors by partnering
with the American Society for Plant Biology journals. Organize workshops and training materials to
engage members of the community in data annotation, recruit expert researchers in developing and
supporting standards for successful integration and data exchange. Mentor summer undergraduate and
faculty interns in projects that combine molecular and computational approaches involving data
annotation, management, and analysis of publically available and in-house generated genomics data.
Educational activities geared to K-12 students and teachers.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1) Software upgrades to support a total of 20 reference genomes. Datasets include fully annotated
genomes, genes, phylogenetic gene trees, whole genome alignments, synteny analysis within the dicot
and monocot clades, catalogue of mis-annotations based on comparative genome analysis, standard
phylogenetic descriptors and annotations of gene origin. We will provide t evidence-based gene build
for the maize B73 genome and an improved B73 reference assembly V4.
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2) Plant Reactome featuring pathways for rice and Arabidopsis with projections to maize and other
species. Priority on metabolic and signaling pathways. Analysis tools for gene expression data sets on
RNA-seq based experiments from rice, maize and Arabidopsis. Meta-annotation and whole-genome
based gene expression profiling pipelines to be developed by the EBI-ATLAS project for plants.
3) A new Gramene data warehouse with RESTful APIs, novel integrated data views and targeted
BioMart databases, virtual Gramene servers hosted at iPlant.
4) Prototyping and deployment of improved publishing software together with ASPB and data providers
Outreach via annual user workshops on (A) standards development with targeted databases,
bioinformatics resources and projects. User workshops (webinars) and (B) community curation
jamborees; public lectures; and annual summer internships at both, CSHL and OSU.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Doreen Ware
2. Pankaj Jaiswal

ware@cshl.edu
jaiswal@science.oregonstate.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Gramene Web
http://www.gramene.org
2. Gramene E-mail
feedback@gramene.org
3. Twitter
https://twitter.com/GrameneDatabase
4. Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/Gramene
5. YouTube Channel (video tutorials)
https://goo.gl/kbENgc
6. Pathways at iPlant
http://pathway.iplantcollaborative.org/
7. FTP
http://www.gramene.org/ftp-download
Practical Applications of Research:
The comparative genomics tools developed in our international collaborative effort will allow the plant
research community to (1) identify functional elements and sequence variants that may have
phenotypic consequences; (2) annotate gene networks to explore metabolic pathways and their
regulation associated to phenotypes; (3) collect and present, genome, network, genotype and
phenotypic data from a data warehouse; (4) train current and future scientists in bioinformatics and use
of the data standards in their projects.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Ware
Jaiswal
Kersey
Petryszak
Stein
Taylor
Tello-Ruiz
Stein

First Name
Doreen
Pankaj
Paul
Robert
Lincoln
Crispin
Marcela
Joshua

Institution
CSHL
OSU
EMBL-EBI
EMBL-EBI
OICR
ASPB
CSHL
CSHL

Role
PI
Co-PI
Senior Personnel
Senior Personnel
Senior Personnel
Senior Personnel
Proj. Coordinator
Senior Personnel
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A Systems Analysis of Plant Growth Promotion by the Rhizosphere
Microbiome
Cynthia Weinig
University of Wyoming
cweinig@uwyo.edu, (307) 766-6378
Species to be Studied: Brassica rapa
Project Objectives:
i.
Identify combinations of B. rapa genotypes and microbial inocula from diverse soils that best
promote plant growth under low nitrogen input
ii.
Clarify the timing and mechanisms of plant growth promotion by rhizosphere microorganisms by
correlating dynamics of rhizosphere community assembly with plant transcriptomic and
physiological responses, and formulate recommendations for management of beneficial soil
bacteria in agricultural settings
iii.
Identify distinctive soil microbial metabolic pathways associated with plant growth
promotion under low nitrogen through metagenomic analyses
iv.
Map genomic regions leading to crop-specific growth promotion by microbes
v.
Test process models against data from the preceding objectives to predict plant growth
promotion by beneficial soil microbiomes
Experimental Approaches:
Experimental approaches include : screens of plant physiological, transcriptomic, and yield responses
to complex vs. reduced rhizosphere microbiomes, QTL mapping of plant phenotypes across complex
vs. reduced rhizosphere microbiomes, large-scale 16s rRNA (biomarker) screens for diversity and
taxonomic identity of growth-promoting microbiomes, rhizosphere metagenome assembly for functional
characterization, and development of Bayesian process models to predict plant growth promotion under
complex vs reduced microbiomes.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
The proposed research provides an opportunity to understand sources of potentially large-scale
improvements in yield under low nitrogen input. More generally, mutualistic microbes not only provide
physiologically accessible nutrients and thereby improve plant growth, but also help plants withstand
heat, salt, and drought. The proposed modeling provides a framework for predicting microbial
amelioration of N limitation and of other abiotic stresses in plants. Finally, the exceptionally large-scale
screening of plant-microorganism associations proposed here, together with characterization of
taxonomic and functional diversity of rhizosphere microbes, represents a concrete step towards soil
resource management tied to plant growth promotion.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cynthia Weinig, cweinig@uwyo.edu (plant phenotyping, transcriptomics)
Brent Ewers, beewers@uwyo.edu (plant physiological phenotyping)
Scott Mackay, dsmackay@buffalo.edu (process modeling)
Mike Covington, mfcovington@gmail.com (transcriptomics, bioinformatics)
Lois Maignien, lmaignien@mbl.edu (rhizosphere microbiome characterization)
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Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Mike Covington

mfcovington@gmail.com

Practical Applications of Research:
Predictive models developed here of plant growth promotion by soil microbes are relevant not
only to nitrogen uptake but also to other soil-related stresses, such as water deficits or limitation of
other nutrients (e.g., phosphorus).
The proposal characterizes, and contributes to management recommendations for, rhizosphere
microbial communities that enhance plant growth, potentially enabling reduced application of
nitrogenous fertilizers that are both economically and environmentally costly.
The research provides integrated training across quantitative genetics, physiology, and
bioinformatics, consistent with activities sought under the current program solicitation.
With a focus on the evolution of diverse plant clades and plant growth promotion, public
outreach includes integrated activities between the Botany Conservatory and Geology Museum at
UWyo and development of related teaching modules that address K12 science standards. These
activities involve part-time internships for grad students and participation by postdoctoral fellows, thus
providing training in public outreach.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Brock
Covington
Ewers
Korf
Mackay
Maignien

First Name
Marcus
Mike
Brent
Ian
Scott
Lois

Institution
UWy
UC-Davis
UWy
UC-Davis
SUNY-Buffalo
MBL

Role
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
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Genome-wide Impact of mPing Transposition on Rice Phenotypic
Diversity
Susan R. Wessler
University of California-Riverside
susan.wessler@ucr.edu (951) 827-7866
Species to be Studied: Principal: Oryza sativa
Project Objectives:
The overall goal of this project is to understand the impact of a rapidly amplifying high copy number
transposable element (TE) on generating diversity in rice. This goal has both applied and basic
aspects. The applied goal is to develop and make freely available novel collections of reverse genetic
resources that will be characterized from genome to transcriptome to phenome. The basic goal is to
analyze for the first time how a high copy TE rapidly diversifies the genome of a largely self-pollinating
organism and, in doing so, alters its ability to respond to a changing environment. The specific aims of
this project are summarized below.
Aim I: To resequence the high copy mPing strain HEG4 at sufficient coverage (60-75X) to permit
alignment with the sequenced Nipponbare (NB) genome. Sequencing in this project will use both the
Illumina and 454 platforms. Resequencing will (i) document for the first time the impact of a TE burst in
any organism (ii) allow the development of markers to genotype the HEG4 X NB RI population and (iii)
provide a scaffold for the alignment of other strains where mPing has burst independently.
Aim II: To resequence four very closely related rice strains at sufficient coverage (5-10X) to align with
HEG4 and characterize the polymorphisms associated with independent amplifications of mPing. This
will also allow the development of markers to genotype additional RI populations that will be generated
during this project.
Aim III: To exploit a series of QTL lines developed by our collaborator (Okumoto, Kyoto University) to
assess the consequences of mPing expansion on quantitative traits. Importantly, the parents for this
population (HEG4 and NB) are closely related and likely vary largely in their copy number of mPing
insertions. RILs will be completely sequenced at low coverage.
Aim IV: To perform mPing mutagenesis in US cultivars, a functional Ping element will be introduced
into US cultivars to mobilize endogenous mPing elements and create up to 3000 lines carrying novel
mPing insertions. In this way, this project will exploit the full range of mPing amplification, from very low
to very high mPing containing strains.
Aim V: To use expression profiling of abiotic stress response to examine the role of mPing in reshaping
the leaf transcriptome in response to abiotic stress.
Aim VI: To channel all outreach activities through The Dynamic Genome Courses of Wessler at UCR
where a unique interdisciplinary team will serve as a conduit that integrates the research output with the
development of classroom modules for undergraduates and high schools focused on next generation
sequencing methodologies. Further, Brutnell and Wessler’s involvement in iPlant’s Education Outreach
Teams will facilitate the broader dissemination of successful modules.
It is paradoxical that rice, with the most stable genome among characterized crop plants, is host to the
most active transposable element characterized in any eukaryote. This fortunate set of circumstances
has facilitated our application of next generation sequencing methodologies to fine map genetic
diversity that is being generated over a time scale of a few generations.
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Experimental Approaches:
Next generation sequencing methodologies will be used to 1) resequence the genomes of several rice
strains where mPing is transposing, 2) map hundreds of RI lines to determine the precise mPing
genotypes, and 3) profile transcriptomes via RNA seq. Computer software will be developed and
adapted as the need arises to assemble the genomes and transcriptomes and genotype RI
populations. RI populations grown out at multiple sites will be phenotyped and traits of interest will be
correlated with the presence or absence of mPing insertions and or rearrangements. Candidate genes
will be transformed into rice for trait validation.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Novel collections of mPing-mutagenized populations that will be characterized from genome to
transcriptome to phenome
2. Genome sequences of at least 4 strains where mPing is actively amplifying
3. Software and web based tools generated to align and compare DNA and RNA high throughput
sequences, visualize the genome sequence, annotation, and location of mPing and other TEs.
4. Classroom modules that bring the excitement of next-generation technologies and TE-mediated
polymorphisms to undergraduates and high school students and teachers.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Susan Wessler (susan.wessler@ucr.edu)
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Jason Stajich (jason.stajich@ucr.edu)
2. Qi Sun (qisun@cac.cornell.edu)
Practical Applications of Research:
1. Availability of collections of mPing-mutagenized populations that are fully characterized with regard
to genome, transcriptome and phenome.
2. Novel mPing insertions will be generated in US cultivars for use in breeding programs.
3. Availability of classroom modules for undergraduates and high schools to explore next generation
sequence data and the impact of TE insertion of generating genomic diversity.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Wessler
Stajich
Brutnell
Sun

First
Name
Susan
Jason
Thomas
Qi

McClung

Anna

Institution

Role

Email Address

UC Riverside
UC Riverside
Danforth Ctr
Cornell U
Dale Bumpers
Rice Inst

PI
Co-PI
Co-PI
Co-PI

susan.wessler@ucr.edu
jason.stajich@ucr.edu
TBrutnell@danforthcenter.org
qisun@cac.cornell.edu

Collab

Anna.McClung@ARS.USDA.GOV
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Evolutionary Gain and Loss of Function in Parasitic Plant Genomes
James Westwood
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
westwood@vt.edu, (540) 231-7519
Species to be Studied: Triphysaria versicolor, Striga hermonthica, Phelipanche aegyptiaca
Project Objectives:
1. Functionally characterize genes associated with plant parasitism. This objective will use previously
generated data to compare transcriptional profiles in haustorial tissues of selected parasite-host
interactions and identify putative genes that are critical to enabling parasitism. From these genes we
will select several for rapid screening in transgenic Triphysaria roots by silencing and ectopic
expression. The most interesting of these will be further studied in Striga and Phelipanche.
2. Characterize primary metabolism and specific nutrient transporters in parasite species that differ in
their demands for host resources. Metabolite profiles will be developed for parasites that differ in host
nutrient acquisition mechanisms. Subsequently, sets of genes that appear to be important for either
nitrogen or sugar transport and metabolism will be characterized to understand their role in haustorial
function.
Experimental Approaches:
The project focuses on functional analyses of genes associated with parasite haustoria. Candidate
genes will be initially evaluated for expression patterns using qRT-PCR and in situ hybridizations.
Subsequent studies will use transgenic parasite or host species expressing either gene silencing or
overexpression constructs. Transgenic plants will be characterized phenotypically and in conjunction
with metabolomic and transcriptomic studies.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Research impacts/deliverables:
1. Identification of a set of genes associated with parasitism in plants.
2. Fully characterize a subset of genes that are unique or essential to parasitism, therein providing
insight into the origins and evolution of parasitism and provide potential targets for parasitic weed
control through trans-specific silencing.
3. Generate a database of parasitic plant metabolites and identify processes and pathways that are
essential to parasite survival.
4. Resolve the key biological differences in feeding mechanisms among parasite species differing in
host dependence.
5. Develop computational models for parasitic plant-host plant interactions.
Training and broader impact:
1. Train 4 postdocs, 4 Ph.D. students, and 4-6 undergraduates
2. For all project personnel, emphasize training in bioinformatics and translation of genomic/informatics
to parasitic plant problems affecting developing countries.
3. Collaborate with developing country colleagues to provide training in bioinformatics and molecular
biology through planned DCC supplement and the broader impact activities.
4. Grad students and postdocs will participate in an international experience involving collaborative
research. Trips to Morocco and Kenya will involve training developing country counterparts in
informatics and seeing field-based parasitic weed research.
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. James Westwood

westwood@vt.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Project website:
http://ppgp.huck.psu.edu/
2. Claude dePamphilis cwd3@psu.edu
Practical Applications of Research:
Parasitic Orobanchaceae are devastating agricultural pests, with particular impact in developing
nations. At present, over two thirds of the 73 million hectares of farmland cultivated for cereal grains
and legumes in Africa are infested with one or more Striga species, affecting the livelihoods of 100
million farmers in 25 countries. Phelipanche and Orobanche spp. attack many important dicotyledonous
crop plants throughout the Mediterranean and Middle East regions, affecting host growth and
productivity such that yield losses may reach 100%. Controlling parasitic plants is difficult using
conventional mechanical or chemical approaches because the parasites are underground and
inaccessible even as they reduce crop yields. Decades of plant breeding has resulted in only a few
examples of crops with resistance to parasitism, so new approaches are needed.
This project will identify and provide detailed characterization of parasitic plant genes responsible for
successful host invasion and establishment. Such genes involved in haustorial function will give plant
breeders new insight into breeding strategies and will identify – and evaluate – targets of trans-specific
gene silencing, in which host crops encode parasite-specific gene silencing constructs. The project will
collaborate with researchers in Kenya and Morocco to meet the needs of researchers who are actively
engaged in controlling parasitic weeds in the developing world.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Westwood
dePamphilis
Collakova
Heath

First Name
James
Claude
Eva
Lenwood

Timko
Yoder

Michael
John

Institution
Virginia Tech
Penn State
Virginia Tech
Virginia Tech
University of
Virginia
UC Davis

Role
PI
Co-PI
Senior personnel
Senior Personnel

Email Address
westwood@vt.edu
cwd3@psu.edu
collakov@vt.edu
heath@vt.edu

Co-PI
Co-PI

mpt9g@virginia.edu
jiyoder@ucdavis.edu
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Host Targets of Fungal Effectors as Keys to Durable Disease Resistance
Roger Wise
USDA-ARS / Iowa State University
rpwise@iastate.edu, (515) 294-9756
Species to be Studied:
Principal: Barley
Secondary: Wheat
Model: Arabidopsis
Project Objectives:
Obj. 1: Identify proteins that function as signaling hubs in barley defense responses.
Obj. 2: Determine how Blumeria effectors suppress defense responses.
Obj. 3: Broadening participation - Education, Training and Mentoring.
Experimental Approaches:
Obj. 1. Previous joint NSF-PGRP (0922746) / BBSRC (BB/H001646/1) funded research identified a
collection of effectors secreted by the powdery mildew fungus, Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei (Bgh), that
function in pathogen virulence. This group of effectors will be used to identify host target proteins, using
yeast two-hybrid screens, with the goal of identifying proteins that are targeted by multiple effectors.
These host targets, as well as key effectors, will be evaluated for their roles in host immunity by silencing
via RNA interference (RNAi) and by overexpression in a bacterial type III delivery system. Those that
impact host immune regulation will be further characterized using TAL effector nuclease (TALEN),
CRISPER-Cas or RNAi-mediated mutagenesis in stable barley transgenics.
Obj. 2: Among the fungal effectors identified and characterized thus far is a predicted metalloprotease
(BEC1019) that is required for virulence, suppresses host defenses and is evolutionarily conserved
among at least 96 other diverse fungi, including economically important plant pathogens, animal
pathogens, and free-living non-pathogens. We will identify BEC1019 targets and use mass spectrometry
to define the cleavage site motif. Site-directed mutagenesis coupled with our suite of transient functional
assays will be used to establish domain function. Confirmed BEC1019 variants will be transformed into
barley with an inducible estradiol promoter, and those lines crossed with our catalog of resistance
signaling mutants for biochemical and genetic assays to determine cellular localization and confirm
target interactions.
Obj. 3: All research objectives will be incorporated into mentored training for undergraduate and graduate
students, postdocs, and K-12 teachers. International research exchanges with ERA-CAPS collaborators
will enhance the experiences of project personnel. An inquiry-based Research Experience for Teachers
(iTAG Barley) will be disseminated to serve underrepresented groups in secondary science education,
community colleges, and 1890 land grant institutions, providing hands-on training in genetics and plant
biology.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
1. Knowledge of genes and regulation of conserved and/or novel disease defense pathways.
2. Gene expression resources for plants and plant pathogens (http://plexdb.org/).
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Roger Wise
rpwise@iastate.edu
2. Adah Leshem
adah@iastate.edu
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Roger Wise
http://wiselab.org ; rpwise@iastate.edu
2. Adam Bogdanove
ajb7@cornell.edu
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Practical Applications of Research:
(1) Economically important plants and plant processes; Crop disease is one of the greatest challenges
in agriculture in both developed and developing countries. We are investigating key pathways and regulators
of disease resistance, one of the most effective ways to protect crops. Complementary investigations will be
carried out with international ERA-CAPS collaborators to use powdery mildew effectors to identify plant
targets that promote or suppress defense.
Whigham, E, S Qi, D Mistry, P Surana, R Xu, GS Fuerst, C Pliego, LV Bindschedler, P Spanu, JA
Dickerson, R Innes, D Nettleton, AJ Bogdanove, and RP Wise. 2015. Broadly conserved fungal effector
BEC1019 suppresses host cell death and enhances pathogen virulence in powdery mildew of barley
(Hordeum vulgare L.). Molecular Plant-Microbe Interactions 28: http://dx.doi.org/10.1094/MPMI-02-150027-FI. (to be published in September 2015)
Xu W, Y Meng, P Surana, G Fuerst, D Nettleton, and RP Wise. 2015. The knottin-like Blufensin family
regulates genes involved in nuclear import and the secretory pathway in barley-powdery mildew
interactions. Front. Plant Sci. 6:409. DOI: 10.3389/fpls.2015.00409.
Liu, J, X Cheng, D Liu, W Xu, R Wise, Q Shen. 2014. The miR9863 family regulates distinct Mla alleles in
barley to attenuate NLR receptor-triggered disease resistance and cell-death signaling. PLoS Genetics
10 (12): e1004755. DOI: 10.1371/journal.pgen.1004755.
Xu, W, Y Meng, and RP Wise. 2014. Mla- and Rom1-mediated control of microRNA398 and chloroplast
copper/zinc superoxide dismutase regulates cell death in response to the barley powdery mildew
fungus. New Phytologist 201 (4): 1396-1412. [Cover article]
(2) Education and outreach; Project training and mentoring for undergraduate and graduate students,
postdocs, and K-12 teachers. International research exchanges with ERA-CAPS collaborators will enhance
the experiences of project personnel. An inquiry-based Research Experience for Teachers (iTAG Barley)
will be disseminated to serve underrepresented groups in secondary science education, community
colleges, and 1890 land grant institutions, providing hands-on training in genetics and plant biology.
Hall, G, N Hayes, T Hubbard, L Maffin, L McGhee, R Schuck, E Whigham, and RP Wise. 2015. iTAG Barley:
A 9-12 curriculum to explore inheritance of traits and genes using Oregon Wolfe barley. Digital iBook for
iPAD. (Teacher and Student editions via iTUNES iBOOKs).
Project Participants:
First
Last Name
Name

Institution

Wise

Roger

USDA-ARS;
Iowa State
University

Role
Expression profiling;
Forward and reverse
genetics; Bgh effector
function/Host targets

rpwise@iastate.edu

Bogdanove

Adam

Cornell
University

Xanthomonas type III
delivery; TALEN/CRISPER
mutagenesis

ajb7@cornell.edu

Innes

Roger

Indiana
University

Effector function/Host
targets

rinnes@indiana.edu

Altpeter

Fredy

Univ Florida

Barley transformation

altpeter@ufl.edu

Nettleton

Dan

Iowa State

Statistical analysis/eQTL

dnett@iastate.edu

Leshem

Adah

Iowa State

Outreach – RET

adah@iastate.edu

Jackson

Jacquelyn

Tuskegee

Outreach – RET

jacksonj@mytu.tuskegee.edu

Schweizer

Patrick

IPK,
Germany

Non-Host resistance

Schweiz@ipk-gatersleben.de

Spanu

Pietro

Imperial,
London, UK

Bgh effector function

p.spanu@imperial.ac.uk
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The Evolution of Secondary Metabolic Gene Clusters in Plants
Jennifer Wisecaver
Vanderbilt University
jen.wisecaver@vanderbilt.edu, (520) 247-0817
Species to be Studied:
All publicly released plant genomes (currently 47) on Phytozome (http://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov).
Project Objectives:
Investigate how gene clusters that encode ecologically, agriculturally and biomedically important small
molecules known as secondary metabolites evolve and what forces maintain them in plant genomes.
Eukaryotic gene order is not random. In extreme cases, genes become physically linked on the
genome, forming tight gene clusters responsible for the production of secondary metabolic
compounds. Recently characterized gene clusters in plants produce metabolites associated with stress
tolerance, an ecologically important trait as well as a useful one for agriculturalists seeking to develop
crops resistant to changing environmental conditions. Additionally, many clustered plant pathways
code for small molecules with antimicrobial and anticancer properties. Despite the importance of
these gene clusters, the bioinformatic tools that can lead to their discovery are poorly developed, and
the mechanisms that make and maintain gene clusters in genomes are poorly characterized. I am
using comparative functional genomics to quantify the relative impact of gene duplication and other
sources of gene innovation on the formation, maintenance and dispersal of secondary metabolic
clusters in plant genomes.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Bioinformatics: Search all available plant genomes for putative metabolic clusters using two
complementary bioinformatic approaches. The first approach takes advantage of the common
architecture observed in secondary metabolic pathways that require a backbone biosynthesis
enzyme and uses a sliding window algorithm to predict if the backbone gene and adjacent genes
form a secondary metabolic gene cluster. The second approach harnesses the connectivity
information from KEGG maps of metabolic pathways to identify interacting metabolic neighbors and
then determines if metabolic neighbors are also physical neighbors in a genome.
2. Gene expression: Functionally characterize the gene expression levels of putative gene clusters
across entire genomes using RNA-Sequencing, testing for co-regulation of gene clusters under
different growth conditions.
3. Phylogenetics: Construct phylogenetic trees for all plant metabolic gene families.
Reconciling complex gene histories against the expecting species phylogeny, and identify the
evolutionary processes that give rise to clustered genes and quantify their relative contribution in
plant gene clusters.

Information/Materials to be Generated:
Comprehensive genomic analysis of plant secondary metabolism, including a kingdom-wide prediction
of putative metabolic gene clusters in plant genomes. Combining these results with the RNA-Seq
experiments will identify novel gene clusters and the environmental conditions under which they are
expressed.
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Jennifer Wisecaver

jen.wisecaver@vanderbilt.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Jennifer Wisecaver

jen.wisecaver@vanderbilt.edu

Practical Applications of Research:
These results will inform further functional tests to connect agriculturally important metabolites back to
the genes that encode them, providing valuable genetic information to plant biologists and genetic
engineers. The enhanced annotation of plant secondary metabolism will further understanding of how
complex genetic systems evolve as well as allow researchers to design better prediction algorithms and
to better interpret and manipulate secondary metabolic clusters for improved crop development and
production as well as improved mitigation of abiotic/biotic stress affecting agriculture.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Wisecaver

Jennifer

Rokas

Antonis

Osbourn

Anne

Institution
Vanderbilt
University
Vanderbilt
University
John Innes
Centre

Role
Primary
Investigator
Sponsoring
Scientist
Sponsoring
Scientist
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Genetic and Histological Dissection of Phenotypic Variation in Quantitative
Resistance to Maize Diseases
Randall Wisser
University of Delaware
rjw@udel.edu, (302) 831-1356
Species to be Studied:
Zea mays subsp. mays; Bipolaris maydis; Setosphaeria turcica
Project Objectives:
Broad scientific objectives: Advance the state of knowledge about the genetic basis of quantitative
disease resistance; develop an understanding of the biological mechanisms underlying functional
variation in plant quantitative disease resistance.
Specific scientific objectives: i) Identification and validation of genes underlying variation in QDR to
Northern and Southern leaf blight in maize; ii) Histological characterization of variation in fungal
pathogenesis.
Outreach/educational objectives (primarily via interactions with the NC Museum of Natural History): i)
Raise public awareness about plant genomics and biology; ii) Improve grade school science teacher
competency in plant science; iii) Strengthen plant science education for children through hands-on
experiences in state-of-the-art labs.
Experimental Approaches:
This project involves the discovery and characterization of genes associated with quantitative
resistance to two maize diseases: Northern leaf blight caused by Setosphaeria turcica and Southern
leaf blight caused by Bipolaris maydis. To narrow the map intervals and identify genes underlying NLB
and SLB QTL, the project combines genetic mapping (linkage and association), breakpoint analysis,
resequencing, transciptomics, mutant discovery and transgenesis of NLB and SLB genes. Gene
discovery and validation is complemented by the development and utilization of a 3D microscopy
platform and computer vision analysis methods to investigate cellular-level mechanisms associated
with genic resistance.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
Scientific: Genetic variants associated with quantitative disease resistance. Techniques for genome
resequencing and genetic mapping; Genetic stocks/plant germplasm; Genomic sequence and
transcriptomic data; Microscopic imaging platform and image data; Image analysis methods;
Manuscripts.
Outreach/education: Recorded public scientific presentations; Resources for museum-based
demonstration/teaching of plant genomics and biology.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Randall Wisser

rjw@udel.edu (primary project coordinator)
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2. Peter Balint-Kurti
3. Nick Lauter

peter_balintkurti@ncsu.edu (outreach/education coordinator)
nickl@iastate.edu
(informatics)

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Randall Wisser

rjw@udel.edu

(http://www.drmaize.org)

Practical Applications of Research:
By characterizing the biology of a durable form of naturally occurring disease resistance, this project
ultimately contributes to the development of sustainable approaches for crop protection. The project
advances our understanding of the genetics and mechanisms that underlie variation in plant-pathogen
interactions. The project contributes to approaches for genome-enabled gene discovery and
microscopic investigation.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Wisser

Randall

Caplan

Jeff

Lauter

Nick

Carriquiry

Alicia

Nelson

Rebecca

Payne

Gary

Holland

James

Balint-Kurti

Peter

Institution
University of
Delaware
University of
Delaware
USDA-ARS;
Iowa State
University
Iowa State
University
Cornell
University
North Carolina
State University
USDA-ARS;
North Carolina
State University
USDA-ARS;
North Carolina
State University

Role

Email Address

PI

rjw@udel.edu

Co-PI

jcaplan@UDel.Edu

Co-PI

nickl@iastate.edu;
nick.lauter@ars.usda.gov

Co-PI

alicia@iastate.edu

Co-PI

rjn7@cornell.edu

Co-PI

gary_payne@ncsu.edu

Faculty
Associate

james_holland@ncsu.edu

Faculty
Associate

peter_balintkurti@ncsu.edu
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Elucidating the Gene Networks Controlling Branch Angle and the
Directional Growth of Lateral Meristems in Trees
Kenong Xu
Cornell University
kx27@cornell.edu, (315) 787-2496
Species to be Studied: Apple (Malus x domestica), Peach (Prunus persica)
Project Objectives:
The long term goal of this project is to elucidate the complex networks responsible for regulating tree
architecture. There are five specific objectives:
Objective 1. Employ a whole tree imaging system to investigate detailed developmental components of
tree architectures.
Objective 2. Determine the transcriptome patterns that differentiate apical and lateral shoots.
Objective 3. Identify genes controlling columnar (Co) and weeping (W) growth habits in apple.
Objective 4. Identify interacting partners of architecturally key apple and peach proteins to construct
local protein-protein interaction networks.
Objective 5. Construct preliminary gene networks and signaling pathways governing branch angle and
directional growth.
Experimental Approaches:
Objective 1. We plan to construct two rugged image acquisition units to generate 3-D models for tree
architecture phenotyping in Objectives 2 and 4. Blocks of apple (Geneva, NY) and peach
(Kearneysville, WV) cultivars of standard, columnar/pillar, and weeping growth habit will be grafted and
planted in project year 1.
Objective 2. We will determine the transcriptome state of the apical shoot tip and primary and/or
secondary lateral shoot tips in standard and mutants (pillar/columnar, and weeping) using RNAseq. We
will also follow the transcriptional changes that take place in the shoot tip when a standard lateral shoot
is promoted to the apical position. These experiment will be carried out in three consecutive years. The
3D image data and RNAseq data will be analyzed together for multiple architectural traits, e.g. branch
diameter, branch length, branch angle, tip orientation, canopy diameter, tree height, and trunk structure.
Objective 3. For Identification of W, we will use a pooled genome (pnomes) sequencing approach. For
Co, we will fill the 23 gaps of 150 kb in total in the 583 kb Co region in the apple reference genome
using BACs. To shorten the list of candidate genes for both Co and W, their expression profile will be
investigated using the RNAseq data to be obtained in Obj. 2. Functional confirmation of Co and W will
be performed using stable transformation of RNAi and over-expression (OX) constructs in apple.
Objective 4. We will identify protein interactors of TAC1 (responsible for pillar trait in peach), LAZY1
(related to TAC1), CO, W and PL (weeping in peach) using Y2H screening and confirm the interactions
using BiFC. We will also select 20 interaction partners (ten from peach and ten from apple) for
functional characterization using stable transformation of RNAi and OX constructs in both apple and
plum. As appropriate, the OX constructs of these 20 genes and those for Co, W and pl will be
transformed into Arabidopsis for rapid evaluation of their effects.
Objective 5. A large number of genes are expected to be identified after completion of Objectives 1- 4.
Models for understanding these networks will be constructed based on expression profiles, proteinprotein interactions, and phenotypic characterization of RNAi or OX plants. Identified apple and peach
genes will be analyzed with a series of programs such as MapMan, MeV and Cytoscape to integrate
the diverse and large datasets.
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Information/Materials to be Generated:
Two 3D image acquisition systems will be constructed for phenotyping tree branch diameter, branch
length, branch angle, tip orientation, canopy diameter, tree height, and trunk structure. The data will
uncover detailed aspects of tree growth and development at a level never before accomplished. The
results will provide a physiological context for better understanding the gene networks to be identified
through Objectives 2-5.
A comprehensive understanding of the transcriptional changes associated with the growth behavior of
apical and lateral shoots will be achieved by obtaining and analyzing the 3D image data and the large
set of RNAseq data from standard and mutant tree forms in both apple and peach.
Identification of candidate genes of Co and W, but completion of the functional confirmation of Co and
W may require additional time beyond this project period.
Identification and functional characterization of the interacting partners of TAC1, LAZY1, Co, W and PL,
and construction of their local protein-protein interaction networks. However, the work related to Co, W
and PL may not be completed in this project period.
Preliminarily defined key regulatory events associated with branch angle and apical control in this
project period.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Kenong Xu
2. Christopher D. Dardick

kx27@cornell.edu
Chris.Dardick@ars.usda.gov

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Kenong Xu
kx27@cornell.edu
2. Christopher D. Dardick
Chris.Dardick@ars.usda.gov
Practical Applications of Research:
The work will help transform the orchards and tree plantations of the future through the development of
tree varieties suitable for high density planting: achieving productivity improvements analogous to those
accomplished for cereal crops over the past half century. Commercial planting of these improved
varieties will lead to more efficient land space utilization, reduction of chemical inputs, and increased
industry profitability and sustainability. All data generated in this project will be accessible to the public
through the NCBI Short Reads Archive databases and/or the Genome Database for Rosaceae. In
addition, this project will 1) provide research training in plant genomics for undergraduate students from
underrepresented minority groups, 2) organize a series of workshops on plant architecture and
biotechnology solutions that will educate the industry and/or public about specific benefits
biotechnology has to offer tree crops, and 3) develop short courses on a novel sequence-based
mapping and gene identification method using pooled genomes.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Xu

First Name
Kenong

Dardick
Tabb

Christopher
Amy

Institution
Cornell Univ.
USDA ARSAppalachian
Fruit
Research
Station
Same

Role
PI

Email Address
Kx27@cornell.edu

Co-PI
Co-PI

Chris.Dardick@ars.usda.gov
amy.tabb@ars.usda.gov
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Developing an Effective, Portable Annotation Engine for Plant Genomes
Mark Yandell
University of Utah
myandell@genetics.utah.edu, (801) 587-7707
Species to be Studied: Multiple plant genomes with a focus in Arabidopsis thaliana, Zea Mays, rice
and Medicago truncatula; but also including Nannochloropsis oceanic, Sacred Lotus (Nelumbo
nucifera), and Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda).

Project Objectives: Plant genome sequences have great potential to increase our knowledge of
genome contents, structure, function and evolution. They also provide the foundation for a multitude of
downstream applications. But first they must be annotated. Unfortunately, the generation of high-quality
plant gene-structure annotations has become a major bottleneck for plant genomics. Broadly speaking,
there are three reasons for this bottleneck. First, different plant genomes (and in some cases, even the
same genome) have been annotated by different groups using very different procedures, and to very
different levels of accuracy. Second, many of the research groups charged with annotating plant
genomes have limited bioinformatics expertise and no experience in genome annotation. Third, plant
genomes are inherently difficult targets for annotation due to an abundance of transposable elements,
high pseudogenization rates, and the existence of many novel protein-coding and non-coding RNA
genes. Fourth, some of the largest known genomes belong to plants. Our solution to these problems is
to create a standardized, portable, and easy-to-use plant-genome annotation engine with built-in
methods for quality control. This pipeline must be scalable to very large genomes and available for use
by researchers with minimal personal computational resources. We are accomplishing this goal by
optimizing and extending a widely adopted eukaryotic genome annotation engine, MAKER, leveraging
expertise of the participating PIs, and using an assortment of plant genomes and computational
environments for software testing and benchmarking.

Experimental Approaches: This plant-genome optimized annotation engine will be built iteratively
through collaboration with the wider plant-genome research community in three stages: (1) we will
extend, optimize, and evaluate the MAKER genome-annotation pipeline for plant genomes using two
well annotated, benchmark genomes: Arabidopsis thaliana and Zea mays, (2) Apply the extended &
optimized MAKER to two beta-testing genomes: maize, and Medicago truncatula, and (3) engage in
community outreach to other plant genome projects, hosting workshops and tutorials at scientific
conferences. With this three-stage approach, we will establish a widely adopted general-purpose plan
annotation-engine that addresses the issues specific to plant-genome annotation.
Information/Materials to be Generated: Our research outcome will provide first-time genomesequencing groups with the means to generate, update and distribute high-quality genome annotations
that will empower downstream functional and evolutionary studies world-wide.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Mark Yandell, Eccles Institute of Human Genetics, Univ. of Utah
2. Kevin Childs, Department of Plant Biology, Michigan State University
3. Ning Jiang, Department of Horticulture, Michigan State University
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4. Shin-Han Shiu,, Department of Plant Biology, Michigan State University
4. Yanni Sun, Department of Computer Science & Engineering, Michigan State University
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. www.yandell-lab.org/software/maker.html
2. http://weatherby.genetics.utah.edu/MAKER/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
Practical Applications of Research: The project will modify and extend MAKER, an already widely
adopted annotation engine. The project’s goal is to produce an effective and easy-to-use annotation
pipeline optimized for plant genomes that will be widely used by the plant research community.
Accurate gene-structure annotations are vital for many areas of plant research. Besides aiding basic
research in genetics, physiology and evolutionary biology, accurate gene annotations are also essential
for modern marker assisted crop breeding programs. In addition to producing an easy-to-use plant
genome annotation engine, we plan to engage the plant genome research community through handson training workshops focusing on the annotation pipeline and plant computational genomics.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Yandell
Childs
Jaing
Shiu
Sun

First Name
Mark
Kevin
Ning
Shin-Han
Yanni

Institution
U of Utah
MSU
MSU
MSU
MSU

Role
PI
CO-PI
CO-PI
CO-PI
CO-PI
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Extending the Medicago truncatula Hapmap as a Platform for Exploring the
Genetics of Legume Symbioses
Nevin D. Young
University of Minnesota
neviny@umn.edu; (612) 625-2225
Species to be studied:
Principal: Medicago truncatula
Project Objectives:
1. Validate candidate symbiosis loci through reverse genetics. Validate previously discovered GWAScandidate loci for rhizobial and mycorrhizal interactions using available Tnt1, RNAi and other gene
silencing strategies.
2. Explore structural variation and characterize the architecture and evolution of symbiosis-related
gene families. Perform de novo sequencing and assembly of ~30 nodal Medicago accessions
complemented by comparative genome hybridization (CGH). Impute structural variation (SV)
architecture across existing panel of >300 resequenced Medicago accessions.
3. Discover sequence-level gene-for-gene associations between Medicago and Sinorhizobium. Assay
experimentally generated alleles at validated symbiosis loci against previously sequenced
Sinorhizobial strains, thereby defining the relationship between specific Medicago sequence
variants and corresponding Sinorhizobium genomes.
4. Develop new undergraduate microbiology curriculum. Partner with Hamline University, an
undergraduate institution in St. Paul, Minnesota, to develop new microbiology curriculum based on
Sinorhizobium biology. Also mentor minority undergraduates from Hamline University and the
University of Puerto Rico as summer interns in projects related to Medicago HapMap,
Sinorhizobium, and symbiosis research.
Experimental Approaches:
1. Identify top scoring GWAS targets supported by complementary evidence, create corresponding
RNAi-hairpin constructs and transform Medicago roots to examine effects of geneknockouts/knockdowns. Develop and examine whole plant transformants using similar
constructs. Search Tnt1 insert library for lines with disruptions in target genes, clean up lines
through backcrossing and examine resulting phenotypes.
2. Create de novo genome assemblies for ~30 M. truncatula accessions, selected based on
relation to nodal reference genomes plus other phylogenetic metrics. Integrate deep Illumina,
PacBio and physical mapping techniques using assembly algorithms tuned to create long
scaffolds and validated on a small initial set of carefully assembled accessions.
3. Examine 5-10 experimentally generated Medicago mutants exhibiting noteworthy nodulation
phenotypes in terms of their detailed interactions (nodule number/mass, root hair curling
responses, infection thread formation, timing of nodule formation, distribution of nodules on root,
and amount of N fixed) with each of the 48 sequenced Sinorhizobial strains.
Information/Materials to be generated:
1. Updated and improved database of SNPs genome-wide based on improved Medicago reference
genome sequence.
2. Independent, de novo genome sequences for ~30 Medicago accessions as basis for structural
variation prediction and symbiosis-related gene family analysis.
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3. CGH arrays based on new Medicago pan-genome sequence.
4. Convenient web-access to SNP, SV and re-sequence data plus corresponding metadata.
5. Novel undergraduate microbiology curriculum activities based on Medicago/Sinorhizobium
symbiosis.
Contact Information for Outcomes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nevin Dale Young (U. Minnesota)
Jason Rafe Miller (J. Craig Venter Inst.)
Maria Harrison (Boyce Thompson)
Betsy Martinez-Vaz (Hamline)

neviny@umn.edu
jmiller@jcvi.org
mjh78@cornell.edu
bmartinezvaz01@gw.hamline.edu

Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. www.medicagohapmap.org
Practical Applications of Research:
The broader scientific community can access the Medicago HapMap platform through an intuitive
website at Minnesota linked to complementary tools at JCVI. Visualization tools and GWAS-ready
datasets are found at the HapMap site while large-scale datasets are available from NCGR and NCBI’s
Short Read Archive. Seed for HapMap accessions can be requested through the project website or by
contacting originating institutions directly. With access to genome variation data and corresponding
germplasm, scientists can carry out their own association mapping experiments. Because the
development of a HapMap platform to study legume symbiosis is an intrinsically cross-disciplinary
endeavor, the project is partnering with Hamline University to develop new undergraduate microbiology
curriculum. As part of this curriculum development, the project is reaching out to undergraduates from
Hamline University, the University of Puerto Rico, while high school students in New Mexico are
participating as summer interns in symbiosis research or bioinformatics programming experiences.
Undergraduates work with a broad group of graduate students and post-docs, co-advised by faculty in
computer science, plant biology, plant pathology, plant genetics, and soil science.
Project Participants:
Last Name
Young

First
Name
Nevin

Harrison
MartinezVaz

Maria

Institution
U. Minnesota
Boyce
Thompson

Betsy

Hamline U.

Miller
Mudge
Sadowsky
Silverstein

Jason
Joann
Mike
Kevin

JCVI
NCGR
U. Minnesota
U. Minnesota

Stupar

Robert

U. Minnesota

Tiffin

Peter

U. Minnesota

Role
Coordination
Mycorrhizal
Interactions

E-Mail
neviny@umn.edu

Curriculum
Sequence
Assembly
Sequencing
Microbiology
Bioinformatics
Structural
Variation
Population
Genetics

bmartinezvaz01@gw.hamline.edu
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Transcriptional Regulation and Gene Networks Underlying Secondary
Growth in Populus
Matthew Zinkgraf
Pacific Southwest Research Station, Forest Service
mzinkgraf@gmail.com, (530) 759-1739
Species to be Studied:
Populus trichocarpa and hybrid aspen (Populus tremula × P. alba)
Project Objectives:
The proposed research focuses on secondary growth, the radial growth of woody tree stems from the
vascular cambium meristem. Secondary growth presents opportunities to understand fundamental
aspects of tree growth that are of direct economic and environmental importance. Populus provides a
model system to investigate secondary growth because it is the first tree genus with a complete
genome sequence and extensive genomic tools complemented by a rich literature on forest biology.
The goal of this project is to apply advance genomic and computational approaches to understand
transcriptional regulatory networks for secondary growth in an undomesticated tree species. This
research will: (1) aid in the basic discovery and characterization of the genes involved in secondary
growth and wood formation; (2) integrate large-scale genomic datasets to address the effects of
combinatorial transcription factor binding on gene expression; (3) provide one of the first studies to
model transcriptional regulatory networks in undomesticated trees; (4) provide me with new training
opportunities to meet my career goals.
Experimental Approaches:
My research will characterize Populus popBELLRINGER (popBLR) transcription factors, which play
fundamental roles in regulating gene expression during secondary growth. The popBLR transcription
factors were also selected because they interact with Populus transcription factors previously
characterized in our lab (Class I KNOX and Class III HD ZIP), presenting the opportunity to integrate
new popBLR genomic data with existing transcription factor datasets. This will allow me to use
advanced computational methods to examine fundamental features of transcriptional regulation during
secondary growth, including the role of combinatorial binding of transcription factors in regulating gene
expression, and the topology of transcriptional networks. Specifically, my proposed research will
address: (1) the function of popBLR in regulating secondary growth through analysis of popBLR
mutants; (2) changes in global gene expression across popBLR mutants; (3) the identification of
popBLR target genes using Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP-sep); (4) combinatorial binding with
other transcription factors on transcriptional regulatory networks.
Information/Materials to be Generated:
This project will produce valuable information on the transcriptional regulation of vascular cambium
development and secondary growth in Populus. This project will generate a diverse set of data
including: (1) functional characterization of popBLR using RT-PCR and insitu hybridizations; (2)
Populus mutants for popBLR that will be used to identify changes in global gene expression (RNA-seq);
(3) transcription factor binding profiles for popBLR using ChIP-seq. Furthermore, these data will be
integrated with existing transcription factors previously characterized in our lab to identify both
individual and combinatorial cis-regulatory elements, and transcriptional regulatory network models that
will be used to predict the complex interdependencies between genes and their transcriptional
regulators.
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Contact Information for Outcomes:
1. Matthew Zinkgraf mzinkgraf@gmail.com
2. Andrew Groover agroover@fs.fed.us
Internet Addresses (Web or Email) for Project Information:
1. Matthew Zinkgraf mzinkgraf@gmail.com
2. Andrew Groover agroover@fs.fed.us
Practical Applications of Research:
Understanding the transcriptional network involved in secondary growth will be invaluable in the
development of domesticated Populus and closely related Salix genotypes with desirable wood
characteristics. My research will integrate with ongoing Populus genome projects and provide a muchneeded genomic view of transcriptional regulatory networks for secondary growth. Specifically, it is
expected this project will identify both individual and combinatorial cis-regulatory elements for popBLR,
Class I KNOX and Class III HD ZIP transcription factors. These regulatory networks will provide
testable, network-based predictions of candidate genes and pathways for manipulation of phenotypes
or research for secondary growth. Furthermore, the proposed research and network models will provide
a platform for evaluation of the genetics and evolution of secondary growth in less studied angiosperms
(Eucalyptus, Liriodendron, Liquidambar) and gymnosperms (Pinus, Picea). This is important because
as more genomic resources are developed for non-model organisms, comparative genomic
approaches are becoming increasingly valuable for hypothesis generation and understanding gene
function.
Project Participants:
Last Name

First Name

Zinkgraf

Matthew

Groover

Andrew

Institution
Forest
Service
Forest
Service

Filkov

Vladimir

UC Davis

Role
Principle
Investigator
Primary Mentor
Collaborative
Mentor
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